As a boy at the start of the twentieth century, Jim
Hamilton grew up in the heyday of railways. By the
age of three he was in love with steam locomotives.
He enthusiastically compared the different
competing rail companies that flourished around his
home in Nottingham: the Great Central, Great
Northern, North Western and his favourite because
its engines were painted red– the Midland. His
interest was greatly aided and abetted by The
Railway Magazine, which rapidly became his
preferred reading.
Holidays in his father's native Scotland soon added
the Caledonian line to his store of knowledge. Then
boarding school in Yorkshire meant travelling on
the trains of the 'cold, unfriendly' North Western
line. In a sometimes turbulent working life Jim
ensured that either holidays or the job gave him
occasion for extensive travel by train throughout
Britain. But not only Britain: as a soldier in both
World Wars he made the most of the opportunity to
study trains in France, Belgium, the Netherlands
and Germany. He also made several trips to
Denmark and became enchanted with the country –
but not its trains!
The author of several railway books, Jim Hamilton
brings a wide-ranging knowledge of railways and
an exceptional memory to his story. He recounts his
varied life in a lively style that intrigues and
entertains. His autobiography is augmented by his
son John Hamilton, in an introduction which covers
Jim's life when not on a train, and by 57
photographs of relevant locomotives, key places and
family members. The author’s detailed recollections
of locomotives and their specifications when steam
ruled the rails brings life to a subject often
dismissed as ‘train spotting’.
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To Jane and Sarah with love,
and to William in loving memory.

O how I long to travel back
And tread again that ancient track!
That I might once more reach that plain,
Where first I left my glorious train.
Henry Vaughan The Retreat

Frontispiece (opposite):
'In May 1917 I joined the Nottingham University College Officer Training Corps.'
Jim in uniform for the first time, as portrayed by his mother.
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Preface
My father finished this autobiography in the early summer of 1970 and
sent the manuscript to Philip Unwin of George Allen and Unwin Ltd, the
publishers of his railway books, on July 1st. It was the last book he
completed, for he died just thirteen months later. Not greatly to his
surprise, Unwin declined to publish it. Whether Jim offered it to other
publishers is not known. In any case it remained unpublished and largely
unread for many years.
Although it may have little appeal to a wider public, members of his
family will surely find it of great interest, even if they do not share his
fascination for railways. For the family historian it forms an invaluable
source of information on both my father and our family. Indeed for his
early life it is overwhelmingly the major source. I have, however, been
surprised at how much it has been possible to add to it from other
surviving sources, especially for other periods of his life. Much of this
material he carefully stored through all his vicissitudes. It includes family
and business records and correspondence, his school reports and other
school material, his grandmother's journal, official records, some
newspaper articles and personal reminiscences – both his own and those
of other members of the family. Even his other books have revealed some
information on his life. Most of the family correspondence comes from my
mother who kept, it seems, every letter and card she received from the
mid-1950s onwards (the only major exception apparently being those from
Winsley Sergeant, of which only two survive), as well as some earlier
letters. Unfortunately few of her own letters survive, making the record at
times somewhat one-sided.
In his Foreword, my father writes: ‘In general I have kept the nonrailway matter fairly short.’ But this of course is of most interest to the
family reader. I have, therefore, added further biographical detail in four
sections under the title The Other Side of the Track. This is of course
supplementary to what he himself wrote and designed to be read in
conjunction with it. The disadvantage of this dual approach is that neither
account contains the full story of Jim’s life so it is necessary to read both to
know the complete man. But the alternative would have been to raid his
narrative wholesale for information on him and the family and use it in
my own biography of him or as part of a family history. This would have
meant the omission of the great bulk of his book. Since railways were not
merely his greatest interest outside work, but also a lifelong one, this
xii

would have been unfair to him as an author and meant the loss of a vital
part of his life and personality. My father's original text has not been
altered or edited in any way, except that ‘rail fan’ has been preferred to
Jim’s ‘railfan’ as more in line with current usage.
The railways at the start of the twenty-first century resemble those my
father knew in his early years at the beginning of the twentieth more
closely than at any time in between. A multiplicity of privately owned
companies, competing against each other, have replaced the monolithic
nationalised railway authority in Britain at least – though not, so far, on
the Continent. In that sense my father would have found the present
railway scene reminiscent of his youth. It would be marvellous to have his
comments on the current situation.
Technically of course, much has changed. Steam engines – or, as he
would have more correctly called them, locomotives – the great love of so
many rail fans, are no more. For those of us who knew them, their appeal
was no mystery. They were the very embodiment of mechanical power.
The visible pistons and couplings driving the wheels, the steam that
hissed seemingly from every crevice of the mechanism, the explosive
blasts of smoke that came from the funnel as the train drew away from the
station, the shriek of the whistle changing tone when an express charged
past at a great pace with the thundering, steaming beast of a machine at its
head: to experience this was to know an excitement that no diesel- or
electric-powered train can ever generate.
But as well as the steam locomotives all the statistics and the plethora
of figures – not just the dimensions and capabilities of the locomotives,
but also all the details of the track and the timetables – fascinated him
from a very early age. He was not a practical man, having inherited none
of the scientific or engineering abilities which abounded on his mother's
side of the family. Nor was he much interested, or certainly not until
much later in life, in the human aspects of running a train service. Instead,
since he had a 'feel' for simple mathematics, he found comfort in the very
inanimate nature of the figures, which were so much easier to
comprehend than the confusing behaviour of men and women.
At this point I should perhaps write: 'But let his words speak for
themselves; let his readers form their own opinions of his character, his
motivations and his life.' I confess I have found this hard to do in my
book. This is partly because I know I owe so much to him: many of my
own interests and attitudes are derived directly from his opinions and
enthusiasms. It is also because his life and character continue to affect me:
I find them both sad and difficult to explain. It is perhaps pretentious to
say that at times he seems like a figure in a Greek play, but for me there
remains much that is tragic about his life, in which the character of his
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upbringing and the horrendous international events of the first half of the
century combined with the particular nature of his personality to produce
something close to tragedy.
It may be objected that there is little in my account of him as a father
or grandfather. But for one thing, ‘one man in his time plays many parts’,
and to have covered them all is in any case impossible: next to nothing is
known of Jim's relationships with women before he married, for example.
For another, I feel I could not be sufficiently impartial: I am only one of his
four children, and doubtless each of us would tell a different tale. I am in
any case no John Mortimer to voyage round my father with wit and
entertaining insight. As for being a grandfather, he had little to do with
my children, much more with Sarah's; hence my knowledge of him in this
regard is limited and I have largely relied on her accounts.
A word on names. I use Jim and Do for my father and mother, as this
is what their friends and relatives usually called them, and this is less
long-winded than 'my father' and 'my mother', and helps to distance them
from me as author. Likewise I use William and Hattie for Jim's parents.
For myself I use ‘I’, even though convention is generally opposed to this.
But calling myself 'John' or 'the author' seems too pretentious: in any case
I have tried not to intrude too much into the narrative.
For those who wish to read my account of Jim’s life in immediate
conjunction with his, it may be helpful to indicate how my four sections
relate to his chapters:
I.

The Boy 1899–1916: chapters 1 to 7

II

The Young Man 1916–32: chapters 8 to 12

III.

The Family Man 1932–55: chapters 13 to 19

IV.

The Final Years 1955–71 relates to the period after the
Autobiography ends.

Later Note
I wrote the above when I had completed The Other Side of the Track some
five years ago, and then put the whole project to one side. Partly this was
because I got very caught up with the history of the Bousfields, Jim’s
mother’s family. But more than that, I felt hesitant in publishing this more
intimate account of my parents and their, at times, unhappy lives. Yet to
have omitted or skated over the less joyful elements of these would have
been dishonest. In any case the narrative does not allow it: it makes no
sense without them.
But now it is well over 30 years since my father died and seven since
my mother’s death. To delay much longer would be tantamount to
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abandoning the project altogether, and it would certainly be a pity if Jim’s
book at least did not get the publication it deserves. So I have now
decided to proceed. Revisiting the book has also caused me to look at his
articles, both English and Danish, and his surviving correspondence much
more thoroughly. As a result I have made some additions and changes to
my earlier text, setting out his views and activities in more detail – and in
some cases with greater accuracy. I have also listed his books and articles
in full (except those published in the advertising trade press). The delay,
then, has not been without its benefits.
Jim intended Rail Fan to be published with a few illustrations, but his
choices for these have not survived. I have therefore chosen some,
including several from the Science Library/National Railway Museum, to
enliven his text, as I am sure he would have done if he were publishing
now.
John Brooke Hamilton
Burton Joyce 2005
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Locomotive descriptions
For readers not familiar with the standard system for designating
locomotive types used by Jim the following may be helpful.
Locomotives are classified by their wheel arrangement under the Whyte
system. For example, a locomotive with a four-wheeled bogie in front, six
coupled wheels driven by the cylinders, and a two-wheeled trailing truck
under the cab, is called 4-6-2. A locomotive with eight coupled wheels and
no carrying ones is called a 0-8-0. Locomotives without a separate tender
but carrying fuel and water in tanks on the main frame are designated by
the letter 'T', e.g. 0-6-0T.
The frequently mentioned 'Atlantics' were 4-4-2s and the 'Pacifics' 4-6-2s.
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THE OTHER SIDE
OF THE TRACK:
a brief biography of
Jim Hamilton
by
John Brooke Hamilton

I. The boy 1899–1916
Jim was born on August 8th 1899. The birth seems to have been
uncomplicated. Writing to the baby's grandmother ten days after the
event, his father William could state: ‘Things are going on very favourably
indeed both with Hattie and James Alan. Hattie... will be up tomorrow
afternoon for the first time. As for baby he grows distinctly more
presentable and seems perfectly well.’ He was his parents' first son, but
second child, as Alison, his sister, had been born some eighteen months
earlier. He was christened James Alan Bousfield, but was usually known
as Jim or Jimmy. On marriage in June 1896 his parents had moved into a
pleasant detached house – 2 Cranmer Street – in Victorian Gothic style no
more than half a mile from Nottingham city centre. But within a few
months of Jim's birth, to accommodate their growing family, they bought
one of a pair of large semi-detached houses, the other of which was
already occupied by his mother's sister Lottie and her husband Alex
Morton, a solicitor. This was my father's childhood home; indeed the two
houses continued to be the family homes until the two sisters died as
elderly widows. Lottie and Alex had no children of their own, and Lottie
in particular was very fond of Hattie's children: ‘Lottie's love for the little
ones seems almost equal to Hattie's’ in her mother's opinion. To complete
the family picture, before Jim was four, his grandparents on his mother's
side (his father's parents having died many years previously) moved in a
few hundred yards down the road. Though both were well into their
seventies by this time, they continued to be active for many years.
Moreover their presence brought a constant stream of Bousfield uncles,
aunts and cousins to visit and to stay. To external appearances Jim and
Alison were part of a large and happy extended family.
Materially too it was a comfortable life. East Dene, as the house was
called, was situated at the less expensive end of an exclusive development
called Alexandra Park, at the other end of which lived the cigarette
magnate, John Player. It was a substantial property, with five bedrooms,
to which a sixth was added in the roof after a few years, and this became
Jim's room. At one side lay the garden of an acre or so, into which were
fitted a tennis court and croquet lawn, orchard and vegetable garden.
Several servants, including two who lived in, helped with, but did not
entirely take over, the housework. A gardener was also employed. One of
these servants was the children's nurse, as nannies were then called.
Florence Corrall had been taken on when Alison was still a babe in arms,
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2 Cranmer Street, Nottingham, the house where Jim was born.
(J.B. Hamilton)
and continued to live with the family and care for the children certainly
until both Alison and Jim left home. Both were in no doubt that she was a
key influence in their lives. The received wisdom has it that the Victorian
nanny saved the children of the rich from emotional dysfunction by
becoming a mother substitute. Whatever the general truth of this, Miss
Corrall, as she was always known by the family, did not play that role.
Significantly her employers called her a governess, and both she and they
saw her main job as instilling knowledge and discipline into her charges.
In the process of doing this she earned their abiding dislike and left a
legacy of a miserable childhood and an emotionally deficient adulthood
for both Jim and Alison.[1]
For the fact is that Jim and Alison were emotionally scarred by their
childhood experiences. From their descriptions of Miss Corrall's treatment
of them, there can be little doubt that she played a key role in their failure
to become fully functioning adults. But this was not enough on its own.
1: Florence Corrall was born in Nottingham in 1874. She was one of at least 6
children. Her parents had moved to the city from elsewhere, but her mother died
while Florence was still a child. Florence herself died around 1947. She never
married.
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East Dene, Jim’s childhood home taken from the garden. Jim had the second floor
bedroom with the added dormer overlooking the front of the house, on the right.
The Mortons, his Uncle Alex and Aunt Lottie, lived in the further half of this
great Victorian semi.
There was another tragic factor: their parents. William and Hattie were a
very happily married couple. They were politically on the left of centre,
and saw themselves as forward thinkers. They had a strong sense of right
and wrong, and vigorously preached and practised their ardent ‘dogoodery’. This took up much time outside the home, with the result that
they seem to have had little for their growing children. Alison always
swore that the first word she learnt was ‘committee’, because it was on
one or another of these that her mother spent her time.
It is difficult to avoid the impression that Hattie and William enjoyed
their outside activities more, or at least saw them as more important, than
spending time with their young children. The time they did spend with
them in the early years seems to have been devoted more to correcting
than encouraging them. They reinforced rather than mollified Miss
Corrall's unloving regime. Indeed one may say their high expectations for
their children and the pressure they put on Miss Corrall to achieve these
caused her to behave towards them as she did. It was the infrequent but
disapproving presence of their parents combined with Miss Corrall's
harsh treatment that produced such unhappy results. Thus it would
4
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The governess Miss Corrall
with Alison and Jim.
(A.W. Cox, Nottingham)

clearly be wrong to put the blame entirely on Miss Corrall. That she was
capable of providing loving care to children is shown by her relationship
with the younger brother Bob. Seven and a half years younger than Jim,
he was often ill as a child, and perhaps as a result, he and Miss Corrall
developed a strong affection for one another. Moreover physical violence
against children was universal and had been for hundreds of years. ‘Spare
the rod and spoil the child’ was a basic tenet of parental doctrine. This was
especially true among Protestants, who thought themselves in danger of
hellfire if they did not bring their children up in the ‘fear of the Lord’, for
which fear of their parents was a precondition. Nor was this belief by any
means confined to England. Queen Victoria's husband, Prince Albert, a
German, saw it as his duty to beat his children, the girls as well as the
boys.
There is no doubt Miss Corrall used physical violence. Both Jim and
Alison repeatedly mentioned in later life that she would hit them so hard
over the knuckles with a wooden ruler for making mistakes on the piano,
5
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that it broke. But it would, I am sure, be wrong to suggest that for the time
she was unusually brutal in her dealings with the two children.
Nevertheless it seems clear her treatment of them was not only harsh but
unloving. As far as the young Jim and Alison were concerned she was the
predominate factor in their young lives, and on a day to day basis she
made them miserable.
They were lively, clever and opinionated children. At the end of 1913
(when they were teenagers), William wrote to Hattie: ‘Bob is pretty good
but there is too much Alison & Jim about him – too much “jaw”.’
Increasingly Miss Corrall found it difficult to control them without
recourse to repression. Getting no emotional reward from their
relationship with her, the two children sought to gain their parents'
attention. Good behaviour did not produce this. They therefore turned, as
children will, to misbehaviour, as Alison was to explain in later life. This
resulted in punishment, but it did gain the attention sought and so was
repeated. Disastrously their parents never understood the cause of the
problem. Indeed they were probably only vaguely aware of the regime
under which their elder children spent their crucial early years and
therefore took no action to change it. Later on their behaviour towards
them seems to have changed, for what limited evidence that survives of
Jim's teenage relationship with his parents suggests nothing untoward. It
is reasonable to speculate that William and Hattie's unbounded sense of
mission and of their own righteousness in their first years as parents was
modified in time by the death of the infant Margaret (see below) and Bob's
frequent illness, which caused them later to show greater affection to their
elder children. But by then it was too late. The damage had been done. To
put it briefly Jim and Alison had not much love in their early lives and as
a result became difficult children and remained unfulfilled as adults.
It has been necessary to face this problem right at the start, because it
proved to be a defining factor in the lives of both Jim and Alison. Though
both became professionally qualified, neither made a success of working
life. Jim in particular felt unable, though I believe he never understood
this, to take a job which gave him responsibility. He could advise but not
manage. In their personal lives, both Alison and Jim had few friends. As
for family life, Alison never got started; she remained unmarried, being
able to fall in love only with the unavailable, which at that time meant
married men or the professionally celibate such as Catholic priests. Jim's
marriage is dealt with later: suffice it to say here that whatever he may
have believed about it intellectually, emotionally he never understood the
meaning of partnership. In the modern idiom, he needed ‘his space’. In
practice this meant that he wished to spend every evening alone.
Furthermore his lack of emotional depth left him with almost no feeling
for any form of artistic endeavour: plays, poetry, novels, art, dance or
6
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Jim’s maternal grandparents
Charlotte and Edward
Bousfield, taken outside their
Bedford home on the occasion
of their golden wedding in
1903, immediately before their
move to Nottingham.

whatever held little or no interest for him; he enjoyed only the most
popular kind of light music. It was a void not filled by any religious
passion, as it was for his grandmother Charlotte Bousfield for example.
All that lay in the future. When Jim was three, Hattie had another
baby, a girl, whom they named Margaret after the aunt who had brought
up William following his mother's early death. This was late in November
1902, but she died on Christmas Eve and ‘lay in her coffin all Christmas
day, a very sad one for her parents’ in her grandmother's words. Then in
February 1907 Hattie had Robert, known as Bob or, in his younger days,
Robin. He completed the family. As for Jim, at Christmas 1903 his
grandmother described him as ‘a bonnie boy now three’ though in fact he
was nearly four and a half. Two years later she described him and Alison
as ‘both forward for their ages’, but since she still thought them a year
younger than they actually were, this does not provide us with much
useful information.
More informative is her description of Jim early in 1909 (when he was
nine and a half): ‘Jim is rather a puzzle to me. Full of spirit and fun and
with a splendid memory, which at present seems chiefly developed in one
direction. His conversation is almost entirely about Railways & Steam
Engines; (and) the dates of construction of all the former, the size, weight,
power etc etc of the latter on the different Lines, he seems always
delighted to give any who will listen, and his engineering talks with his
Grandpapa are most amusing.’ The budding rail fan indeed! His
7
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Jim, Alison and their parents.
grandfather had been a practising engineer all his working life, indeed
had been at the forefront of developing steam engines for agriculture, so
Jim must have had an appreciative audience in him. It was perhaps
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around this time that Jim, apparently in a fit of irritation with Alison,
climbed onto the roof of East Dene from the window of his attic bedroom.
Much to the horror of his mother, he sat astride the ridge of the roof and
stuck Alison's Plasticine on to it.
Jim recalled a couple of childhood memories in a letter he wrote later
in life to the Nottingham-born author Cecil Roberts following his reading
of Roberts’ autobiography The Growing Boy:
‘Like you I witnessed the entry of General Booth into Nottingham in
1905. I was not quite six at the time, but vividly remember the patriarchal
figure standing in the open carriage. We had quite a bird’s-eye view, for
the whole family were at an upper window of the Exchange. I do not
know how we managed to secure that privileged position, unless it was
my father’s political activities.
‘My father... was Arthur Richardson’s election agent in the three
elections in 1906 and 1910. I never met Richardson to speak of, but I
remember being taken to one of his meetings at a hall somewhere in the
Meadows. I felt very grand sitting on the platform beside my father, and I
remember Richardson’s thundering speech – he was no mean orator, as
you will recall. I remember too the sea of faces roaring out The Land
Song.’[1]
The two children continued to be taught at home by Miss Corrall until
Jim was eight. But even before that, at the age of six and a half, he had
taken an examination, at which he was graded good, very good or
excellent in writing, poetry, arithmetic written and oral, reading and
history. The examiner, a certain T.A. Lawson BA, added: ‘I think his work
generally displays marked ability in so young a child.’ Then at the
beginning of 1908 he was sent to a little local private school in Carrington
about a mile away from home, run by John Russell (while Jim was there
the numbers varied between 9 and 19 pupils).
At the same time Alison became a weekly boarder elsewhere, but
eighteen months later her parents' mounting difficulties with her caused
them to send her to school in Switzerland. The psychological stress she
and Jim lived under may have the cause of them both developing a
stammer, which both in later life thought had been at least partly the
result of their being forced to write with their right hands, though both
were left-handed. Alison's stammer was worse, and in general her
behaviour more trying to those about her than Jim's. That is not to say his
problems were necessarily less than hers, but they were not so obvious.
1: Jim’s letter is dated 27 December 1967. General Booth, as he styled himself, was
also Nottingham-born and the founder of The Salvation Army. Arthur
Richardson was the Liberal candidate in these elections. The Meadows is a suburb
of Nottingham.
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Alison and Bob.
In his first term's report, Russell gave it as his opinion that Jim was
‘likely to do extremely well. (But) the form of his work leaves much to be
desired...’. For the next nine years or so, while he remained at school, Jim's
reports constantly repeated this message: ‘Brilliant, but...’. In subsequent
reports Russell commented on his untidiness (this seems to refer to his
written work – Jim himself was later to put this too down to his being
made to write right-handed), his lack of concentration – ‘he has constantly
to be called to attention’, and ‘thinking too highly of himself’. Very early
Russell also noted ‘a noticeable and painful increase towards the end of
the term (Jim's second) in his speech defect’. Three years later, however,
he commented: ‘In respect of stammering he is much better. It is evidently
mainly a question of self-control.’
Away from school the family went together on annual holiday to
Scotland. ‘Mr Hamilton scarcely cares for any holiday place outside his
“ain country” ‘ wrote Hattie's mother in her diary, mimicking William's
Scots accent (though she knew him for twenty years and more, in her
diary she never once refers to William by his Christian name. He
reciprocated by calling her ‘Mrs Bousfield’). Jim describes these holidays
in his Chapter Three and I can add nothing to his splendid description.
Then, as Jim mentions, in 1913 the family leased an unfurnished house in
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Trusthorpe on the Lincolnshire coast. This was ‘a very commodious
bungalow’ according to Hattie's mother. It was more than just a
temporary holiday home, but one ‘to which they could conveniently go
whether in holiday time or otherwise.’ Miss Corrall used to take Bob there
for many weeks at a time, and the property was kept on for a number of
years, certainly up to 1916.
Christmas was celebrated very traditionally by the family, according
to Hattie's mother's descriptions. We must assume that Hattie, like her
parents, took her family to church in the morning, followed by Christmas
dinner, probably consisting of turkey and plum pudding (‘usual
Christmas fare’), at home. Later in the afternoon they were joined by their
grandparents, Lottie and Alex, the servants of the three households, and
often visiting relatives. William dressed up as Father Christmas, ‘clad in
scarlet cloak, and cotton beard and wig’, and distributed the presents
which were piled round the ‘Christmas tree set in the centre of the
Drawing Room.’ ‘Servants too came in for their share of gifts and after
about two hours of merriment, with our hands full of parcels all returned
here for the rest of the day.’ Usually Alison and Jim were called upon to
do their ‘party pieces’, both ‘music and recitations’: ‘later in the evening
Alison played two duets with her mother very correctly, and both [Alison
and Jim] recited several pieces of poetry, much to the gratification of their
adoring Aunt Lottie, as well as their parents, and I may add
grandparents.’ As the children grew older, carol singing seems to have
taken the place of these recitations, ‘whilst the lights on the Christmas tree
lasted’. [1]
The religious aspects of Christmas were most important to all the
family, for religion formed a key part of their lives, even if there was no
agreement on its precise form. Hattie's parents were non-conformist and
both were very religious. Their church-going veered from his Methodism
to her Congregationalism and back again. Lottie and Alex were also
Methodist, but Hattie had followed her charismatic and very successful
elder brother Will into the Anglican Church. William, brought up by his
uncle, who was a minister in the Free Church of Scotland, came, like many
a thinking late Victorian, to harbour serious doubts about the Christian
faith.[2] He joined the Unitarians in Nottingham, a sect which, because it
denied the doctrine of the Trinity, was generally considered not properly
Christian. Alison and Jim were brought up by their mother as Anglicans,
but this must have been tempered by the enthusiastic non-conformity of
their immediate relatives. Even Hattie's espousal of the Temperance cause
was more typical of non-conformists than Anglicans.
1: All the quotations are from Charlotte Bousfield’s diaries.
2: For an examination of this phenomenon, see A.N. Wilson’s God’s Funeral.
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Jim as a boy, perhaps while he
was at Sedbergh.

At the age of thirteen it was Jim's turn to be sent away to boarding
school, much in the normal course of events for a middle-class boy. In
later life he claimed that he had to get a scholarship or he would not have
gone. But Russell had done well by him and he won one worth £40 out of
fees of £90 a year. Jim used to recall that while he was sitting the exam, he
could hear Russell pacing around in the next room, exclaiming out loud at
his mistakes in the papers he had just completed!
Why he went to Sedbergh rather than, for example, to Rugby or
Uppingham, both nearer to Nottingham and where he had elder cousins,
is not clear. Doubtless his father preferred the surrounding countryside,
which was more reminiscent of his native Scotland than the gently rolling
landscape of the Midland counties. There is no doubt that a key figure in
the decision was a Liberal friend of William's, Felix Dowson. Dowson, or
F.N.D. as he came to be known, came from Nottingham, but at this time
he had for some years been an assistant house master at Sedbergh. It was
to his House, Evans, that Jim went, although Dowson left within the year
12
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Evans House, Sedbergh, with the towering mass of Winder behind: taken from
the school cricket field in the 1990s, but the view has changed remarkably little
over the years since Jim was at school there. (J.B. Hamilton)
to set up his own Prep School ten miles down the road at Kirkby
Lonsdale, which he called Cressbrook. He was to have a lasting influence
on Jim's life.
Jim was fortunate that Sedbergh had in W.N. Weech an excellent,
though hard, Headmaster. But it was a rough, tough place and Jim was no
happier there than most young boys sent away from home for the first
time. At the end of his first term, Martyn, his Housemaster, wrote to his
father: ‘He has entered very keenly into all the interests here, and when
the strain, to which you referred on the occasion of your visit, has given
place to a more confident frame of mind, then his time will be happier. At
present he doubtless is more sensitive to the hostile elements which must
exist in the atmosphere of any community where free play is allowed to
various individualities.’ The boys were left to sort out their own
relationships. The staff, even if they were aware of unhappiness, saw this
as part of the educational process.
A week later Martyn had cause to write again. He added that he had
pressed on ‘Jim's attention’ ‘deliberation over meals: the matron (who
presides at meals) complains of the rapidity of his actions and his refusal
of vegetables’. However unhappy, Jim was evidently not completely
bowed. But in a repetition of Russell's earlier complaints his form master
13
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commented: ‘He has much to learn in the way of concentration,
attentiveness and tidiness.’ And over the years Martyn's comments betray
a constant concern over his relations with other boys: ‘He must learn to
have more confidence in the friendliness of others.’ The trouble was that
he was much cleverer than most of them, did not hesitate to make this
clear, had little understanding of the emotional needs of others and no
idea how to get them on his side. Even his English teacher complained
that he was ‘much too cock-sure of his own opinion.’[1]
Yet in spite of much criticism in his reports, his intelligence was
recognised. After a year his scholarship was increased to £50, when the
fees were increased, and he moved so quickly up the school, that for a
long time he was typically a full two years younger than the average age
of his form. Doubtless this both increased his own opinion of himself and
the dislike of the much older but less able boys in his class. By the time he
was fifteen and a half he was in the Upper Sixth with Headmaster Weech
as his form master.
Weech clearly thought well of Jim, but even he was puzzled by him:
‘It is, as yet, difficult to know where his interests lie.’ But Martyn
struggled to find something positive to say. In report after report he wrote
about his ‘confused outlook on life’, ‘critical attitude’, ‘eccentric habits’,
and towards the end of Jim's time at Sedbergh warned: ‘He must acquire
a dignity suited to his age and position’. Apart from his academic success,
Jim did not play a prominent part in school life. He was not made even a
junior prefect. He played in the House Rugby team: ‘tries hard but is
rather too apt to lose his head’ was the House magazine's comment on his
performance there. Jim had clearly not yet matured, and in general the list
of his achievements looks modest alongside that of other boys leaving at
the same time. In his last term he became Assistant Librarian and (no
surprise!) Secretary of the Debating Society. Earlier he had been Treasurer
of some club, as the letter from his father quoted below makes clear, but
no more is known of this.
In fact two letters from his father and two picture postcards home
from Jim, to his sister Alison and his mother respectively, survive from his
Sedbergh years. The postcard to his mother and the first of the letters are
both dated May 1914, when Jim was rising 15, and the other letter just a
year later. The postcard reads:
Dear Mother
I am not sending you a letter this week, as I am sending
off some postcards. Thanks very much for your letter. I
1: For Jim's description of Martyn and other reminiscences of his time at
Sedbergh, see Appendix.
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suppose I shall have to resign myself to the fact that you
cannot come up this term. I think you will like this
postcard, as it shows a temperance ‘hotel’(!) about 4 miles
from Sedbergh. Love from
JAB Hamilton
The weekly letter home was no doubt as compulsory in 1914 as it was
40 years later. The picture on the postcard is of the Cross Keys, a tiny
country inn at Cautley. As Jim makes clear, this was chosen because of his
mother's – as well as his grandmother's and aunt's – devotion to the
teetotalist cause. Visits from parents were much looked forward to by
children at boarding school: a term, particularly a summer term when
Speech Day occurred, without a visit was not appreciated. In fact on this
occasion Jim was more fortunate than he knew when he wrote the card.
For a week or so later, he received a letter from his father, on his return
home from a holiday on his own in Scotland: ‘We shall come down on
Thursday, I suppose, but shall not stay beyond Monday morning’ (see
Appendix 1).
It is difficult to claim one can learn much about the relationship
between Jim and his father on the basis of just two letters a year apart.
What is noteworthy on reading them is the difference in tone. The first
letter treats Jim as a child: ‘I suppose you have written to her [your
mother] at Trusthorpe’. ‘I want you to tell me definitely whether your
Club money which you hold as Treasurer is intact and separate from your
other money’. ‘You had better write to thank’ Dr McNair, William's
boyhood friend, for the ‘ancient coins’, which he had asked William to
forward to Jim.
The second letter is largely bantering in tone. It opens: ‘I have been
trying my hand at a little essay on “the plough”‘, which begins: ‘A plough
has two handles and a point’. It is, as William acknowledges ‘a frivolous
letter’, and in a P.S. he adds: ‘On reading this mother points out... that I
am myself a bald fact. But this is overstating the case. I have some hair!’
But the war has now started, and Jim learns that his cousin Bruce, fighting
in the Dardanelles, ‘is wounded in the leg. I am glad it is no worse: the
fighting has been so fierce one wonders how any of our men can be left
alive’. There is no attempt to hide the effects of war from the youth. He is
treated much more as a young man.
Another year on Jim needed to grow up fast. It had been agreed he
should try for a History scholarship at Oxford. But his father's death just
after his seventeenth birthday put paid to these ambitions, apparently
because of a lack of money to pay for him. He finished at Sedbergh the
following December, a couple of terms earlier than he would have done.
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But he continued his studies at home, and it was a tribute both to the
quality of Sedbergh teaching and his own abilities that he gained a First
Class in the London Matriculation Examination, equivalent to a starred A
level today. Martyn was so impressed that uniquely he had this
achievement put up on the house honours board as equal to an Oxbridge
scholarship. It can still be seen there today.
In spite of their concerns, both Weech and Martyn came to feel some
affection for Jim: he was exasperating but challenging; and if not sensitive
to the needs of others, he was not malicious or deliberately unkind. But
the doubts remained. In the November before he left, Martyn wrote; ‘We
are extremely sorry this must be his last term’. Yet his final judgement
was: ‘In some ways public-school life has not proved the best possible
educator of his character and talents: but I feel sure that he has drawn
much from his experience here and has left much???’ though the last
sentence sounds like a sop for Jim and his parents. Weech also ‘deplored
his early departure.’ ‘One of the two or three cleverest boys in the school:
lacks ballast in his work’ he added, and finally ‘I shall miss him very
much’.
That Jim reciprocated this affection is shown in the fact that in due
course and at greater expense than he could sensibly afford he sent both
his sons to Sedbergh. More personally, he got more than a good education
from Sedbergh. It does not require the sensitivity of a William
Wordsworth, who sent two of his sons to the school, to feel the impact of
the towering fells and the gushing becks which surround the school and
the little town from which it gets its name, though it was he who
expressed it most memorably: ‘The sounding cataract haunted me like a
passion.’ Jim too came to love the fells of the north-west and it was to
them, rather than to his father's Scottish mountains, that he returned again
and again in later life.
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II. The young man 1917–32
‘For the railways, 1917 marked a turning point, just as it did for me.’ The
failure of such diplomatic efforts as there were to end the war in 1916 and
early in 1917 turned it into the worst the world had ever known, worse
even than the much longer-lasting Napoleonic war a century earlier. Until
then civilian life in Britain had continued much as before. Now the old
order was shattered. As Jim's grandmother wrote in her journal early in
1918: ‘In the last few months everything domestic has undergone changes
and limitations as to make housekeeping a matter of constant effort and
conservation... every article of daily use rationed or scarce’.
As for himself Jim was in no doubt of the effects of the war on him
personally. As he was to write many years later in his introduction to his
Britain's Railways in World War I: ‘For a tail-ender of the generation which
fought, who lost most of his friends and himself fully expected to be
killed, the emotions of those days were too intense ever to be forgotten,
even with the passage of years.’ And not only friends: no fewer than seven
cousins were in the army, of whom two had been wounded and one made
a prisoner of war (though amazingly and happily none had been – or
would be – killed). It was the received wisdom at that time that the life
span of a young officer in the trenches was a fortnight. Within that time,
he had either been killed, wounded or promoted. Nevertheless the real
horror of the war had not been borne in on him, for he writes of the
likelihood of his being killed as though it were a romantic adventure.
Because of the war and the enthusiasm among young men to join it,
Jim was by no means alone in leaving school early, as Weech deplores in
his history of Sedbergh School. For many of those who survived, this
probably had little effect on their subsequent careers. Moreover, until
quite recently, most young men going into accountancy as a career in the
UK did not attend university. In Jim's case, however, the conjunction of
his father's death and the continuance of the war had a profound effect on
his future life. William had suffered from severe heart problems for some
time before his death and in any case could not have lasted long. But if he
had lived another year, Jim would have stayed on at school, have got his
Oxford entrance and probably avoided the war altogether. If his father
had died at this juncture, he might well have chosen to follow his father's
profession with the same dire consequences that actually occurred. But in
that case he would have had his Oxford place to fall back on when it
became clear that he was not cut out for accountancy. He would also not
17
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‘Leftover life to live’ – Jim’s family after the death of his father. This was
probably taken in 1917. (Geo. Pendry, Nottingham)
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Raphael Roche. This portrait
is signed ‘Miss Florence
Corall, with kind regards from
Raphael Roche’. Did she also
consult him? (Drummond
Young, Edinburgh)

have been wounded and perhaps in a better state to think clearly about his
future.
In the event he chose to start his accountancy ‘articles’ as soon as
possible at the beginning of 1917, while awaiting call-up, and claims this
choice was irreversible. Why, even without an Oxford place, this should
have been so, is not clear. Alison, eighteen months older than he, made a
late decision to study medicine and was accepted by Edinburgh
University (presumably their Uncle Will paid as he had offered to do for
Jim), and Jim himself later began an external degree at London University.
Admittedly no one then considered this latter to be of the same standing
as an Oxford degree, but even with that Jim nowhere indicates what sort
of a career he thought he might have made. Later in life he opined that he
would never have made an academic, though my own opinion is that he
was as likely to have made a success of that as of anything.
His grandmother describes him at this time as ‘a kind son. His mother
will miss him much when he will have to leave home in the course of a
few weeks’. He joined the Officer Training Corps of Nottingham
University in May 1917, still living at home and studying for his
accountancy exams. His call-up to Officer Training Camp in Devon came
19
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in March 1918. There is little to add to what he tells us in Chapter 8 about
this. ‘It was rigorous all right’ but then Sedbergh had been no bed of roses
as regards either the physical or the human environment; and at least in
the cadet battalion ‘these N.C.O. types showed a humanity and tolerance
which I had never experienced at school’. The cadet magazine he kept
from this time does not show him as one of the leading lights among the
cadets. He does not appear to have played in any of the company sports
teams or in any other leading role. But he survived, and passed out as a
second lieutenant in the local Nottinghamshire regiment, the Sherwood
Foresters, getting his commission at the end of August shortly after his
nineteenth birthday. As he describes, he avoided the fighting by a few
days, but, after six months in France guarding prisoners of war, managed
to get shot through the lung with serious effects on his health for several
years. At last, after trying a number of different mainstream treatments
without success, he consulted Raphael Roche, a practitioner of alternative
medicine, whose most famous patient was George Bernard Shaw. Roche
told him to stop smoking and drinking, and plied him with his secret
potions, which quickly cured him (a fuller account of this, taken from
Jim's unpublished account of Roche's life is given in the appendix).
Little survives of the history of Jim's life in the seven years between
the end of the War and the parting of the ways with accountancy. For he
wrote almost nothing of it. Sadly, since he was a young man just setting
out into the world, this was ‘not a period of my life that I care to
remember.’ Partly, of course as just mentioned, this was because for some
time he did not feel well. He seems to have been discharged from the
Army in the late summer of 1919 and returned straight to accountancy,
doing his ‘articles' and studying for his exams. These he quickly passed
and was admitted a Member of the Institute of Chartered Accountants in
August 1922. The following summer, he became a partner in his father's
old practice, which was still operating from the same premises at the
bottom of Victoria Street in Nottingham.
Another couple of snippets from this period of his life come from his
letter to Cecil Roberts quoted in Chapter I. Jim ‘ frequently’... attended ‘the
Saturday night dances in the Society of Artists rooms in Park Row,’ where
he was ‘more interested in the girls’ than talking to Roberts or the other
men present, but there is no evidence that he formed a close relationship
with any woman around this time. But of course he was still in his early
twenties and unqualified. He also had to do some part-time soldiering in
the Territorial Army. He was assigned to another local regiment, The
Notts & Derbys, also known as The Robin Hoods: ‘I also knew Donald
[Richardson – presumably the politician Arthur Richardson’s son]: he was
my company commander in the Robin Hoods in 1920. Years after... he told
my wife that I was the most difficult officer he ever had under him.’
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Jim as a young man.

Having difficulty with his fellow men was unfortunately not confined
to his soldiering. British business in the 1920s was in the midst of its long
decline from being the best in the world in the middle of the nineteenth
century to probably the worst in the developed world for a full generation
after the Second World War. By today's standards the political and social
ideas of many businessmen in those times were extremely right-wing.
There were a few more enlightened ones, like Jesse Boot and the
Cadburys, who believed in welfare for their workers. But the great
majority saw little if any need for the education and training of their
workforces for example, or even for basic health and safety measures (the
railway companies had a particularly poor record on workforce safety).
Many workers were not only extremely poorly paid but, by any standards,
worked extraordinarily long hours. This was true even for those such as
train drivers and signalmen, on whom the safety of passengers depended.
As Jim describes in Chapter 13, the signalman he boarded with in 1931
worked 20 days out of 21.
William had been ‘a fierce radical and egalitarian’ and a leading
member of the local Liberal Party, and Jim had inherited his leftist outlook
on life. But Victorian (or Gladstonian) Liberalism was now hopelessly out
of date, its place being taken by Socialism as the dominant ideology of the
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twentieth-century left. The Liberal Party was nearly annihilated in the
1924 General Election, which resulted in the brief creation of the first
Labour Government. Unlike its Continental counterparts, the British Left
never lost the religious connections it had inherited from non-conformist
support for Victorian Liberalism, and it could be that this made it easier
for Jim to become a Labour party member. It is not known when he did so,
and it may well have been not until the late 1920s. But its ideals and
prejudices, including the demonising of 'capitalists', informed his political
beliefs. His father William had been able to work with the business
community, and indeed had been much respected by it. It had provided
his bread and butter. Moreover he appreciated the skills and hard work
that are required to make a success of a business. Jim did not. He could see
only the exploitation, not the wealth creation.
It is from this period that the first of his published articles date,
certainly those that he kept a copy of (see Appendix 9 for a list of his
various publications). These were published in Charity Organisation
Quarterly in January and July 1925 and not only make clear his anticapitalist views, but also show that he was a true son of his parents and
grandparents in his concern for the poor even so early in his life. The first
article was in fact an ‘elaboration’ of an address he had given to the
Midland Conference of Social Service Agencies organised by the
Birmingham Citizens’ Association in Birmingham the previous
November. The second was an article he wrote for the same publication
entitled The Way of Hope. Unfortunately he did not keep a copy of this, so
we have to rely on quotations from it in the responses it elicited in the next
two issues. In his address he claimed that two of the causes of poverty
were:
‘The existing competitive basis of society, which directs
industry to the ends wherein it is most profitable, rather
than most useful; and the result of which is inefficiency,
chaos and under-production of necessities.’
‘Industrial conditions, partly the result of the competitive
system, but mostly inseparable from the use of machinery,
which makes toil irksome and monotonous, and produces
disastrous results among the manual workers.’ (How
could someone who loved steam engines be so
antagonistic to ‘the use of machinery’?)
He continued that ‘Poverty is not a disease in itself, but a symptom of
a deeper social malady which arises from a blindness to the fact that there
can be no peace, harmony or happiness in a community that is not
dominated by the idea of service.’ In the later article he apparently took
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the gloves off and laid into British society as he found it. ‘The whole basis
and foundation of our social structure is selfish.... Our ethics are those of
pigs round the swill tub’ he writes of our present system.[1] While some
live handsomely in idleness, others are denied the right to work under the
plea of “economic forces”. For economics, which are merely the
expression of our present paganism, we deem fixed and immutable. The
material chaos of this system of profit is frightful. Its spiritual chaos is
worse.’ One hostile responder characterised his views as: ‘Let the desire
for private property be eliminated from the human heart, and let every
one be willing to contribute his share to the Common Fund, then there
will be resources enough to supply everyone’s reasonable wants.’ But a
later more favourable reply objected to this: ‘Mr Hamilton... has nowhere
suggested that the desire for private property should be “eliminated”.
What he did say was that “the canker of poisoned relations in industry” is
“inseparable from the quest for profit”.’ Yet another response noted that
he also ‘mentions the drink problem.’ No surprise given the Temperance
activities of his family!
What today sound like extreme left-wing views were by no means
unique among the more intelligent young middle-class at this time,
troubled by the terrible lives so many of the working classes lived under
capitalism (the Labour Party has almost always been led by men from a
‘privileged’ background.). But to his Socialist outlook, Jim added
emotional immaturity. He also suffered from an intellectual arrogance and
a contempt for businessmen, civil servants and Conservatives. He shared
this with both Alison and Bob, and it seems they inherited these attitudes
largely from their father. Jim describes his father's reaction to a particular
railway magazine journalist: ‘The magazine is written by ignorant people
who have no idea of how to write.’ Jim had passed his accountancy
examinations with some ease, but quite apart from the dislike he felt for
office life in general and the accountant's job in particular, he made it clear
to his and the firm's clients that he disliked and despised them too. He
was costing the firm business. He had to go. One wonders if feeling fully
fit again after his sessions with Roche had increased his self-confidence
and made him less wary of voicing his opinions to the clients. In
December 1925 the partnership was dissolved and Jim never practised as
an accountant again.
At this crucial juncture in his life – he was 26 and his only formal
qualification was of no use to him – Jim seems to have given his long-term
career no thought whatever. Nor did he do so for several years to come.
He drifted from one job to another, abandoning each as it ceased to
1: How ironic is this comment, given Jim’s later experience in Appleby – see
Chapter 3!
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Felix Dowson, always known
as ‘F.N.D.’ (Edwin Hadley,
Nottingham)

appeal, and just trusting to good fortune that something interesting would
turn up. Schoolmastering, social work, politics, farming: he felt able to
commit himself to none of these, and seemed blissfully unaware of the
unsatisfactory nature of his life. From his autobiography one gets the
impression he would have been happy spending his life travelling in
trains. This is all the more surprising, since he was not brought up on the
late twentieth century dogma that what one does with life is one's own
affair alone. His boyhood had been spent in a very religious home, where
doing good, being 'useful' to the community at large and especially to
those less advantaged than oneself, was a basic article of belief. Nor was
he lazy: for the whole of his life after leaving school up to the time of his
death he was either working or studying. The sole exception was when he
lay in hospital after he got shot in France. One wonders why he seems
never to have even considered a job in the railways, or indeed in
journalism, since he enjoyed this and indeed ensured that he did some
paid writing in nearly every job he had. Ironically he would have
probably made a good financial journalist; but he would not take a job in
a capitalist enterprise until forced to late in life by dire necessity.
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‘Grinnels’ – Rev C.H.
Grinling. On the back is
written: ‘Xmas 1930.
Goodwill C.H. Grinling.’

Several times over the next few years Jim found a new job apparently
without difficulty just as he left the previous one. Having been pushed out
of accountancy, he was offered a job teaching Latin and Greek at Felix
Dowson's Prep School ‘Cressbrook’ in Kirkby Lonsdale, just ten miles
south of Sedbergh. He was probably rather good at this and found it
enjoyable for a time. He had a large store of knowledge, could tell a good
story and had a captive audience for all his pontificating. Throughout his
life he was perhaps at his best dealing with pre-teenage children. But two
years were long enough.
Dowson, always known as F.N.D. from his initials, was the first of a series
of substitute father figures, to whom Jim attached himself over the next
fifteen or so years. The next was his father's old friend, the Rev C.H.
Grinling, known as ‘Grinnels’, whom he joined in south London. Grinling
ran the Woolwich Council of Social Service as honorary (i.e. unpaid)
secretary, while continuing to be the local parish priest. (According to
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Everyman's Encyclopaedia 1949–50 edition, ‘every [social] service now
operated by central or local government had its origin in the work of
private or voluntary agencies.... The continued partnership between
statutory bodies and voluntary organisations is one of the most significant
aspects of British Social Service.... Arising out of the partnership is a...
need for [the] co-ordination of the voluntary organisations... At national
level, this function is carried out by the National Council of Social Service,
which consists of representatives of over one hundred national voluntary
organisations, government departments, associations of local government
authorities, and other bodies. Regionally and locally similar bodies exist in
the shape of local councils of Social Service.)
Jim made his mark in Woolwich. Some years later, in what looks like
a job reference, Grinling wrote of Jim's work during his time there:
‘James Hamilton came to me in August 1927 and
remained for two years. He... was outstanding among the
students I have trained in fifty years of social service.
During his time... he played a prominent part in the
Council's work, and was one of the moving spirits behind
its town planning activities and the campaigns to preserve
Woolwich Common and Lessness Woods. He not only
helped to organise the campaigns with great efficiency,
but had frequent occasions for writing and speaking... I
deputed to him much of my responsible work in
connection with the London Council of Social Service and
the Mansion House Council Joint Committee on
Housing... ’.
Woolwich Common and Lessness (or Lesnes) Park remain public
open spaces to this day. Grinling also seems to have deputed to Jim the
compiling of a lengthy (40 plus pages) booklet Youth and Recreation in
Woolwich. Published in January 1930, this listed everything from Boy
Scouts to the Woodcraft Folk, as well as all the sports grounds and church
clubs in the borough in great detail. [1]
A local newspaper described him as ‘a very prominent worker in
Woolwich social service’. He ‘has won much respect and popularity
among the community.... He has been secretary of the Woolwich Town
Planning Advisory Committee since it was formed in December 1927: joint
secretary of the Woolwich Common Joint Committee since June 1928, and
secretary of the Woolwich Unemployment Council from its start in March
of this year [1929].... During Mr Hamilton's term of office with the Town
1: Jim seems to have kept a copy of nearly everything that he had published.
Some of these are anonymous, but it seems reasonable to assign his authorship to
them. See Appendix 9 for a full list of his publications.
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Jim with part of the Bousfield clan at his grandmother’s 100th birthday in 1928.
Jim is in the striped blazer standing immediately behind his grandmother.
Alison is next but one on his right, Bob next but one on his left. with their
mother sitting below him. Aunt Lottie is on her left.
Planning Committee... several important amendments have been secured
in regard to town planning at Eltham, such as the preservation of the
‘green belt’, more open spaces for working class houses, and the
preservation of open frontages along the new arterial roads.’
From this it appears that he was not so much involved with 'social
work' as it is now defined, but more with what are now described as
planning or environmental matters. It is not clear if he was paid for this
work. He writes that he ‘joined’ Grinling, not that he was employed by
him; and in a letter quoted more fully below, Grinling stated ‘a salary
would, I am sure, have been forthcoming’ if Jim had opted to stay with the
Woolwich Council, a claim that only seems to make sense if Jim was not
already receiving one. But he must have had at least living expenses, since
he had no other means of support that I know of.
Jim himself describes his foray into politics in his chapter 11, and there
is nothing that can be added to this. He also tells how he got in touch with
Hansen, the Danish Bacon ‘king’, and describes his first trip to Denmark
in September 1930 that resulted from this. Fuller detail is provided in Jim’s
own words in the Appendix 5. On his return he wrote a short Report on
Certain Aspects of Danish Agriculture. A carbon copy of this survives, but
there is no indication of who had the top copy or who read it. It is
concerned with the performance (yields) and co-operative movement
among farms around Viborg in central Jutland, where he spent his time.
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When he went to Denmark a second time the following January, still
under Hansen’s auspices, it was to the folk high school at Vraa in northern
Jutland. He spent the winter months at the High School and then a few
months on Gadensgaard, the Zakarias’ farm, and returned to England
believing he had seen the Promised Land. Denmark, its agriculture and its
social harmony, as he saw it, were a revelation. Over 30 years later,
writing in Denmark, an Anglo-Danish Society periodical, he reminisced: ‘I
saw Danish farming in the days of its pride, just before the depression
struck. Here was everything that an Englishman longed for from his own
country's farming – the efficiency, the alertness, the well-tilled land,
compared with the neglected fields, the rusting implements and general
hopelessness of English farming at that time.’
That these were built on the back of the great marketing successes of
the Danish bacon and butter industries, he was perhaps only partly aware
– and certainly few in British agriculture fully realised the importance of
this aspect of Danish agricultural prosperity. But that these successes had
been underpinned for a long time by an attitude to work and the
workforce which have, it seems, never been fully understood by British
farmers, he certainly appreciated. Three things struck him particularly: the
largely classless society, the high standard of education amongst the
farming community, and the importance of self-help and practical cooperation shown by Danish farmers. As he wrote in a letter to the Eastern
Daily Press a couple of years later, when back in England and living on a
farm in Norfolk (a letter which started a furious public correspondence
with British farmers’ leaders): ‘The comparison [between English and
Danish farms] is tragic for an Englishman. Dealers come and go; the
farmer curses their low prices but makes no attempt to band with his
neighbours to cut them out.[1] His wife, if you would believe it, churns her
own butter by hand, although the local farmers could have established
their own creamery as easily as the Danes have done. The literary, musical
and social interests universal on Danish farms simply do not exist [in
England].’ (It is fair to state that he spent his time in an area of Denmark
which lacked aristocratic estates and among a group of farmers who were
especially culturally aware and politically progressive, both factors which
did not apply universally throughout the country: but in general his
comments were valid.)
The key to all this, Jim was sure, was the so-called ‘Folk High School’.
The name, a direct translation of the Danish, is somewhat misleading. For
these were not schools in the English sense, but further education colleges,
which had been set up primarily to provide the mass of the young adult
rural population with a groundwork in their national literature and
history, which their primary school education had not given them, and so
1: For ‘dealers’ today read ‘supermarket buyers’?
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to foster a greater sense of national pride. Jim greatly enjoyed his time at
the High School despite the language difficulties, and it is no surprise that
he kept the traditional booklet Memories of Vraa High School, signed by
both his teachers and fellow students, to the end of his days.
For their part his Danish friends were much impressed by him, seeing
him as an idealistic aristocrat. This belief was increased by an article Jim
wrote in an English language magazine published in May 1931 during his
stay with the Zakarias family in Vraa in northern Jutland. It purported to
describe his time in Fiskebaek, where he had been the previous year. In it
he expressed his surprise that Danish farmers, who were otherwise so
civilised, should eat the successive courses of a meal off the same plate (a
habit that had not entirely died out when I began to visit Denmark 30
years later): ‘There is a stern economy of crockery which I confess I cannot
abide... It is horrible to eat stewed fruit off a plate already fouled with
fish.’ He was careful to send this anonymously to an English language
Copenhagen-based publication, but it did not escape the sharp eyes of the
local paper in Vraa, who republished it – in translation, of course. His
authorship was instantly recognised by his hosts, who thereafter to his
embarrassment ensured he had a clean plate for each new dish.
But by now in his thirties, Jim seems to have started having doubts
about his future course and to have consulted Grinling about it when his
time in Denmark was coming to an end in the summer of 1931.
Grinling highlighted his lack of commitment when he wrote:
‘To earn money you will have to give up for the time
being your ways of re-organising the world and throw
wholeheartedly into whatever the work in hand may be. I
think you have gifts which with concentrated purpose
would have made you indispensable to our work here, in
the sense that a salary would, I am sure, have been
forthcoming. I think the same would have been true with
Snell [the Labour MP for whom he had worked], had you
made yourself indispensable to the work in hand. In both
cases you were a passenger, eager to get on with your
own journey.
‘Much the same, I imagine, is true with Hanson [sic]. You
have received his hospitality, but you have not and you
do not propose to make yourself indispensable to his
work. So you are up against the old problem of passenger
through life.
‘My own idea is that you have first to settle down to the
actualities of life. So you will find yourself. Only so will
you win the freedom to play your part in world re29
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organisation. It needs a long, not a swift effort. “Latent
genius needs to be released and multiplied by industry.” ‘
Jim's behaviour in leaving job after job had exasperated Grinling for
all his affection for him and his high opinion of Jim's abilities. His message
was clear: ‘Be committed. Get a job and stick to it’. And this eventually is
what he did.
Do came to believe that Hansen at first wondered if Jim was a
potential son-in-law, though this did not occur to Jim at the time. As it
was, Jim was clear he had nothing to offer Hansen. He had to find some
other work than as a farm labourer. But Denmark had changed his ideas.
Danish farmers were no socialists, however much they treated their
workers as social equals (Jim seems to have missed the point that this is
exactly what they were, being – as he tells it – other farmers’ sons). But
that their self-help and co-operative ideals should have resulted, as he saw
it, in so prosperous and happy a society, which contrasted with the
financial and social misery he had left behind in Britain, was pure gold for
him. As he describes, this had a profound effect on his future. But that
belongs to the next section.
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III. The married man 1932–55
Marriage did not bring out the best in Jim. Indeed it could be said to have
brought out the worst. His lack of 'emotional intelligence' was of course a
major problem. But even his unconcern for material success and
possessions was an obstacle to providing a comfortable home for his new
wife, particularly since it was reinforced by feelings of guilt arising from
the clash between his prosperous middle-class upbringing and his
egalitarian ideals. The result was that Jim expected his wife to accept a life
of lonely rural poverty while he enjoyed himself travelling around the
country in his new job.
At least on his return from Denmark he did find himself a permanent
job, as he himself describes. How he started work in the Rural Industries
Bureau he describes in Chapter 13. The job was poorly paid, but otherwise
it was, to use his own word, ‘perfect’: a major element of social service,
especially its concern to help the rural poor; a chance to use his
accountancy skills for the benefit of others; the opportunity to offer advice
rather than take decisions; almost complete freedom of movement and
perhaps best of all, much train travel. But more than that, it came to be the
one job in his life where he felt truly fulfilled, where he believed he did
something of real and lasting value.
The Bureau had been set up in 1921 to encourage rural industries. By
1952 it could claim that ‘it has built up a technical, advisory and
instructional service which has proved invaluable to local craftsmen.... the
Bureau was able to suggest more up-to-date methods, advise on the
installation of new plant, provide new designs and put makers in touch
with new markets.’[1] There is no doubt Jim threw himself into his new job
with high hopes and a great deal of enthusiasm. Throughout his life he
was always prepared to work hard – indeed work was almost always his
major interest, if not his only significant one apart from railways. And he
had a high regard for the Bureau's Director Rupert Brooke (as may be
partly judged by the fact that he wished to call me Rupert, being
persuaded by Do to use Brooke instead as a middle name), and only a
little less so for his successor.
While working for Grinling in Woolwich, Jim had lived locally, but
disliked the place, giving it as one of his reasons for leaving his work
there. He had moved to Earl's Court (9 Trebovir Road, almost in the
shadow of the exhibition centre itself), when he joined Harry Snell,
1: Quoted in W.F. Baker: The English Village.
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presumably living in lodgings in both instances. It was to Earl's Court he
returned – in fact the adjacent street, 4 Philbeach Gardens – when he
started with the Bureau, and it was from here that he got married in
Kensington Registry Office on September 20th 1932. He gave his age to the
Registrar as 32, although in fact it was nearly six weeks since his 33rd
birthday.
Nothing is known of Jim’s ‘love life’ between the youthful affair he
fleetingly refers to in Chapters 8, 9 and 10 and his first meeting with
Dorothy Tate – Do – at the Palais de Danse in Nottingham at Christmas
1931, briefly described in Chapter 13. His 1945 correspondence with Bob
(see Appendix 7) – suggests that he ‘did not share [Bob’s] feats of
gallantry’, at least not in the garden of East Dene. But it appears he had
proposed to another woman – and been refused – just a few weeks before
he proposed to Do, according to the woman herself as she told Jim’s
nephew Andrew many years later (not surprisingly this was never
mentioned in the family nor in Rail Fan: probably Do never knew). This
suggests that by then he felt it was time to settle down. As far as he and
Do were concerned, it seems to have been love at first sight for both of
them. Do was 26 at the time. Her family had come to Nottingham in 1913,
and much of the time lived not very far from the Hamiltons. Nevertheless,
although Do had met Jim's younger brother Bob, who was close to her in
age, some years earlier, she and Jim had not met until then. And they
cannot have seen very much of each other during the next nine months
with Jim away in Somerset.
At Jim's insistence the wedding was held in a Registry Office, not a
church. This was probably because he had lost his religion by this time;
but he may also have felt church weddings were 'bourgeois'. At first he
had wanted no relatives present, but this caused so much upset with Do's
parents, that in the event they and Do's younger sister Kay attended, as
did Bob and Grinling on Jim's side, but not his mother or Alison. There
was no reception, and no photographs; the bride wore ‘walking kit’. To
that extent Jim had his way.
Jim describes the start of the honeymoon (in Chapter 14) in terms
suggesting that in retrospect he wondered that the marriage lasted as long
and as well as it did. One is tempted to adapt Dr Johnson's judgement on
women preaching: ‘it did not survive well, but one was surprised that it
survived at all’. For survive it just about did, Jim and Do being together
(again) when he died very nearly 40 years later.
It is not the intention to make this a joint biography of my parents
from this point forwards, but an adequate description of Jim's life must
give some space to the woman with whom he shared it, even if he found
such sharing difficult in an emotional sense. It may be thought that what
Jim needed in a wife was someone who was well organised and a bit
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The cottage at Wymondham,
Norfolk, where Jim and Do
spent the early part of their
married life.

bossy, with sufficient extrovert self-assurance and education to have no
truck with his sillier ideas on both changing the world and how to behave
within a marriage, and to be able to make a satisfactory life for herself
during his frequent absences. Do was not such a person. Dreamy and with
a romantic view of life that matched Jim’s impractical idealism, she had
little formal education and lacked the convictions – political, social and
religious – that the Hamiltons held so strongly. She tended to bury herself
in reading, where she found a life rather more real than her actual
surroundings: appropriately enough she was working in Boots Booklovers
Library when they met. And though classically beautiful with red-gold
hair that made men turn round to stare at her in the street, she was
notably lacking in self-confidence. In the early years of the marriage she
thus had no means of countering Jim's intellectual and psychological
domination. Over time, however, she proved to have a remarkable
physical and emotional resilience, which served her and her family well in
the years to come.
The physical resilience she needed immediately. There is no evidence
that she had ever done any serious walking before her honeymoon, apart
from a 'test run' in the Peak District, which Jim took her on before making
up his mind about marrying her. In spite of this it never ‘struck me to
consult my fiancee’ on ‘the tremendous bout of train travelling and foot
slogging’ that Jim had organised for what may justly be termed 'his'
honeymoon in the western Highlands of Scotland. Nevertheless she coped
with it, as she coped with the extraordinary vision that Jim had of how
married life should properly be run. At first they lived in a ‘single room’
in Eltham, just next to Woolwich, but by the following spring had moved
to Norfolk with Jim's work.
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Do with Jane. (E. Johnson Taylor, Norwich)
They set up home in a farm cottage outside Wymondham, some ten
miles from Norwich. This was as lacking in facilities as most country
cottages in the 1930s: of course no electricity, and the water needed
pumping by hand every day. In spite of the fact that Do was already
pregnant, Jim was insistent that pumping the water was her job. He had
been brought up in a well-to-do household where the female family
members did whatever was not done by the maids. The men did no
housework. Now his egalitarian principles demanded that his wife should
live and work like the rural poor. Apart from having a wife to cook and
clean for him, his daily life continued little changed from his bachelor
days. Later in life from the time I remember, he never spent evenings with
the rest of the family, even when he was actually at home, which he often
was not. There is no reason to suppose he was different in the early years.
One room in the house always became his study and here he retired in the
evening to work or whatever else he filled his time with. Moreover if there
were rows, he would subject Do to a reign of complete silence until she
came to heel.
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Jordans’ huge village green –
Jane on the swings opposite
our cottage, with Emma
Newall.

He was no handyman, but he did at least do the heavy work in the
garden, though Do was probably involved there too from the start. His
particular enthusiasm was for making compost heaps, which were
promoted by the Soil Association, an early environmental society of which
he was a member. Financially it is not known how far the little help Do's
father was able to give her reduced the misery of her existence (he wrote
in the March after their marriage that he was ‘enclosing 10/- [50p] and
will keep sending it to you every two or three weeks.’). It is probably
significant that Jim makes no mention of their life in Norfolk in Rail Fan.
Perhaps in retrospect he came to be ashamed of his behaviour at the time.
Within three months of moving to Wymondham, Do's baby was due.
Her pregnancy, certainly the early part of it, had been under the
supervision of the British Hospital for Mothers and Babies at Eltham, and
somewhat surprisingly Do determined to have her baby there, rather than
in the care of a local midwife or doctor. Probably she welcomed the
opportunity to get away from her primitive surroundings for a time. Here,
in June 1933, Jane was born.
A year or so later, when Jim's East Anglian assignment had come to an
end, he needed to be nearer London. He chose Jordans, only 20 or so miles
out of London, but deep in the thickly wooded Buckinghamshire
countryside. Jordans was an unusual, some would say, a strange place.
Previously hardly even a hamlet, it held a historic Quaker Meeting House
with a burial ground where William Penn, the founder of Pennsylvania,
and two of his wives were buried. Here in the years immediately after the
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Do’s picture of her washing line at Jordans.
First World War, the Quakers had created a village among the beech
woods and fields of the Chiltern Hills. The housing was largely of terraced
cottages (though detached private houses were also built), badly designed
and strangely fitted out under the influence of the Arts and Crafts
Movement. But the general layout of the village was on ‘New Town’
principles, and included a magnificent village green and good-sized
gardens for every house. There was one small shop, the railway station
was a mile away, no bus came into the village and the nearest town was
Beaconsfield, three long miles away by bicycle, for Jim's 'company car'
was seldom available for family use.
The idealism of Jordan's creation appealed to Jim. For Do it was at
least a village, not an isolated farm, and the cottages had electricity,
running water and mains drainage. London was easily accessible for day
trips and the lack of local shops was less of a problem in the days when so
many of one's daily requirements were delivered to the door. There was,
certainly in time, money enough for a 'daily' – usually a teenage girl – to
help in the home. It was also close enough for day trips to London, taking
the 7 o’clock ‘Workmen’s Train’ with its cheap tickets (though the saving
was often matched by the expense of buying children’s clothes and shoes
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from Daniel Neals, the department store). For young children, living in a
house on the large village green, in an age when there was virtually no
traffic on the roads and no worries about threats to children’s safety, it
was a wonderful place to grow up. Although dominated by Quakers, the
attractive environment had inevitably attracted white-collar London
commuters, which made for a livelier society – for example concerts were
held in the so-called Mayflower Barn, close to the historic Meeting House
(the barn's timbers were held to have come from the Pilgrim Fathers’
ship). Moreover, before war intervened, the family managed a couple of
summer holidays by the sea at Llandudno in north Wales.
Eighteen months or so after the move to Jordans, I was born. Again
Do decided to go to Eltham for the birth in February 1936. Jim put her on
the train to London and let her find her own way across town to the
hospital. He continued to travel the country for the Bureau. He had been
taken on originally on a semi-official basis, but ‘almost imperceptibly
graduated’ onto the permanent staff. A more sensible approach might
have been to ensure his position was regularised as soon as possible, and
made pensionable, but that was not Jim's way. By 1937 he was
responsible for ‘External Administration and Accountancy.’ He certainly
wrote a couple of booklets on book-keeping and costing for the Bureau’s
clients, but mostly he spent his time visiting wherever he thought he could
be useful. When after the outbreak of war in 1939 the Head Office
retreated from London to Taunton, he refused to move, rightly insisting
that he needed to be more central. His implied claim that in practice he
ran the Bureau for the couple of years after the death of Marston, who was
Brooke's successor as Director, is most probably justified. Certainly he was
greatly disappointed not to be made Director at that time. He knew he had
ruffled many feathers among the Bureau's local hierarchy, but it is difficult
to judge whether they were important to the success of the Bureau's work,
or merely the hindrance he believed some of them to be. Nor is it useful to
speculate how effective a Director he would have made, but I for one
would not quarrel with his assessment (towards the end of Chapter 15)
that his own contribution was crucial to the success of the Bureau both
during his time with it and subsequently. For his vision of the Bureau’s
future and the practical steps he suggested as needed to achieve this had
a profound influence on the Bureau for many years after the War, as I was
personally informed by Bureau staff.
This vision was set out in the lengthy and detailed Report on Survey of
Rural Industries January to September 1942 which took him most of 1942 to
research and write. This is the sort of report one would expect the head of
an organisation to produce. The full scope of rural crafts from alabaster
carving to walking stick manufacture, from toy making to charcoal
burning, is covered, with particular emphasis on the ‘main agricultural
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Jim on Arran 1937. The date and place are in Jim’s handwriting on the back,
but no other record of this holiday, which he must have taken without his young
family, is known.
service group – blacksmiths, wheelwrights and saddlers’. Signing off the
125 page typescript on 10th November that year he concluded:
‘I have tried to draw a picture of the work as it exists
today, based immediately on the survey and in the larger
sense on my eleven years with the Bureau. Out of the
picture emerges a plan... as a guide to future policy. After
much trial and error the Bureau has won through to a
realistic approach, and this report is in some part a
history of that struggle. Success has come through
concentration on the kind of service that helped the
tradesman to help himself, through the maintenance of
high standards, through a system of precision organising,
and above all through incessant personal contact... What
has been achieved is only a promising start... Already...
the work is moving forward by a natural step to
apprenticeships, and from apprenticeships it will advance
further to guilds. These phases... are links in the chain of
endeavour which forms the Bureau’s part in the creation
of new village communities, and in giving the tradesman
his rightful place in them.... The Bureau has a long-term
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Jim in his car map-reading.

objective; it is not building for tomorrow or next year, but
for a generation and a century ahead.’
Meanwhile the family stayed on in Jordans in a succession of cottages
rented or leased from the Quaker trust which owned the village. For Do
proved to have a restless streak in her and desired continually to move on:
her own parents moved so often that her mother named one of their
homes 'The Limit' (this was in fact the house in Nottingham in which Jim's
brother Bob and his wife Margery later lived). For some years, however,
we lived in a cottage by the green, called Langdale. It was here that after
hearing a radio appeal for hosts to Jewish refugees, the family took in a
middle-aged Jewish couple for some weeks just before the war started.
Paul and Trudi Eisinger were fortunate or perhaps wise enough to get out
of Austria in time, though not before Trudi had suffered the appalling
experience of seeing her 90 year old father taken away by the Nazis and
then having to meet their demand for payment for his ashes. In due course
they sailed to America, where they established a new life for themselves in
Portland, Oregon. Their stay with us represented Jim's idealism at its best.
Later in the war we moved from Langdale to another cottage on the
edge of the village with a wood between us and the village centre. Long
Redding, as the house was called, though perhaps no larger than
Langdale, was much better laid out and had a much bigger garden. A
roomier house was certainly needed, for in November 1943 Sarah was
born. But the move was less popular with the younger members of the
family. We felt cut off from our friends in the village and had a
frighteningly dark wood to get through to reach home on winter evenings.
In January 1942 Jim's mother had died. Hattie had continued to live at
East Dene, with her widowed sister Lottie next door, after their mother,
who had lived with them, had died at the age of 105 in 1933. Hattie had
not been well for some time and by the end was bedridden. Little is
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Proud father – Jim with Jane and John.
known about Jim's adult relationship with his mother – two late letters
from her to him survive, but none of his to her; likewise there is no record
of his reaction to her death. He shared neither her artistic interests nor her
religious enthusiasms, while his left wing politics are likely to have been
more influenced by his father than her, though she too worked hard for
the Liberal Party cause. But though Do had not found her a sympathetic
mother-in-law, describing her as ‘tactless’, Jim seems to have maintained a
dutiful and affectionate relationship with her, bearing no obvious ill-will
for his unhappy childhood. Financially her death made little difference:
most of her money was tied up in the property, which wisely her children
decided not to sell while the war lasted. East Dene was sold late in 1945,
but Bob bought the garden separately in spite of some opposition from
Alison and Jim. This led to a rather fraught exchange of letters between
the two brothers (see Appendix 7). In it Jim wrote with characteristic
idealism: ‘I am glad to have the happy memory [of the house and garden].
My only interest in it is now to ensure, if I can, that that little rural corner,
so close to the crowded streets... shall continue to be a source of pleasure
to the people who come walking round the Park... and shall not fall prey
to the jerry-builder’.
From February 1943 the war, which had turned so many a commuting
office worker into a soldier, turned Jim, who had so despised commuting,
into both. The irony of the situation was not lost on him, but this did not
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Jim’s mother in later life.

prevent him from prospering from it. His flair for administration, his
extraordinary memory for facts (it seems likely he wrote much of Rail Fan
from memory), his penchant for forms and order, coupled with his ability
to see what was required, meant he was well suited to his War Office job.
Moreover like the great majority of the British Left, he was no pacifist and
had no intellectual or moral problems with the war. Thus although the
work itself was not very fulfilling, he got some satisfaction – and
promotion – from it: starting off as a Second Lieutenant, he was promoted
to Major before the end of 1945 on being sent to Germany – see below.
What the war did not do was force him to think about his future as a
husband and father of now four children, Willy having been born in May
1945. And his next career move showed him at his worst in these twin
roles. In his new job, from November of that year, working for the CCG
(Control Commission Germany), on the other hand, he was perhaps at his
best. He got out and about, which was clearly what the job of investigating
German local government demanded, rather than sitting in the office,
which he loathed. Moreover, however much he despised certain types of
people – businessmen, Conservatives, career civil servants – he never
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Jim, Bob and their families at East Dene 1940.
Back row: Do, Jim, Margery.
Front row: Jane, John, Hattie, Hugh, Julian, Bob.
suffered from national stereotyping or racial prejudice, as his invitation to
the Eisingers showed. In this he was certainly well ahead of his time. AntiGerman prejudice was normal in the aftermath of the war – and has by no
means disappeared in Britain today – but Jim was not affected by it. If
their behaviour or attitudes were different from British ones, he did not
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Bob in the RAF.

immediately assume the Germans were ‘filthy Boche’. He took the trouble
to find out and understand why. He was also one of the few in the Control
Commission to learn German, even though languages did not come easily
to him – he was told he spoke like a professor, very formally but not really
idiomatically.
For these reasons he got on well with the Germans he came in contact
with in his job of teaching them democracy at a local level (which is my
recollection of what in time he came to do). The problem was that he had
little contact with his family. He had left England in November 1945,
leaving Do alone with the four children. Willy was just six months old,
and Sarah not quite two. Even Jane, the eldest, was only twelve, though by
this time both she and I were away at boarding school. Not surprisingly
Do, with little money and all essentials still rationed, found it difficult to
cope. Jim was away for months at a time, and what little leave he had was
not always spent with the family. My being at school in the north-west
gave him good excuse to take me for a day or two's walking in the fells
when returning me to school. He also took a trip alone to see his Danish
friends in Jutland, and even proposed to spend part of one leave with his
sister Alison rather than the family. Back in Germany he acquired a
mistress, or so Do was later to claim.
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Alison. (Polyfoto)

His statement that ‘After demobilisation I asked for a transfer [from
Berlin] to the [British] Zone so as to be able to bring my family out sooner,
and I spent my last three years of Germany in Hanover’ needs some
qualification. From the start Do had begged him to arrange for her and the
family to join him in Germany, as soon became normal for families of
Control Commission staff. Jim prevaricated. He cited, no doubt sincerely,
the appalling living conditions of ‘the poor Germans’ as a reason for not
taking over one of their houses, but showed no concern for his own
family's living conditions. He was quite happy with his (semi-)bachelor
lifestyle and felt little emotional responsibility for his family.
At this juncture Do decided to leave Jordans and move north. Early in
1947 she gave up Long Redding and rented a cottage in Wennington, a
small village lying a couple of miles south of Kirkby Lonsdale, where I
was at school. Conditions here were ghastly: there was no flush toilet,
only an ‘Elsan’ that had to be emptied in the garden. There was also no
bathroom, only a tin bath in the kitchen filled from the kettle for bathing.
Understanding this move is difficult. No doubt Do's habitual restlessness
is part of the explanation. Doubtless, too, there was a measure of
desperation in her actions at this time. She claimed she wanted to consult
F.N. Dowson, now my headmaster, as an older friend of Jim's. Perhaps she
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In Germany: Jim and Do.
This is one of the very few photographs of them together.
hoped he would put some pressure on him to arrange for the family to
join him. Jane believes that by moving to the north among the fells which
Jim loved, Do was trying to ‘connect’ with him, make the family’s
situation more acceptable to him. Whatever she hoped, the family spent
most of that year in Wennington, although Jim did arrange a summer
holiday for all of us with his friends in Denmark. This was a great success
despite seasickness on the voyages across the North Sea. We spent a week
on the farm and then another at their summer hut by the sea a few miles
away. In contrast to dirty, bomb-scarred, tightly-rationed Britain,
Denmark, though it had been occupied by the Germans, had been
comparatively little affected by the war. In 1947 it appeared to us much as
it had to Jim when he first visited it: a land literally as well as
metaphorically flowing with milk and honey – not to mention butter,
eggs, meat, cream and cheese, all things still available only on meagre
rations in Britain.
Finally in November Do travelled with Sarah and Willy to Germany.
We had been assigned a house in the town of Stade (not Hanover, as Jim's
account implies), some 20 miles west of Hamburg. Here Do regained her
strength and her composure in new-found luxury. German detached
houses were better built and much better fitted out than British ones.
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The children in the garden of our house in Rosskamp Str., Hanover, May 1951.
Central heating came as standard: so too, as far as the British occupation
forces were concerned, did servants. We had two full-time – a cook and a
nanny – and a part-time 'boiler-man' who did the gardening as well as
looking after the central heating boiler.
Jane had started at Queen Ethelberga's School outside Harrogate in
1945. But she was very unhappy there, and soon after the move to Stade,
began at a new mixed boarding school, King Alfred's, established for
Army and Control Commission children at Ploen in the SchleswigHolstein countryside north of Hamburg. This was much more successful,
and she completed her schooling there. It is perhaps a surprise – and not
a little humbling – to realise how high a proportion of their always modest
means Jim and Do were prepared to spend on their children being
educated privately. It is true that neither had gone to a state school
themselves, and Ploen was subsidised by the British authorities and thus
much cheaper than an English boarding school. But it was not just at this
time, but generally throughout their children's schooling, that Jim and Do
spent a great deal on school fees. For a time Jim could not pay, but during
Willy's final years at Sedbergh, something like half his income went on
school fees, leaving him with virtually no spending money after living
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Do’s father,
George Joseph Tate.

expenses. And this was at a time when standards of living were much
lower than today.
After some eighteen months in Stade the family moved to Hanover,
and experienced, perhaps even enjoyed, the only normal social life of their
entire marriage. The new house was larger and even better appointed than
the one in Stade. In February 1949 Do's father died, and sometime after,
with Jim's encouragement, her mother Edith, who had for many years
been sadly affected with arthritis, came to live with us. Jim's work
continued much as before, but it could not last. The war in Europe had
ended nearly six years earlier; it was time to hand over to the Germans. In
March 1951 Do's mother noted in her diary: ‘Do and Jim went off to
England to try and find a house’. In May the family left Germany.
Disaster was to follow, but Jim had no sense of it beforehand. He saw
the situation as an opportunity to establish himself and his family on the
land. But he had only the vaguest idea what he wanted to do in concrete
terms to support the family. As he admits: ‘The way was far from clear’. It
was worse than that. He was approaching 53 years old with no job, no
income, no pension rights and virtually no savings. He refused to take the
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Do’s mother Edith. From her
twenties she suffered badly
from rheumatoid arthritis.

civil service exam, which he needed in order to apply for a civil service
post in Britain, for which his abilities and German experience had fitted
him. Instead he set himself and the family up deep in the country again,
many miles away from anywhere that could have offered hope of
employment, and engaged in agricultural activities for which he had no
experience (beyond digging beet for Hansen), no training, no money and
no inclination. As Do said, he disliked animals.
Given Jim's earlier history, it is perhaps not a total surprise that he
acted so foolishly and, since he had a family to support, so irresponsibly.
The move to Appleby appealed to his sense of romantic idealism. It was in
the north; it was near the fells; here he could surely do something useful
for one last time. Something had always cropped up in the past when he
was out of a job. Surely the same would happen again. What is perhaps
more surprising is that Do supported him in his search for a property in
the northern countryside. It was she who saw the advertisement for Bank
End House, a handsome five-bedroomed stone-built Victorian house with
a separate coach-house, a derelict tennis-court and two acres of land,
mostly wood, two miles out of Appleby-in-Westmorland. For someone
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Jim with Wessex Saddleback
pigs, Bank End House.

with a substantial income, who wanted to live the life of petty rural
gentry, it was ideal. But that lifestyle had disappeared with the First
World War, certainly as far as the distant north-west was concerned. Not
surprisingly the property had stood empty for a long time. Not
surprisingly Jim offered the asking price – the views of the Pennines were
magnificent – though Do did persuade him to reduce his offer. He
commuted his meagre CCG pension rights to make the down payment
and surprisingly managed to raise a mortgage for the rest of the purchase
price.
Even a few moments' thought would have revealed that the thing was
an impossible dream. Jim's accountancy training could have quickly
showed him that there was no hope of supporting the family in such a
place. But he made no such calculation. Either he did not think through
the consequences of such a move at all – which is quite possible – or he
hoped that Do, who had inherited some money from her father, though
this was mostly held in trust, or her mother, who continued to live with
us, would keep him going until he got himself established. What Do
thought is no easier to discern. But women of her generation, as for many
generations previously, left financial affairs to their husbands, relying on
them to act in the best interests of the family. She was by no means the
first wife to regret doing so. But she was no longer the unsophisticated
and unselfconfident young woman who had married Jim. She had had
much experience of the hollowness of his much-vaunted ideas as a
practical basis for a happy and successful family life. Perhaps, as with the
temporary move to Wennington, she still felt that it would help him to
realise his dream of ‘the good life’ and this would make him a more loving
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Bank End House near
Appleby-in-Westmorland.

husband. Moreover the house offered the possibility of the sort of gracious
living she craved, in spite of the fact that it had no electricity and lighting
the oil lamps was a nightly chore.
As mentioned, Jim bought Bank End House with no concrete idea of
how he was to earn his living. When he came to write his autobiography,
the memory of the years at Appleby was too painful to recall at all, let
alone in such detail. So there is no information there to help resolve the
query. One must, therefore, rely on what actually happened. Jim went into
breeding pigs. But everything was done expensively. He had no land to
grow fodder, no swill contract to get cheap feed that way, no vehicle to
transport his stock for sale, in fact no motor vehicle of any sort at first. He
had to rely on prepared feedstuffs, which other farmers used as occasional
supplements. He employed Thompson, a local man with the reputation of
being something of a lay-about, though Jim thought him a godsend, to
help him. This, with £500 initially leant him by his sister Alison, enabled
him to build a pighouse and keep more pigs. The building proved to be an
expensive failure, for it was inadequately ventilated and several pigs died
of infection due to the damp conditions. Much worse was a disastrous fire,
started by an overturned oil lamp, which badly damaged the building and
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caused the death or injury of many animals. Even at best Jim never had
more than a dozen or so breeding sows. There was never any hope of
making much more than pocket money from the venture especially with
paid labour.
Do came to curse the day that Thompson came to offer his services.
Without him, Jim would have contented himself with two or three sows
and greatly reduced the opportunities for making a loss. For herein lay the
seeds of the later disaster. Meanwhile it soon became clear that there was
not enough money for day-today living, let alone paying school fees.
Sarah and Willy were sent to the local school in Appleby; my fees at
Sedbergh were met from Do's trust fund, while in the December after our
arrival in Appleby Jane left for London to start her nursing training at St
George's Hospital, at that time still situated at Hyde Park Corner, a
profession chosen at least in part because the training was free.
In a curiously old-fashioned gesture, Jim took the family to church in
Appleby every Sunday. He did this, despite his own lack of religion, in
order to meet people. But at that time in Appleby virtually no one
attended the services at either of the two parish churches. The effort,
which, because there was no car, entailed walking two or three miles each
way, depending on the church attended, was thus in vain. He had a good
ear for music and a good baritone singing voice, and liked to sing the
tenor part during the hymns, to the embarrassment of the rest of the
family. All his life he enjoyed popular and light classical (not pop) music
with good tunes, and on occasion would 'strum' the piano from memory,
just playing the chords, at informal family gatherings, and sing the songs
of his youth. In his final days he listened to Friday Night is Music Night, a
programme of light music, on the radio every week.
During this time in Appleby, he was a kind, even indulgent, father to
his younger children. He was of course much more frequently at home
than he had been for the early years of Jane and me, and had time to
answer their questions, even though he continued to spend every evening
in his study in the separate coach-house. As ever he delighted in the
opportunity to impart his very considerable knowledge of a wide variety
of topics. Only at mealtimes, all taken together as a family round the large
table in the big kitchen, did his stern insistence that nothing was ever to be
left on one's plate show a different side of his fatherly concern. In spite of
all the family troubles, Sarah remembers these as sunlit years. For the
older members of the family the worries and the business failures
produced continual tension, rows and much unhappiness.
In order to make ends meet Do turned half the house over to bed-andbreakfast, the first visitors being taken in during April 1952, less than a
year after the family had moved to Bank End House. Whether the
investment that Do made to be able to accommodate visitors was repaid
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by the receipts from them is impossible to say: but it brought in some
ready money. The business proved in time, however, to have other,
wholly unexpected, consequences, as will be seen. Do also started keeping
hens, presumably in order to sell the eggs, for at one time her mother
recorded a total of over 200 eggs in a single month. Jim too branched out,
keeping a goat and some beehives in addition to the pigs.
He also got himself a job. He had seen in the thirties in Denmark how
farmers' co-operatives had become the cornerstone of agricultural
prosperity there. Agricultural co-operative societies had by this time also
begun to appear in Britain, but they were a very different beast from the
Danish ones. The latter were mainly concerned with the processing of
agricultural produce into saleable commodities, mainly butter, bacon and
cheese. British co-operatives were not food factories: in any case by this
time the government had set up national organisations such as the Milk
Marketing Board for these functions. Instead they were mainly concerned
with supplying farmer's needs – implements, feedstuffs etc. They were all
locally based and still small-scale, but were beginning to expand. It so
happened that the one operating in the north-west, known as West
Cumberland Farmers, was one of the most successful.
Jim offered the Society his services as a public relations – or more
properly – a Members' Relations executive, to promote the Society to the
local membership of farmers. He enjoyed journalistic work, and had
written articles for various minor publications in the past. It was only
part-time work (in 1954 his net income from it amounted to £361, though
he also had the use of a car), and consisted mainly of producing an
occasional bulletin which was sent to members. But there were some
reasonable grounds for believing it might develop into something a little
more, perhaps by doing similar work for another society. At the beginning
of 1955, however, disaster struck. Unfortunately the surviving
correspondence between Jim and the Society is not complete; in particular
a crucial letter from Jim to his boss at West Cumberland is missing.
Nevertheless, although some uncertainties remain, the overall picture can
be discerned.
The previous August Do's mother had died. Though crippled and
steadily weakening, her sweetness of character held the family together in
the face of mounting financial problems and fast deteriorating relations
between Do and Jim. As importantly, and probably to a greater extent
than anyone realised, her money was the major source of income. As well
as paying for her keep, she constantly 'lent' Do money, but tore up Do's
cheques in payment. When she died, her estate was divided between Do
and her sister Kay. Do had now much less money coming in. During the
winter there were few B&B guests. And Jim's pigs were losing money. He
had made a small profit from them in 1953 (around £170), but otherwise
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he scarcely broke even. He owed West Cumberland money on pigfeed he
had bought from them, and the mortgage on the house had to be paid. He
had already cut down the little wood which had covered most of the land
when he bought it, in order to raise money. The family was in financial
crisis. Bank End House and the pigs had to be sold.
On 3rd January West Cumberland's General Manager Wade wrote to
Jim: ‘Thank you for your letter of 30th ultimo. I suppose this is really your
resignation... I can probably find you a full-time job within the
Agricultural Co-operative movement... I am very pleased with everything
you have done for us.’ Ten days later, after they had met in his office to
discuss the matter, Wade wrote again: ‘This is to confirme that your
employment [will] finish on March 31st... I should like to take this
opportunity of thanking you for all you have done for us... It is
unfortunate that the appointment could not become a full time job... I feel
sure some other Society could make very good use of you on a full time
basis.’ So far all is sweetness and light. It appears that Jim wants to leave
because West Cumberland will not make the job full time. But in an
ominous final paragraph Wade adds: ‘ One point which entirely slipped
my mind was the question of your account with us which I need hardly
tell you is giving us some considerable concern. Perhaps you will drop me
a line and let me know what you propose.’
This account for pigfeed was already long outstanding. In the
previous July, it had amounted to £652 but Jim had managed to reduce it
to £512. Jim acknowledged Wade's second letter the next day: ‘for my part
I have enjoyed working for the Society... As regards the account: from the
look of things change of work will mean change of residence...’, adding
that he would pay as and when he could. The end of his employment by
the West Cumberland, therefore, initiated by him, seems to have been
agreed with no hint of objection on Jim's part.
There is now a gap of nearly seven weeks in the extant
correspondence, and when it restarts the tone is wholly different.
Something has happened of which no record remains. Or just possibly Jim
thought his threat of resignation would bring an improved offer from the
Society. If so, he sorely miscalculated. On March 2nd Jim wrote directly to
the Society's Chairman. There is a note of desperation in his letter. After
reciting the facts about his debt to the Society, he continues: ‘To support
the family I have had to break up my home, and my wife is now working
in the south of England... I wish for nothing better than to continue to
serve the Society. I love the work and have come to feel myself part of the
Society.’ He offers by some means to raise the money owing by the end of
the month, ‘if this would remove the obstacle to my continuing... I hope
this may be acceptable to the Board.’ But he received not so much as an
acknowledgement.
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Jim was later to claim (in a letter to the Chartered Accountants
Benevolent Association, to whom Do had applied for support) that ‘in
March 1955 I was informed by the Manager, without warning and at the
same interview, (a) that arrangements had been virtually completed to
share me with the Cheshire Society, but (b) that since my continued debt
was a breach of staff regulations, my employment must cease. Thereupon
the Cheshire Society also declined to employ me.’ This is clearly not the
whole truth, since it ignores his earlier resignation. Nevertheless it does
suggest that Wade had worked since their meeting in January to keep Jim
by persuading his friends at the Cheshire Society to employ him part-time
too. Meanwhile, however, his Board had lost patience with Jim and
determined he must go. Doubtless it was his January letter to Wade with
its (as it appeared to the Board) rather dismissive ‘I'll pay you if I can
when I have sold the house and business’ that caused the Board to harden
its line.
This was indeed a bitter blow for Jim. Just as it looked as if a solution
to his problems had been found, at a stroke it was snatched from him. No
wonder he wrote to the Chairman in desperation, though it remains a
mystery why he could face loss of the job with such equanimity at the end
of January. He also wrote again to Wade, pointing out the dire
consequences for him of the Board's decision: ‘It seems the Board holds
that one misfortune deserves another, or rather, two more, for this puts
me out for Cheshire as well. Apart from the personal problem, this is a
bitter disappointment... ’. In a letter to Wade's deputy Clifford he
described his ‘intense grief to be cast out from work which I know could
be of value to the Society’. He tried a direct approach to the Cheshire
Society offering his services, but nothing came of it. His debt made him a
marked man.
This was by no means the end of West Cumberland for Jim. The debt
remained. He paid £50 before leaving the Society and another £50 the
following autumn, then nothing until April the next year, when he offered
£2 a month with the debt still at over £400. Nothing the Society or later its
debt collectors could do persuaded him to increase it, and he was still
paying £2 a month at the time of his death. He felt with some justification
that the Society had removed his ability to repay and should suffer the
consequences. In his last extant letter to the debt collectors dated January
1957 Jim wrote: ‘Having deliberately made it impossible for me to pay
them, it ill becomes the Society to complain about the rate of payment...
For all the Society knew or cared, I could have joined the ranks of the
destitute’. How bitterly had Jim's vision of rural happiness died!
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IV. The final years 1955–71
Jim entitled his last chapter ‘Ichabod’, a biblical name meaning ‘The glory
has departed’. In fact everything had gone: job, house, furniture, savings,
marriage, dreams. The family was homeless and scattered to the four
winds. Her mother's death had fundamentally changed Do's position. She
was no longer physically tied to the house. She had some money of her
own, even if it meant negotiating with the Trustees of her father's estate to
use capital. And her emotional dependence on Jim had vanished during
the years in Appleby – though her emotional attachment to him never
entirely disappeared. Already the previous autumn, within a very few
weeks of her mother's death, she had left Bank End House with Sarah for
the south. It may be said she could not get away soon enough. She sent
Sarah, now nearly eleven, to Oakdene School in Beaconsfield, at first as a
day girl living with the Ansons, our near-neighbours in Jordans, then after
a couple of terms as a boarder. Willy was already at prep school
(Westerleigh) in St Leonard's on the Sussex coast, having started there the
previous year (1954) at the age of eight. Do also applied to the Jordans
Trust to be put on their waiting list for a rented cottage there again.
For herself she found the first of a series of menial living-in domestic
jobs in and around London, and came to spend her free time with Winsley
Sergeant. Winsley had studied accountancy with Jim in their younger
days, though their contact over the years had been desultory – Jim was not
one for cultivating friendships. He had lost his wife many years
previously and had brought up his two sons alone, while working as a
journalist for the Financial Times. He twice brought his sons for walking
holidays to Bank End House to stay as paying guests. He now lived a very
bachelor life in a small flat near Olympia in London. He and Do quickly
discovered they were soul mates; he gave her all the attention and
entertainment that she had never had from Jim. Despite all the continuing
family problems, this was the happiest time of her life.
Jim meanwhile had ‘at my wife's urgent representations’ gone to
Denmark. Why did he go? What did he hope to achieve? And why did Do
urge him to go? Not for the first time one is left scratching around for an
explanation that makes sense of Jim's and Do's actions. Do's motivation
was certainly not to get rid of Jim; she was simply not that Machiavellian.
She had his best interests in mind. But in the past she had often
complained of Jim's frequent absences, and now she had two young
children and no home. The priorities were surely for Jim to get a job and
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to find somewhere for the family to live. A brief holiday to get over the
shock of his departure from West Cumberland would have been
understandable. But Jim stayed in Denmark for six months, seemingly
little concerned over the fate of the family. Maybe Do felt – perhaps
subconsciously – that she could cope better on her own by getting a livingin job while the children were at boarding school. She may well have
suggested Denmark as a place where she knew Jim would be happy, thus
reducing her sense of guilt over her burgeoning relationship with
Winsley. Perhaps she had never imagined his staying away so long. Jane
of course was continuing as a nurse in London, while I joined the Army in
March to start two years' National Service. We were thus both fortunate to
be out of the picture.
The main source for the next eighteen months of Jim's life is his letter
to the Chartered Accountants' Benevolent Association (CABA) quoted
above, and, as we have seen, this is not entirely reliable. But it is the best
we have. His old friends on the farm near Vraa in northern Jutland took
him in, and ‘I supported myself by farm work and writing’. He also
completed a study of Danish co-operation, later published as a paper by
the Horace Plunkett Foundation. He stayed until October, by which time
Do was by no means sure she wanted to join him again, her relationship
with Winsley having blossomed. In the meantime Do and Jim bickered
over money, who should get what from the sale of Bank End House,
although this was not completed until September. The sale price was
£2,800, slightly less than Jim had paid for it four years earlier. Of this
nearly £2,000 was due to the Building Society. Do insisted on the return
with interest of £250 she had leant him two years before, as well as asking
through her solicitor for another £200 ‘in part repayment of other amounts
found by her’, the money to be used for Willy's education and ‘the
maintenance of other members of the family’. In June Jim had asked Do
for the refund of £5 for ‘piggery oddments’, which had been wrongly
‘lumped in with the furniture money’, which it had been agreed was hers.
He cut a lonely figure when he came back from Denmark. He stayed
with his widowed sister-in-law Margery in Nottingham (his brother Bob
had died suddenly in 1949 at the age of 43). Though struggling to bring up
three young boys on her own, she was determined to help and put up
with him for some months. He did little apart from playing cards with
Andrew, her youngest; and failed to help in the home, while piling coal on
the fire, which she could ill afford. Finally Margery decided she had no
more money or energy to support him. Moving on to London, he found
lodgings with another widow, Gladys Bousfield, who had been married to
his cousin Malcolm. She lived in reduced circumstances in a semibasement flat near Swiss Cottage and was glad of the rent from a spare
room.
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He had now a plan of how he was to earn a living. Just before
Christmas he wrote to me: ‘As you come south on Wednesday I shall be
travelling north. I find that I am having to build up my practice after all –
that’s what it comes to – and I’m visiting every farmers’ society in the
country to offer my services. I had a trial run round the West Country last
week – very encouraging, but it will take a little time to show results.
However I shall be back again at the week-end, and shall hope to see you
then.’
The following May he elaborated on this in his letter to the CABA:
‘On returning to England last October, I realised my age
[56] would make it very difficult for me to obtain
employment. I therefore decided to use my experience
with the West Cumberland Society, and my contacts with
the agricultural co-operative movement, to set up in
practice as a public relations specialist offering a service
to all farmers' societies... It has involved heavy
expenditure in visiting societies... but I have now secured
various regular clients, with the prospect of others before
long. In addition I have been doing copy-writing for one
of the Hovis subsidiaries and have had articles in the
farming press. My total cash income for the first four
months of the year amounted to £206, though this
includes some fees in advance, and expenses to £157. I
have been living meanwhile on a small balance left over
from the proceeds of the house.’
In spite of all his difficulties, Jim at no time seems to have succumbed
to despair or to have turned to alcohol for comfort. His strong sense of self
worth and doubtless his religious upbringing prevented this. He could not
be accused of not trying, but the chickens from all his 'more boisterous
years' had indeed come home to roost. He was scarcely able to keep
himself.
Jim had done himself no favours by staying so long in Denmark.
There had been little sympathy for his plight over the West Cumberland
affair, because it was felt he had brought it on himself, the move to
Appleby being a self-indulgent impossible dream. Remaining in Denmark
undermined any credibility he might have still had that he was concerned
about the family. It left Do torn by many conflicting emotions: anger with
Jim that he had left her in such a miserable situation, anxiety over her own
shortage of money, her impulsively generous nature, both joy and guilt
over her growing affection for Winsley, and concern for Jim and his
parlous condition. This coloured all her dealings with him, which by now
were much about money. His meticulous accountant's approach to this
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had always been entirely foreign to her nature, and it infuriated her no
less now. It is no wonder Jim found her nearly impossible to deal with. In
November 1956 He wrote: ‘So far I have paid the County Court £23.18.7d.
[for a disputed account at Binns department store, probably in payment
for clothes for the children], so if you care to send me a cheque for
£13.18.7d. and further ones for £10 each in December and January, I will
send you like amounts in return, and you can truthfully say that I am not
paying off Binns' account for you. Satisfied?’ Ten days later she returned
his cheque for £8 and he placed the money in a special deposit account.
But even closer to Jim's heart was the wish to get Do to rejoin him. She
could accuse him of not providing a home for the family, but he was in a
dilemma. ‘About quarters [that is, a home] you have only to say you will
join me for me to take immediate steps to find a place. But naturally I
hesitate to saddle myself with a furnished flat, which would put up living
expenses a great deal, while you continue to say you will not come back.
Obviously I can't have the children here on my own, save for odd weekends and the holiday periods.’ He tried tugging at her heart strings: ‘Oh
my dear, that little boy of ours does need his father, and it is not right that
he should be deprived of him. I could do such a lot for him... and Sarah
too... Both she and Willy need us both, and they need us together...’ But
after all his absences during the early years of their marriage, his two
years in Germany alone, and his more recent six months in Denmark, this
did not wash. Do remembered them, and did not believe he had changed.
She had also become even more involved with Winsley. His old
mother lived at Frinton, where it had long been his custom to visit her at
weekends. In August 1956 Do bought a house close to hers and, although
she often rented it out, Grainthorpe became her main home for the next six
and more years (she bought the cottage at Howgill a year later in October
1957). Far from wanting to rejoin Jim, she asked for a divorce. At that time,
divorce proceedings could only be started by the aggrieved party, and
because she had urged him to go to Denmark, she could not accuse him of
desertion. His agreement was therefore essential, and for a long time he
withheld it.
The developing situation made it difficult for members of the family
not to take sides. The fact that Jim's actions, whatever his words,
suggested that he had little real concern for his family at this time; that Do
was prepared to take the most menial of jobs to provide for her younger
children; and finally the fond regard in which Winsley quickly came to be
held by Jane and myself at least: all this meant there was much support for
Do's bid to get a divorce and marry Winsley, and conversely anger with
Jim for the way he continued to behave. For example in August 1958 I
wrote to my mother:
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‘Your letter made me boil when I read about Willy. After
all Father has said he'll do, he does nothing. He doesn't
even arrange to get the coach [private tutor] himself but
leaves you to do it – and of course as for actually
coaching Willy, he has never done the slightest bit. I
wonder if he's interested in the children – or in anyone
else for that matter – for their own sakes but only in so far
as they affect or react to him. The only thing he ever does
for them is to take them on holidays or hire expensive
cars to visit them at school – and he goes and talks about
morals! I never see or hear from him unless I take the
initiative. He has only come over to Oxford because Sarah
or Willy pressed him into doing so.’
It is difficult at the distance of more than 40 years to judge how far
such a reaction was justified at the time, but the letter does at least
illustrate the continuing tensions and unhappiness within the family.
In May 1958 Do's only sister Kay died suddenly in Hamburg (where
she lived with her husband John) of cancer. She had been one of Jim's
sternest critics even while the family was still living at Bank End House.
With no children of her own, she had taken over the paying of Sarah's
school fees (which John continued after her death). Relations with Do
were not so bad that Jim could not send her his condolences. He wrote
with unusual insight: ‘My dear, I do grieve with you over Kay's death. It
isn't that you were ever specially close, but rather the loss of the last link
with your childhood... Whatever the attachments and interests the present
may hold, the fact that there is no one left to share the earliest memories
brings a feeling of great loneliness’.
In the meantime his financial status had improved somewhat. In
August 1956 he had obtained what was initially a temporary job with
Haddons, an advertising agency; ‘not a clerical job, but one of survey and
the presentation of facts – very much up my street’. The pay was £12 a
week, a little over £600 a year. In due course this became a permanent
position concerned with media research and analysis – Jim came to revel
in his charts – which he held until his death fourteen years later. The new
job gave him new self-confidence. In November he wrote to Do that he
was ‘prepared to take over the entire responsibility for Willy, and for that
purpose to put down £300 next year... I can manage this if I continue to
live at Gladys', but I shall not be able to move into a flat, which would put
my expenses up by three or four pounds a week.’ Although Do talked
about putting Willy down for St Paul's School, the famous London day
school, both she and Jim seem to have thought only in terms of boarding
schools for both Sarah and Willy. Sadly – or so it appears to one who was
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Together again – at Jane’s wedding.
not directly involved – at no time was serious consideration given to
sending them to day schools, of which there were many good ones in
London, and which were of course much cheaper, thus freeing funds for
providing a decent home.
In January 1957 Willy had been moved to Emsworth House school
near Beaconsfield, close to Sarah's school. He continued to be dogged by
ill-health, as he was throughout his school days; attacks of both asthma
and other illnesses caused him to lose much time from school as well as
motivation. He did sufficiently well, however, to be accepted by Sedbergh
and started at Evans House in January 1959. Unhappily this proved the
wrong choice. He was unable to flourish under Sedbergh's hearty regime
and left early without taking his A levels at the age of seventeen.
Throughout 1958 there was much talk of a divorce and eventually Jim
agreed, if it was based on Do's adultery with Winsley. This was held
against him, since at the time in agreed divorces (which were legally
forbidden) it was usual for the husband to arrange to be charged with
adultery to avoid the stigma of it attaching to the wife. The divorce went
through during 1959, but Do and Winsley did not get married. The
reasons for this are not clear. It could be that Winsley's two sons, Colin
and Jeremy, put pressure on their father to back away, even though Colin
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had himself proposed to Jane but been turned down (later to complete a
remarkable frustrated trio Jeremy was briefly engaged to Sarah). On the
other hand, in November her brother-in-law John Parnell wrote to Do,
evidently in reply to a letter from her: ‘It must have been obvious to both
you and Winsley, that people of our age, and with children, can't hope to
re-marry without some complications.’ Do had not specified what the
complications were, and she may not have fully done so even to herself. In
her old age, she felt she had let down both Jim and Winsley. Quite
possibly her conscience would not let her leave Jim to a lonely life in
lodgings, and he was not one to take the pressure off her in this respect.
Whatever the reason for Do's not marrying Winsley, it was to prove a
crucial decision for both her and Jim.
By the following May (1959) Jim's salary had risen to £1500, but he
was still very short of money. Surprisingly in view of how little he had
been earning, he was paying off tax arrears, ‘which is going to last at least
another eighteen months. During this time I only have about £1000
actually to live on, of which £420 goes straight into Willy's account and
about an equal sum in living expenses. I have saved the money for a
holiday this year by going without new clothes and other things...’ One
thing he was keen on doing in these years apart was to take Sarah and
Willy on summer holidays to the country. They went once each to Wales
and Scotland, and once too to Denmark to visit his friends in Vraa. These
holidays were very successful.
By the spring of 1960 the worst was over for Jim. Not only was he a
little more secure financially, though by no means prosperous, but in
April he was able to write to Do: ‘I have decided to join Jane at Steele's
Road... from 1st May... It is a risk of course, but since my first object is the
re-integration of the family, I must take every opportunity that comes in
that direction.’ The flat, where Jane lived with Jenny Grundy, a nursing
friend, was in the Chalk Farm area. The risk was that Jane and Jenny
would move on, leaving him saddled with the lease of a flat he could ill
afford. In fact they did move on, for Jane married Maurice that September.
This too caused trouble. They wanted to get married at All Souls church,
at the head of Regent Street, since that was where they had met and
continued to worship. Conveniently sited just off the other end of Regent
Street was the United Universities Club. This was Winsley's club, which I
too had joined on leaving Oxford that summer. But Jim refused to attend
the wedding unless Winsley was not there, and reluctantly this was
agreed.
After the wedding I took Jane's place in the flat at Steele's Road since
I was now also working in London. From the early summer Do had taken
a living-in job at ‘Ponds’, a residential home for spastics at Seer Green, the
nearest village to Jordans, where she remained for over a year until the
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Sarah engaged.
(Associated Newspapers Ltd)

following August. But perhaps because of my presence she agreed to
‘rejoin’ Jim in some sense in London. A furnished house in Kentish Town
was leased after Christmas, which became the family home until the
following summer. The lease lasted for only six months, when the owner
returned; and for reasons that are not now clear, the arrangement was not
repeated elsewhere. As Gladys's room was no longer available, Jim found
himself another one close by in Clifton Hill for the next few months. This
was perhaps the worst of all his lodgings.
The family situation changed again that summer (1961), for Sarah left
school. Do agreed to set up home in London with Jim. They found an oldfashioned Edwardian flat in FitzGeorge Avenue in Fulham and moved
into it in September. This became their home for the next eighteen months,
but it was not a happy one. Jim had never been a normal family man, and
for the past six years had for the most part lived the life of a lonely
bachelor. For all his wish to get the family back together again, he did not
find reintegration into a family environment easy, showing no more
interest in creating a real home than he had ever done. He spent his
evenings alone: and although the large flat needed decorating throughout,
he took virtually no part in the work. When six months later I married
Vibeke in Denmark, he made his own travelling arrangements as far as
Copenhagen entirely separately from those of Do, Sarah and Willy, going
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John with Willy and Rosemary at their wedding at Ashover, Derbyshire.
via his friends in north Jutland. I remember pointing out to him that this
behaviour hardly accorded with his long-expressed wish that the family
should act as a family.
Nevertheless Jim much enjoyed the opportunity to go to Denmark
again. In addition to the trip to Vraa, he got to visit Bornholm for the first
time. Even if he found the Bornholmers less politically minded than his
Jutland friends, the wedding gave him the chance to make a long and
sentimental speech in Danish to a captive audience. And he was pleased
to have a Danish daughter-in-law.
For her part Do wanted her relationship with Winsley to continue
even after she rejoined Jim, but she was not sure where it was going. She
did, however, give up her living-in jobs, becoming warden for a nurses’
home attached to the Royal Free Hospital. Later it is believed she took a
secretarial course – she had learnt typing as a young woman – and for
many years had a series of office jobs, at first in a theatre box-office and
then at London University's School of Oriental and African Studies
(SOAS).
Sarah and I joined our parents at FitzGeorge Avenue from the start,
but, as mentioned, for me it was only a temporary move. Following our
marriage in March Vibeke and I set up our own home near Paddington.
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Jim, the engine-driver. The only known picture of Jim and a real train, taken at
Euston Station early in 1971.
Some weeks later Winsley announced out of the blue that he was getting
married. He had retired and he wanted a wife to look after him. Overnight
he vanished from our lives. A week earlier he had written Do a most
loving letter. Now she was devastated. But life had to go on. Six months
later at Christmas Willy returned home from Sedbergh and declared he
was not going back. Jim initially found him work at Haddons.
The family was soon on the move again. In February 1963 Do sold
Grainthorpe, her house in Frinton, and the following month she, Jim,
Sarah and Willy moved to Woburn Court just off Russell Square. Though
this was a smaller flat than FitzGeorge Avenue, its location was more
central and the area much pleasanter. In particular it was close to Do's
work at SOAS. In due course both Sarah (May 1965) and Willy (April
1970) married and moved out, but Jim and Do continued to live there until
his death. Jim stayed on at Haddons with the title of Market Research
Executive, and used his newly acquired knowledge of the media to good
effect in producing regular articles for two trade publications, Advertisers'
Weekly and WPN & Advertiser's Review (the latter under a pseudonym) for
several years up to 1965.
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Jim at Eyemouth, taken by Do
during a holiday together.

But he needed another outlet for his energies in spite of his now being
well into his 60s. Certainly by 1965 and perhaps earlier, he had begun
work on his first book. Naturally enough this was on railways. As Jim was
well aware, railway books served a well-defined niche market, whose
numbers were relatively small, but made up of frequent buyers. He chose
his subjects carefully, as ones which had not been recently covered by
other published works. His first book, British Railway Accidents of the
Twentieth Century, was accepted by George Allen & Unwin and published
early in 1967. His careful research and ability to cope with the detail
combined well with his concise, even spare, style of writing, and exactly
suited his subject matter. With 27 short chapters each covering a different
crash, it was sufficiently successful for Unwin’s to accept his second effort,
Britain's Railways in World War I. He must have been already close to
finishing this, for Unwin's published it in the same year.
Although this was very readable and a remarkable achievement for
one who had not studied history beyond school – and that nearly fifty
years previously – the subject was not one with wide appeal to the usual
railway book buyer, the 'rail fan' of Jim's title. Unwin's therefore declined
to published the companion Britain's Railways in World War II, which he
had finished by the end of 1967, and instead persuaded Jim to produce an
expanded version of the Quintinshill double crash of 1915 under the title
Britain's Greatest Rail Disaster, which they published in 1969.
Unfortunately a rival book on the subject was published almost
simultaneously, and sales of Jim’s book only just covered Unwin's costs
and they published no more of Jim's books. Nor was he successful in
finding another publisher. Nevertheless he continued writing. He had
already written a monograph of Roche under the title Healer Extraordinary:
the story of Raphael Roche. Failing to find a publisher for this, he had given
the manuscript to Roche's widow. Then, following the completion of this
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Autobiography of a Rail Fan, he set to work on A Short History of Britain's
Railwaymen. This was certainly a subject after his own heart and gave him
much pleasure in researching. He had written all but the last chapter
when he died.
This was not quite the end of his books, for some years later Malcolm
Gerard, a successful railway author, used material from Jim's first book to
produce two more: Trains to Disaster and Rails to Nowhere, which were
published by Unwin’s in the early 80s. These were updated versions with
new material and in a new, better illustrated presentation, which were
successfully sold under their joint names.
Jim also now had the opportunity to play a new role in life: that of
grandfather. His first grandchild Catherine was born to Jane in 1961.
Within eight years, with Lucy's birth in 1969, he and Do had seven
grandchildren. But they were most closely involved with Patrick and Lucy
when Sarah twice brought them with her to stay at Woburn Court for long
periods. Jim became a great friend of Patrick, sharing porridge and
conversation with him every morning over the breakfast table. On
occasion he would bottle-feed Lucy, and, unlike many men of his
generation, was happy to be seen in public pushing their pushchair. Once
he even went all the way back to Kew Gardens by bus to try to find
Patrick's beloved teddy bear, which he had lost there earlier that day.
Sarah’s verdict is that ‘as a grandfather, he was extremely tolerant,
generous and fun’.
In other ways in these years at Woburn Court Jim had gone back to
his former way of life, spending his evenings in his bedroom, sitting at his
typewriter, producing his books. But in many respects things were very
different, for Do was now clearly the dominant partner. Their relationship
gradually improved, but they did not remarry. They went on holidays
together; to the east coast of Scotland, which Jim remembered from his
childhood; and around England. Politically he had long been back in the
Liberal fold, where his father had worked for so many years. Now he
became more active, even standing unsuccessfully for election as a local
councillor on one occasion. His sister Alison died in April 1966 at the age
of 69. A Catholic convert, she had retired to Walsingham in Norfolk. As
she had been a spinster, Jim might have expected to inherit something
from her, but, as noted, she had given him £500 on moving to Appleby.
Moreover she did not approve his lack of religious belief, and in their
younger days felt his had been the decisive influence in persuading their
brother Bob to give up religion too. Apart from her books and pictures,
she left him only £100, the bulk of her estate going to her two nieces, Jane
and Sarah.
Alison, like Bob and their father, had died of a heart attack. In all three
cases, they had had the condition for some years. Jim had kept very fit,
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Howgill chapel and church yard, where Jim and later Do were buried.
once he had got over his 'war' wound and its aftermath. In his latter years
his stamina and physical fortitude were extraordinary : he continued to
walk several miles to work every day from Bloomsbury to Victoria, and
never possessed an overcoat, scarf or hat. He had been a heavy smoker as
a young man, mostly of a pipe, but gave it up overnight a year or two after
getting married. He also suffered from migraine in his youth, and again as
he got older, but not very seriously. Later in life he got gout and went
somewhat deaf, requiring a hearing aid. After his experience following his
wound, he had no time for conventional doctors, putting his trust more in
what is today known as alternative medicine, as his dealings with Raphael
Roche show. He put on weight, though not enormously, as he got older,
always eating a large quantity of brown bread with his evening meal.
Except for one or two drinks at the pub on Sunday mornings with Do, he
drank only on Friday and Saturday nights, when he got quietly and
benevolently drunk in his room at Woburn Court on his own mixture of
cider and gin.
By the summer of 1971 he was nearly 72 and in spite of a daily rest in
the afternoon even at work was feeling the strain of a daily job. He and Do
were therefore giving serious thought to retiring to the country, although
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they do not seem to have made any firm plans. Coincidentally the owners
of the flat wanted to refurbish the block, and negotiations were taking
place for them to leave as soon as September.
The weekend of his birthday, which fell on a Sunday, he and Do were
out walking. He felt unwell and had to stop. During the week that
followed he consulted his doctor, a man some years older than himself. He
found nothing seriously wrong, suggesting his laboured breathing was an
attack of asthma rather than the precursor to a heart attack. Early on the
following Monday morning, 16th August, he became seriously ill, and Do
called the emergency doctor. Jim returned to bed, but got up again to
relieve himself. He collapsed in the narrow hallway and died before the
doctor arrived some considerable time later. The doctors, who had failed
him, he believed, earlier in his life, failed him again at the end.
He left no will and no instructions for his burial or funeral. He had not
expected to die so soon. In any case these things were of no importance to
him, and he had very little money. In his last year at Haddons his salary
was £1922, which he topped up with a further £433 from journalism and
£75 of state pension. For all his great intelligence and a working life that
lasted without a significant break from the age of eighteen to seventy-two,
his savings amounted to just under £830 in the Chelsea Building Society
with another £81 in his bank account.
I had returned from holiday in Denmark a couple of days before he
died, leaving Vibeke and the girls to spend another week on Bornholm,
and had stayed the night at Woburn Court before returning home to
Guildford. Jim seemed much his normal self, and we talked together
about possible future projects for him, once his nearly completed history
of the railwaymen was out of the way. ‘That which is marred at birth, time
shall not mend’ Kipling wrote. Jim had been marred in his childhood, and
there were facets of his character which neither time nor his own best
efforts could mend. But by dint of much hard work he left some solid
achievements behind him. At times he suffered greatly, and he brought
much suffering on others, though he was never malicious, and seldom
unkind except in the early years of marriage. But it seemed to me in that
last conversation that by the end he had come through the vale of tears
and re-established himself both in the family and within himself. It is a
mark of how far he had come since those dreadful years in the middle
fifties, that he could have used another decade of life with profit to himself
and with enjoyment for those around him.
Jim of course was not just a rail fan, as I hope this account has made
clear. Indeed he was not primarily a rail fan, however much railways were
an absorbing interest for him. He had wider ambitions even if it took him
some years to work these out. A man of great ability and intelligence, he
worked hard all his life, and if he achieved less than his abilities
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warranted, the lack of focus in his early life was not entirely to blame. But
it was a major factor. The lack of any sense of responsibility both in his
working and in his private life was a key determinant of his behaviour. He
could never take a managerial job and he could not understand that he
should consider the wellbeing of his family as having the first call on his
endeavours. But he was also unlucky in the times he was born into. His
generation, by and large, were poorer and had fewer opportunities than
their parents and in many cases their grandparents. Two world wars and
the Depression shattered the economies of Europe and turned upside
down the lives of all of its inhabitants who survived them. Jim’s working
life must be considered against this background. He was one of the few
who were in uniform in both wars – some indeed of his age served in
neither. The ‘melt-down’ at Appleby and its long aftermath of poverty and
unhappiness cast a deep shadow over his later life; and while it is difficult
to suggest what else he might have done rather than raise pigs, that
attempt was foolhardy and irresponsible.
Nevertheless after the false start in accountancy and until the
catastrophe at Appleby, he made a success of whatever he turned his hand
to. The people of Woolwich to this day have reason to be grateful for what
he achieved there, and there were many in rural trades who benefited
from his work for the Rural Industries Bureau both during and after his
time there. Likewise as a ‘backroom boy’ in the Army and then as an
adviser on the building of democracy in post-war Germany, he had reason
to be proud of his efforts. Certainly his rapid promotion is evidence of the
high regard his superiors in those jobs held him in. Even in the advertising
world he was a pioneer in his analysis of advertising media. All these
were achievements of real worth, even if in financial terms they brought
him scant reward.
Although there is a family plot in Nottingham's General Cemetery,
where his parents and brother are buried, Do wished him to be buried
among the fells, and felt it appropriate that his last journey should be by
train. His coffin travelled north to Oxenholme Station on the Friday, and
on the morning of Monday 23rd the funeral was held at Howgill Church.
Nearly all the family and a number of local people attended. The high
regard with which he was held at Haddons is evidenced by the fact that
no fewer than four of his colleagues wrote to Do in appreciation of him.
Together let them supply his epitaph. ‘Jim was a very good friend and a
valued member of my staff at Haddons.’ ‘Jim was a kind and tolerant man
and a very special person at Haddons.’ ‘In all my experience in
advertising I have never met a nicer person than Jim.’ ‘He had a delightful
personality and an excellent mind – a true character in every sense.’
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THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY
OF A RAIL FAN

James Alan Bousfield Hamilton

Foreword
This is an autobiography that is slightly different. It would be
presumptuous to suppose that the events of an undistinguished life are of
themselves worth committing to print. Nor can I lay claim to any
professional or inside knowledge which might throw fresh light on some
aspect of railway history. I am just one of many thousands of rail fans, that
body of devotees which seems to have grown in proportion as the
railways have declined. I have longer memories, probably, than most, and
perhaps a wider range of railway experiences, but that is all.
This then is the story of the part that railways have played in my life,
starting from the time when memory begins – a span extending over
nearly seventy years. The life itself, as it happens, has been somewhat
variegated, and at least the story will not be found to lack for changes of
scene. It is a very personal record, and it may be thought that the first
personal pronoun occurs rather more often than it should. But then
railways have always been for me an intensely personal interest, pursued
in solitude; I have never felt any urge to mix in organized rail fan circles.
Perhaps that is because the interest started long before such circles came
into being, or perhaps it lies in the character of the author. At all events I
offer it by way of explanation, such as it is, for a viewpoint that some may
consider rather one-man-centred.
A narrative of this sort is bound to be somewhat heavily charged with
nostalgia. What rail fan of my generation, looking back over the years, can
resist a sigh for the days before 1914, the days of the old companies in all
their rich variety, or even for the period between the wars when steam
was fighting so gallantly, and with some success, for survival? I have tried
to keep the sentiment within bounds, but the chronicler must write as he
feels, and I am sure readers would prefer it that way.
Since this is an autobiography, it has to deal with other events at least
in outline, if only to make the railway story intelligible. In general I have
kept the non-railway matter fairly short, but there have been episodes and
experiences which seem to justify inclusion in their own right – without, I
hope, making the narrative unduly disjointed.
A book of this kind calls for no bibliography, but I must express my
thanks to the managements of the Danish State Railways, the German
Federal Railways and the Netherlands Railways for so generously meeting
requests for information, and in the case of the two first-mentioned also
for providing illustrations [If these were chosen by Jim, no record of them
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survives – see my Preface. JBH]. I must above all acknowledge my
indebtedness to the Railway Magazine, my constant companion through
the years, and to the Editor for allowing me to quote from it. To it, far
more than to any other single source, I owe the material which goes to
form this book.
J A B Hamilton
London 1970
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CHAPTER 1
PORTRAIT OF A RAIL FAN
I was doing a picture puzzle of McIntosh's ‘Dunalastair’ when the lady
visitor came into the nursery. She regarded my effort with kindly interest.
‘That's a pretty puff-puff’, she remarked.
‘Tisn't a puff-puff’, retorted the three-year-old horror. ‘It's a
Caledonian 'spress engine’.
So help me, I do not recall the incident. My father, who was greatly
tickled, wrote it down and I discovered it years later among his papers. I
quote it to show how early in life your rail fan can become hooked. Once
in the toils, there is no escape. He is a railway addict for life.
Railwayacs, they used to call us in those days, being short, it was
explained, for railway maniacs. The current ‘rail fans’ is hardly less
derisive, for ‘fan’ is surely nothing but an abbreviation for fanatic.
Whatever the epithet, the meaning is the same: one who, in his leisure
hours at least, studies railways, thinks railways and – inevitably – dreams
railways. I use the pronoun ‘his’ advisedly; there are mighty few ‘hers’
among this brotherhood of the mildly demented.
What is the nature of this fever that grips its victims, causing normally
sane individuals to behave in peculiar, indeed unmannerly, fashion? One
of the symptoms of the rail fan, when seized with his frenzy, is a disregard
of other people. I distress my wife by insisting on arriving at the terminus
at least half-an-hour – longer if possible – before the train is due to leave,
or at an intermediate station by racing to the platform end in order to get
into the front or rearmost coach. The object in either case is to make sure
if possible of a corner seat. With a corner seat, from which one can observe
the railway scene, any journey, however familiar, is a delight; without one
it is a misery of frustration, especially if the occupant adds insult to injury
by reading or sleeping. Not if I can help it! My need, brother, is greater
than thine; I'm going to nip in first if I can, even if it means barging past.
By the same token I am prepared to be less than courteous to a fellowtraveller who attempts to strike up a conversation. Thus I fear it will
continue until death or infirmity causes me to cease travelling.
What then is the cause of it all? ‘The fascination of trains, the thing
that lies too deep for words’, writes Peter Black of the Daily Mail. I don't
believe it is as mysterious as all that. Ask any cross-section of rail fans, and
I'll wager that a clear majority will give the same answer: it is the
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’Tisn’t a puff-puff. It’s a Caledonian ‘spress engine.’
‘Cardean’ steam locomotive 1906 designed by J.F. McIntosh for the
Caledonian Railway, from a promotional colour picture.

locomotive, meaning of course the steam locomotive. Imagine, if you can,
a railway system on which from its earliest days the motive power had
consisted exclusively of built-in units. Would there have been anything
like the same widespread interest? Not on your life.
That however merely pushes the question one stage further back.
Why should the steam locomotive exercise this extraordinary fascination?
It is here, if anywhere, that the mystery lies. I have never seen any attempt
to explain it; perhaps it defies analysis, like love itself. Certainly it has
nothing to do with any love of machinery as such; there must be
thousands of rail fans who, like myself, are singularly lacking in
mechanical appreciation. It has been said that the steam locomotive, more
than any other piece of machinery, has the attributes of a living thing. That
may be true, but are living things all that loveable for their own sakes?
However in my own case I can identify quite clearly the part on which my
earliest interest was centred. It was the chimney. An infantile phallic
symbol, perhaps? I have no idea. All I know is: no chimney, no interest. I
am even prepared to like a diesel locomotive provided it has some sort of
rudimentary chimney in more or less the proper place, and does not blow
out its exhaust from a hole in the side of the roof. Locomotive, I said;
multiple units are an abomination.
It started with engines, but it has broadened out to embrace almost
everything to do with railways. Not the technicalities; I try to follow these
but they elude my grasp. By railway statistics, now – distances, gradients,
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schedules, speeds – here is a field to take delight in. The study of
schedules in particular is becoming more exciting every year, and the
process will hot up when the Advanced Passenger Train comes into
service in due course. True, the APT promises to be another sort of
multiple unit – gas turbine driven this time – but to anything that is going
to help the railways to survive and prosper I say, welcome. We want the
railways, however strange they may come to look, to go on being
railways.
But whatever the glittering promise of technical progress, your typical
rail fan praises all his yesterdays. He accepts that change had to come; he
realises that the steam locomotive, even in its most advanced form, is a
primitive, dirty, wasteful machine; a product of the first crude stage of the
industrial era that has no place in the world today. All this he appreciates
with his mind, but in his heart he wishes that it were not so. He is grateful
for such of the railway scene as remains, but the end of steam has left a
yawning void that nothing can ever fill. He cherishes a long ache for the
days that are gone.
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CHAPTER 2
GOLDEN AGE
It is a dim picture of a gloomy station and a tank engine exuding smoke.
On a bracket attached to its chimney the engine carries a large ‘O’; that is
the part of the picture which stands out most clearly. This is the steam
Underground in its last days; the date is July, 1903, when I was not quite
four. It is my earliest railway memory. We were on a visit to an uncle who
lived off the Finchley Road and we must have just arrived at St Pancras,
so the station is probably Kings Cross – the old Met Kings Cross, which
though open to the sky was a fairly murky sort of place. I have often
wondered what the ‘O’ stood for. Did it mean Inner Circle?
That, as I say, was on a visit. I was born in Nottingham, almost
directly above the Great Central Railway's Mansfield Road tunnel. My
mother would recall how while the tunnel was being driven the blasting
used to keep her awake. A few months later we moved up the hill to
Mapperley, a part which in those days, though you would never think it
now, was entirely surrounded by railways. Altogether Nottingham was
an ideal place for a train-crazy small boy to grow up in, for railways
cropped up in all sorts of unexpected places. Less than a mile away was
Carrington station, just a hole in the ground where the Great Central
emerged from the smoking mouth of the Mansfield Road tunnel before
plunging into tunnel again.
About the same distance in the other direction ran the Nottingham
Suburban line, a locally-promoted company worked by the Great
Northern, now bereft of its main purpose and most of its trains by the
opening of Victoria station. The Great Northern kept it ticking over just
sufficiently to earn the guaranteed dividend. It burrowed and tunnelled
through the high ground along the eastern fringe of the town, and at one
point the steam from its trains could be glimpsed from our top windows,
but not, tantalisingly, the trains themselves. At the mouth of the summit
tunnel lay one of its stations, Sherwood, which being the nearest railway
point to our home was a frequent place of resort. It was a forlorn little
station, that seemed to be pleading to be used, for only a handful of trains
called there now and the sight of a passenger was an event – the trams
had seen to that. Yet there it was, complete with stationmaster and staff,
handling nothing much except a few truckloads from the nearby
brickworks.
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‘I was an ardent Midland partisan.’
Midland Railway express at Ilkeston Junction, hauled by a
Johnson Belpaires locomotive, 22 April 1911.

Further away, but not too far for an afternoon's picnic, the Great
Northern's line via Gedling emerged from the Mapperley Plains tunnel at
Arno Vale and was briefly visible before plunging into cutting again. In
contrast to train-starved Sherwood this was a rewarding pitch, with coal
trains a-plenty bound for Colwick and the occasional passenger train
thrown in.
Down in the town, only a few minutes' tram ride away, lay the Mecca
of them all, Victoria, deep down below the street and cut off at either end
by tunnels; a railway enclave in the heart of the city. Descend its steps,
and you left the city behind for a magic enclosed world of trains. Victoria
was always to me the perfect station. And now it is gone. It is like the loss
of a lifelong friend.
The Midland offered no such surprise vantage points. I was an ardent
Midland partisan, because it painted its engines and carriages red, which
happened to be my favourite colour. But its station lay at the far end of the
town, a long tram ride away, and being on ground level lacked the
concealed enchantment of Victoria. Its lines in the district were likewise at
ground level, following the valleys and far removed from the heights of
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Mapperley Plains. In due course I came to realise why – because the
Midland, having arrived on the scene first, had appropriated the easy
routes, thus compelling the Great Northern and Great Central, when they
came, to take the heavily-graded courses which for that very reason have
now been abandoned. They have been torn up, every one, those lines that
gave Nottingham its railway fascination in my youth.
Golden days; for the railways indeed their golden age. The young of
today, accustomed to hopping into a car and just driving off, can have no
idea of the extent to which the railways entered into our lives. Even the
shortest journey out of town meant a train ride. Timetables had to be
consulted, the time of leaving home worked out to allow for getting to the
station, tickets had to be bought. From time to time the family used to visit
friends in Burton Joyce, about five miles away. Nowadays we should do it
in ten minutes or so door to door, and the drive would be just another
chore. In those days the journey was an adventure. There was the ride to
the Midland station – allow at least half-an-hour in case we just missed a
tram, and for buying tickets. Then down to the platform, and a few
minutes of eager anticipation until the train drew in. The brief journey
was packed with railway interest. One might catch sight of a North
Western train at London Road Low Level, or of a Great Northern train
where the two lines ran side by side at Colwick. Even if one didn't the
chance of doing so meant keeping on the alert. The entire journey,
including the walk at the other end, must have taken well over an hour,
and I had no wish for it to be any shorter. Then there was the return
journey, and the excitement all over again. Moreover even the short
railway ride had given the sense, which the car has killed, of being
transported to a different milieu. The car has much to answer for in the
way of reducing life to the merely prosaic.
Just to show the difference between then and now, I have done a little
exercise in totting up. From the Midland station in the summer of 1908
there were 148 departures on an ordinary weekday – my source is the
RCTS Railways of Nottingham booklet. From Victoria, [according to the]
1910 Bradshaw – they numbered 135. Then there were the half-dozen
North Western trains out of Low Level; a total of very nearly 300 trains
departing from Nottingham each weekday. In the current London
Midland Region timetable I can discover 83. And the services! The
Midland would get you to Ilkeston by three different routes, while it ran
through trains to Birmingham via Castle Donnington, avoiding Derby, in
a shorter time than by any other service today. A through summer express
ran to Dover and Southampton. The Great Central weighed in with its
array of cross-country expresses. But it was the Great Northern which
provided the real circus – in a very literal sense. The opening of Victoria
had provided it with yet a third route to its lines west and north, and one
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which left the station at the opposite end to the other two. Thus it was able
to achieve a bewildering variety of ‘roundabout’ services, meaning that
you could board a train and arrive without reversal back at your starting
point. An ancient copy of the Railway Magazine which I still have, too
dilapidated to show the date but probably some time in 1903, contains an
article on services of this sort in various towns, and Nottingham is
awarded the palm. The writer lists twenty services of the kind on the
Great Northern's local lines. Alas, I was too young to travel on them in
their heyday; they were never the same after the First World War, and
they withered away one by one.
Golden days, but one small cloud had already appeared. In the 1890s
the railways had been without a competitor of any sort, but by the 1900s
the electric tram had arrived to rob them of their inner city traffic. It had
all but killed the passenger traffic on the unfortunate little Suburban line
and had caused one of the Midland's stations, Lenton, to close down in
1911. One day when I was a bit older I decided, just for fun, to travel from
Victoria to Sherwood. The booking clerk was visibly startled; he obviously
took me for a stranger who did not know his way about the city. ‘There's
a tram just outside which will get you there much quicker’, he advised,
and I had quite a job persuading him that I was not interested in trams,
but in trains.
Let me finish the story of Sherwood here. It was closed to passengers
in 1915, along with the other two stations on the line, but one day in
August 1919 I was amazed to see it resplendent in new paintwork,
nameboards and all. For a moment I cherished a wild hope that it was
about to re-open, but when it failed to do so the truth dawned. The
Suburban line had received its modicum of Government war
compensation, and having nothing else to do with the money had used it
for tarting up its disused stations. It seemed unfair to hold out such a false
promise.
It is strange to recall how it was electricity that appeared to be
destined to supplant steam. The tram was just one manifestation; the real
menace, as we regarded it, to the steam engine was seen as railway
electrification. The Mersey Railway had abandoned steam in 1903; the
Metropolitan and District Railways had followed not long after. The New
York Elevated had done the same even earlier – I knew all about that.
Where steam engines once had run, the soulless electric had taken over.
My own first electric journey took place early in 1907; it was from
Southport to Liverpool on the Lancashire and Yorkshire, and it seemed
like a portent. It was generally assumed that by the 1940s or thereabouts
Britain's railways would have become all-electric; the Rev W.J. Scott,
writing in the Railway Magazine in 1909, spoke of ‘the electric giants which
our grandchildren will see hauling 70 m.p.h. expresses in 1950’. (If he
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could have foreseen what British express trains were really going to be
like in 1950!) No one foresaw how the internal combustion engine was
about to transform everything. One or two lines made a tryout with petrol
driven railcars, while some of the earliest country bus services were
railway-operated – useful feeders, the companies felt. But the shadow of
the bus and lorry as rivals had not begun to fall, while the private car was
still more or less a rich man's plaything. As for the diesel, it had never
been heard of.
I close these memories of the railways' prime with a word about the
accidents of that era. I am thinking of that extraordinary sequence of
midnight runaways which occurred in 1906–7. Three times within about
15 months – at Salisbury, Grantham and Shrewsbury – a night express
dashed to destruction round a curve at a station, and as the engine crews
were killed in every case there was no one to explain why. I recall best the
Grantham accident, which was regarded as the most mysterious of all and
being fairly close to our home was the subject of much discussion in the
family. Why had the driver gone racing at full speed through the station,
to be derailed at the far end where the points were set for the Nottingham
branch? Speculation abounded; one explanation, espoused almost
automatically by my fervently teetotal parents, was that the driver was
drunk. In the days when cars were few and traffic lights unknown, the
obvious explanation seems to have occurred to nobody, namely, that just
as car drivers have been known to fail to stop at the red, so an engine
driver might occasionally fail to stop at a station. And mystery was finally
dispelled 61 years later, in 1967, when the driver of a Class 4 diesel, at the
selfsame spot and in broad daylight, did precisely the same thing. He was
sorry; he had forgotten to stop. Only this time, the points being correctly
set for the main line, the passengers were merely carried on to Newark, at
some inconvenience but unharmed. Such doubtless, if only we knew it, is
the stuff of many so-called mysteries.
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YOUNG TRAVELLER
My father, Glasgow-born, had taken to himself an English wife and was
well content to be settled in Nottingham. But at holiday times his thoughts
strayed north, so each September for several years found the family on
trek for some destination beyond the Border. This went on until my father
declared that the whole business was costing too much, and we settled for
a bungalow on the Lincolnshire coast. But our Scottish pilgrimages meant
that by the age of nine I was a fairly seasoned traveller.
The preparations! Nowadays we should pile into the family car, throw
a few suitcases into the boot, and make tracks for the M6 or A1 – a long,
long weary drive; no wonder car-sleepers have grown so popular. But in
the early 1990s no one had heard of a suitcase (at least I don't think so; I
seem to recall seeing them first some time during World War I). For a
night or two away you took a Gladstone bag; a longer absence entailed a
trunk, or in the case of a family, trunks. These were supplemented in our
case by a tin bath complete with lid, which served the dual purpose of an
extra clothes receptacle and a means of ablution during the holiday; it was
safe to assume that there would be no bathroom. The job of packing
seemed to go on for days, spent in a mounting fever of anticipation. Then
on the morning came the breathless wait until the four-wheeler drew up
at the front gate. The holiday had begun.
The first of these journeys took place in 1905, when I was just six. We
were en route for Rockcliffe in Kirkudbrightshire, overlooking the Solway
Firth. This meant changing at Trent into the 9.30 Scotsman from St Pancras
and a further change at Dumfries for Dalbeattie on the Stranraer line,
thence a five-mile drive by wagonette. I have no idea how my father
managed to light on such a place, which looks over the water to Skiddaw
as a distant backdrop, while the furnaces at Workington on the opposite
coast lit up the night sky. We took rooms in the house of a retired seafarer
with the incongruous name of Captain Major; Mrs Major drank, to the
scandalization of my parents. But I digress. The railway interest lay in a
first acquaintance in the flesh, so to speak, with Caledonian locomotives at
Carlisle. My father had told me of their deep ship's hooter-type whistles,
which certainly were distinctive. More distinctive than tuneful, it seemed
to me, both then and many years later when Stanier re-introduced them
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on the LMS (now a chime whistle, as on Gresley's A4s, makes a lovely
sound).
‘They're always spick and span’, my father told me of the Caledonian
engines. I rather fancy that the Caledonian, the railway of his boyhood,
was his favourite, just as I cherished the Midland. The engines in their rich
blue were certainly gorgeous, though no engines of course could be as
lovely as my beautiful red Midland ones. The Glasgow and South Western
by contrast seemed a rather dowdy railway, its engines a nondescript
shade of green and some of them by no means spick and span. The 4-4-0
which brought us to Dalbeattie had been polished after a fashion, but it
had a blackish look, as if it were overdue for the new coat of paint. We
expected engines to be immaculate then.
I skip a year to go forward to 1907, when our chosen spot was a farm
in Berwickshire, between Burnmouth and Ayton. The first leg of the
journey led, not to Grantham, the usual point for joining East Coast trains,
but to Newark, to which the Great Northern operated a service from
Nottingham via Bottesford West junction. We continued thence by slow
train to Doncaster, where we were to pick up the express. The summeronly first portion of what is now the Flying Scotsman made its first call
there, then ran non-stop to Newcastle before depositing us conveniently at
Berwick. It must have been the first train regularly scheduled to by-pass
York, which we did outside the station, where the new platforms now are.
The express came into Doncaster hauled by a Great Northern Atlantic,
but we had to get in quickly and I was not able to see what engine was
taking us forward. ‘Have we got a North Eastern engine on?’ I asked my
father. ‘Yes, of course’, he replied, rather irritably, as if it was a silly
question, as indeed it was. Did I expect that the Great Northern would
pull us all the way to Newcastle? I fear that a penchant for asking
thoughtless questions had pursued me through life. I discovered at
Newcastle that our engine was in fact one of Wordsell's celebrated Class
Rs, one of the great 4-4-0 designs, resplendent in apple green and the
gleaming brasswork of its safety-valve cover and splasher beading.
A one-station journey on the North British brought us to Burnmouth.
There followed a drive in the inevitable wagonette along an empty
country road which I discovered years later, when it was a roaring artery
of traffic, to be part of the Great North Road, and we were at the farm.
In the intervening year, 1906, and again in 1908, our destination was
Corrie in the Isle of Arran. On these occasions, following Scottish custom,
we had taken a complete house, which meant bringing along one of the
maidservants. So we were a party of seven – my parents, governess,
servant, my sister, infant brother and self. I wonder how we should all
have managed to squeeze into a family car, but nowadays the governess
and maidservant would be missing! The servant, I remember, hated it and
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got fractious – as well she might, for to her the holiday was all work and
no company – but in those days it was not usual to consult domestics
about their wishes.
In contrast to the other journeys, these ones started adventurously at
night. We children were put to bed for a few hours, then woken up to be
dressed by gaslight for the journey. Our train was the 9.30 p.m. from St
Pancras, which took the Nottingham route and left at midnight exactly. A
picture forms itself, from the earlier occasion, I think. It is of the dimly-lit
platform at Nottingham Midland, and the express is coming in. It is
double-headed by two Johnson Belpaires, both with the new Deeley-style
flared chimney. Odd how these stray impressions stick in the memory, but
as I have said, I was always a great one for chimneys.
The family composed itself to sleep as best it could in its compartment
– no sleepers for these travellers. The memory of both journeys is a blank;
we passed through Carlisle before it was light and I recall nothing. There
followed breakfast at St Enoch, then into the boat train for Greenock.
Came Kilmacolm – the cretic sound fell pleasantly on the ear – then the
dash through the tunnels down the 1 in 70 to Princes Pier, where the P.S.
Jupiter lay waiting, together with Neptune, Mercury and others with
names from classical mythology inscribed on their paddle-boxes, all of
them with bright red funnels topped with black. The colour scheme
received my immediate approval.
I was now to witness an extension of the fierce railway competition of
that age. Just as the London and North Western and Midland battled for
the Anglo-Scottish traffic, so their respective partners, the Caledonian and
Glasgow and South Western, fought it out in their own territory, and their
rivalry reached its peak on the Firth of Clyde. Every service was
duplicated, and the captains of the highly manoeuvrable paddle steamers
would race each other from pier to pier and attempt to jostle the ‘enemy’
aside in order to tie up first. The North British had steamers on the river
too, but they mostly served the northern lochs and were reckoned inferior
to the fleets of the other two companies. Even the very latest North British
steamer, the Waverley, was fitted with old-fashioned haystack boilers.
This and much more I learned from Williamson's Clyde Passenger Steamers,
of which my father had a copy and of which I was an avid student, for
steamers were to me the next greatest interest to locomotives; they had
funnels, you see.
The naming patterns of the various fleets served to emphasise their
different ownerships. The South Western drew its names from the Roman
pantheon, with a couple of odd-names-out in Glen Sannox and Glen Rosa.
The Caledonian, more topically, went in for Scottish ladies of title:
Duchess of Hamilton, Marchioness of Lorne and so on. The North British
ships' names, like those of its locomotives, were an all-Scott collection:
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Waverley, Dandie Dinmont, Lucy Ashton. Somehow the North British
seemed to be obsessed with Scott; Burns, who surely had a closer
connection with the Clyde country, never got a look-in.
Our house at Corrie faced directly into the landing stage – passengers
had to be landed by ferry, as the village did not boast a pier – and every
day about lunchtime we had a grandstand view of the rivals in action.
These boats were on the summer-only run through the Kyles of Bute to
Whiting Bay – in fine weather, a fantastically beautiful trip where the
mountains of Arran, nearly as rugged and wild-shaped as the Coolins of
Skye, confront the traveller across the waters of the Firth. A distant plume
of smoke heralded the Caledonian's Duchess of Rothesay, her chocolate
hull and white upper works a replica of the company's coaching stock.
(The funnel was not blue, as might perhaps have seemed appropriate, but
bright yellow.) In a few moments she had come smartly to a halt with a
great thrashing of reversed paddles, while the ferry was manoeuvred
alongside. She was hardly away, and her passengers put ashore, before
the South Western's Jupiter came racing up in hot pursuit, and the ferry
was on its way again. The performance was repeated in the afternoon, as
the ships called on the return journey.
An occasional visitor was the South Western's Juno, a larger and
heavier vessel than the Jupiter, which seemed to me an infringement of
the natural order, as I deemed it to be, of male superiority. The Juno had
no regular run, but was kept as a kind of prestige vessel for special trips.
She had a long life and a sad end. Having survived World War I she was
called into service again in 1939, and was sunk one night by a direct hit
from a bomb as she lay in the London docks.
On the Jupiter our company had travelled first-class, in the relative
comfort of the saloon. But in the fore part I had observed more sparselyfurnished quarters filled with less well-dressed passengers. One day at
lunch as the Jupiter came up I remarked on this, and my father explained
that these were poorer people who could not afford better
accommodation. I chose the occasion to make one of my fatuous remarks.
‘Good enough for them’, I piped up.
My father, a fierce radical and egalitarian, exploded. ‘You little snob!’
he roared. I had not the least idea what a snob was, but it seemed that I
was one and had better try to stop being one. The subject of
accommodation on the Clyde steamers lapsed.
We made the return journey via Brodick and Ardrossan, and leaving
in mid-morning were able to reach Nottingham that same evening, so
excellent in those days were the Midland Scottish services. On the first
visit, for some reason, we travelled by the Caledonian boat, the brand-new
Duchess of Argyll, the Clyde's first-ever railway turbine steamer, another
long-lived vessel that lasted, I believe, into the 1950s. The crossing,
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directly athwart the prevailing winds and currents, can be choppy, and all
the womenfolk were sick. My father took me down to look at the turbines,
and thus preoccupied we escaped disaster. On the second occasion we
took the South Western's new turbine steamer Atalanta, which the
company had built meanwhile as a challenge to the Duchess of Argyll.
Her life was as short as her rival's was long, for she was lost in World
War I.
We picked up the London express at Kilmarnock. This was the 1.30
from St Enoch, which at that time took the Nottingham route, so we went
through without change. This was the heyday of the Midland Scottish
services, before the pooling agreement with the North Western, when the
Midland was striving to match its times with those of the West Coast
route. In 1906 the train was due away from Nottingham at 8.8 non-stop to
St Pancras, arrive 10.20 – 8 hours 50 minutes from Glasgow and 4 hours
flat from Leeds taking in Sheffield as well as Nottingham. By 1908 the
agreement was in force, and the timetable shows that 10 minutes had been
added. The Midland expresses never again quite reached their speeds of
the 1904–7 years.
I remember little of the two journeys back. The holidays had been
glorious, and I was sad to be returning to the town. The scenic splendours
of the Settle and Carlisle line made no impression at all, though I recall
that tea in the restaurant car coincided with the descent from Blea Moor,
which made the teacups dance. Darkness fell shortly after Leeds, for this
was late September and Summer Time was many years away. There is a
last picture of the platform at Nottingham, once again dimly lit. Our
luggage is stacked waiting to be taken up to the cab rank and the porters
are shouting ‘Next stop London!’, for all the world as if there were plenty
more stops beyond that. The train moves out, and we are left on the
platform with our luggage. The holiday is over.
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CHAPTER 4
ROUS-MARTEN AND ALL THAT
It was The Railway Magazine that began it. Of that there is no doubt at all.
My father, no mean rail fan himself, started taking the Magazine for his
own reading, but at some time before memory begins I had appropriated
it, and the great evening of the month was when it was announced that
my father had brought it home. I could not read it at first, but I could daub
and scrawl on it, and the earliest numbers are horribly messed up with
childish markings. I was beginning to make some sense of it, I suppose, by
the time I was five or six. To it I owe my railway education, for until I was
quite grown-up it formed practically my entire source of railway
knowledge. Gordon's Our Home Railways, published around 1908, added a
little, while some uncle made me a present of Howden's Boys' Book of
Locomotives, but apart from these and a few oddments it was The Railway
Magazine and nothing else.
The Magazine of those days was a fatter publication than it is today; a
count of one of the 1910 volumes gives an average of 88 pages of reading
matter compared with 56 or so now. All this for sixpence, with a coloured
plate of a locomotive thrown in. The plate gave leading dimensions, which
I promptly learned by heart, so that I could rattle off a whole string of
them today.
The first articles that I learned to read were the British Locomotive
Practice and Performance series, then conducted by Charles Rous-Marten.
This famous character must have been quite a person – musician,
theologian, journalist and pioneer train-speed recorder. What is this
mysterious affinity between railways on the one hand and music and
religion on the other? Cecil J. Allen is said to be no mean performer on the
organ, while one of Rous-Marten's temporary successors was a clergyman,
the Rev W.J. Scott. And is not our most eminent living railway photographer a bishop? I quickly became a Rous-Marten fan, and re-reading his
articles it is easy to see why. I was too young to realise it, but he was an
experienced journalist among a bunch of mostly non-professionals. He
was often ponderous, after the fashion of the day, and his occasional bouts
of heavy humour could be excruciating, but he was readable. My father
could not bear his articles, and used to snort when I would read out some
passage which particularly appealed. ‘The Magazine is written by ignorant
people who have no idea of how to write’, I remember his remarking on
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Jim, Alison and trains. The Railway Magazine can
just be identified in Jim’s hands in the photograph opposite.
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one occasion. I was sorry in this respect to differ from my parent.
Certainly Rous-Marten's descriptions of locomotive performance were
crude by later C.J.A. standards, and it has been whispered that he was
sometimes less accurate than he might have been, but he always had
something worth while to say, even if he said it in a way which annoyed
my father. Here he is on the subject of compounding:
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‘Nothing strikes me as so unreasonable in modern British
locomotive practice as the almost total disregard of the
advantages that accrue from the use of the compound
principle in locomotives. Every other civilized country
employs immense numbers of compound locomotives and
practically builds little else. The results are so good as to be
unquestionable and indisputable.’
That was written in 1905, when the fiasco of Webb's compounding
efforts was still fresh in mind and, on the other side, the Great Western
had recently acquired its three de Glehn compounds from France. RousMarten had made a study of French railways, and knew what the de
Glehn engines could do. Indeed the French Government had offered him
the Legion of Honour, which he had refused lest it should lead people to
think that some personal bias lay behind his praise of the French
compounds. That was surely carrying conscientiousness to extreme
lengths, but it bespeaks a high integrity. Perhaps if my father had known
that he might have revised his opinion of the man.
A burning topic in Rous-Marten's day was the eclipse of the singledriver, which because of its supposed free running had been regarded as
the ideal type for the fastest work. Was the Atlantic to be its logical
successor? Rous-Marten was inclined at first to think so, for there was still
a notion that the 4-6-0 with its ‘tied legs’ (the phrase used) was incapable
of the highest speeds. He changed his views after timing an ‘Experiment’
(accurately?) at 93 mph. down Shap. The role of front end design as a
factor in high speed had hardly begun to be understood; I don't think
Rous-Marten ever mentioned the front end except in terms of
compounding. Nor do I recall that he ever mentioned superheating, which
is the more surprising because he several times described engines
‘priming’. But no one yet realized what the superheater could do for
locomotive performance.
I liked Rous-Marten best when he was being abusive, which he
frequently was to his fellow-journalists of the popular press – the ‘pennya-liners’, as he was wont to dub them. Their inaccuracies in railway
matters riled him, as they have done a good many others. Here he is
delivering himself on the Shrewsbury accident in 1907 – the last of the
‘runaway’ series. It is reasonably certain that the driver fell asleep at the
regulator, but at the time it was widely believed that he had been under
pressure to go speeding because his train was behind time. That was
absurd, Rous-Marten pointed out; the train was running on the easiest of
schedules:
‘As regards the speed at which the ill-fated train was
running, the usual ill-informed nonsense has pervaded
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many of the non-technical journals alike in London and in
the provinces. It is broadly asserted that the driver was
travelling at ‘excessive speed’ in order to make up time,
as he had started late from Crewe. And it is even implied
that the poor driver went mad under the mental strain
and anxiety involved in the compulsion placed upon him
to run at a reckless and dangerous rate with this object in
view. Was there ever such flaring flapdoodle, such blatant
bosh?’
For an eight-year-old this made great reading. I was not quite sure
what all the words meant, but it was clear that Rous-Marten was laying
about him, and it sounded good.
In the issue for May 1908 there appeared a footnote to the article,
edged in black:
‘Whilst at press we learn, with extreme regret, of the
somewhat sudden decease of our esteemed contributor,
Mr. Charles Rous-Marten.’
The word ‘decease’ was new to me, and I read it as ‘disease’. What
was there so special about a sudden disease? I was enlightened in the
following month, when R.E. Charlewood took over.
So in due course we came to the young Cecil J. Allen, first by quarterly
turns, then regularly from July 1911. His Practice and Performance articles
were not his first for the Magazine. Back in June 1906 he had started a
three-part series on the expresses of the Great Eastern – I still have the
issue, plentifully smeared with paint. What a career! Sixty-four years later
he is still going strong. To me he has become a kind of perpetual presence;
from childhood through boyhood and the vicissitudes of a somewhat
chequered life there has always been Cecil J. Allen, as regular as the
seasons and far more predictable – to use a favourite expression of his. He
is and will remain unique.
Even before he had taken over the series regularly Allen found
himself involved in controversy. He had pursued Rous-Marten's
discussion about the value of the Atlantic type, and had pointed out that
on every Atlantic-using railway in Britain – save only on the Great
Northern, where the type was standard – a train hauled one day by an
Atlantic was equally likely to be hauled by a 4-4-0 the next. What therefore
was the point of the greater size and expense? The wrath of Atlanticlovers descended on him in force. In his next contribution he wrote:
‘I feel somewhat in the position of some hapless mortal
who, having inadvertently passed disparaging strictures
upon the fame of some popular member of the fair sex,
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was forthwith confronted by her friends and admirers
demanding explanations of his ungallant conduct.’
Allen proceeded to vindicate himself. What mattered above all, he
claimed was punctuality:
‘It is only natural for the outside observer to judge the
comparative efficiency of a locomotive type according to
the manner in which scheduled times are adhered to
under ordinary running conditions.’
He then took his last twenty-five runs behind Great Northern
Atlantics, the most prestigious members of the type, and compared them
with the last twenty-five behind the North Western's ‘Precursors’, neither
type at that time being superheated. Conditions of load, gradients and
booked speed, he demonstrated, more or less evened out. The comparison
was slightly but quite definitely to the detriment of the Atlantics. Whereas
on the Great Northern runs time on average had been slightly lost by the
engine, on the North Western it had been slightly gained. That seems to
have put paid to the critics. The strange thing about all this is that only a
short while before, in June 1909, the two companies had actually held
exchange trials, yet Allen made no mention of the fact. The reason was
presumably that no results had been published, the railways in those days
being quite obsessively cagey about releasing such details. We know now
that there was very little in it between the two types, including their coal
consumption.[1] Had that been known at the time, it would have clinched
C.J.A's. argument that what the Atlantic could do the 4-4-0 could do
equally well.
A less admired character in this early galaxy was the editor, G.A.
Sekon, whose name was not Sekon at all but Nokes, only for professional
purposes he reversed the letters. He must have been an able man to have
founded and built up the Magazine, but he was also a remarkably silly one,
to judge from some of his utterances. These are mostly to be found
unsigned among the Pertinent Paragraphs, and if he did not write them I
apologize to his shade, but in that case he certainly inspired them. To me
they seem to bear the authentic Sekonesque stamp. Here he is
pontificating on the Hall Road accident in 1905, on the Lancashire and
Yorkshire's electrified Liverpool to Southport line, when a train which the
signalman had mistakenly flagged forward crashed into a train standing
on a siding, with the loss of 21 lives. Being electric the train had of course
accelerated very fast, and the crash was that much the more violent.
‘One of the advantages claimed for electric traction,’ Sekon wrote, ‘is
high acceleration, and if the speed this unfortunate train had attained in so
1: O.S. Nock: 'Locomotives of the LNWR 1897–1922'. Railway Magazine, November
1936.
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short a distance be due to “high acceleration” then “high acceleration” is
far from an unmixed blessing.’
There you have the Sekon judgement.
Or consider this effort from the Why and Wherefore – once again, no
actual proof that the great man wrote it; only the internal evidence. A
certain W. Woods had asked:
‘I was travelling on September 7th from Liverpool Central
to Cleethorpes; the train was hauled by locomotive 268. I
have one of your large plates of this engine, but I find that
the funnel did not correspond with your large plate; the
funnel was like engine 1017. I shall be glad if you can give
any information on the point.’
The fact was that No. 268 and her sister 4-4-0s were in process of
exchanging their austere Pollitt chimneys for the much more shapely
Robinson pattern. Their appearance was completely transformed, and
could quite reasonably prompt a question. This was the reply:
‘Would you take the trouble to write to the editor of an
illustrated paper and say: “You have a picture of Mr
Brown in a silk hat. I saw him today and he had a straw
hat on. Can you give me any information on the point?”‘
The rudeness of it! Even as a very small boy, the reply filled me with
indignation. I suffered in spirit with W. Woods, thus publicly made a fool
of. Only a nasty, horrid editor, I decided, could answer in that vein.
Sekon's pet hate was what he called the Socialistic Press, meaning
presumably the then quite extensive Liberal press, for there were no
Socialist newspapers at that time. To one coming from a home where
Radicals and Socialists, by and large, were goodies and Tories were
baddies, (though one uncle was a Tory MP) this attitude seemed in poor
taste. Perhaps I was as prejudiced as he was. It need hardly be said that he
was violently opposed to the unions which the railwaymen were trying to
establish in the face of the companies' hostility. He wrote with high
approval of a strike-breaking camp which the Midland Railway had set up
at Chellaston, near Derby, when faced with the threat of a strike of coal
trimmers and engine cleaners. The army of potential blacklegs was housed
as unobtrusively as possible in a row of carriages on a siding, and the
public were kept strictly at a distance. But those horrible Socialists
managed to find out about the camp, for we are told:
‘A most unfair use of the circumstances that the laws of
the country made it necessary for the Midland Railway to
obtain a temporary beer licence for the canteen was made
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by the agitators and Socialistic Press, which proclaimed
that the strike-breakers would not work unless filled with
beer, and that these drunken men would have been
placed in charge of trains.’
The cads.
I have pleasanter memories of one of the amateurs, T.R. Perkins, who
kept a chemist's shop at Henley-in-Arden and specialized in railway
byways. One of his early articles bore the startling title: ‘A Derelict British
Railway’ – this was the ‘Potteries’ line, which had gone bankrupt. What?
A railway line actually abandoned? Lucky for us that we lacked the power
to peer into the future and see a Britain thickly strewn with abandoned
lines. Another article told the story of the sad little Bishop's Castle
Railway, which throughout its existence was never out of the hands of a
Receiver. A piece on the ‘Furthest North’ British Railway introduced me to
the Highland line north of Inverness. At the age of six I was still weak on
inverted commas and read the title as referring to the North British
Railway, then wondered why it was all about the Highland.
Perkins could only go travelling during his holidays, but he claimed
to have traversed every yard of line in the British Isles open to passenger
traffic. I called in on him one day as I was passing through Henley-inArden. It was a gloomy afternoon in November 1936; fog was threatening
and I was behindhand with my schedule of calls, but the sign T.R. Perkins
above the shop impelled me to forsake duty and stop the car. I introduced
myself as a very occasional fellow-contributor, which ensured a welcome
from the dear old boy. ‘There you are’, he announced, turning me up in a
register of contributors which he kept. He also brought out his list of new
stretches of line traversed, each one with mileage and date, but here I
rather unkindly caught him out. Had he travelled over the NCC's new
Whiteabbey cut-off near Belfast? No, he hadn't; it had only been opened
since he was last on holiday.
It is a melancholy thought that were Perkins alive today he would
find nothing to write about, for practically every one of those fascinating
byways has been wiped off the railway map.
Now to a perfectly outrageous series, which shocked even my
innocent young mind. These appeared in 1911, and as they carried no byline the perpetrator is unknown. They were called The Epistles of Peggy,
and purported to be letters from Peggy, a London girl touring in Scotland
with ‘the Pater’ (how that term dates!), to her fiancé and various friends.
There were in fact blatant puffs for the North British Railway, allusions to
which were dropped in with a clumsy casualness. Thus Peggy, writing
from the North British Hotel in Edinburgh, starts off:
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‘Here I am in the greatest hotel of Scotland's greatest
railway.’
Which the North British certainly wasn't. Again:
‘The idea of your thinking that I must be tired of Scotland
by this time is absurd. You do not tire of Scotland when
you travel by the North British Railway. They have laid a
track that spells pleasure at every station.’
Just imagine a girl writing like that! Did the North British pay for the
articles, I wonder? I guess they must have done. I remember my own
reaction clearly: how could my favourite publication make itself so cheap?
For the last figures in this portrait gallery we move on a few years to
E.L. Ahrons, whose series on Locomotive and Train Working in the Latter
Part of the 19th Century ran from 1915 to 1926. It was a monumental
outpouring of knowledge. How he acquired it I have no idea, but he
seemed to know all about the locomotives of every railway at first hand. It
was tantalizing that he stopped short at 1900, just when the subject was
becoming more interesting than ever. But I doubt if it was his knowledge
that caused readers of my generation to make a bee-line for his articles; it
was the Ahrons brand of deadpan humour. Sandwiched among the
historical detail you would come across a passage like this, describing the
Great Eastern station at Peterborough:
‘The guide book says that Peterborough was founded in
A.D. 655 by a certain king of Mercia, who built a
monastery there in honour of St Peter. And since the
guide book says so, this must be correct. But the guide
book says nothing about the Great Eastern station, which,
judging from its appearance, must have been there some
time before the king turned up. From the outside the
building looks like the relic of a Greek temple; inside the
wayfarer finds two narrow, inconvenient platforms, the
main one occupied by an empty London and North
Western or sometimes a Midland train, sprawling the full
length of that part of the station which is covered by a
roof. These two railways act the part of the cuckoo at
Peterborough, and do not give the Great Eastern bird
much chance of seeing the interior of its own nest. The
Great Eastern train by which the traveller wishes to
depart stands patiently outside in the rain.
It was only when I read of Ahrons' death that I realised that he and I
had been practically neighbours, for he had lived in Nottingham within a
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mile of my home. Later I learned that our ex-governess, as she had long
since become, was a friend of his daughter's. Strange how locomotive
engineers seem to run to spinster daughters. Our governess's sister looked
after the two daughters of S.W. Johnson of the Midland, while later on a
neighbour in Buckinghamshire was Miss Joy, daughter of the valve gear
man.
Poor Ahrons. From what I heard, he wrote so diligently because he
badly needed the money. He was one of those brilliant people whose gifts
have somehow failed to bring them wealth. But though riches may have
passed him by, he is assured of a place alongside Rous-Marten, Allen and
a select few others in the front rank of railway authors.
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CHAPTER 5
CHOOSE YOUR RAILWAY
I have said that the Midland was my favourite railway. One of the delights
of those days was that one could have a favourite railway, and I imagine
that most rail fans did. It was one's very own railway, different from all
the rest, with its own colour scheme and with locomotives which were
instantly distinguishable. The carriages and wagons of course were
different as well, and endless items of equipment, but it was the
locomotives which mattered. Show me any detail of a pre-grouping
locomotive – its number plate, splasher or of course chimney – and I will
tell you at once to which company it belonged.
One backed one's railway as a football fan backs his club. At least I
did. I wanted the Midland always to win; to have the biggest and most
powerful engines, the fastest times; always to be on top. I nourished a
great hatred for the London and North Western, because it always seemed
to manage to beat the Midland. I was thinking of some of its fastest times
from London, but it managed to beat the Midland in other ways too.
Engine weights, for example, a subject in which I took a close interest. A
Railway Magazine colour plate of the North Western's ‘Experiment’
showed the weight of engine and tender as 102 tons 15 cwt. A few months
later a plate of Midland compound 1000 showed a total weight of 1/2-cwt
less. The North Western had won again – the beast. (I don't know how I
expected a 4-4-0 to weigh more than a 4-6-0, but since it was a Midland
engine I suppose I hoped it would.) My dislike of the North Western was
heightened by the fact that it painted its engines black, which I detested as
much as I adored the Midland's red. It was my bête noir among the
companies.
Truth to tell, for a favourite railway the Midland's engines were
disappointing. While practically every other line was starting out to build
Atlantics or 4-6-0s, the Midland stuck to its 4-4-0s. To make good the
deficiency, I had to invent Midland 4-6-0s, complete with leading
dimensions – naturally bigger and better than those of any other railway.
The Midland goods engines were more unsatisfactory still. Those Kirtley
types with the double frames looked so ancient (which they were), and
even the Johnson engines seemed old-fashioned with their brass safety
valve covers and spring balance on the dome. The first Deeley goods
engines did not appear until 1906, which meant that for some three years
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of active observation – half my whole life up to that date – I had nothing
but oldsters to look at in the way of Midland 0-6-0s. I felt that my own
special railway could have done better than that.
At that time the Midland still painted all its locomotives red. Time had
been, before I was born, when every one of its engines was kept spotless –
Ahrons makes a mention of that – but already in my very youngest days
it was beginning to be a trifle careless about its goods types. Some time
about 1908 I remember seeing one of the Kirtley engines looking as if it
were overdue for a clean. ‘Good heavens’, I recall thinking to myself, ‘that
engine's dirty’. Then the company started painting its goods engines
black. I have a clear recollection of the first black Midland engine that I
saw; it was at St Pancras in 1910, a 0-6-0T. It gave me a most unpleasant
shock. True, other companies, like the Great Central and North Eastern,
had been painting their goods types black for many years, but this was the
first changeover in my experience. Looking back, it seems like a portent;
the beginning of a retreat from glory. The railways were no longer
prepared to be quite so lavish with their expenditure on polish and paint.
Though the Midland claimed my allegiance, the Great Northern was
the line I really knew best. As I have explained, it encircled our home and
kept turning up in interesting places, like Sherwood and Arno Vale, not to
mention Victoria. It was also the line on which I travelled most often.
From the time I was nine we spent the Easter school holidays at
Mablethorpe, and when our Scottish pilgrimages came to an end we went
there in summer as well, so that the line from Nottingham became a welltravelled path. In summer time daily through trains took the direct route
via Allington Junction, but the April journeys entailed three changes –
much more interesting. The high spot was the change at Grantham, where
there were sure to be two or three Atlantics on view in the locomotive
yard. This was a real occasion, because the class hardly ever worked to
Nottingham. To contemporary eyes – not merely to mine – these machines
appeared vast, with their bulging fireboxes, 5 feet 6 inch boilers and
practically no chimney, as it seemed to us then. Rous-Marten, in heavily
skittish mood, referred to them as ‘big-bellied beasties’, quoting, he said, a
Scottish friend. I hadn't a notion what the phrase meant, the word ‘belly’
not yet being in my vocabulary, but it sounded terrific. The Great
Northern itself got so excited about its Atlantics that it used them at the
head of its posters – advertising, say, an excursion to Skegness which in
fact would be hauled by a very moderate sized 4-4-0. In the picture the
boiler was blown up to look about ten feet in diameter, but somehow it
didn't seem wrong.
Together with Skegness, Mablethorpe has long been a kind of
Nottingham-on-Sea, and such was the coming and going that two through
trains ran in each direction every weekday during the season. On
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‘To contemporary eyes these machines appeared vast, with their
bulging fireboxes, 5 feet 6 inch boilers and practically no chimney.’
Great Northern Railway Atlantic class locomotive 1911.

Thursdays and Saturdays they were supplemented by the half-day
excursions, which for the fare of 1/9d or some such sum, plus five hours
in a bumpy Great Northern carriage, allowed about four hours by the sea.
On Saturdays too excursions streamed in from Derby, Leicester and
elsewhere, so that Mablethorpe yard began to take on a decidedly
congested look. But there was not a great deal of variety about the
locomotives. 4-4-0s of the 400 class and the 2-4-0 ‘little Stirlings’ more or
less monopolized the excursions, with a very occasional 7 feet 7 inch
single. The day of the big mixed traffic engine was not yet. The branch
trains, passenger and goods, were in charge of Stirling's 0-4-2s, themselves
a mixed traffic type of an earlier age, but not up to hauling the excursions
of the 1900s.
In April the line was given over to the 0-4-2s, which were never
turned and ran tender first without protection against the arctic winds
that sweep across the marshlands in springtime. How the crews put up
with it I cannot imagine; in fact, I came across one driver who flatly
refused. He was a stranger who had worked to Mablethorpe with a special
of some sort, and was doubtless unused to the hardy local operating
methods. A train to Willoughby was just about to leave, and the
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stationmaster ordered him to work back on it as pilot. It was, I recall, a
day of piercing cold. The driver said that he was damned if he would do
so in such weather without turning his engine first, and I was the
fascinated spectator of a rousing up-and-downer on the station platform.
Eventually the driver gave way, and the train departed, somewhat late,
with the two engines coupled chimney to chimney – the only doubleheaded train I ever saw on the Great Northern.
Round Nottingham the tender types took turns on even the shortest
runs, but always travelling chimney first. They were helped out by a small
army of 0-4-4Ts, which like the other Stirling classes were in process of
being rebuilt with domes, a change of which I heartily approved. I was a
firm supporter of all things modern, and just as on the Midland, regarded
tall safety valve covers as a hallmark of antiquity. The Great Northern
locals carried destination boards on the smokebox or bunker; these gave
no clue, however, to the route followed. A train labelled Pinxton would go
to Pinxton; by which route, you discovered as you went along. The inward
boards read simply ‘Victoria’, which must have foxed a few visitors from
London. The Lincolnshire coast trains carried boards as well, but the
Grantham trains seemed to be accorded semi-main line status; no boards,
and no tank engines.
For all that it was so busy round Nottingham, the Great Northern in
those parts had a rather second-class look. Main line locomotives and
rolling stock were hardly ever to be seen. The carriages were nearly all sixwheelers notorious for their rough riding – you would almost think they
had octagonal wheels, Ahrons once remarked. Only at Colwick did
something of a main line picture emerge. There the impressive-looking 08-0 coal engines congregated, to be joined later by the 0-8-2 suburban
tanks displaced from their London home and used on colliery pick-up
trains.
The Great Central was another sort of railway altogether. It was very
much a main line – in fact, it was nothing else until its Mansfield branch
was opened in 1917. Everything was of the newest and best – the latest
and most powerful locomotives, and bogie stock even on the local trains.
Down the line the island platform stations provided another sign of
modernity. And Victoria, though the Great Northern had more trains, was
essentially a Great Central station; its signals, nameboards and other
details were all of Great Central pattern. I did not realise it at the time, but
in fact there were two Great Central Railways. There was the London
extension, which I knew, the most up-to-date line in the country. Then
there was the old Great Central, which started at Annesley a few miles
north of Nottingham and which I only learned about much later, as all my
early travelling on the line was to the south. This had not changed a great
deal since MS&L days. Aged locomotives and carriages abounded – still
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the old-fashioned provincial system. But none of this was visible at
Nottingham, save for some six-wheeled sets working down from
Sheffield.
I loved travelling on the Great Central, just because it was so up-todate. I specially enjoyed waiting on the island platform of one of its
wayside stations; the neatness of the arrangement appealed. Moreover just
the one line of rails beside the platform gave the pleasing illusion of a
single track, and as I am sure all rail fans will agree, there is no track like
a single track for charm.
Yes, I knew the London extension in the days of its pride, when it was
the last word in main line practice. And it has not even lasted out my
lifetime. Of all that enterprise and those bright hopes, of that vast
outpouring of capital, nothing remains save the eyesore of an abandoned
formation, punctuated at intervals by mouldering derelict stations. I try
not to think about it; it hurts too much.
The London & North Western was a horrid railway, all uppity and
black. It even had the nerve to call itself the Premier Line! How glad I was
that at Nottingham it was confined obscurely to the bottom of the town.
Its trains reached the city from Northampton by the Great Northern and
North Western joint line and ran into the Great Northern station at
London Road. When Victoria station was opened a curious situation
arose. The Great Northern trains deserted London Road, which the
company turned over for use as a goods station. The North Western
evidently did not think its traffic justified the expense of running powers
into Victoria, so its trains remained at London Road, where they might be
reached by picking one's way among assorted piles of packages and bales.
Two large notice boards adorned the station. One bore the legend Great
Northern Railway, correctly but irrelevantly as far as concerned the
general public. The other announced that ‘London & North Western trains
depart here for... ’ and listed a string of destinations which might lead the
uninitiated to suppose that here was a second Crewe. Once place that
registered with my young mind was Leighton Buzzard. Now that was a
queer sort of name. I cannot remember if London was included, but I
think it must have been. Certainly the North Western quoted a through
fare. Indeed I did hear of one traveller who actually used the route. He
was a Frenchman on his first visit to England, and the only north-going
line he had heard of was the North Western. So on arrival in London he
hied to Euston, whence he landed up at London Road many hours later
and with a poor view of British train services. He was advised of quicker
routes by which to return, but unfortunately he had bought a return
ticket...
London Road Low Level – as it became after the Great Northern had
built the High Level station alongside – would have been a promising
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candidate for the world's most depressing station; dark and dingy, and in
a part of the town as depressing as the station itself. How strange that the
splendid modern Victoria station has come and gone, while shabby old
London Road continues in active use as a parcels depot.
These were the railways that served my home town. Our northern
journeys had provided a nodding acquaintance with the North Eastern
and the three main Scottish lines; that was the sum total of lines which I
knew up to 1914.
Well, not quite. April 1907 found us at Southport on a visit to an aged
aunt. We travelled there by the Midland to Manchester, thence by
Cheshire Lines to Southport Lord Street, but that really counted as Great
Central, whose engines looked after the Cheshire Lines trains. I was
intrigued by the letters CLC on the coaching stock, meaning Cheshire
Lines Committee, I learned. How odd, now. Committees were things
which my mother, an ardent temperance worker, used to go to in the
afternoons, and I couldn't quite see what they had to do with railways. It
was on this visit that I made the first electric journey that I have spoken of
on the Lancashire & Yorkshire to Liverpool, where my father took me to
see the ocean liners. That was a tremendous thrill. We went aboard the
Cunarder Caronia and the White Star's Baltic; I could hardly believe that
ships could be so big. Incidentally I made my second electric journey the
same day, on the Liverpool Overhead Railway.
Though a stern parent, my father was at pains to take me around, and
my happiest boyhood memories are of outings with him. In the following
year he took me to the Franco-British Exhibition at the White City. He had
business in the City (the real City, I mean) first, so from St Pancras we
travelled by Metropolitan to Moorgate Street, as it was then called. The
sight of the Widened Lines, with steam trains on them, was very cheering;
so not the whole of the Metropolitan system was given over to those
electrics. Outside Farringdon Street (another station which has lost its
‘Street’) I was surprised to see a South Eastern & Chatham 0-4-4T,
complete with shining brass dome. I was by no means so knowledgeable
about routes as I was about locomotives, and I wondered how it had
managed to get there. The cross-London route through Ludgate Hill was
unknown to me.
That afternoon at the Exhibition I saw a second SECR locomotive. This
was Wainwright's 4-4-0 No. 516, which the company had put on show. It
was not a new type nor a particularly distinguished one; perhaps the
company wanted to show its French visitors what sort of locomotive
power they might expect on the boat trains this side. A Frenchman might
of course know of the De Glehn Atlantics which performed so
magnificently on the Nord, and draw less than flattering comparisons. But
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no such thoughts troubled me at the time. Here was a locomotive
enthroned, all burnished copper and brass; the elaborate lining-out setting
off its gleaming paintwork. We saw a whole lot of other things at the
Exhibition, but I cannot recall a single one of them. No. 516 had made my
day.
A feature of pre-grouping days was the multi-company station, where
locomotives and stock in variegated liveries might be observed side by
side. Prince of them all was Carlisle, with its three English and three
Scottish main line companies and the little Maryport and Carlisle making
a seventh. Here on view were the two finest colours in the whole of
Britain, Midland red and Caledonian blue, and what to my way of
thinking was the third finest; the North Eastern's brilliant green. The
North Western's deplorable black seemed easier to tolerate in such gay
company. Its engines had a bossy look, as if they owned the place, which
of course, together with the Caledonian, they did; the other five
companies were simply tenants. The North British engines sported a
peculiar colour known as gamboge, a sort of greenish-brown; not
beautiful but highly distinctive. The Glasgow & South Western and
Maryport & Carlisle, in fairly similar rather nondescript shades of green,
completed the tally.
For some years in the early 1950s I was living not far from Carlisle,
and had frequent cause to visit the station. As the black and allegedly
green engines, hardly one of them presentably clean, passed in procession,
my mind travelled back to the bright cavalcade that once had thronged
the place. Little boys hung about the platform, busily jotting down
numbers and hardly bothering even to look at the locomotives themselves.
Unfortunate deprived little boys, lucky for you that you have no inkling of
the glory you missed. If you had been around in those days, could you
possibly have been so indifferent?
Number two station for variety was York, but the set-up there was
very different. The North Eastern lorded it over the rest, and it was a case
of so far and no farther for the other five lines that ran in from the south.
The same six companies were to be found at Doncaster, only there, apart
from the Great Northern and Great Eastern, the trains were all locals,
whereas at York all the companies were represented by main line
locomotive types. York was a great place for Atlantics; the Great Northern
used practically nothing else, as did the North Eastern also for the East
Coast trains, at all events after the arrival of the Z class in 1910. The Great
Central, working from Sheffield, used either Atlantics or Robinson 4-4-0s;
the Lancashire & Yorkshire's inside cylinder Atlantics, with their great 7'
3” driving wheels, shared turns with the 4-6-0s. The Great Eastern, for its
quite uncompetitive ‘Cathedrals Route’ from Liverpool Street – Ely,
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Lincoln, York – used Claud Hamilton 4-4-0s; I doubt if the 4-6-0s, when
they came, ever worked so far north. The Midland, unless I am much
mistaken, never provided anything better than a Class 2 rebuild.
Next in the multi-railway order came Cambridge, used by four
companies, then about thirty stations with three. Stations with two
companies were too numerous to count. In the majority of cases a single
company acted as host to the rest; Nottingham Victoria, which was jointly
owned, was an exception.
Come with me now, you younger readers, by which I mean any
reader under fifty [i.e. those born after 1920 – JBH]. We will take a journey
along the East Coast route and look out for the ‘foreign’ railways to be
observed on the way. The date is any time before 1923. If we are lucky we
shall not have to wait long after leaving Kings Cross, for anywhere
between Finsbury Park and Potters Bar we may encounter a North
London train working from Broad Street, with its old-fashioned 4-4-0T
and string of primitive four-wheelers. At Hitchin the Midland branch train
from Bedford may be on view, hauled probably by a 0-4-4T; this was the
Midland's route to London for some years before it built its own line to St
Pancras. A dozen miles on, at Sandy, the North Western's Bletchley to
Cambridge branch curves round to run parallel with us through the
station before curving away again; the two companies share a station,
though they have no physical connection. We might perchance catch sight
of a little 2-4-0 ‘Jumbo’ on the branch train. Next, Peterborough, where
before reaching our own station we have a bird's-eye view of the Great
Eastern edifice at which Ahrons poked fun. At the Great Northern station
we shall find the Midland and that little gem of a railway, the Midland &
Great Northern Joint, with its beautiful mustard-coloured engines, over
which the Great Northern competes with the Great Eastern for the traffic
to the Norfolk coast. Leaving Peterborough the Midland's line to Leicester
keeps ours company for several miles; Rous-Marten once described a
‘race’ along this stretch. I don't think he altogether approved; races struck
him as being rather vulgar.
More than sixty miles elapse before the next ‘joint’ station at Retford,
but at Little Bytham we are crossed by the Midland & Great Northern
Joint branch from Saxby (the line is actually Midland property just here,
but it is worked by the M&GN), while at Newark level crossing our East
Coast express is under the control of a Midland signal box. At Retford
another level crossing (now replaced by a fly-under) takes the Great
Central east-to-west main line across ours; over the sharp connecting
curve Great Northern expresses use the Great Central to reach Sheffield.
Soon we are through Doncaster, with its five other railways to look
out for (but they are seldom obtrusive), and we are about to bid goodbye
to the Great Northern, which ends at Shaftholme Junction, about four
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miles beyond. ‘The Great Northern main line ends in a ploughed field’, it
used to be said. Over the next 28 miles to York we are on North Eastern
metals, but all the expresses are Great Northern-hauled.
Now we have reached the area of North Eastern monopoly; surely it
will be North Eastern and nothing else all the way to the Border? Not at
all. We have left York 11 miles behind and are passing Alne on the long
racing stretch to Darlington. Look our quickly on the right, for we are
moving fast. Did you see? A little 0-6-0 saddle tank and a couple of
coaches standing in the bay platform. This is the Easingwold Railway, two
miles long; Britain's shortest railway. On to Newcastle and look – a real
surprise if you didn't know – a North British 4-4-0, or earlier perhaps an
ancient 2-2-2, standing outside the station, its gamboge contrasting
strongly with the prevailing North Eastern green. It has come from
Riccarton Junction over the Border Counties line, joining the North
Eastern at Hexham. If time were of no consequence we could travel to
Edinburgh this way, for the distance is only four miles greater than via
Berwick, and we should enjoy some magnificent Cheviot scenery. Only it
would take five or six hours compared with two and a half or so along the
main line. Twenty miles further on the North British comes in again at
Morpeth. This intrusion by a Scottish company deep into Northumberland
may seem peculiar, but in fact the North British owned over 120 miles of
line in England, something like 12 percent of its entire mileage.
That is surely the lot? But no; look out again quickly on the right as we
pass the wayside station of Chathill. Once again a 0-6-0T stands in a bay
platform with a tiny train. This is the North Sunderland Railway, that goes
to Seahouses, four miles away on the coast and is a long way from
Sunderland, as you will appreciate. It takes its name from a nearby
promontory called North Sunderland Point.
At Berwick we joint the North British end-on, but on to Edinburgh the
North Eastern works the expresses, in the same way that the Great
Northern works them over the North Eastern south of York. Only if we
continue beyond Edinburgh will the North British take a hand.
It is the same story on the West Coast route, where after some crisscrossing outside London we have the Stratford-upon-Avon and Midland
Junction at Blisworth and the Great Central crossing at Rugby. At Rugby
too we have the Midland, which also crosses us at Tamworth, a great
nocturnal centre for the exchange of mails between the two systems. Then
the Great Northern at Stafford, the Great Western and North Staffordshire
at Crewe, the Great Western at Warrington, the Lancashire & Yorkshire at
Preston, the little Knott End at Garstang, the Midland at Lancaster and
again at Carnforth, where the Furness also comes in, the Furness again at
Oxenholme, the North Eastern at Tebay and Penrith. That makes eleven
other railways we have encountered between London and Carlisle. The
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Great Western and the south-going lines are rather less mixed up, but all
three of the latter meet at Guildford. Then there is the sprinkling of minor
lines, like the Furness and Maryport & Carlisle, and the host of midgets,
like the Knott End or the couple we encountered on our way up the East
coast route – altogether some sixty companies owning their own rolling
stock. And that does not include the railways of Ireland, then part of the
United Kingdom – about a dozen each of broad and narrow gauge.
This was the railway map of Britain with which I grew up. I did not
come to know many of these lines until much later, and many others I
never knew at all. But they were there to be read about; the combined to
form a railway background of rich variety. It could not last, but the older
rail fan may be forgiven if he heaves a sigh for his Paradise Lost.
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CHAPTER 6
TRAIN-GAZER
The Railway Magazine for September 1907 was devoted to the Diamond
Jubilee of the Caledonian Railway. The article on the company's goods
department contained a story; for all I know it was a chestnut already, for
it evidently belongs to the pre-cinema age. The stranger in a small Scottish
town is quizzing the local policeman about an evening's entertainment:
Stranger:

When does the theatre open here?

Policeman: We hae nae theatre here.
Stranger:

Well, well, music hall, then?

Policeman: Na, na, naething o' that kind here.
Stranger:

Good gracious, my man, have you no evening
amusement in this 'ere outlandish place?

Policeman: Oh, ay! if ye wait till aucht o'clock ye'd see them shuntin'
the goods train.
This story posed a sore puzzle. I realised that it was meant to be
funny, but where was the joke? I could imagine no more splendid way of
spending an evening than watching a goods train shunt.
A train shunting was in fact ideal, because the locomotive was in
motion yet never moved out of sight, while it might find its way onto
some siding where an engine was seldom seen. But I was perfectly happy
to stand for long periods just gazing at an engine standing still. One
engine was enough. Of course at a place like Victoria, where there were a
number, I would go scampering from one end of the station to the other to
try to get a look at the lot, but anything like engine-spotting never entered
my head. I have nothing against engine-spotting; on the contrary, I am all
for anything that makes for greater interest in railways, and railway
officials are surely wise to show the utmost tolerance towards these small
enthusiasts. But I don't think that engine-spotting has all that much to do
with engines. It seems to me just another expression of the acquisitive
urge, akin to stamp collecting or the cigarette card sets which I used
diligently to amass as a boy. Why, I have even seen some boys ‘spotting’
multiple units at Kings Cross. No, to me the locomotive was the thing; just
to be able to look at it was satisfaction enough.
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Spotters will disagree, but to me the pleasure of seeing a locomotive
was in inverse ratio to the likelihood. The supreme delight, experienced
only once or twice, was to encounter a locomotive suddenly where none
was expected; on an industrial line, perhaps, passing through a wood. It
was this scarcity value that gave Sherwood station its peculiar attraction
as a watching place. We often went there on our morning walk, my sister
and I with our governess, and I would hang around hopefully, watching
the signalman to see if he would start ringing on his instruments, until
having to be dragged away almost by main force. As we mounted the hill
again towards Mapperley I kept looking round in a last hope that
something might happen. Just once in a way it did; the signalman would
start ringing his bells, the signals would drop, and a green engine would
emerge from the tunnel and flash past as it ran through non-stop. Of
course I could have studied the timetable, but at the age of six or seven,
when this mostly happened, I was a little young for that. I am glad I was,
for it would have seemed like cheating. I should have missed all the eager
longing and the hope, and the surprised delight when a train did appear.
But because that happened so seldom Sherwood became a place of
unfulfilment. The sense of yearning must have gone pretty deep, because
for years the station used to haunt my dreams – it does so occasionally
even now – dreams of trains there but yet not there, from which the
dreamer awakes disconsolate.
Carrington, now, was another sort of station altogether. No shortage
of trains there. Through it passed the entire traffic in and out of Victoria
station northwards, including the Great Central goods trains. I used to go
there on my own after the age of eight or so and put in a solid morning's
or afternoon's train-watching. My father would give me a half-penny with
which to buy myself a ticket for Victoria in case my presence on the
station should be challenged. It never was, but one day a rather grubby
little boy appeared, pushing a still smaller sister in a go-cart, and asked if
it was all right to stay and watch the trains. I replied that I thought so; that
was what I was doing. Then a porter came along and peremptorily
ordered the grubby pair off the station. It was made plain that train
watching was OK for the respectably clad, but was not encouraged among
the great unwashed.
Carrington was not a wholly satisfactory pitch, for the trains were
only in view for a matter of seconds between emerging from one tunnel
and disappearing into the other. But it provided a dramatic sequence of
events in the case of north-bound trains. The Mansfield Road tunnel was
inclined continuously at 1 in 130, which meant that trains departing from
Victoria had to be worked through it more or less flat out. It was nearly
1200 yards long, and as buildings above precluded any ventilation it was
never clear of smoke. Even quite a long time after a train had passed
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through a thin plume was still to be seen wafting up from the entrance,
except when an inward-bound train had momentarily sucked it back into
the tunnel. Now, as I sit and watch, the signalman begins ringing on his
instruments. He pulls his levers, and the smoke-blackened arm suspended
just outside the tunnel is seen to drop. There follows a minute or two of
mounting anticipation, while the trickle of smoke from the tunnel mouth
swells into a thickening cloud. (It is strange that only quite recently did I
realise why this was. I was standing on a London Underground station
and felt the blast of air which precedes the arrival of a train, and the penny
dropped.) Then a distant rumble, growing rapidly louder, and the
clackety-clack of the train-operated warning bell, while the tunnel vomits
dense masses of smoke. Suddenly the locomotive bursts through the
miasma, its exhaust shooting high in the air and its train enveloped in a
blue haze which it trails behind it as it is swallowed up in the Sherwood
Rise tunnel. The Mansfield Road tunnel was unpleasant enough for
passengers, but for the train crews it must have been hell. Southbound it
was subject to a 30 m.p.h. restriction, and no wonder, for the men must
often have been completely blinded, with only the tunnel distant signal, if
they could see it, and the bell like the one at the other end, to warn them
that Victoria was at hand. It was the steam age at its worst, but it did
provide an exciting spectacle.
Then of course Victoria. We have descended the steps into the
enchanted precincts, and I look round in search of engines to gaze at.
There is generally a Great Northern local or two in the bay platforms, and
sometimes a Great Central as well, but the real event is the passage of a
London express. I move to the head of the platform in readiness as it is
signalled in. Here it comes, the Robinson Atlantic already blowing off
furiously, for the stop is short and engines are never changed here, but
always at Leicester. Porters bustle around, and there is a great banging of
doors, while the roar of the safety values rises to a shriek. The fireman
does a quick round with the shovel before leaning out to watch for the
right-away. It comes, and with the first beat of the exhaust the shriek of
the safety values sinks to a sizzle. But the driver has opened the cylinder
cocks, and for a few moments their ear-splitting hiss drowns every other
sound. The carriages slide past the platform and the smoke of the tunnel
closes behind them, while we remain half deafened by that appalling din.
Sometimes a locomotive happened to be standing at a platform, and
the great thing then was to get oneself invited on to the footplate. The
technique was to take up station about a yard away and assume an
adoring expression. The adoration was not feigned, for drivers to me were
gods and not like other men. Quite often it worked, and I was really in
heaven. I had gained entrance to the holy of holies; I could gaze into the
firebox and savour the delicious scent of hot oil. But one day disaster
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befell; I was ten, I think, at the time. I had got myself hoisted on to the
footplate of Great Central 4-4-2T No. 9, when the driver suddenly asked if
my father worked on the railway. On my replying that this was not so he
said brusquely: ‘Then be off with you, you've no business to be here’. I
crept back home crushed, and did not mention the incident to a soul. That
one of my heroes had spoken roughly to me was a humiliation too
grievous for words.
Over the Border now to that Berwickshire farm where we went to stay
in September 1907 and which provided a memorable holiday. The East
Coast line runs in cutting no more than a hundred yards or so from the
farmhouse, and thither I would repair day after day to watch the trains go
by. It was an ideal pitch. The line ran at exactly the right level; below but
not too far below. In the middle distance the Eyemouth branch traversed
the line of sight, descending on a gradient of 1 in 50, while the horizon
was bounded by the North Sea. The line at this point runs a little south of
west, then describes a wide arc beyond Ayton to resume its north-westerly
direction. On this side the trains came into view several miles away as
they descended the valley of the Eye Water on a gradient of 1 in 200; the
trail of their exhaust when first seen seemed high above where I stood.
The line was owned by the North British, but all the expresses were
North Eastern-hauled. I felt quite sorry for the North British, treated as a
poor relation on its own property, but it did make for all the greater
interest. The trains were not in fact all that frequent, and there must have
been some lengthy intervals when nothing happened. But I cannot
remember ever feeling bored, for this was not a spot to induce boredom.
There was the sweep of the Lothians countryside, whose beauty I must
have taken in without being aware of it, dotted with fortress-like farm
clusters, many of them with factory-style chimneys which were never seen
to smoke. (‘They used to have a steam engine to work the threshing
machine’, explained my father, ‘but they all use oil engines now.’) There
were ships passing by out at sea. And every so often there was the
diversion of the Eyemouth branch, as the 0-6-0 branch engine laboured up
the gradient with its three six-wheelers, or slid noiselessly down with
steam shut off.
Most of the expresses were in charge of Wordsell's Class V Atlantics;
this was before the days of Raven Hill's Class Zs. With their 5 feet 6 inch
boilers they looked enormous, just like the Great Northern Atlantics, but
like the latter, only more so, they were pretty indifferent performers, as
Cecil J. Allen has since told us. But I was not to know that, and found their
bulk vastly impressive. Also to be seen were the two Smith compounds,
No’s 730 and 731, which though much less powerful-looking than the Vs
were far more efficient engines. Class R 4-4-0s took turns with even the
heaviest trains – mere 50-ton engines these, but the East Coast expresses of
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the day were hardly famous for swiftness. The North British used mainly
4-4-0s, together with a few quaint old 2-4-0s with four-wheeled tenders. It
is strange that I cannot recall ever seeking a goods train, though there
must have been some. Doubtless they mostly ran at night.
I saw one other North Eastern type, just once, in circumstances which
are imprinted on my memory. It was an early example of the rail fan's
compulsion to drop everything, including duty, if there is a chance of
seeing a train. It happened one morning, when we had been a walk down
to Burnmouth village. We were toiling up the precipitous road which
leads from the village to the station – governess, sister and self, all helping
to push the heavy pram containing my infant brother. We were about half
way up when the Burnmouth down home signal, that stood like a sentinel
at the top of the cliff, was seen to drop. Reaction was instantaneous. I
deserted the party and raced ahead, leaving the others to cope with the
pram. I reached the top just in time to see the train, the morning semi-fast
from Newcastle, hauled by a Class S 4-6-0, one of the few North Eastern 46-0s which were painted green. When we got back our governess, the
sneak, reported my conduct to my father, who gave me the most frightful
wigging. I felt that on the whole it had been worth it.
One lunchtime my father, who had been to Berwick, returned with
great news. On Berwick station he had heard the guard tell the driver:
‘Ye'll no' go beyond Reston’, and on enquiring what was afoot had learned
that the royal train was due shortly. I rushed down to the railway just in
time to see the pilot go by – a Holmes 4-4-0 carrying some headboard that
I have forgotten. Some ten minutes passed in breathless expectation, and
then one of the Smith compounds appeared hauling the London & North
Western royal train, looking very out of place on East Coast metals. It was
ambling up the gradient at no more than 40 or so and hardly making a
sound; HM King Edward VII was reputed to prefer a moderate speed
during mealtimes. It seemed to me then, and it still seems, quite wrong
that one individual, however important, should be allowed thus to
inconvenience a large number of others. I had imagined it could not
happen today, but only a short while ago a colleague told me how his
commuter train was held up at Knebworth for twenty minutes while the
royal special passed through bringing the family back from Balmoral.
One day I beheld a wondrous sight away out to sea. An enormous
ship, far bigger than any of those I had seen at Liverpool, with four
crimson funnels, glided into view. I guessed at once that this must be one
of the two new 25-knot Cunarders; the company's reply to the German
lines which had impudently snatched the Atlantic Blue Riband from
Britain. This one was the Mauretania, on her way from the builders' yard
to do her speed trials over the Measured Mile beyond St Abbs Head. I
could not know it, but I was being granted a preview of what was to
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become perhaps the world's most famous liner, apart from those which
have achieved fame through disaster, like her tragic sister the Lusitania.
I happened to be in Newcastle 28 years later when the Mauretania
sailed past up the coast on her way to the breaker's yard. The heart- throbs
as the great ship bid her birthplace farewell! Tyneside might have been
mourning the death of royalty. But the sentiment was genuine, and as one
who had seen her before ever she carried her first passenger, I shared it.
I have many times since passed the spot by the cutting, always with a
slightly nostalgic pang. It does not do to sentimentalize about one's
childhood, but when I think back to the small boy who kept watch there I
realise that we have one thing in common – a passion for trains.
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CHAPTER 7
SADLY TO SCHOOL
In September 1912 I went to Sedbergh school among the Yorkshire fells
and remained there until the end of 1916.
Sedbergh in those days was no place for weaklings:
‘They sent my little hero to be kicked about at school,
For they wanted him to be a man and not to be a fool.’
Such was the philosophy as enshrined in one of the school songs, and
the treatment lived up to it. But it gave me a much-needed toughening,
and if I was unhappy I was never so foolish as to blame the school. I have
no use for those writers who speak ill of their old school when they would
do better to take a look at themselves. Sedbergh cast its spell upon me,
and I hold it in grateful memory.
That is as seen across the bridge of years, with old sorrows long since
resolved. At the time each journey to school was the occasion for deep
gloom. It started several days beforehand; there was home life going on as
usual, and my mother arranging about committee meetings and things,
while I was about to suffer incarceration. As far as Leeds the journey was
not too bad. There were three of us; school was still several hours away,
and meanwhile there was the train journey to be enjoyed. At Sheffield a
Hull & Barnsley train was to be seen standing in one of the bays, its domeless Stirling 4-4-0 by Matthew of that ilk – looking distinctly peculiar for a
modern engine. On one occasion we had the company of a police officer
escorting a lady malefactor to prison – no police cars then, and no women
police. The dame was quite cheerful, and we chatted away. We too, we
explained, were on our way to do three months' hard labour; very witty,
ha, ha.
At Leeds the school atmosphere began to close in. Familiar faces
thronged the platform. Hullo, good hols? We piled into our special
through coach, attached with a luggage van for our mountain of trunks.
Hills rose on either side, and brick buildings gave way to stone, as we
were borne inexorably schoolwards. At Shipley, an interlude. Our train
was invariably held up for a North Eastern train from Harrogate to
Bradford to cross our path, its trim green 0-4-4T making a splash of colour
in the drab surroundings. Then came the performance of backing our train
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into the platform line at Shipley; why did the Midland never complete the
triangle of platform there? So on to Clapham Junction – yes, no mistake;
the nameboard announced: ‘Clapham, Junction for Ingleton’ – where our
vehicles were transferred to the branch train behind a Kirtley 0-6-0. This
deposited us at the North Western station at Ingleton, where we were
tacked on to the rear of the local for Tebay, hauled by a Webb 2-4-2T,
whose sharp exhaust gave the impression that it was perpetually being
thrashed. Perhaps, with the extra load, it was. At length the green
ramparts of the Howgill Fells swung into view; our engine, pounding
furiously to the last moment up the 1 in 100, shut off steam with a final
splutter. We were there. In a few minutes we should be back in the House;
the prison door would have clanged behind us. I turned for a final look at
the Midland vehicles we had just left. That was the last sight of the
Midland until holidays came round again; the occasional train glimpsed
during term time would be North Western. I had long outgrown childish
dislikes, but the North Western always seemed a cold, unfriendly line;
with its black engines and white-panelled carriages, a railway in
monotone, perhaps appropriate for the grey weeks of term.
Came the end of term, with the glad event casting its joyful rays
before. The fare to Nottingham was 11/8d, and my parents used to send
14/-; the term's pocket money had long since been spent. The 2/4d.
purchased sufficient at the grub shop to ensure that I started the journey
feeling slightly sick. No matter; the road to the station, which had been the
way to captivity, had become the happy path to freedom. But at the
station eager anticipation was apt to suffer a check. In this direction the
North Western provided a two-coach special, which was billed to leave at
7.40 but rarely turned up until about 8.15, while we stood champing on
the platform and wondering if we should be stranded at Ingleton and
reach Leeds goodness knows when. At long last the special came into
view, its 2-4-2T blowing off as if it were as impatient to be on its way as
we were. Then came the magic moment when we began to move.
Rejoicing broke loose. Rolls of lavatory paper started fluttering out,
displaying an astonishing tensile strength as the train gathered speed.
Clouds of smoke billowed from every compartment window. Smoking
was ‘absolutely prohibited’ – so ran the school rule – not only at school,
where it was more or less observed, but also on the journeys to and from
school. What a hope! Turkish cigarettes were favoured, which made me
feel sicker than ever. But who cared? We were on our way home.
During term time the railway was the symbol of freedom; the link
with the outer world from which we were cut off. From the Howgill Fells
above the town the glistening rails could be seen sweeping in a wide
curve across the valley, then bending back to disappear behind the base of
Holme Fell. (‘There is some reverse curvature near Sedbergh’, wrote Cecil
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J. Allen, who once got a shaking-up on this section in a diverted Midland
line express.’
The Howgill Fells, which stand over Sedbergh to the north, consist of
a triangular clump of grassy summits well-known to travellers by the
West Coast route, for part of their western edge forms the side of the Lune
gorge across the river from the railway, while the bastion of Fell Head,
2045 feet, dominates the scene as the train rounds the great curve at Low
Gill. ‘An amazingly neglected group of hills’, writes David Joy in his book:
Main Line over Shap, and so it is, this walker's paradise seen by so many
and traversed by so few. We boys had the group to ourselves, save for an
occasional shepherd; even now one is unlikely to meet more than the odd
hiker, looking very clumsy in his heavy walking boots; we always used to
wear gym shoes. It is all very peaceful, so different from the overcrowded
tracks of the nearby Lake Hills.
About a mile beyond Low Gill the traveller may discern a stream
tumbling down the fellside; it actually forms the county boundary
between Yorkshire and Westmorland. At the top, hidden behind a fold in
the hills, there descends a cascade known as Black Force (from
Scandinavian foss – a waterfall). A trek to it over the Howgill summits and
back along the valley formed a favourite half-holiday round. There from
the tops one looked down upon the toy trains threading the gorge 1500
feet below, or followed their course from Grayrigg summit until they
plunged into the hills at Low Gill. On other occasions a visit to Low Gill
or Grayrigg enabled one to view the trains at close quarters. For goods
traffic the favourite type seemed to be the ‘Goods Experiments’ with 5 feet
3 inch coupled wheels, while a vivid memory is of a George the Fifth on
an express storming up to Grayrigg summit with thunderous exhaust.
I have climbed those hillsides in these latter days, less fleet of foot
than of yore but not yet defeated by age, and from the heights have
watched some of the last steam workings in Britain. As the exhaust trail
snaked along the valley it was a mournful thought that in a matter of
months this familiar sight would have vanished for ever. As for the
branch, where from the fellside the rails once glistened now there curves
the empty embankment. The great viaducts at Ingleton and Low Gill still
stand, as they may well continue to do for generations, dead monuments
to the railway age. The school specials ran to the very end, until the line
was closed to all traffic in 1964.
Travelling on the railway in term time was out, save with special
permission or in an emergency. I did once hear of a party of hopefuls,
essaying the Black Force round in dirty weather, who became cloudbound
on the top and, missing an all-important col behind the Calf summit,
found themselves stalking solemnly down into Ravenstonedale. In those
days the North Eastern was there to give them a lift to Tebay, whence the
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branch train landed them back wet, tea-less and very late for prep. What
would they do today? Hire a taxi, I suppose; there is no other way.
Such occasions apart, rail journeys were the privilege of those lordly
types the 1st XV and 1st XI, and occasionally the 2nds, going to play away
matches. How I envied those great ones their outings! But I do recall one
journey made by the entire school OTC – for the benefit of younger
readers, short for Officers' Training Corps; it was taken for granted that
everyone at the school was, as the phrase went, officer material. It
happened in May 1914. In the normal way we carried out our martial
exercises round the school, but on this occasion a field day was being
staged near Keswick with St Bees school as the opposition. We marched
down to the station, where a special was awaiting us headed by a
‘Cauliflower’ 0-6-0. Before Penrith we turned off the main line by the
North Eastern-owned Redlands curve on to the Cockermouth, Keswick
and Penrith line, a joint property of the North Western and North Eastern.
We detrained at Penruddock, whence we drove the enemy in dashing
style down the moorland by the lineside to Troutbeck. As we advanced by
section rushes, or blew the tops off the heather with our blanks, I was able
to observe the working of the traffic. All the passenger trains seen were
worked by the North Western and all the goods by the North Eastern; in
both cases always by 0-6-0s. At Troutbeck our special was awaiting us, its
locomotive having doubtless been turned at Keswick. Descending Shap
the driver fairly let her rip, and we hurtled through Tebay at a speed
which must surely have been a record for a ‘Cauliflower’. I should think
we must have been doing something like 70.
To digress for a moment: it is strange to look back on that day in the
heather, when the world which we knew was on the brink of going up in
flames. There was no whisper of war in Europe, save for the general threat
of the Kaiser's navy. All the talk was about civil war in Ireland. Two of the
boys in our House came from Ulster, and as we ate our sandwiches they
regaled us with their gun-running exploits during the holidays. To people
from a Liberal home like mine, it was Carson who appeared as the great
enemy. It all seems a very long time ago.
Now to the line which, much more than the North Western, occupied
my thoughts during schooldays. Closing the valley to the east stands the
great tableland of Baugh Fell, joined a little further off by Wild Boar Fell,
whose other side has figured in so many railway photographs. For behind
this massif ran the Midland Railway's Settle and Carlisle line. Where it
clings to the hillside in upper Garsdale, by the site of the Hawes Junction
Opposite: ‘The bastion of Fell Head dominates the scene as the train rounds the great
curve at Low Gill.’ The ‘Midday Scot’ on the main line 1959. The branch line to
Sedbergh can be seen on the right with the Howgill Fells beyond. (Eric Treacy)
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troughs, it was very nearly in view from Sedbergh, but a turn of the valley
just hid it. Here was my own familiar Midland, a link with the world
outside the confines of school, so nearly visible yet invisible, rather like
those trains that used to haunt my dreams of Sherwood station. Many a
time from the hills above the town I looked with straining eyes up
Garsdale in a vain attempt to discern a plume of steam. The thing
obsessed me, until at last I resolved that I would get a sight of the line,
come what might. The opportunity came one half-holiday in November
1915, when I set out to climb Rise Hill, the long hog's back that separates
Garsdale from Dentdale and gives its name to the tunnel which takes the
line from one to the other. That November was bitterly cold, and the tops
of the higher fells were dusted with snow. It was a long but gentle climb,
entailing scrambling over many drystone walls, into the teeth of a biting
east wind and under a lowering sky. There, at the top, the line suddenly
came into view; both stretches of it, separated by the tunnel. North of the
tunnel was the stretch along the side of Garsdale, leading to Hawes
Junction, as Garsdale station was then called; south was the line's
magnificent sweep round the head of Dentdale with its two great
viaducts, visible until it plunged into the Blea Moor tunnel that pierces the
flanks of Whernside.
I stood there long in the howling wind, hoping for the sight of a train,
and at last a puff of steam was seen to rise from Hawes Junction. This
must have been the returning train which ran in the afternoon up from
Hellifield to Hawes; it was the only Midland train on the stretch between
Hawes Junction and Hawes, this Midland-owned line being otherwise
worked entirely by the North Eastern. The light was beginning to fail, and
I turned for home. The fells, the sky and the railway so moved me that I
spent the whole of first prep, when I should have been doing a Latin prose
or something, in composing a poem. It started off in fine pompous
schoolboy style:
There stand the fells, that from the first have been;
Clear-cut, their lofty summits crowned with white.
We can skip the next two and a half verses. So:
Then eastwards look, Whernside's great mass looms forth,
And all the Pennines – valley, hill and stream;
While far away a tiny puff of steam
Tells of the train that hurries to the north.
Fairly average stuff, I suppose, for a 16-year-old. The rhyming scheme
was lifted from Tennyson's In Memoriam, which we were ‘doing’ that term;
the idea of fitting it to pentameters was my own.
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Actually the last line was inaccurate, for the train in question, so far
from hurrying to the north, was making a distinctly leisurely journey
southwards. I had originally written: ‘Denotes the railway running to the
north’, but a master to whom I showed the work suggested that ‘denotes’
was hardly the language of poetry, and took it upon himself to make the
emendation. The poem was published in The Sedberghian, anonymously,
but some of my companions in the House, knowing the ruling passion,
spotted the allusion and thus the author. ‘Couldn't keep trains out of it’,
they snorted.
In the following term I was visited privily by a youth, who announced
that he was tired of school and proposed to run away. He knew of me as
something of an expert on railways; could I advise on routes and times? I
pointed out that if he used Sedbergh station he would be recognised at
once, while the same fate would probably await him at either of the
adjacent stations, Middleton or Low Gill. If he was serious about it, I
suggested, and was prepared to face a nocturnal tramp of 10 miles to
Hawes Junction or 11 to Dent, he would find a convenient early morning
train to give him a good getaway. He departed looking thoughtful. What
went on in his mind I don't know, but he stayed put. He was not a very
determined youth.
To complete the story of the Settle and Carlisle line, which has always
acted as a magnet: on three occasions in later years I have looked down on
it from far above. In 1921 I trudged up the spongy slopes of Wild Boar
Fell, and through the drifting clouds just brushing the summit caught
glimpses of the trains at Ais Gill, nearly 1200 feet below. Some years later
I ascended Whernside, whence a tremendous panorama unfolded itself of
upper Ribblesdale and the Long Drag from Settle Junction up to Blea
Moor. Talk about a tiny puff of steam! There were three quite considerable
puffs from three goods trains chasing each other up the hill. Long
afterwards, in 1953, as I was climbing Mallerstang Edge, which faces Wild
Boar Fell across the Ais Gill gap, I saw the Thames-Clyde express, in
charge of a Royal Scot, brought to a stand at Mallerstang box while a
preceding goods was being stowed into the lay-by at Ais Gill. I had been
watching for some time and had realised it was going to happen – the
goods dragging its tardy way to the summit and, far down Edendale, the
long exhaust trail of the express catching up on it fast. I cannot imagine
why the goods was not shunted at Kirkby Stephen. Perhaps the Scot was
making a better climb than Carlisle Control had given it credit for, and the
goods a slower one. But it seemed a bad slip-up to allow an express to be
halted at that point, on a gradient of 1 in 100.
I conclude these schoolboy memories with some travelling during the
fateful days around the beginning of August 1914. At the end of July,
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though war was threatening, we went as usual to the summer OTC camp
at Mytchett Farm, near Aldershot. It was my first journey down the North
Western main line and I would have given a lot for a corner seat, but
wedged in the middle of the compartment could see little. I did however
manage to observe that our special was in charge of nothing bigger than a
2-4-0 ‘Jumbo’. So we reached Willesden Junction and set off down the
West London line, which had been electrified only a few months earlier to
take the North Western's Earls Court service – and has of course been deelectrified since. Arrived at Addison Road, the present Kensington
Olympia, I observed a Drummond mixed traffic 4-4-0 backing on to the
rear of our train. There followed a spell of complete bewilderment. How
we reached Aldershot baffled me for years; only by degrees did I manage
to piece the route together. All I knew at the time was that we seemed to
be inextricably entangled with the District Railway; its red electric trains
kept appearing above us, below us, at the side of us. We travelled, of
course, via Richmond and Virginia Water to join the South Western main
line beyond Weybridge. But even in 1930, when I made a journey on the
District beyond Hammersmith and saw the disused pair of tracks beside
ours, I did not realise that it was along those very tracks that we had
travelled that day.
We suffered for the next few days from a broiling sun and from the
choking dust of the Aldershot plain, a fine grit that found its way into our
food, our rifles, everywhere. We encountered railways all over the place,
but never a one that I could recognize. Most trying of all was the sound of
trains behind a screen of trees at one edge of the camp, a screen just too
thick to see through. Again that tantalizing sense of trains there yet
invisible. However just once, peering through the branches, I did manage
to recognise the outlines of an Adams 4-4-2T. At least I knew then what
railway it was. It was in fact the short single-line spur from Frimley to Ash
Vale – then known as North Camp – which in those days carried an
infrequent service from Bagshot to Farnham. But all that I learned long
afterwards. What with the heat, the grit, the fatigues – like washing greasy
plates in near-cold water – and the invisible trains, I didn't enjoy camp.
Distress however was cut short. War was only days away; our
instructors were recalled to their units and the camp broke up. We were
left to make our own way home, and I found myself en route for Waterloo
behind an Adams 0-4-2. I crossed to St Pancras to board the next train for
Nottingham, and made a dreadful discovery. For some reason – probably
Opposite: ‘Through the drifting clouds just brushing the summit of Wild Boar Fell, I
caught glimpses of the trains at Aisgill, nearly 1200 feet below.’ British Rail passenger
train at Aisgill summit, the highest point on the Settle to Carlisle line, 1955. Wild Boar
Fell can just be seen in the background. (Eric Treacy)
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to save trouble – we had been issued with the return halves of tickets from
Aldershot to Sedbergh, valid only by the North Western route. What
happened if you lived on another line did not seem to have been
considered. However knowing about the North Western and Midland's
working agreement I assumed my ticket would be available on the
Midland. Alas, for a little knowledge. I boarded the train and was
promptly turned off by the ticket inspector. I tried again on the next train
with the same result. As usual, I had practically no money – a shilling, I
think – and here I was, stranded on St Pancras platform. A kindly stranger
put a penny in my hand and said: ‘Here, take a bus to Euston’, but what
would have been the good of that? It was too much. I was still in OTC
uniform, and the dreadful spectacle was witnessed of a member of HM
forces – as he appeared to be – breaking down and weeping in public. I
took refuge with my Finchley Road uncle until clothes and money could
be sent from home, and so found myself in London at the outbreak of war
– the occasion, as older readers will remember, of an enormous outburst of
excitement and joy. So it didn't turn out so badly after all.
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CHAPTER 8
WARTIME
For the railways, 1917 marked a turning point, just as it did for me.
To take my own affairs first. In August 1916 my father died rather
suddenly. I had been studying for a history scholarship, and my ex-MP
uncle, who earned fabulous sums at the Bar, offered to see me through
school and the University. At the same time some of my father's
accountancy friends rallied round. He had been well thought of, and they
were anxious to help my mother. One of them offered to article me
without premium – a rare offer indeed for those days – while another was
prepared to take over my father's practice until I should be ready to join it.
Oxford or accountancy? What would you expect of a boy of 17, grieving
for his dearly-loved father and being given the opportunity to follow in
his footsteps? Of course I chose accountancy, thereby condemning myself
to years of misery and to those vicissitudes at which I have hinted.
So I left school at Christmas and put in a month or two of my articles
until military service came up. It was enough to fill me with dislike of
office life but not enough as yet to bring realisation of that fatal choice.
The choice in any case was irretrievable.
The turning point for the railways came sharp and clear. For over two
years they had struggled to maintain a semblance of peacetime schedules.
Some of the best trains had been taken off, and minutes had been added
to many others, but the schedules for December 1916 were recognizably
those of pre-August 1914. For example, the times of my last journeys to
and from school were the same to the minute as those of my first journeys
in 1912. Now at last war pressures became too great. For one thing, 600
locomotives from the companies were required for service overseas,
mostly to help with ambitious plans for a knock-out offensive in the West,
while our allies were clamouring for more coal. The timetables for January
1917 made sweeping changes, with fewer trains everywhere and much
slower ones. It was part of the new grim aspect which came over the war
at this time – the first-ever rationing, caused by the sink-at-sight U-boat
campaign, and the collapse of Russia. At long last it was brought home to
the nation that the way ahead was going to be hard. Only the Generals
continued to believe in victory in 1917.
The timetable changes were curiously uneven. The Midland recast its
entire service and brought its schedules down to a general 40 mph level.
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At the other extreme the Great Central took off a train or two, but ran the
remainder practically as fast as before. This strange behaviour has never
been explained, but its object must surely have been to ‘do’ the Midland in
public esteem while the going was good. Nor has it ever been explained
how the company was allowed to get away with it.
In May 1917 I joined the Nottingham University College OTC[Officer
Training Corps] as a first step towards a commission. By this time most
candidates for commissions were very properly drawn from the ranks, but
the notion of an ‘officer class’ still lingered, and if you belonged to an OTC
you went straight on to a cadet battalion without having to go through the
ranks. At least that was an improvement on the early days of the war,
when a friend of mine, practically untrained, was granted a commission at
the age of 16.
The OTC trained on Bulwell Common, an open space to the north of
the town. As a vantage point for train watching it was superb. On one side
ran the Great Northern's Shirebrook branch, with Bulwell Forest station
close by; on the other stood Bulwell Common station on the Great Central.
The station was in cutting, but a long stretch of the Great Central was
visible northwards across Bulwell Viaduct and away towards Hucknall.
Below the Common ran an embankment carrying a spur line joining the
two systems, so that we were surrounded on three sides by railways.
Behind the embankment, with just the tops of the trains visible, ran the
Midland Railway's Mansfield branch.
Hither I cycled daily during that summer, while we were being fed
with stories of victories but our losses were being betrayed by the
shocking casualty lists. The Shirebrook branch passenger service had been
whittled down to almost nothing, and there was no train in either
direction between nine o'clock and two. But coal trains followed one
another in a constant stream – empties going up in the morning and
coming down loaded in the afternoon – hauled by Ivatt's 0-8-2 suburban
tanks exiled from Kings Cross. The Great Central offered plenty of variety
– now a local, now an express, now an immense train of coal empties
crawling over the viaduct, and now a train which, as I look back, had no
business to be there. The new Mansfield line had just been opened, and
though the war was at its height the Great Central had found the means to
put on an entirely fresh service, regardless of the fact that all the places
concerned were already served by the Midland. It was an action quite in
line with the company's refusal to decelerate its expresses – grab the traffic
while you can, and it may stay with you afterwards.
Then there was the Dido, a quaint contraption of two ancient carriages
and an equally ancient engine that conveyed railway workers from their
homes around Bulwell to the depot at Annesley. Up and down it went all
day, keeping the railway interest alive when nothing much else was
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happening, its outside-framed Scare 4-4-0 giving a real flavour of the oldtime MS&L.
To complete the picture: at long intervals a Great Central 0-6-2T
would trail slowly across the spur line with a string of trucks and then
stop, as if wondering what it ought to do next.
As going home time approached things began to get interesting. First
herald of release came in the form of a Great Central fast from Grimsby,
carrying a string of loaded fish vans and invariably hauled by a 4-6-0,
either a Sir Sam Fay or one of the new four-cylinder Lord Faringdons. A
pause, then far up the line the exhaust trail appeared of the crack train of
the day, the 2.15 from Manchester, still running, as I have said, practically
on its pre-war timing and hauled by a Director or an Atlantic. It came
across the viaduct at full speed, still steaming as it descended the 1 in 130
from Annesley tunnel. No, the Great Central definitely did not hold with
wartime decelerations.
In the October our training ground was moved to Bulwell Hall, which
lay further out and a long way from the nearest tram terminus. But it had
a station, Bulwell Hall Halt, a wooden structure put up by the Great
Central to serve the adjacent golf course. The question arose of how to get
to our new quarters; train was really the only means. A morning fast to
Manchester left Victoria at about half-past-eight, so the company was
asked if it could stop this train at the Halt for our benefit. The company
was willing, given a guaranteed minimum of, I think, 40 season tickets.
No difficulty about that, so a stop was duly ordained and inserted in the
timetable. If any student of ancient timetables – a growing cult, it would
seem – should chance upon this one for the winter of 1917–8, and wonder
why on earth the 8.29 fast the Manchester should have stopped at this
insignificant halt, I hereby present him with the explanation.
Early in March the expected buff envelope arrived from the War
Office. Which cadet battalion was it to be? It could make a difference, for
some battalions had a reputation for failing a high proportion of cadets. It
turned out to be one I had never heard of: No. 1 Officer Cadet Battalion,
Newton Ferrers. I had to consult a gazetteer to find out where Newton
Ferrers was, and discovered that it lay on the Devonshire coast east of
Plymouth, five miles from the nearest station at Yealmpton. This was fine.
I was going to make the acquaintance of the Great Western and of miles
and miles of England that I have never seen before. The course would be
no picnic, I knew; officer cadets had to be put through a stern test, and by
no means all managed to stay the course. But I was one stage nearer the
war, which was what mattered. I was in the throes of a young boy's
worshipping love, and was much too diffident to suppose that the girl
could be greatly interested in me. Now if I got killed, she might take
notice. How sad, but how romantic. It so happened that my goddess was
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studying at Royal Holloway College in Surrey, at that time a wholly
female institution, and not exactly on the direct route between
Nottingham and Plymouth. But I was determined to see her, and wrote off
to say that I was coming. I am not sure that she was altogether pleased,
though no doubt she was flattered. First though there had to be a visit to
the regimental depot at Derby to be formally enlisted. ‘Which way are you
travelling?’ asked the clerk who made out the warrant. ‘By London’, I
replied brazenly, and to my astonishment he routed it that way. Such
deviations were quite unauthorized, and I can only imagine that his
knowledge of Britain's rail network was poor. I just managed to catch the
only train which would get me to London in time; an express leaving
Derby at 12 and due in St Pancras at 3.37. That gave an average speed,
including stops, of 36 mph, which was a fair specimen of what had
happened to Midland schedules in 1918. Standing wedged in the corridor
I found the journey a great deal too long, but I must say that our Class 3
brought us in on time.
I made my way across to Waterloo for Egham, then up the hill
towards the over-decorated pile which housed the object of my desire. The
clock on the building was pointing to six; I should have two hours with
her, and hardly two minutes alone. Tête-à-têtes were not encouraged in
ladies' colleges.
I said farewell and walked out into the night, down the hill again to
the station. I must do her honour at all times; could I make good in this
coming ordeal?
I found a bed in a soldiers' hostel. That night saw one of the last
German raids on London; compared with the raids in World War II it was
a mere fleabite, but crashing bombs and racing fire engines hardly made
for a restful night. It was a weary and rather desolate embryo officer,
thinking with longing of his girl friend, who rose in the dark next morning
to catch the 5.30 from Paddington.
But neither lack of sleep, nor sad thoughts of love, nor the prospect of
rigours to come could dim the wonder of that first journey to the West
Country. At the head of our train was a ‘Saint’ 4-6-0, blowing off with that
slightly bubbling noise peculiar to the Great Western, its polished
brasswork gleaming in the dawn twilight. Day had fully broken by
Slough, and all the places I knew so well from reading about them started
coming to life one after another: Reading, Didcot, Swindon, Bristol; on and
on. At each place a swarm of engines was standing outside the shed –
heavens, what masses of locomotives the railways disposed of in the
steam era – many with their brasswork painted over for wartime, others
still in their peacetime finery, glistening in the early spring sunshine.
Taking the Bristol route, the 5.30 occupied all of seven hours to Plymouth,
but the journey could not be too long for me. Here now was the sea wall
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beyond Dawlish, so familiar from pictures, and now we were nearing the
climax of the journey, the banks beyond Newton Abbot. As our engine –
another ‘Saint’ – panted up Dainton bank at hardly more than walking
pace I leaned out to follow the line's snaking course. I leaned out so far
that I got a glimpse right through Dainton tunnel. Extraordinary; the rails
simply vanished as if over the edge of a cliff.
Too soon we were sliding down Hemerdon bank, past the Laira sheds
and into Plymouth North Road. Here a staff sergeant was waiting to
round up a few odd bodies like myself and take us on the motor train to
Yealmpton. There a lorry collected our baggage, but we had to slog it for
the five miles up and down Devonshire hills. Thus it was in the pre-motor
coach era.
Most of the new company consisted of NCOs sent home from France.
Down came all stripes and crowns, including my own modest single
stripe. We were all ‘Mr’ now; officer cadets, and tough sergeant-majors
out of the trenches found themselves bawled at by staff sergeants just as
heartily as the few callow youths like myself.
It was rigorous all right, so it may seem odd that I look back on those
six months as some of the happiest in my whole life. But more than any
other time before or since, I knew comradeship. These NCO types – men
in their twenties mostly – showed a humanity and tolerance which I had
never experienced at school. It is no part of the railway story, but I cannot
omit to mention my very dear, if short-lived, friends. Harold Hillier,
Charlie Holley and the rest, if you are still alive, I greet you.
Chief torturer, and the bane of our lives, was the Regimental Sergeant
Major – ‘Reggie’ – a Coldstreamer who had been shot through the throat
and whose words of command were nearly unintelligible. We quickly
learned to understand them! 180 paces to the minute was his idea of quick
march time; just try it for yourself.
I saw little in the railway line during these months, apart from the
journey home on mid-course leave. For the rest, it came down to the
occasional Saturday afternoon trip to Plymouth by the Yealmpton motor.
The Great Western was a great one for motor trains, meaning one or more
carriages with a separate locomotive, as well as for rail motors proper.
Around Plymouth it was all motor trains, engined by 0-6-0 pannier tanks
painted a dark red to match their coaches. (The Great Western called it
brown, but it wasn't.) You didn't know that at one time the Great Western
had red engines? At Plymouth Millbay there was practically nothing else,
apart from the few long distance trains that started or finished there. The
Great Western even painted a few engines khaki, whether as a patriotic
gesture or for practical reasons I have no idea. Engines in uniform, as you
might say; I never set eyes on one.
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The last motor train for Yealmpton left Millbay at nine, too early for
people to get really drunk unless they had been going at it in earnest.
They had to watch their step, for even an inebriated cadet did well to
remember the dreaded initials RTU – returned to unit as unfit to become
an officer. I did however hear of one incident which must have been a
near thing. The cadet in question was a wizened little Regular, a womenand-booze type but tough and ruthless, the holder of a well-earned DCM;
a perfect specimen of the old-time Army. He was undoubtedly drunk and
misbehaving, and the guard threatened to report him, which would have
meant a certain RTU. Another man might have taken the hint and shut up,
but not our friend. ‘If you report me’, he told the guard, ‘I'll kill you. I'll
get you if I have to chase you round the world.’ And I believe he would
have done. At all events the guard was sufficiently scared to let it pass.
The Yealmpton branch deserves a final word, for it was to enjoy a
unique distinction. Closed to passengers in 1930, it was re-opened in 1941
for the benefit of fugitives from the Plymouth blitz. It was the only branch
in the whole of Britain thus to re-appear in the timetable. Only briefly, of
course, before being abandoned for good.
One more memory obtrudes itself. Monday morning started with an
hour's square-bashing under Reggie, guaranteed to be in his most
ferocious mood. Our drill field lay high up by the cliffs, commanding a
vast panorama inland; a glorious spot if you didn't have to drill there. On
this morning I was feeling a trifle groggy after an upset on the Sunday
which had caused me to be sick on church parade. The day was hot, and
for over half-an-hour we went at it without so much as a halt. Were our
shirts wet! At long last – Halt! – but even then no Order Arms. The scene
was idyllic. Directly in front a plantation of conifers made tiny crucifix
patterns against the sky. A dozen miles away the purple flanks of
Dartmoor shimmered in the heat haze. And much, much further away –
surely a familiar object? A high rounded hill, with a chimney on top. My
mind went back ten years to a Railway Magazine article on the Plymouth,
Devonport & South-Western Junction Railway, which had just converted
its Callington branch to standard gauge. The article had mentioned Kit
Hill, near the terminus, 1067 feet high with a chimney on top. A chimney
again! – it had stuck in my memory. This distant feature, without a
shadow of doubt, was Kit Hill. I was an eight-year-old again, poring over
the magazine.
I must have swayed ever so slightly. I wasn't feeling too good. Bang,
came the RSM's stick on my still-sloped rifle.
Take his name sergeant. Moving on parade.
I was back in the present with a jerk.
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CHAPTER 9
FRENCH INTERLUDE
The Belgian State Railways' ‘Stad Antwerpen’, impressed into British
wartime service, approached Calais harbour as the light was beginning to
fail. The lighthouse beams rotated in a faint pattern against the still
luminous sky. On the quay one of the famous De Glehn Atlantics sizzled
gently. That man there in the peaked cap and blouse, I reflected, speaks
French.
The date was November 22, 1918. I had watched the enemy collapse
gaining momentum, while I was stuck in a reserve battalion on the
Lincolnshire coast. Then it was at an end; Armistice Day was a day of
bitter disappointment for me. The chance of proving myself in action was
gone for ever. The two friends with whom I had journeyed to school were
both dead, one drowned in the Passchendale mud and the other killed
shortly before the Armistice. I had been saved for this inglorious anticlimax; to arrive at the scene of action when the action was all over.
There were hundreds of us on the boat; junior officers sent to reinforce
a fighting front that had ceased to exist. Doubtless it had all happened too
suddenly for plans to be changed. Now there was nothing for us except to
hang uselessly around Calais. And believe me, Calais is no place to hang
about in.
There we remained over Christmas, as one after another of our lot
disappeared from the mess, victims of VD. Then in January a whole crowd
of us were drafted off to prisoner of war companies. My company was just
the other side of Calais, but was due to move to Dunkirk. So a dark winter
morning found our 500-odd Germans with their guards en route to Les
Fontinettes, the junction outside Calais where the lines to Paris, Lille and
Dunkirk diverge. There we found awaiting us a train of covered wagons –
frequently and quite wrongly referred to as ‘cattle trucks’. We used to be
told, for example, that the Nazis sent their victims to the extermination
camps in cattle trucks. It might almost have been better for the victims if
they had, for cattle trucks at least allow for drainage.
Our Germans travelled relatively spaciously, at a mere 35 to the truck
instead of the regulation 40, with one truck for the three officers. Off we
went behind one of the ROD [Royal Ordnance Department] 2-8-0s of the
standard Great Central type. We jogged along pleasantly at 15–20 mph
with several lengthy stops, so that the short journey took most of the
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hours of winter daylight. In favourable conditions there is much to be said
for travelling by box wagon – not with 40 ‘hommes’ squeezed into it or
even 25, but given the space it has its points. Certainly it lacks comfort, but
it has an alfresco air about it. You can sit by the open door, feet dangling.
Or you can lie on the floor with a haversack for a pillow, listening to the
bump, bump of the wheels. Whenever the train stops it is a simple matter
to drop down on to the track. At one stop I went to talk to the driver and
fireman, enginemen in uniform but very much enginemen still. How I
envied these men. Fancy coming to France to drive a locomotive, just as
you had been doing at home! The infantryman's envy was rather more
pointed. He reckoned they had a ‘cushy’ job, as indeed by comparison
they had.
At our camp among the sand wastes by Dunkirk all three officers
shared a Nissen hut, which was not a happy arrangement. My company
commander, a Scotsman, was an alcoholic, who drank whisky before
breakfast as another might drink a tumbler of water. He took a dislike to
me and, never a great one for the niceties of discipline, I quickly found
myself in trouble. I fully deserved a court martial, but a forbearing Group
Commander, a solicitor in civil life, took pity on my youth and sensibly
attached me to another company. This was in charge of another Scotsman,
who was as agreeable as the other was unpleasant. The company
provided working parties on the docks, and if you have to wander round
rather purposelessly, watching other people at work, the docks are a much
better place for it than most. There was the shipping, and there were the
Nord company's shunting engines, queer antique-looking 0-8-0Ts, which
spent their time to-ing and fro-ing with a great clashing of vehicles, since
the marshalling yard was devoid of a hump.
From time to time I found myself making tracks across the dunes –
those same dunes which were to witness the evacuation of the second BEF
in 1940. Among them ran a wartime line from the docks to another
marshalling yard, the Triage des Dunes. I was familiar with dunes from
our Lincolnshire holidays, and had in imagination plotted railways
running among them. Now here was the boyish fancy come to life; among
all that sand and marram grass suddenly to come across a railway. Best of
all were the one or two occasions when a light engine happened to come
along. The procedure was simple: lift your stick, for all the world like a
present-day hitch-hiker flagging a car, and the driver dutifully stopped.
Where did I want to go? Oh, anywhere, just where you are bound for.
This line had an unusual feature. It must have been built by the
French in the first case as single track, then the British came along and
doubled it. At all events one set of rails was British and the other French.
The line was used by all the medley of locomotives found at that time in
Northern France – French, Belgian, American and British, as well as by the
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German engines surrendered under the Armistice terms. So it provided an
answer to the debated question of whether Continental-gauge rolling
stock can run on British tracks. The answer is yes, and I have a
photograph to prove it, but it is a mighty tight fit. On the French set of
rails the wheel marks extended from the rail centre inwards, while on the
British set they went from the rail centre outwards, showing that the
Continental stock could only just manage it.
There was one working party to which I never failed to pay close
attention. This was at the ROD depot at Coudekerque, just outside the
town. Like almost any British depot in France at that time, it was a rail
fan's dream. I don't know how many locomotives were stationed there –
possibly a hundred or more; it was the variety which lent the interest.
Supplementing the inevitable Great Central-type RODs was a batch of
North Eastern T1 0-8-0s – great favourites with the engine crews, I learned
– together with two Baldwin types, a 2-8-0 with 5 feet 10 inch boiler, the
RODs biggest engine, and a slim-looking 4-6-0 which might have come
straight out of a movie of about 1910 vintage. The Canadian Locomotive
Company weighed in with some rather smaller-boilered 2-8-0s. These
various types handled the long-distance work. For local work there was a
choice of North Western 4 feet 3 inch coal engines and Great Western
inside-frame Dean goods, together with various species of Belgian 0-6-0ST
By this time too, there were quite a few surrendered German engines
around – 0-10-0s, 2-6-0s and 0-6-0s. That made a round dozen of types of
five different nationalities. Those were the days for rail fans.
I quickly made friends with the men at the depot, and when I wanted
to photograph an engine they would oblige by throwing on a few
shovelfuls of coal and putting on the blower, to make it smoke nicely. I
could take my pick, because all the engines were steamed every day, just
as if they still had to be ready for some sudden operational emergency.
Someone higher up seemed not to have realised that there was no longer
a war on.
It was the Belgian engines which interested me most. They were of
two sorts, which I used to think of as ancient and modern, almost
comically different from one another. The modern ones intrigued because
they were a pure British design, reproductions of McIntosh's standard
type for the Caledonian Railway, which the Belgians had copied, I know
not why, along with his ‘Dunalastair’ 4-4-0s. They had side-window cabs
and a capuchon on the chimney, but otherwise there was nothing to
distinguish them from their Scottish prototypes. Among all the complexlooking foreign types to see so thoroughly British-looking a foreign
locomotive gave a pleasant twinge of pride.
The ancient Belgian 0-6-0s – if they were not ancient they certainly
looked it – were the weirdest machines. The basic design was simple
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enough – inside cylinders and outside frames – but the coupled wheels
cannot have been more than four feet in diameter, and the boiler was
correspondingly low-pitched. Atop was mounted a chimney of vast
proportions and hideous beyond belief. Actually there were two varieties,
one round, like an enormous old-fashioned bread pan, and the other of
square section, tapering up from a base that straddled the entire
smokebox. To these creations were attached the minutest of four-wheeled
tenders. Anything more different from their Caledonian-type compatriots
would be difficult to imagine. For all their queer looks however I was told
that our men liked them. They reckoned them splendid pullers, but
shunting raised problems as only the tender wheels were braked.
One day among the close-packed crowd of locomotives I discerned
the unmistakable outline of an Australian fore-and-aft cab, and on
investigating discovered that it belonged to one of a dozen 2-8-0s built by
the North British Locomotive Company for the newly-opened
Commonwealth trans-Continental railway and appropriated by us. What
the Australians had to say is not on record. They never got their engines;
possibly they did not want them by then. We sold them off to the NordBelge company, which put them on to hauling coal trains in the Meuse
valley.
The German engines had a rather lost look. The French and Belgians
welcomed these spoils of victory, and promptly put them on to all sorts of
duties. Our people handled them gingerly, as if they did not quite know
what to make of them, and kept them on local and shunting work. We had
no need of them really, for the ROD now had more engines than it knew
what to do with. I suppose we were entitled to our share, and that was
that.
In April I went on leave, and returning discovered that my proper
company had moved out of the area, which meant that I had to rejoin it.
The trouble was that no one quite knew where it had moved to.
Somewhere up Menin way, they thought. With scores of POW companies
scattered all over the place, locating it was not exactly a straightforward
task. So I packed my valise, bid my temporary company a regretful
farewell, and set off to Dunkirk station to see what was offering in the way
of trains. That evening a Nord 4-4-4T took me in a French civilian train as
far as Hazebrouck, where I was stuck for the night. Next morning at the
station there was nothing doing, but a British leave train, they said, would
be along in the afternoon. It was said to be going as far as Courtrai, just
inside Belgium beyond Lille. It duly appeared about four o'clock, hauled
by a Baldwin 4-6-0. It consisted of the usual covered wagons, with
accommodation for officers in the form of an ancient PLM six-wheeled
first, which might have provided a fairly comfortable ride if most of the
cushions had not been ripped out. We crawled on a temporary track
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‘Like almost any British depot in France at that time, it was a rail fan’s dream.’
‘William C. Kingman’ locomotive in France during World War I.

across the shell-pocked ground which marked the limit of the German's
1918 advance, then through the old front line beyond Armentieres, with
all the trench lines clearly defined and the belts of wire still standing, for
all the world as if the troops on both sides might come and re-man them
at any moment. We continued at snail's pace through a desolated
landscape that had been France's main industrial area. Now not a single
factory could be seen with its chimney smoking; the Germans had
stripped the machinery from every one. We passed through Lille as dusk
was falling, and some time after ten o'clock I was glad to land up at
Courtrai and find a bed in a rather seedy hotel.
This self-conducted Cook's tour, in search of a company which I was
in no hurry to find, was becoming rather fun. At Courtrai station next
morning I discovered a civilian train bound for Menin, hauled by one of
the handsome Belgian 4-6-0s. A porter put my valise on the train, and I
tipped him in Ville de Dunkerque 50-centime notes, which I (and he)
realised too late were worthless to him, being one of those absurd French
local issues. I can still see him chasing the departing train, indignantly
waving the notes and shouting: ‘No bon, no bon!’ Sorry, chum. I didn't
mean to do you out of a tip.
Menin produced a British presence in the form of an RTO with the
rank of lance corporal. He couldn't say where my company was, but
mentioned that there was a refugee train just departing to Wervicq, which
he thought might help. So off we went again, this time behind a German
2-6-0. So on four trains in three days the motive power had been
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Above and opposite: Jim as a young officer in France, late 1918 or early 1919.
In the group picture, Jim is on the extreme right.

successively French, American, Belgian and German. It is a record I am
not likely to repeat.
I found my company at last. It proved to be at Menin Sud, on the
French bank of the Lys, which there forms the frontier. My alcoholic
Scotsman had gone, but his successor quickly made it clear that he did not
regard me with any greater favour. Things were beginning to look ugly
again, but at that point I quit the scene in a rather unorthodox way. It is a
ridiculous tale, though it seemed anything but funny at the time. Briefly
then: not far from our billet was a pontoon bridge across the Lys, which
was guarded by a French sentry day and night. Very late one night, taking
a scout round in brilliant moonlight, I rashly approached the post and was
challenged. My schoolboy French failed to impress, and the sentry, a new
conscript as I learned later, fired, drilling a neat hole in the lung about two
inches above the heart. My war was over. The one shot which our hero
had seen fired in anger was the one which laid him low. I like to claim that
as a unique record.
The rest is by way of epilogue. After several weeks in hospital near
Lille a trainload of us was made up for the Base. For comfort a stretcher in
an ambulance train can be highly recommended, but for the rail fan it
suffers from the grave drawback that it is almost impossible to get a sight
of the locomotive. We made the journey at night, and I spent the time in a
torment of speculation as to what sort of locomotive might be hauling us;
I could not even guess whether it was British or French. Early next
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‘After several weeks in hospital near Lille... ’ Military Hospital 1919.

morning we came to a long halt, and craning out as far as the stretcher
would allow I just managed to see that we had a Nord 4-4-0, which
appeared to be in trouble over re-starting on the steep gradient out of
Boulogne Ville. That was hardly surprising, for British hospital trains were
massive affairs weighing well over 400 tons. After setting back and
stalling several times the driver gave up, and we summoned a 5 feet 9 inch
de Glehn mixed traffic 4-6-0 to give a helping hand.
A month or so later we were shipped off home, myself still a stretcher
case. We were carried on board ship by Chinese coolies, the local British
Army having gone on strike as a protest against demobilization delays.
On the way across we learned that there were to be two trains, one for
London and one for some destination unknown. It immediately became a
matter of the utmost importance that I should get myself put on the
London train. But at Dover, oh horror. The other train was bound for
Leicester, and since my home was practically next door they naturally
wanted to send me there. With an eloquence born of desperation I pleaded
to be sent to London, giving every reason except the real one. It worked,
and with enormous relief I surveyed the Kent countryside, looking
enchanting in its July greenery in the quiet of a Sunday evening. We took
the old LC&D route via Faversham, the South Eastern route still being
closed by the landslide at the Warren Halt. We made our way through the
maze of London junctions to land up at the West London Extension
platform at Clapham Junction, thence by ambulance to Millbank hospital.
There a few days later I was electrified to see a figure in a white summer
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dress making for my bedside. So she had really taken the trouble to come
and see me. ‘You did look surprised’, she said. Yes indeed, but surprised,
dear girl, was only a small part of my emotions. My pleading at Dover
had not been in vain.
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Once the fighting was over, the railways wasted no time. The year 1918
was hardly at an end before the first restorations took place, showing that
the railways' exertions were far from having brought them to the brink of
exhaustion, in sharp contrast to their condition after the end of World
War II. Throughout 1919 improvements followed in quick succession.
Those companies which had taken off their restaurant cars made haste to
re-introduce them, and hardly a month passed without news of one or
another service resumed.
I was rather out of all this, messing about with prisoners of war or
languishing in hospital. But wherever I was I took care to see that my
Railway Magazine arrived regularly, to keep in touch with events.
Reconstruction was in the air. We were still in the land-fit-for-heroes
phase, before disillusion set in. It is interesting to turn back and see what
they were discussing in railway circles just then. Cecil J. Allen foresaw
limited weight expresses, at special fares, running from Euston to
Birmingham in 105 minutes and to Liverpool or Manchester in 3 hours,
and tangled with Lord Monkswell, who thought they could run faster still.
On the freight side, grandiose proposals were announced for agricultural
light railways, including narrow gauge lines on the Isle of Skye, Arran and
Lewis. Here however all was far from plain sailing. The Tory politician
Joynson-Hicks called the proposals ‘the maddest of many mad schemes of
reconstruction’, and in the light of events who is to say that he was
wrong? But a correspondent in the Railway Magazine thought that the
opposition had been
‘organised by the powerful interests of the motor lorry
manufacturers with the assistance probably of the petrol
and oil magnates. These people were looking not only to
monopolize all the great future increase of traffic on the
roads, but to divert a good deal from the railways’.
Perhaps he was not so wrong either. There was the threat. Almost
unperceived it had been gathering over the years. Away back in 1905
Rous-Marten, with prophetic insight, had written of the coming menace of
the private motor car to the railways' passenger traffic. I well remember
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my first encounter with the shape of things to come. During our
Berwickshire holiday in 1907 a Scottish relative, who owned the Abbey
Hotel at Melrose, brought his family over by car to visit us.[1] To drive
something like 40 miles and back again, just for an afternoon visit, seemed
an extraordinary feat. They took us for a short run, and we must have
reached something like 30 mph. We fairly seemed to whiz! But it was not
the private car which posed the immediate threat; there were only 187,000
of them on the roads in 1920. It was the lorry, and coming up rapidly, the
bus. In 1914 the motor lorry hardly existed, but the war gave it a
tremendous boost, and the new spectacle was witnessed of immense
convoys of these vehicles, conveying men or supplies, bumping along on
their solid tyres. The railways looked patronizingly on the new
competitor. It was not really a competitor at all, they said; it would come
in useful to bring goods to the trains. I recall a picture in the Railway
Magazine in about 1917 showing one of the primitive lorries side by side
with a North Western ‘Claughton’, featuring them as partners rather than
as rivals. Now, at the end of 1919, scores of thousands of surplus Army
lorries were going cheap. They had demonstrated their ability to move the
goods during the railway strike in October of that year, and there was no
shortage of ex-servicemen ready to snap them up and go into the haulage
business, in a world still uncluttered with any effective regulations. The
lorry men could pick and choose their loads and skim the cream off the
railways' traffics.
Back in Nottingham, a Beeston garage proprietor named Barton had
started running buses between the two places, to the detriment of the
Midland's lucrative short-distance traffic. Soon he was running them to
Hucknall and Mansfield, and still further afield. A journey by bus was no
pleasure jaunt, what with the solid tyres and the still indifferent roads, but
it was cheap, and it put you down where you wanted to be instead of
quite a distance away, as too often in the case of the railways.
But as yet these were small clouds, and I don't seem to recall that we
rail fans worried too much about them. Our thoughts were focused on the
coming upheaval of the railway world we had known. Grouping was on
the way. We could hardly grasp the implications for a start. The colourful
variety that we had always known – very soon it would no longer be
there. We had never thought of it as specially colourful; it was simply part
of the natural order of things. Now there was going to be no Midland, no
Great Northern or Great Central; one couldn't really imagine a world
without them, but yet it was going to be. True we learned that there
1: The Abbey Hotel had in fact been built by a cousin of Jim’s father, but now no
longer exists, having been pulled down and the site cleared after the Second
World War. [JBH]
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would still be a Great Western, but in Nottingham that hardly signified.
For a while we were not even certain what the new systems would be
called, though in three of the four cases the choice was fairly obvious. The
Great Western would go on being the Great Western; London & North
Eastern seemed a natural choice for the East Coast Group and Southern
for the three south-going lines. But what about the North WesternMidland amalgam? London, Midland and Northern was the first
proposal, we heard, but that would have left Scotland completely
unrepresented among the titles, and so LMS came into being. It was some
consolation that the name of my beloved Midland was to be perpetuated
in the new title. Would its colour be perpetuated as well?
This was not a period of my life that I care to remember. The
comedown after the Army, though it was something most ex-officers had
to put up with, was none the pleasanter for that. A junior articled clerk, I
found, was among the lowest forms of life. How I hated being pushed
around by senior clerks who had somehow managed to stay out of the
army! Office life did not become less detested with habit; by degrees it
became apparent how disastrous had been the choice I had made on my
father's death. Worst of all, my health was in a mess. The Frenchman's
bullet had left it pretty shaky, and on top of that my goddess had turned
me down flat. She would have had me afterwards, I think, but it was too
late; the blow was too hard. The two things together created a miserable
state when for years I seldom felt well.
In due course I went into partnership in what had been my father's
practice, and matters became a great deal worse. To cut the story short, the
inevitable happened. At the end of 1924 accountancy and I parted
company, and though I did not realize it at the time, the vicissitudes were
about to begin.
During this period railways became the symbol of freedom, much as
they had done during schooldays. To be sure I did a fair bit of travelling
on holidays, or on local journeys to out-of-town jobs, but these could only
partly assuage the ache. I looked with envy on those happy souls whose
lives were spent in trains. How glorious to board a train and be floated off
to far places, while we luckless mortals were cooped up in some dreadful
office. Holiday travelling was not the same, grateful for it though I was
when it came. The keenest satisfaction in travelling, I have found, comes
from doing it as part of the job; when one belongs to the fortunate
minority whose business takes them far afield. The same, I may say, holds
good of travelling by car. To go driving in order to gaze at scenery is
pleasant enough, though if you really want to appreciate the countryside,
walk. But to have that same scenery as the background to a working day
– there's a real tang about that. Unfortunately there are so few jobs where
it is possible.
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You are on your way, you trainload of lucky ones, leaving me here to
make millions of silly little ticks. The frustration of it provoked me into
writing one of my very first articles. I was doing an audit in that dreary
part of the city near the Notts County football ground; to get there
entailed crossing the bridge that carries London Road over the railway at
the far end of the Midland station. One afternoon, returning disgracefully
late from lunch, I got to the bridge to see the 1 p.m. from Leeds, due away
from Nottingham at 2.57 pulling out of the station. The compound made a
brave sight as it shot up clouds of steam high above the station roofs. I
watched it as it passed under the bridge and was lost to sight round the
curve at London Road Junction. I entered the client's dismal office with a
slight sense of uplift, and spent most of the afternoon, when I should have
been ticking those damned books, pouring myself out on paper. I recall
the article's closing words: ‘the unquiet spirit faintly benisoned by that
fleeting, wistful glimpse of liberty’. I was rather pleased with that at the
time, though it seems a trifle pretentious now. At all events it expressed
what I felt.
Among the journeys during this period one stands out for its
uniqueness – the only time that I have taken tea in a restaurant car while
travelling over a country branch. It happened in July 1922. In that May I
had taken a month off in a Cotswold village to study for the Chartered
Accountants' Final exam. There were of course many more interesting
things to do than pore over boring textbooks on the rights and duties of
liquidators, among them a spot of mild dalliance with the landlord's
daughter at the local pub. Now, the exam somehow miraculously passed,
I was on my way to see her again. That proved to be a mistake; I should
have had regard to Oscar Wilde's dictum about dead cigars and old
flames. But here I was in a train of Great Western stock travelling from
Nottingham to Gloucester by the Newcastle and South Wales service. The
wheels sang a merry tune as our Great Central Atlantic gathered speed
along the level past Ruddington before tackling the 1 in 176 to Barnstone
summit, then raced downhill to go streaking through Loughborough. At
Banbury a Great Western 2-6-0 took over, and I went along to the
restaurant car for tea. If there is one thing required to crown the
satisfaction of a railway journey it is to have a meal on the train. I don't
mean a hasty snack on one of those buffet car affairs, but a meal in a
proper restaurant car where you can take your ease. I can't analyse it, this
combination of meals with motion, but even during darkness it is a
pleasure, while in daylight it renders the dullest scenery bearable. I have
no patience with those people who write to the papers complaining of
poor service in a restaurant car – the choice was limited, the fruit came out
of a tin, the waiter was dictatorial – when they should be grateful for the
privilege of having a meal at all in such circumstances. It is like the man
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who sits in the corner seat reading a paper. Some people don't deserve to
be lucky.
So from the wide windows of the restaurant car I watched the fields
and villages go by, while we traversed those two lovely little branches that
used to link Banbury with Cheltenham via the Kingham flyover. Thanks
to the gradients, and to having constantly to reduce speed to exchange
tablets, we averaged hardly more than 30 mph, just the right speed at
which to take in the Cotswold country in its green panoply of high
summer. It was their intimate contact with the rural scene that gave these
branch lines their charm. On a single line in a narrow valley you are right
close up to it all; you can peer into wayside secrets as you seldom can in
the broader valleys followed by the main lines, with their double or
quadruple tracks.
The train was due into Gloucester at 5.10. A rail motor to Chalford
was due out at 5.10. We arrived a minute or so early, and by sprinting
along the platform and over the bridge I just managed to leap into the rail
motor, and so reached the goal of desire shortly after opening time.
There were stirring events in the locomotive world during the old
companies' dying days. One earlier event which had given me special
satisfaction was the appearance in 1920 of the Midland's 0-10-0 Lickey
banker. To have a ten-coupled engine at last in regular service in Britain,
albeit on special duties, was good in itself; it was still better that my very
own Midland was about to abandon its small engine policy? It did not, but
for a moment it looked like it.
In the old companies' final months locomotive history was made.
Gresley produced his Pacific, named, with prospective nostalgia, ‘Great
Northern’. The Great Western's ‘The Great Bear’ had held out a false
promise, and we had had to wait sixteen years before the next Pacific
appeared. Now here it was at last, and obviously going to be the first of a
class. I did not see one until the following year, but the picture in the
Railway Magazine, and the accounts of their doings, were satisfaction
enough. Hard on the heels of ‘Great Northern’ came Vincent Raven's
Pacifics for the North Eastern – five of them, now almost forgotten, for
they were speedily scrapped by Gresley when he took over as London &
North Eastern Chief.
So at midnight on December 31, 1922, an era came to an end. On
January 1, 1923, everything looked exactly the same. As I passed Victoria
station the legend in gold leaf lettering still read: ‘Great Central and Great
Northern Railways’ (a gentleman wrote indignantly a day or two later to
the local paper to ask why it had not been changed). One of the companies
had disappeared a year earlier; this was the Lancashire & Yorkshire,
which had been swallowed up by the London & North Western – why, I
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could never understand, seeing that the North Western was about to be
swallowed up in turn. In retrospect it might be thought that January 1,
1923, should have been a day of sorrow for rail fans, with the systems we
had always known no longer there, but I can recall no such feeling. We
had got used to the idea of grouping by now. Moreover it is difficult to
mourn something which, even though it had ceased to exist, shows every
outward sign of still being there. There was much excitement and
speculation about what developments the grouping might bring. To
locomotive-orientated fans like myself one of the most important
questions naturally was, what colours will the new companies paint their
engines? The Great Western of course would continue unchanged with its
dark green – Brunswick green I think they call it; rather a dull colour
when not set off by polished brasswork. The Southern, in which the South
Western was so much the dominant partner, predictably opted for that
company's olive-tinted green. In the case of the London & North Eastern
light green, the colour of the two leading partners, seemed foreordained,
and so it was. The Great Northern shade was chosen; there was not a great
deal in it, but I personally would have preferred the North Eastern's
brilliant apple green.
What then about the LMS? Unlike the other groups, the company was
not an amalgamation of natural partners but a forced marriage between
once bitter rivals, who though they had long ago learned to live in peace
still nourished a healthy dislike for each other. The North Western might
be Britain's number one line in terms of traffic, but the Midland was
number three (number two of course was the Great Western), with utterly
different methods and traditions, and there was bound to be a tussle
between them as to which should dominate the new group. When it came
to colour schemes, the Midland thought the North Western's black dreary,
while the North Western thought the Midland's red vulgar. We had to
contain ourselves in patience until the new board should decide.
Visible changes came very slowly. The legend outside Victoria station
was not changed for many months, when it became due for re-painting.
The Midland took to painting the letters LMS on the cab sides in place of
the former Midland Crest. The very first change I saw on the LMS was at
an unexpected place – Ripponden on the Lancashire & Yorkshire – in early
August, when I was returning from a back-breaking Bank Holiday walk
along the Pennine watershed from Edale in Derbyshire. Accommodation,
I recall, had been a problem; one night I shared a room at Dunford Bridge
with a young signalman, who would keep raving about a girl he had met
on holiday while I was dying to talk to him about railways. I reached
railhead at Rishworth, then down the branch by rail motor (a real one, the
combination sort) to Ripponden, thence back to Nottingham via
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Huddersfield. While I was waiting at Ripponden an express passed
through drawn by a Hughes superheated 4-6-0, on its tender the lettering,
in tiny characters, LM&SR. So, I thought, it is really beginning to happen.
The first phase of grouping provided plenty to keep rail fans happy.
Locomotive types were tried out on new routes, thus Great Northern
Atlantics became a common sight at Victoria as they were drafted to work
on the Great Central. New services proliferated. The Great Western
challenged the LMS to Chester and Birkenhead, of all places, by running a
train each way cutting out all stops except at Birmingham. The LMS put
on a through train from Manchester and Liverpool to Yarmouth, running
non-stop from Stoke to Nottingham and on to Yarmouth by the M&GN. I
travelled by this train one day in March 1924 from Liverpool to
Nottingham; our train out of Lime Street consisted of two coaches, joined
by another two from Manchester at Stoke. Even this modest formation
was anything but well-filled, and on a Monday morning, too. The LNER
put on a Pullman train from Kings Cross to Sheffield via Nottingham, the
only stop. But the days were past when Kings Cross could put in a bid for
Sheffield traffic, as British Rail seems to have re-discovered quite recently.
One afternoon I took French leave from the office to travel by the Pullman
to Sheffield and back; it was practically empty. None of these services
lasted very long. The idea of carrying out a little market research before
inaugurating a new service was still many years away.
More durable, and much the most spectacular, was the through
carriage instituted between Aberdeen and Penzance, hitched on to an East
Coast train as far as York and a Great Western train from Swindon, and to
a new connecting train in between. The distance of some 785 miles took –
I am speaking without the book – something over 21 hours northbound
and rather longer southbound. Possibly the odd individual made the
journey throughout, but the main idea no doubt was publicity. The
through coach was withdrawn after a time, but the connecting service
continued up to the outbreak of World War II. I used it once in 1932 from
Swindon to Nottingham, and very strange it was, in the Great Western
stronghold of Swindon, to behold a Great Northern Atlantic heading a
complete train of LNER vehicles.
There was little direct competition between the new companies; the
Great Western's challenge to Birkenhead was no more than a flash in the
pan. Between London and Edinburgh, where there might have been real
competition, the companies were bound by the agreement made after the
1895 race, which kept their day trains to an unconscionable eight-and-aquarter hours. Likewise London to Birmingham times by both routes
remained static at two hours. But each company tried to lure holidaymakers on to its own system. ‘The Drier Side of Britain’, proclaimed the
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LNER, boosting the east coast resorts which it monopolized from Clacton
to Aberdeen. The fact that it is also the bleaker side went unmentioned.
The LMS colour question took nearly a year to resolve, but in the
Railway Magazine for January 1924 I rejoiced to see a colour plate of one of
the Lancashire & Yorkshire 4-6-0s decked out in Midland red, with the
announcement that this was the chosen colour. It looked gorgeous; I kept
turning back to the plate again and again to feast my eyes on the sight. Ha,
I thought, now the people at Crewe will have to get busy with their red
paint, and they won't like that a bit. Just for a start they did get busy, for
shortly afterwards I spotted a Webb 2-4-2T at Leicester and a Prince of
Wales 4-6-0 at Birmingham New Street, both in red. Then – nothing. All
the other former systems, including the ex-Lancashire & Yorkshire,
dutifully applied their new livery, and very good it looked. I wouldn't
claim that it exactly improved the Caledonian engines; their blue had been
so distinctive that no other colour looked really right. But everywhere else
the new scheme brightened up the system no end. Except on the North
Western. By degrees it became apparent that nothing more in the crimson
lake line was coming out of Crewe. It needed no inside knowledge to
guess the reason, namely, that the North Western men were putting up a
passive resistance to the hated colour. The Wolverton people were
prepared to paint the coaching stock in Midland hues, but when it came to
the engines the Crewe men stalled. They could not start using red paint,
they said, until their stocks of black were used up, and the black paint
stocks became a veritable widow's cruise which endlessly replenished
themselves. It became evident then how intense was the jealousy felt by
the North Western towards its old rival, which had come out top dog on
the locomotive side. One cannot help feeling that there really was
something rather dislikeable about the North Western; a line nurtured in
the traditions of a Richard Moon and a Francis Webb could hardly avoid
being a bit disagreeable. Superior and snooty, I think might describe it.
My childhood aversion had had a better justification than I had known.
Dislike of things Midland was by no means confined to the North
Western's top men. The story of the Midland compounds shows that. It is
a well-known episode in railway history: how the compounds, having
been adopted as a standard class by the LMS, performed splendidly in
Scotland – even better if anything than on the Midland – but how the
North Western drivers could do nothing with them. I remember Cecil J.
Allen's guarded comments after a compound had unaccountably lost time;
he realised that the driving was at fault, but was too polite to suggest that
this was due to sheer pig-headedness on the part of the crews, who
insisted on trying to drive a compound as they had been accustomed to
drive a ‘George’. Learn a new driving technique for a Midland engine?
Not likely.
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One day in 1925 I happened to look in at Euston. At that time I was
visiting London once a month to be treated by a remarkable man who
began at last to cure me of my troubles, and with time to spare afterwards
I often used to pop round to Euston, mainly to see if by chance there were
any red engines about. Never a one did I see, apart from the compounds.
On this occasion, as I was standing on the platform, a compound drew in
on a Birmingham train. I walked up to the driver.
‘Nice red engine you've got there’, I said, provocative-like.
Huh. Nice engine indeed. There was nothing right with it; it wouldn't
steam, and worst of all it was painted red. ‘Our engines are made to pull,
not to haul two coaches and look pretty’.
‘Really?’ I said, trying to sound surprised. ‘Why, the Midland drivers
swear by them’.
‘Ho, do they?’ came the retort. ‘Well, our men swear at 'em’.
That little conversation put it in a nutshell. But looking back, one can
surely say that the company was greatly to blame. Why were the engines
simply flung at the drivers without any attempt to explain the new
standardization policy, and the drivers given no instruction in the best
way to handle them? Alas, such an elementary exercise in staff relations,
as we should regard it today, was far from the thinking of railway
management then.
The period between the wars was the heyday of the steam locomotive
in Britain. Electrification, that earlier menace, seemed to have been
contained, except on the Southern, while the shadow of the diesel had not
yet arisen – not at all events in the 1920s. At the Wembley Exhibition in
1924 Gresley's New Pacific stood on view side by side with the Great
Western's still newer ‘Caerphilly Castle’, billed as ‘Britain's most powerful
locomotive’. This referred to its tractive effort, which, thanks to a higher
boiler pressure, was slightly greater than the Pacific's. On the face of it the
claim seemed absurd. I remember the extraordinary contrast that the quite
moderately-sized ‘Castle’ made beside the immense Pacific. It seemed
almost a case of dignity and impudence. It was a plain challenge, which
Gresley was not the man to refuse. So we had the famous locomotives
exchanges of 1925, which we rail fans followed with breathless interest. As
we know, victory on both systems went to the Great Western – how
decisively, I don't think we quite realised at the time. There have been
many other exchanges before and since, not forgetting the multi-trials of
1948, but as a railway sporting event, a straight contest between two rivals
for the championship, there has never been one to equal this.
In retrospect, the years 1924–5 can be seen to form something of a
watershed in Britain's railway history. The roads might be nibbling at the
edges and coal traffic depressed, but confidence still prevailed – overconfidence, to speak truth. The watchword was still progress into the new
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era. The year 1925 witnessed the railway centenary celebrations and the
great pageant of locomotives at Darlington. It made an impressive picture
of railway achievement. But it was in that same year that the railways first
began really to feel the chill wind of road competition. It was happening
on the goods side as well, but that was less obvious. What was plain to all
was the way that the buses were cutting into the railways' local passenger
traffic. Quite suddenly, bus services seemed to proliferate; often it was just
some small man operating a bus or two. Besides generally being more
convenient than the trains, they charged fares with which the railways
could not possibly compete. No wonder, with wages and hours still
unregulated, and labour available ad lib, thanks to over a million
unemployed. I remember talking to the driver of a bus plying between
Nottingham and Plumtree. He worked, he told us, a 112-hour week –
seven days of sixteen hours – for a wage of 25/–. If he had dared to
complain there were plenty of others only too anxious to take his place.
On some routes the railways' passenger traffic dried up almost overnight.
At this time I used to go to a job at Heanor in Derbyshire, about a dozen
miles from Nottingham. At one time it had been served by two railways,
but the Midland branch from Pye Bridge had been closed during the war
and never re-opened. I occasionally used the Great Northern branch from
Ilkeston, simply for the sake of going by train, but the bus was so much
cheaper, as well as quicker from door to door, that usually I had to take it.
When I did use the train I almost invariably found myself the only
passenger, and it was no surprise when shortly afterwards the service
closed down. In this case there was a curious sequel. Looking at the
LNER's first war timetable in September 1939, what should catch my eye
but the Heanor branch in print again, represented by a single train each
way. My heart leaped. But it was another case of false hopes; in the
December timetable the branch had disappeared again. It was all a
mistake, it seemed. The train shown was a works train or something; at all
events it had had no business to be there. Sad.
The idiotic things young men will do! I had a friend in Nottingham,
now dead, called Bill Lee, whose father owned an engineering works.
Most Sundays Bill and I used to take off on a walk, our destinations being
governed by the existence or otherwise of a Sunday train service back. So
on August Bank Holiday 1924, the weekday service being in operation, we
broke new ground and tramped to Scalford in Leicestershire, on the Great
Northern and North Western Joint line, which had no Sunday trains.
Arrived there, we repaired to the nearby pub until train time, Bill quaffing
pints, I sticking to something harmless in deference to teetotal sentiment
at home. When the train came in, instead of the expected North Western
‘Jumbo’ with four or five six-wheelers, what should it be but a complete
long LNER train, hauled by a J2 0-6-0, one of Ivatt's 5 feet 8 inch class. It
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must have been an excursion of some sort running in advance of the
regular train. As we were pulling out of Radcliffe-on-Trent, Bill, who had
consumed many pints, was seized with the idea of going for a walk along
the footboard. I, who had consumed no pints, was silly enough to follow
him out. It was an awful moment. The train stopped. The driver came
running up, so did the guard, so did porters from the station. Every
carriage window along the train was festooned with faces as we were
asked for our names. At Low Level we spoke to the guard and apologized
for the trouble we had caused. He was courteous and conciliatory. He
would have to report the incident, he said, since the train had been
delayed for three minutes, but he would not make too much of the goingson of ‘two young gen'l'men in 'igh spirits’. It seemed that being a young
gentleman, if that indeed was a correct description, had its points.
About a week later I was visited in my office by a company
representative. Here I was, a partner in a respected professional firm,
being quizzed in his own sanctum about a schoolboyish prank and facing
the prospect of a court case and fine. Did I feel a fool! However I need not
have worried; there was no prosecution. Bill's father was far too good a
customer of the LNER.
At the end of 1925, as I have said, I cut adrift from accountancy, or to
be more accurate, it cut me adrift. The prospect looked bleak, for I had no
plans for the future. But always during a chequered life, when I have
appeared to be running into a blank wall, the way has opened. So it was
on this occasion. At Christmas I went a walk across the Yorkshire
Pennines – a reckless enterprise for the short days, which landed me in
some queer sleeping situations. On my return home I found awaiting me
one Felix Dowson, a Nottingham man and family friend who had been a
master at Sedbergh and now had his own prep school at Kirkby Lonsdale,
about ten miles further down the Lune valley. He was looking for a
Classics master, he explained, and had heard that I was free. Would I care
to take on the job? So there it was. At the last moment I had fallen on my
feet.
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CHAPTER 11
NORTH, SOUTH AND NORTH AGAIN
If you like the country and are not averse to small boys, who can be very
loveable though maddening at times, there is a lot to be said for a spell as
a prep school master. Sixteen weeks' holiday in the year gives time to
follow one's own pursuits, and though the pay is not handsome, free
board and lodging during the term, and nothing much to spend one's
money on, leaves one pleasantly flush in the holidays. I decided to cash in
on these advantages. I would work for a London degree, and since it made
no matter where I studied and expense was no object, I would spend the
first holidays visiting unknown places. Despite my grouch about having
been cooped up in an office, I seemed in one way and another to have
covered a fair amount of ground, for when I came to reckon it up it
appeared that there were only two English counties in which I had never
set foot or at all events passed through; these were Suffolk and Sussex.
Much more important, I had never penetrated beyond the Clyde and
Forth. With the whole of Scotland to the north of that to choose from,
where to go? It must be a long way north, I decided; well beyond
Inverness. I mentioned the problem to a master from another school as we
stood on the touch line watching our teams fight it out at football. Try
Brora, he suggested; he went fishing there. I had never heard of the place,
but discovered that it is on the Sutherlandshire coast, just south of
Helmsdale, and far enough north to fulfil requirements in respect of
latitude.
So the last evening of term in early April found me in a taxi en route
for Oxenholme, complete with a couple of suitcases full of books. It was
with a glorious feeling of release that I boarded the train for Perth. I had
quickly taken to the little boys and teaching them was child's play, but a
prep school is a bit of a closed community, and I had been rather bored.
Now I was on my own again, bound for the unknown north. As I come to
think about it, north is the point of the compass which has always drawn
me. For southern countries and sunny climes I have no use whatever,
while both east and west, in their very different ways, have been overromanticized. But the north – hard, stern, bleak – now there's a challenge.
And since I hold that it is meeting challenges that makes life worth while
it is northward that my spirit always travels. Now my physical self was
travelling there as well, further than ever before.
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We reached Perth sometime after midnight, and after a short night at
the Station Hotel I rose to catch the 6.25 to Inverness. There it stood in one
of the bay platforms, headed by two of Cumming's, ‘Clan’ class 4-6-0s –
‘Clan Cameron’ and ‘Clan Munro’, looking handsome in Midland red and
with large numerals on their tenders in proper Midland style. Certainly
the Highland line had not dragged its feet in applying the new livery, for
now, not much more than two years after the decision, I did not see a
single locomotive in the old colours in traffic. Only once, snooping round
at Helmsdale, I peered into the shed and observed a ‘Castle’, obviously a
spare engine, standing ‘dead’, still in Highland colours. I don't know
whether any sentimentalist regretted their passing; my approval was too
biased to be worth much.
Once aboard the train, I made a beeline for the breakfast car, which
happened to be a Pullman. The old Highland had never got round to
restaurant cars, so the LMS has switched a Pullman or two from the
Caledonian to work between Perth and Inverness. It was a misty morning,
but somewhere before Dunkeld, just as breakfast was coming up, the mist
suddenly rolled away to reveal the panorama of the Highlands, lit by the
slanting rays of the early morning sun. It was a perfect introduction to the
mountains.
Just as on that first journey to the West Country, so now on this
journey to the far north, the scenery was new but the names were like a
roll-call of old friends. Blair Atholl, Dalwhinnie, Aviemore – I had known
of them all from early boyhood and now they were coming alive. From
Blair Atholl we were banked by one of the 0-6-4Ts, also looking handsome
in red, and the exhausts from our three engines thundered as they
laboured up the mile after mile of 1 in 70. The Highland had a useful habit
of putting the altitude of its stations on the nameboard, and as we passed
Dalnaspidal I noticed the height – 1407 feet. So we could not be far from
the famous Druimachter Pass summit, which as every rail fan knows
stands 1484 feet and is the highest railway point in Britain, if you except
the Snowden Mountain Railway. Not long ago I saw the same nameboard
in the Clapham Railway Museum, and my mind went back to the day
when I had first seen it from the window of a Pullman car.
At Inverness we followed the usual ritual of running past the station
on the avoiding line and backing into the northern platforms. Awaiting us
was the 10 o'clock to Wick, the last train of the day for stations north of
Helmsdale, likewise double-headed by a ‘Castle’ 4-6-0 and a ‘Large Ben’ 44-0 – types which had been switched to the Furthest North section when
the ‘Clans’ took over south of Inverness. They headed a train of
Caledonian stock with a restaurant car whose clerestory roof
unmistakeably betrayed its Midland origin. Evidently the Furthest North
line had had a considerable face lift since the LMS took over; gone was the
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‘There’s a lot to be said for a
spell as a prep school master.’
Jim at Cressbrook School.
The school was held in what had
been a substantial Victorian
private house, with a
conservatory just by the front
door.

abominable old Highland stock, while the ‘Castles’ provided something
more adequate in the way of motive power. Nevertheless most trains were
still double-headed. We lumbered along in leisurely style, stopping at
every station beyond Dingwall, and in those days there were many, many
stations. The journey became tedious. If any rail fan is thinking of
exploring Scottish lines with an eye to scenery, let me warn him that he
has had all the best of it by Inverness; there is nothing beyond to compare
without the passage of the Grampians at Druimachter or the majesty of
the Cairngorms at Aviemore. Three and a half hours of it to Brora in a
modern corridor vehicle were quite enough; just imagine six hours to
Wick in a dreadful Highland third, with cramped leg room and cushionless seats, and of course no lavatories. A long journey on the old Highland
must have been an ordeal.
After about a week in Brora I decided to do the northward pilgrimage
in proper style and go to Thurso before heading south. I made the journey
a second time about a couple of years ago, so the route is fresh in mind. It
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holds a certain negative interest, for a long stretch of it is the nearest
approach in this country to what I can only call non-scenery. Up the
Helmsdale valley it is picturesque enough, though now almost
uninhabited; the pitiful remains of crofts, from which the inhabitants were
evicted during the clearances, stand as a witness to that shocking deed.
Although the country is so empty, this part of the line still has two stations
open, one of which – Forsinard, I think – boasts a Pakistani stationmaster.
I would have loved to ask him how he likes the climate. It is at the
Northern County March, where the line enters Caithness, that the nonscenery, as I have called it, begins. For the next twenty miles or so, nearly
down to Georgemas Junction, there is nothing – not fields, or houses, or
even hills, except in the distance; just an endless flat waste of bogland
studded with tiny lakes. (Yet in this ‘flat’ country the train is descending
almost continuously at 1 in 60!) I met an Australian woman once who had
travelled on the trans-continental line across the Nullarbor Plain; she
described how one could sit for hours gazing out at absolutely nothing.
Rather restful, she said. This section is the same sort of thing on a small
scale, though I would call it boring rather than restful. Only the far-off
Rumster Forest television mast serves as a reminder of civilization.
I had allowed one night in Thurso, and it was enough. Apart from the
coastal scenery Caithness is ghastly; treeless and hedgeless, with field
boundaries formed by stone slabs, for all the world like rows of
tombstones placed end to end. Derelict houses abound – not poor ruined
crofts but decent farms and dwellings, tragic evidence of depopulation.
So away southwards to the next unvisited spot – Sussex, stopping off
in Edinburgh for the night. On the journey back to Inverness I was mighty
grateful for that ex-Midland restaurant car, which relieved an hour or two
of the tedium. On my recent trip I was grieved to find that it had been
replaced by a buffet car serving nothing much except soup and
sandwiches. That is indeed much better than nothing, but this snack bar
business is no substitute for the real thing. Agreed that the journey is a
good deal quicker today, thanks to the diesels and the closing of many
stations.
Toting my books around I managed to pull in Suffolk as well, doing
quite a reasonable amount of studying in the intervals between travelling.
Thus I had completed the tally of England's 39 counties.
The journey back to school the following term was quite a saga in
itself, for I essayed it during the General Strike. After two or three days'
wandering I found myself travelling up the North Western main line on
an all-stations makeshift service with a volunteer engine crew. They must
have been volunteers, because on Boar's Head bank outside Wigan they
allowed their ‘Prince’ to stall, with a load that was not all that heavy. What
a to-do we had to make it, and how a regular driver would have laughed!
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I duly passed the London Intermediate, but before I could take the
Final my fortunes took another turn, this time self-chosen. Towards the
middle of 1927 I found myself with an imperative urge to move to
London. It was a case of cherchez la femme, but there is no need to go into
that. To cut the story short, I quit teaching and fixed myself up in
Woolwich with an old Nottingham friend of my father's named Grinling –
a relative of C.H. Grinling, the historian of the Great Northern Railway –
who was running the Council of Social Service there. My travelling shrank
to journeys between Woolwich and Charing Cross by the lately electrified
Southern service, or very occasionally, by way of a change, by the LNER
steam service from North Woolwich to Fenchurch Street. Once in a while,
when I was lucky, I managed to catch a steam train from Woolwich
Arsenal, for the line then was only electrified as far as Dartford. The old
Class F 4-4-0s, mostly rebuilt as F1s but a few still with their original
dome-less boilers, used to labour up the one or two steep pitches, up
which the electrics sailed so fast and easily. But it was a rare pleasure,
among all those electrics, to hear the beat of a steam engine up in front.
The north-south theme of this chapter has to be broken here by a foray
into the Irish Free State, as it then was. In September 1928 my brother and
I spent a fortnight's holiday there. Our goal was Glendalough in the
Wicklow mountains about 25 miles from Dublin, an enchanting valley
sacred to the member of one Kevin, a 6th century Irish saint. (‘He lived for
nineteen years in this uninhabitable spot’, said the official guide book;
who but an Irishman could have written that?) We did not have the
chance to see much of the Irish railways, but what we did see did not
impress. Compared with railways in Britain they had a distinctly poorrelation look. On the former Dublin & South Eastern line in Waterford,
one of the four principal main lines out of Dublin, the service beyond Bray
consisted of four trains each way, and only three beyond Wicklow. The
D&SE ‘main line’ terminus at Harcourt Street was found to consist of a
single platform. A quick look at the Great Northern's Amiens Street was
not inspiring either, though this was before that company's revival in the
1930s. The only station of any size seemed to be Westland Row, which is
now Westland Row no longer, but like all the other Dublin stations, renamed after one of the heroes of the Easter martyrology – I can never
remember which is which.
While on the subject of Ireland, full marks to the CIE for its efforts to
maintain a decent railway system in the country. Someday I must go back
and take a better look at it; I hope I shall not be too put off by those
dreadful-looking American diesels. A word of praise, too, for the good
sense of Irish rail fans, north and south, who have not allowed the border
to come in the way of their common interest. In Belfast a couple of years
ago I was taken to the Transport Museum, and there stood the Great
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Southern's splendid 4-6-0 ‘Maeve’, superseded by the diesels after all too
short a life, side by side with a beautiful compact little County Donegal
Railways' 4-6-4T, which made me wish I had known the country in the
days when it was a rail fans' paradise. There were various other
locomotives from the Republic, and beside them a Northern Counties 4-40 in Midland red and carrying the LMS crest, and a Belfast & County
Down 4-4-2T. Here inside the museum was a united Ireland. Outside
disunity manifested itself in the form of a graffito scrawled on the
museum wall. ‘Up King Billy’, it announced.
To come back to the holiday. The return journey provided an
experience. It was a glorious autumn day as we cast off from Dun
Laoghaire; cloudless, windless, visibility perfect. For well over an hour we
watched the Wicklow hills recede into the distance. Looking ahead,
however, where by now Snowdonia should have come into view –
nothing. The horizon had gone fuzzy. Suddenly, in a trice, hills, sky, sea
were blotted out as we plunged into a dense sea fog. Everything went
clammy to the touch; rails and stays dripped moisture. Surely, I thought,
we shall have to slow down, but not a bit of it. With hooter blaring nonstop SS ‘Hibernia’ continued at full speed – this of course in the days long
before radar. ‘Do they always do this?’ I asked one of the crew, ‘and isn't
it a little dangerous?’ Yes, he said, they always did it; mustn't keep the
boat trains waiting. No, it wasn't dangerous. All the shipping in the area
knew the mailboats' habits and took good care to keep out of the way. All
the same it was a relief to step into the Irish Mail at Holyhead.
Earlier in 1928 had occurred a change which every rail fan recognized
as ominous. With the exception of the largest express types, both the LMS
and the LNER started painting their passenger locomotives black. In the
case of the LMS I was glad to see that the red types included the
compounds. It didn't come altogether as a surprise. The standard of
cleanliness had been falling for some time as the companies' receipts went
down; rubbing up an engine's exterior is an obvious extra that can be
dispensed with in hard times. The LNER did at least keep its remaining
green engines clean, but the LMS let its ‘Royal Scots’, ‘Jubilees’ and the
rest get into an appalling state. What was the logic, I wondered, in trying
to attract public interest by giving an engine a name, and then repelling
that interest by allowing the engine to look such a horrible mess? On the
other lines, the Great Western continued to use green for all its
locomotives, goods included. It was at pains to keep its ‘Kings’ and
‘Castles’ immaculate, but the other types, even ‘Stars’ and ‘Saints’, began
sometimes to look pretty neglected. The Southern, which was the best off
and had fewer steam engines anyway, managed to keep its passenger
types green and in reasonable condition.
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I could have remained in Woolwich. Grinling would have liked me to
stay and carry on his work. But I had disliked the place from the moment
I saw it; fancy being condemned for the rest of your life to get out at
Woolwich Arsenal station. So my fortunes took yet another turn. October
1929 found me making my debut in the political world as secretary to
Harry Snell, Labour MP for East Woolwich, on a salary provided by
Grinling. Snell had been a protege of Grinling's in Nottingham and had
come to London under his influence, and the arrangement was partly to
help him – Snell – who had no money to pay a secretary himself. The
election a few months earlier had brought in a Labour Government under
Ramsay MacDonald, and the time seemed propitious for a young man to
make a career for himself within the Party. I borrowed a sumptuous flat in
Earls Court from a spinster dame who was going travelling round the
world, and settled down to observe parliamentary life and public figures
at close quarters. I recall some of the figures: Ellen Wilkinson, plain but
brilliant; Jennie Lee, the girl MP, a raven-haired beauty deplorably spitting
class hatred from her lovely mouth; Lord Beaverbrook, who came to
address a Labour group on Empire Free Trade, and whose arrant
nonsense but patent sincerity went down big with some of the dimmer
Trades Union MPs (‘very impressed with what 'is Lordship 'as told us’),
and that splendid girl Ishbel, the Prime Minister's daughter, so simple and
unspoiled that you would never imagine she was acting as hostess to the
great. Snell himself was a bachelor, a dry old stick whom I regarded as
more or less sexless, but he was that rarest of beings, a politician of total
integrity. I don't think he liked me really, but as Grinling was paying that
hardly mattered. Grinling had undertaken to find the money for a year,
after which I should have to fend for myself.
The railway background to all this was less humdrum than you might
suppose. It consisted basically of a daily journey, or sometimes two, on the
Underground from Earls Court to Westminster. Not much to get excited
about, but forty years ago Earls Court offered far more of railway interest
than it does today. The LMS electrics from Willesden terminated there.
Moreover the District in those days had a system at rush hours of what it
called non-stops, meaning that the train missed out one or two stations,
shown by boards on the side of the coaches. The ‘non-stops’ on the Ealing
route missed out Gloucester Road and South Kensington, which meant a
through run from Earls Court to Sloane Square. At South Kensington they
had to check speed for the junction, but it really was rather fun to go
whizzing through Gloucester Road. As some rhymester in Punch was
moved to write:
The Ealing trains run frequently,
The Ealing trains run fast,
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Behold, I stand on Gloucester Road
And watch them hurtle past.
But while on Wimbledonian plains
My humble domicile remains,
What do I care for Ealing trains...
I can't remember the last line, but no matter.
There was one perfectly splendid train in the evening, leaving
Mansion House, I think, at 5.16, which ran without a stop from Sloane
Square to Ravenscourt Park, missing out six stations. I took it once just for
the hell of it, basely exceeding the limits of my season ticket. We did
manage to make it non-stop – just, for we were constantly checked as you
might expect. A pity there are no such diversions available today.
There were other items of interest at Earls Court. The real triumph
was to manage to catch one of the Ealing-Southend through trains. These
consisted of specially-built LMS stock, open but quite different from
Underground stock, and were hauled by a couple of District electric
locomotives, queer little boxes on wheels, with a notably slower
acceleration than the EMUs. They handed over at Barking to an LMS
steam locomotive. It felt strange to travel on the Underground in a train of
main line stock, as if one had somehow got into the wrong train or on to
the wrong line. There were only about seven of these trains each way
daily, which gave them a considerable scarcity value.
But the pièce de résistance at Earls Court was the daily steam train,
bringing coal supplies to the former Midland depot at Kensington High
Street. It came from the Midland via Acton Wells junction and the North
& South Junction line, and was always hauled by a ‘Jinty’ 0-6-0T. The
inward train passed through about six in the morning, much too early for
me, but just occasionally, on my way back from Westminster about midday, my arrival coincided with the passage of the returning empties. The
sight of the ‘Jinty’ in that electric setting, and of exhaust steam wafting
towards the station roof, made it a red-letter day.
At this point another blank well began to loom ahead. I decided that I
didn't want a career in politics, which turned out to be fortunate in view
of the Labour debacle in 1931, when unemployed MPs were two a penny
and even ex-Ministers had to go on the dole. Instead, I became interested
in what used to be called the land question. Back to the land and all that.
I found myself sitting on a committee in the House of Commons with an
assorted lot of MPs and others under the chairmanship of the young Lord
De La Warr, in those days a Labour peer. But I was not content; I must see
and do more in a practical way. That pointed to Denmark, classic land of
farming co-operation. I got into touch with a Danish-born tycoon, Mr
Charles Hansen, the founder and head of the Danish Bacon Company,
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who as a hobby farmed 300 acres at Cholsey in Berkshire. He very kindly
arranged a passage for me on one of the LMS – ex-Lancashire & Yorkshire
– steamers which brought his butter and bacon from Copenhagen to
Goole. So a windy afternoon in September 1930 found me at that unlovely
port, picking my way along a cluttered quayside to the SS ‘Douglas’. This
was not a passenger service, but ‘Douglas’ and her sisters had room for
the odd one or two – on this occasion there was one other. We sailed at
dusk, and the first part of the journey is, as they say, indelibly etched on
my memory. We had no sooner rounded the Spurn light than we ran into
a stiff north-easter, and the ship began to cavort like a bucking horse. Next
day, if I had been wise, I should have stayed put, but I was not wise. I was
hardly on my feet before most of the previous night's upper was in the
basin. Struggling up on deck I was invited on to the bridge, where I
disgraced myself by being sick all over the starboard light. The rest of the
day was spent in a deck chair, punctuated by frequent visits to the rail,
retching now on an empty stomach. It was not amusing, but the sky and
sea were grand. ‘Wumph!’ she went as she plunged into a trough, then
shook herself clear in a cascade of spray. Oops, here comes another visit to
the rail, but really it was almost worth it.[1]
Next day, when the motion had eased, I went down into the engine
room, and there discovered that the ship was fitted with a superheater. It
had been done under Hughes' influence, they said. Whether Hughes acted
as CME [Chief Mechanical Engineer] for the L&Y steamers as well as for
its locomotives I have no idea, but at all events it seemed that he had
caused the ‘Douglas’ to be superheated. The idea appeared to be to
economize coal; performance remained unchanged at 10 knots.
I returned home a fortnight later to face a crisis. My year with Snell
had run out; I had no money and no job. The situation called for quick
action. I went down to see Hansen and asked if I could come to work on
his farm. He, generous soul that he was, agreed, and offered me the
hospitality of his household. So the turn of the year found me in my fifth
occupation, that of farm labourer.
But I could not stay on the farm for ever, and Hansen himself
arranged the next move. He told me that he had fixed up for me to go to
Denmark again for a spell, this time to a Folk High School at Vraa, in
northern Jutland, where the Head was a friend of his. He, Hansen, would
defray all expenses. That settled the future for the next few months;
nothing was said about afterwards. I put in a last weekend savouring the
delights of London life, and a night in Nottingham to see my mother, then
a grey afternoon in January 1931 saw me entraining at Nottingham
1: For a fuller description of this voyage and Jim's first visit to Denmark, see
Appendix 5. [JBH]
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Midland for Harwich, travelling by the M&GN line and changing at
Bourne and Spalding. My knowledge of East Anglian cross-country routes
was imperfect, and I kept wondering where we might be coming to next
as I peered out at dim gaslights announcing March, Ely, Bury St Edmunds.
At length the porters were calling out ‘Parkeston Quay!’ I was feeling
empty and alone, bound for an unknown destination in a country of
whose language I could not speak a word. The lights of Harwich dropped
astern, the sea, marvellously for wintertime, was millpond-smooth, and
the following night at Esbjerg I found myself for the second time on
Danish soil.
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CHAPTER 12
DANISH INTERLUDE
The journey seemed endless, as our Belgian-built 2-6-0 dragged its way
northwards through the frozen darkness towards the uttermost confines
of Jutland. I had left Esbjerg at 8.30 that morning and now, nine hours and
goodness knows how many stops later (for we had stopped at every
station), I was approaching my destination, not quite 200 miles away. It
was not a case of an awkward cross-country journey; the route had lain on
a main line throughout and there had been only one change, at Fredericia.
It was simply that Danish trains travelled at that speed, unless one had the
good fortune to find the occasional express. Denmark is a country of small
towns and large villages, so that in those days, and even now, I fancy, to
some extent, it was the local traffic that mattered. Which was fine for the
locals, but not so good for the long-distance traveller. The seats were hard
and the scenery unimpressive. Knowing nothing of the language I sat
dumb and petrified, terrified of opening my mouth.
We must be practically there now. At every stop I peered out
anxiously for the nameboard. At length there it was – Vraa – and I stepped
out on to the snow-covered platform. The spelling has now been changed
to Vrå, in the interests of a more standard Scandinavian orthography, and
if you ask how it is pronounced I can only say: make a sharp croaking
noise as far back in the throat as you can, and that's approximately it.
There was one of the high school staff at the station to meet me, and
from that moment I was made to feel at home. How often do the
experiences that one contemplates with most apprehension turn out to
yield the happiest memories! So it had been at the cadet battalion, and so
it was, only much more so, at Vraa. Of course the language was a bugbear
at first, but that was the sort of challenge one welcomed, and in any case
Danish is not a difficult language to learn, though a horribly difficult one
to pronounce correctly. It was rather fun being the only foreigner at the
high school; the forty or so students – mostly farmers' sons between 18
and 25 – accepted me as an interesting oddity. So I sat on a hard bench
and listened to lectures on Danish history and literature, and gradually
got the hang of what it was all about.
I must not go on about this wonderful little country, which I came to
look upon as my second home. Suffice to say that everything you hear
about Danish hospitality and kindness is true, only more so. As for Danish
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farming, it made English farming of the 1930s look very sick indeed. To an
Englishman the contrast was quite painful.
In April, when the high school closed, I went out to work on a nearby
farm. The line ran through the farmlands, so I was able to get a close-up
view of the local railway activities. They start work betimes on Danish
farms, and I was in the fields by 6.30. As I followed the harrow, or picked
off stones forced up by the winter frosts, I watched eagerly for the event
of the morning – the northbound passage of the solitary daily express.
This carried a Mitropa sleeping car from Hamburg to Frederikshavn,
making a boat connection there, I think, for Norway. it went through at
about a quarter to eight, which meant that it was nearly breakfast time,
and was I ready! International express though it might be, it rated no more
in the locomotive line than the type used for the local trains. This was one
of the K class 4-4-0s, a type by then getting on for forty years old, for the
first five had been built by Neilson & Co of Glasgow in 1894. The
remainder bore the nameplates of various makers in Germany and Italy.
For express work they seemed extraordinarily undersized, with 17” by 24”
cylinders and a weight of only 41-and-a-half tons. The engine was
positively dwarfed by the big Mitropa car coupled next to it.
Just occasionally, out strolling in the evening, I caught sight of the
southbound train, lit by a low sun in the long northern daylight, as it
passed through with unhurried gait at perhaps 45 mph.
This pair of trains apart, the service was an all-stations one, six trains
each way weekdays and Sundays. One of these was a diesel railcar, of the
sort then just coming in, which was less hideously uncomfortable than the
ordinary third-class stock. My, the sore bottoms! This stretch of line north
of Aalborg is the State Railways' ‘furthest north’ section, and Aalborg in
those days was a kind of Inverness; beyond it nothing ran fast – apart, that
is, from the Hamburg train. Carriages might run through, but all dining
and sleeping cars came off. I went several times to Aalborg, which was
about 20 miles away, but even if the seats had been less hard it was not the
sort of journey one enjoyed. To get a decent view from a Danish carriage
window you have to keep leaning forward, which is uncomfortable, not
indeed that there was anything much worth looking at. For most of the
way it was simply farms, farms, farms, so close together sometimes that
the whole place looked like a single enormous village. Tighter groups of
houses clustered round each station, with the inevitable dairy chimney
rising above the rooftops and here and there a stork's nest high up on a
gable end.
The village with its station plumb in the centre was a feature of the
railways hereabouts. In Britain the typical wayside station is (or, should
one now say, was) situated in open country, some distance from the
village it serves. In Jutland, on the other hand, quite often the railway
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Vraa High School, a drawing by Axel Holm from 'Minder fra Vraa Højskole'
(Memories from Vraa High School), a largely blank booklet filled with messages
from Jim’s fellow students.

came first. In the middle of the last century much of Jutland consisted of
barren heath. Then, after the war of 1864, the Danes started furiously
ploughing it up to help make up for the lost Duchy of Slesvig. Now the
whole place is packed tight with farms, save where the Danes have
preserved patches to show what it used to look like. Since the railway was
already there the population tended to grow around it. Vraa, for example,
which was the merest hamlet before the railway came in 1871, is now a
large village, or small town, of over 2000 grouped about its station. The
main road, where you might have expected to find it, lies in open country
over a mile away. This must have been a tremendous help to the railway
when the buses started to come along.
Reading a Danish book one day I came across an interesting fact about
this stretch of line, which throws some light on the methods of early
British railway builders. It was the first line in the country to be built by
the Danes themselves. All the previous lines had been constructed by
British firms, which were considered to be the only ones possessing the
required know-how. When this line was projected it was taken for granted
that a British firm would do the job just as before. However the
contractors approached, Peto, Brassey & Betts, assuming they had the job
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‘It was rather fun being the
only foreigner.’ Jim at Vraa
High School in 1931.

in their pocket, quoted an exorbitant price. Thus spurred, the Danes did it
themselves at about two-thirds of the quoted cost, and that was the end of
British participation in Danish railway construction until the Orehoved
Bridge, 22 yards longer than the Tay Bridge, was built by Dorman Long in
the 1930s.
As you will have gathered, my admiration for things Danish extended
in a rather cooler degree to its railways. Apart from being uncomfortable
they were slow; the fastest non-stop run in the country at this time
averaged less than 44 mph. The locomotive stock was distinctly inferior.
While their German and Swedish neighbours had been using Pacifics for
some years, the Danes had only got around to 4-6-0s in 1911. These were
used mostly in Jutland, where there are some short steep pitches;
expresses on the islands, where the best runs were made, were in charge
of German-built Atlantics. Things were not helped by an overall speed
restriction to 56 mph (90 kph), a legacy, I imagine, from the days when
sand ballast was used and every train used to kick up a dust storm at
anything much over 30 mph. The limit was raised to 100 kph shortly
afterwards.
Now let me say some good things about the Danish railways, all of
which still apply today – as the bad things don't. They were
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Fru Zakarias, Jim’s hostess at
Gadensgaard farm, in a very
Danish setting.

extraordinarily cheap; third-class fares in those days were about 1d a mile
and scaled down for long distances. No wonder the railways returned a
handsome annual deficit. Like everything else in the country, Danish
trains were and are scrupulously clean and tidy, and at stations people
actually use the litter bins. Danish station restaurants are a dream, with an
unlimited choice of smørrebrod (don't try to pronounce it), the famous
open sandwich, and no licensing hours. How marvellous to arrive in the
country at 1 am and to be able to order an akvavit washed down with a
Carlsberg. This, I may say, was on a later visit, when I was rather more
affluent.
I never travelled on any of the Danish private lines, which made up
nearly half the railway mileage though only about a fifth of the receipts.
The one chance I had of doing so I evaded in the interests of comfort and
speed. This was a journey from Aalborg to Thisted, a distance of about 70
miles, which I could have made by taking the trains of two private lines.
It would have meant a four-hour journey in predictably grim rolling stock.
Since the bus would take me in three hours in reasonable comfort I fear I
elected to go by bus. Sad, but inevitable.
To give the flavour of Danish rail travel at this time I shall have to
quote myself. The account that follows appeared in the Railway Magazine
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for November 1932 and is reproduced here by permission. It concerns a
journey from Thisted to Copenhagen, a distance of some 270 miles that
took nearly fifteen hours, and was actually made in the previous autumn,
during my first short visit to the country.
‘It was a glowing October morning when I set out from
Thisted. I had purchased three tickets – an ordinary thirdclass for Kr.13.70 (about 15s), a luggage registration ticket
and a Kr.1 ‘express’ supplement. I was fully to appreciate
the irony of the last-mentioned before the day was out.
‘The first lap, to the ferry at Oddesund, was by ordinary passenger
train in charge of a 0-6-0. The 38 miles took just over two hours, and I was
heartily sick of that train long before we reached Oddesund. The Jutland
landscape is monotonous in the extreme – hedgeless, crowded with farms
and interlaced with poles and wire; an impressive picture of rural
prosperity, but utterly tedious to look at for long. Occasional pine woods
and stretches of heath provided the only variety, and the ferry was a very
welcome diversion.
‘The short run from Oddesund South to Struer was made by mixed
train, hauled by a small 4-4-0, and over these seven miles, with one stop,
we managed to consume half-an-hour. At Struer I changed into a diesel
rail-car, and our rate of progress improved at once. I was grateful also for
its sprung seats, a pleasant contrast to the ordinary stock, and was
reluctant to abandon the car at Herning in favour of a standard train,
hauled by a larger type 4-4-0. The next stage was quite exhilarating; we
posted along in spirited style and covered the fifteen miles to Brande,
including three stops, in 34 mins. I was travelling in one of the older fourwheelers to test its riding qualities; it was an experiment I am not anxious
to repeat.
‘At Brande our engine went off to shunt; I was quite glad to see it go,
for after five hours' travelling I was ready enough to dive into the
refreshment room, that model of excellence in Denmark, to snatch a hasty
but adequate meal. I was less pleased to see the engine return with
somewhere about thirty vans, for there could be no doubt what they
portended – another mixed train. From Brande to Behle is about thirty
miles, and we took exactly 2-and-a-half hours. I had ample time, cooped
up in my four-wheeler, in which to reflect on my ‘express’ ticket. But relief
came as we descended through a valley, thickly set with towering beeches
in the full glory of their autumn flame. We crept down this with all the
brakes pinned on, but at last our rate of progress had ceased to pall.
‘At Vejle my trials were at an end, for here we picked up the main
line, and the rest of the journey was by ferry and express. The short run to
Fredericia was made behind a 4-6-0, and though the schedule was liberal
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enough – about 32 mph – it seemed like flying compared with what had
gone before. This is one of Denmark's scenic routes; the line traverses
delightful wooded country, and for part of the distance follows the coast,
commanding magnificent views over Vejle Fjord.
‘A quarter of an hour's passage over the Little Belt, and
we set off again behind an Atlantic across the island of
Funen to Nyborg on the Great Belt. This is 25 miles wide and
its passage takes nearly an hour and a half, so that I was at
last able to partake of a meal at leisure. The journey across
Zealand from Korsør to Copenhagen was made behind
another Atlantic, and was more or less of the semi-fast order,
as it included four stops in its 68 miles. At Copenhagen my
luggage, which had been invisible en route, was waiting to
be redeemed, and for this I forgave the State Railways for
consigning me to that unspeakable train for the best part of
a resplendent autumn afternoon.’
A word of comment is called for. The figure of 25 miles for the Great
Belt crossing is wrong; the actual distance is half that. I was misled by the
kilometre distances shown in the Danish timetable. These do not
necessarily correspond to the actual distances, but represent the basis on
which fares are charged. Since fares over the Great Belt are charged at
double rates the distance shown is double the actual one.
The ferries at Oddesund and over the Little Belt have now been
replaced by bridges.
The rest of this chapter is by way of postscript. I paid several visits to
Vraa between 1946 and 1949, when I was stationed in Germany, and in
1955 returned there for another spell of several months.
Crossing a frontier is always an experience, the German-Danish
frontier perhaps more than most. You pass into a different region of the
world: from central Europe into Scandinavia. Black-and-white Germany
gives place to red-and-white Denmark, and the change of colour is
symbolic. Grim German efficiency is replaced by the more relaxed and
much pleasanter, but not quite so efficient Danish ways. The powerful but
ungainly German 4-6-0 which brought us to Padborg is exchanged for a
Danish 4-6-0 which looks a good deal less powerful and is certainly much
less ugly. The Customs are distinctly more casual than their German
opposite numbers at Flensburg. On one occasion I was taking some bottles
of gin – six shillings in the Naafi and 83 percent proof at that – and a load
of cigarettes for my friends in Vraa. I was about to declare them, but as I
momentarily paused to find the right Danish words, after many months of
speaking German, the official chalked my suitcase and passed on. One
cannot imagine the Germans doing that.
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Then off through the lands that belonged to Germany from 1864 to
1920, but are now thoroughly Danish again, past the little junction with
the delightful name of Røde Kro (‘Red Pub’ – what did the Germans call
it? Nothing so picturesque, I'm sure), and to the changing point at
Fredericia, which is where on one occasion I indulged in the
aforementioned 1 am tipple.
As for the railways, what a transformation! In the later 1930s the
Danes had started running their Lyntog (‘lightning trains’): three-coach
DMU [diesel motor unit] sets running at average speeds well up in the
sixties. The ordinary express services had been brisked up too, and there
were many more of them. All this started up again almost the moment the
Germans left – if indeed it had ever wholly ceased – for the country had
suffered no physical damage.
This is what had happened at Vraa, or rather, on that stretch of line. In
the 1940s steam stopping trains were already on their way out, and by
1955 the local service had been wholly dieselized – six trains a day as
before. Expresses had grown in number to five of various sorts. Two were
Lyntog which raced through Vraa morning and evening at a good 70, with
the corresponding return trains, giving there-and-back transits inside the
day both to and from Copenhagen. Another train also ran through; this
was Nordpilen (‘The Northern Arrow’), the successor to the old Hamburg
express but vastly speeded up. It had a light formation of five or six
vehicles, and one day in 1955 I observed the southbound train in charge of
an Atlantic of 1910 vintage. The northbound train that same day was
hauled by one of the new Swedish-built 1700 hp C-C diesels that were
taking over the express work just then – a difference in age of 45 years.
In addition, two expresses now stopped at Vraa, with average speeds
well up in the fifties. The Danish railways had at last arrived in the
twentieth century.
My vote was for the ordinary expresses in preference to the Lyntog.
The latter were faster but tended to be overcrowded – precious little
chance of a corner seat. Also a three-coach set left no room for a restaurant
car.
The change in the locomotives was no less startling. The aged undersized 4-4-0s were hardly in evidence at all, and most of the 4-6-0s seen
were hauling goods trains. Their places on the expresses had been taken
by imposing-looking Pacifics, 4-cylinder compounds with 6 feet 3 inch
coupled wheels and 185 lbs pressure, weighing 87 tons. The first eleven of
the class had been obtained in 1937 from the Swedish State Railways,
where they had been displaced by electrification. They had been built in
1914–6, and were thus over twenty years old when they changed
countries. The Danes must have liked them, because they built another 25
in Denmark between 1943 and 1950, adding a steam drier to the existing
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superheated design. Thus 36 years elapsed between the building of the
first and the last of the class; that nearly equals the record of the broad
gauge singles and handsomely eclipses that of those other British
resurrected types, the Stirling eight-footers and the Midland compounds.
And the Pacifics must be the only case in which building started in one
country and finished in another.
The later engines of the class had a short life, for by 1955 the
replacement of steam by diesels was in full swing. When I was last in the
country in 1962 steam had all but disappeared. One solitary Pacific was
observed standing on a siding at Korsør, and here and there an aged 0-60T was working out its last days in a station yard. That was all, and by
now they will all have gone.
We must return to 1931. By July my funds had run out, and there was
nothing for it but to ask Hansen to take me back on the farm. Like the
good friend he was he agreed to do so, though I was now nothing but a
liability. So I took ship at Esbjerg for Grimsby and sadly watched the
Danish coast dissolve into the summer haze. I felt as if the gates of the
Promised Land had been closed behind me.
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CHAPTER 13
A SIGNALMAN'S LOT
It was a somewhat dejected wanderer that made his way up the village
street to the pub where I was to lodge. Seen with eyes fresh from
Denmark, Cholsey seemed a sad sort of place, with its untidy mess of
suburban-type houses; neither proper village nor proper town. I felt an
exile in my own country.
I was all but 32, without a job or the prospect of one, but I cannot
recall that that worried me at all. Now I had a clear-cut aim. In Denmark I
had seen a picture of rural life as it should be lived, and henceforth I was
dedicated to the task of creating the same sort of life here. The only
question was how and where to latch on. A sense of dedication is a
dangerous thing, and it landed me in dire trouble later on, but that is no
part of the present story.
One side of the farm sloped down to the Thames, and there about a
mile away, as we cut the morning lucerne to feed the cows, we had a view
of the trains crossing the viaduct that lies between Cholsey and Goring.
The other side of the farm abutted on to the Wallingford branch, along
which the 0-4-2T with its three six-wheelers shuttled busily back and
forth. I would have loved to be in one of those trains. There was not quite
the same sense of frustration as there had been in office days, for land
work, even at its most beastly, has a satisfaction of its own if the weather
is fine, while if the weather is bad one may finish sopping wet or freezing
cold, but at least one has battled with the elements, and that also brings a
certain satisfaction. So I was not too envious of those people in the trains;
all the same, it would have been lovely to be in one of them, just for once.
One occasion was a red-letter day. The farm had ordered a truck-load
of brewers' grains from Burton for pig feed, and we spent a whole day
unloading it at the station. Here we were, doing a job of work right among
the sidings and trucks, watching the procession of passing trains and
getting a real close-up of the local goods shunting. Short of actual
travelling, it was the ideal way of savouring the railway atmosphere.
After a few weeks at the pub the landlord told me that he wanted the
room. As it turned out this was a stroke of luck, for I was offered quarters
by one of the local signalmen in his cottage just by the station. I have quite
forgotten his name, so I will call him Harris. He was secretary of the
Divisional Labour Party, which boasted Hansen as its chairman. The son
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had recently left home, which made a spare room available, and Harris
offered it on the same terms that I had been paying at the pub – £1 a week
all-in, which left 10/– for everything else. So I became a member of the
Harris household, and spent evenings and weekends with the trains for
company. My room faced on to the line in the London direction, and each
night, before falling asleep, I could see the red glow of the up relief line
advance starter, changing anon to green to allow a night goods to trundle
by.
From Harris I learned something of the health hazards which beset a
signalman. For one thing, he was ruptured. A frosty morning, a too-fierce
pull on a still points lever, and the damage was done. He was also a
martyr to indigestion, and when I spent some time with him in the box it
was easy to see why. During daytime at least, apart from Sundays, there
was hardly a minute when he was not handling at least one train, and
sometimes two or three. The arrangement of the levers made things
worse, for the points levers were placed in the centre of the frame and the
semaphore levers at either end. When therefore the signalman was
dealing with an up and a down train simultaneously he had to keep
rushing from one end of the frame to the other. Add to this the extra work
caused by the Wallingford branch train, and no booking boy, and it meant
that he never had a couple of minutes in which to sit down and eat a meal
in peace, but had to bolt it as he kept moving about. It was enough to
upset anybody's stomach, and Harris made it worse by a preference for
such foods as fat pork. I knew exactly how it made him feel, for it was the
same trouble that I had suffered from in the years after the war. As I can
testify, it makes one utterly wretched and at cross purposes with the
world, and in Harris' case it led to violent explosions of irritability. For
God's sake, man, change your diet, I felt like yelling out to him, as he sat
down to his indigestible meal and treated the family to one of his liverish
outbursts.
Mrs Harris was a faded, gentle little thing, who must have been pretty
as a girl. She bore patiently with her husband's flare-ups, for in all other
respects he was a model husband. There was a young daughter who went
out to work; the son was manager of a Timothy White's branch and was
obviously rising in the world. They were a very loyal and united family.
Whether it is the same today I have no idea, but the hours worked
struck me as rather horrifying. They consisted of two 60-hour weeks... six
eight-hour shifts plus 12 hours on Sunday... and one 48-hour one with
Sunday free. Each signalman was therefore working 20 days out of 21. On
their Sunday off the three men arranged to give each other from 10 pm
Saturday to 6 am Monday, but that meant working two shifts with only
eight hours in between either before or after. Of course they were paid at
overtime rates for the Sunday work. One day, snooping around the box, I
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happened to see the wages book lying open, so I took a good look. For the
basic 48-hour week the wage was £3.12.0d or thereabouts, with £1 or so
extra for Sunday work. Convert that into present-day values, and it still
doesn't sound very handsome.
While I was there a slight easement came to the men in Cholsey box.
The Wallingford branch set was replaced by a rail motor, which meant
that the signalmen were saved four points movements about fifteen times
a day. The relief, said Harris, was quite extraordinary. It meant, I think,
that the signalman was saved the interruption of having to rush to the bay
platform points when in the middle of passing a train on the main line.
I am no signalling expert, but it was clear that the Great Western had
no train control system such as was installed on the LMS. I once overheard
a phone conversation in which Harris soundly rebuked his colleague at
Moreton Cutting box just down the line for accepting a train that he
should not have done. ‘He's young, and he's got to learn to do things
properly’, Harris remarked.
Along with all the other boxes out to Swindon, Cholsey box has gone.
When I last passed it was standing derelict, and it has doubtless been
demolished by now. The cottage is still there, and my thoughts went back
to the kindly family which had treated me as one of themselves and given
me a glimpse of a signalman's life.
It was now late October, and high time to make a move. I went to the
National Council of Social Service and saw their rural officer, Mr A.C.
Richmond – Sir Arthur Richmond as he later became – to whom I outlined
my ideas, doubtless impracticable. One Saturday morning a week or two
later I received a letter from a Mr Rupert Brooke – no relation to his poet
namesake – the Director of the Rural Industries Bureau, saying that he
was looking for someone to organize the Somerset basket makers, and Mr
Richmond had told him about me. He added that he lived not far away
and was coming over to see me that afternoon.
Brooke arrived and explained his scheme. It concerned the making of
sieves, the round fruit baskets that Covent Garden porters used to carry
on their heads. The trade had been wholly captured by the Dutch, but the
recent British devaluation – going off the gold standard, they called it then
– had raised Dutch prices to a point where our makers could again
compete. The skills and the materials were all there in Somerset, but the
makers were small and unorganized, and liable to be exploited by one or
two big men. Would I go to Somerset and organize them? Starting now.
Brooke waived aside my objection that I knew nothing about baskets.
He wanted someone who knew about organization. The pay was not
handsome – in fact, a subsistence allowance of 15/6d a day – but
compared with my thirty bob [shillings] a week it sounded princely. The
job was only a temporary one for this particular piece of work, but that
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was no worry. Once having obtained a foothold I was quite sure I should
be able to stick.
So there it was. Once again my luck had held, and the way had
opened in the nick of time.
‘And if you're in any difficulty’, Brooke added, ‘just hop on a train
and come and see me’.
Just hop on a train! Actually to get paid for doing what I had always
been yearning to do. No longer to have to gaze at those trains flitting
across the viaduct, but to be one of the people in them. As I tramped the
Berkshire Downs that Sunday the world seemed a glorious place.
We were lifting sugar beet on the farm; a filthy job in those days,
before it became mechanized. For a few days more I squelched about in
muddy fields with a mattock slicing the tops off the awkward-shaped
roots. Then I loaded my few belongings on to a cycle and made for Didcot,
en route for Taunton and the Somerset willow beds.
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CHAPTER 14
JUST HOP ON A TRAIN
In the course of the next eleven years I hopped on many hundreds of
trains.
It started in a modest enough way. I installed myself at the Rose and
Crown at East Lyng, on the edge of the willow-growing area. This is a
quite small tract centred round Athelney, where King Alfred burned the
cakes; you pass right through it on the West of England main line between
Langport and Cogload. The pub was handy for Lyng Halt, which stood on
the original Yeovil branch about a mile from Durston, on the short stretch
by-passed by the Athelney cut-off. A service of eleven trains a day, six to
Yeovil and five rail motor trips for Taunton, Yeovil and Bridgwater,
helped out by a bicycle when train times did not fit.
I tramped through a grey landscape under grey skies, along empty
roads and muddy riverside paths, calling on the willow growers, who also
made the baskets, and trying to enlist their interest in a co-operative
society to produce sieves for Covent Garden. At night there was the Rose
and Crown and plenty of draught cider.
To complete the story of 1931, that year of wretched weather and
world-wide depression, which was to me a sort of annus mirabilis. Starting
with a lonely journey into the unknown, it had provided the most
formative experience of my life and a job after my own heart; one too,
involving train journeys almost ad lib. I spent Christmas with my family
in Nottingham, and on the first evening my brother had organized a party
at the local Palais de Danse. There coming to join the party I observed a
tallish figure in a flame-coloured dance frock, with a grave expression and
features that even now, nearly forty years later, are still beautiful beneath
the grey hair. I returned to Somerset very happy indeed. Nothing had
been said, but I knew that this was it. It made a fitting climax to my
wonder year.
I was less happy about the progress of events in Somerset. It was
lucky for me that Brooke had failed to realise that he was backing a loser
from the start. For one thing, sieves were a dying trade; they were already
being ousted from the markets by boxes and suchlike. For another the
small basket makers proved notably allergic to organization. They were
perfectly prepared to sell their baskets at knockdown prices to a
middleman; that was the sort of thing they understood. But to ask them to
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band together to obtain rather better prices – what sort of notion was that?
In Denmark I had seen how the small man had become strong by teaming
up with his fellows, but it had meant being willing sometimes to forego an
immediate advantage. You try telling that to a Somerset basket maker.
As a result I found myself hopping on a train quite frequently to
consult Brooke in London. The train was always the same; the morning
express from Plymouth due away from Taunton at 10.47 by the working
book, non-stop to Paddington in 2 hours 28 minutes, an average of about
58 mph. At this time, early in 1932, the line was being four-tracked
through Taunton, and delays out to Cogload regularly cost, I should
judge, from six to eight minutes. But our ‘King’ invariably made the time
up, and I do not recall a single late arrival at Paddington. I wish now that
I had made even rudimentary logs of these journeys, and particularly of
the ascents of Bruton Bank and up to Savernake. I have from time to time
tried my hand at train timing, but it demands too close attention for my
liking. You can't clock the train and enjoy a railway journey as I like to
enjoy it, which is to sit in a dreamy haze and watch the scenery fly past,
while at the same time taking sharp notice of everything of railway
interest.
One quirk of the Great Western came to light during widening
operations. The company was always meticulous in the labelling of its
signal boxes. It was always ‘So-and-so Signal Box’ – lest, presumably, the
cabin might be mistaken for a platelayer's hut or something. When the
flyover was constructed Cogload went out of business as a junction, and
connections were put in at Creech St Michael. So a new nameplate had to
be specially cast. One day, as I passed in the train, there was the old plate:
‘Cogload Junction Signal Box’, lying on the ground and a new plate:
‘Cogload Signal Box’ affixed in its stead. You couldn't get much more
pernickety than that.
The Somerset venture ran its predestined course and fizzled out, but
by that time Brooke, as I had foreseen, had found other jobs that wanted
doing. I must explain about the Rural Industries Bureau, on to whose
permanent staff I almost imperceptibly graduated. It now occupies
extensive premises up Wimbledon Common way, for which it dispenses
help and advice to rural craftsmen throughout the country, financed by a
Ministry of Agriculture grant. In those days it was a fairly new and
obscure organization, subsisting on a grant of about £6,000 (today's grant
runs well into six figures) and still in search of a policy. Brooke, a man of
vision and drive, found it useful to have a spare body whom he could
dispatch on special missions, so I found myself boarding trains for very
variegated destinations.
In September 1932 I got married. My bride and I arrived at Kensington
Registry Office in walking kit complete with rucksacks, all ready for a
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tremendous bout of train travelling and foot slogging. No other sort of
honeymoon had ever occurred to me, nor had it struck me to consult my
fiancée, so one-track-minded can your rail fan become. From the registry
office we took a taxi to Kings Cross to catch the Queen of Scots Pullman,
due away at 11.20, which took the Harrogate route to Edinburgh via
Leeds. Of course I had to have a look at the engines – an Atlantic to Leeds
and a Pacific thereafter. I even managed to do a little desultory timing,
and clocking up a 44-second mile near Three Counties. Eighty-plus mph
seemed very exciting; how sluggish it would seem at that spot today! The
last time I travelled by the Flying Scotsman, after a late start we covered
the stretch from Hitchin to Huntingdon in 15 minutes 50 seconds, at an
average of 102, Offord curves included. And then the driver, whom I went
to congratulate at Newcastle on making up time, swore he had not
exceeded 100 anywhere.
So I continued to look out for the quarter-mile posts, when any
properly-orientated bridegroom would have been gazing into his
beloved's eyes. Really I wonder if your dedicated rail fan is fit to be a
husband at all.
We fetched up at Banavie for a week of stiff walking, which included
the ascent of Ben Nevis in a snowstorm, then went on to Mallaig en route
for Skye. It is not for nothing that the Road to the Isles is celebrated in
song, and the railway follows the same route, there can be no doubt about
it: the Fort William to Mallaig stretch has incomparably the finest scenery
of any railway route in Britain. I traversed it a second time a couple of
years ago; the skies were weeping and the burns were in spate, but not
even mist and driving rain could dim the splendour of those everchanging panoramas of mountain and loch. On our honeymoon journey
the hills were bathed in sunshine, and across the water by Arisaid we had
our first view of the fantastic shapes of the Coolins. It was almost our last
view as well, for during our week on the island it rained almost without
ceasing. Every morning we set out from the hotel hoping that the weather
would clear, and every afternoon we returned dripping. At least we got
plenty of exercise.
Then up to Stornoway, back to Kyle of Lochalsh and across the
country to Aberdeen. The Highland engines that had been so gay in red
six years before were now in funereal black; not even the ‘Clans’ had
escaped. But the LNER locomotive which took over from our ‘Small Ben’
at Elgin was a Great Eastern B12 4-6-0, shiny in green, one of several sent
up there to give much-needed extra locomotive power on the GNS section.
Opposite: The Fort William to Mallaig has incomparably the finest scenery of any
railway route in Britain.’ ‘Glenfinnan Viaduct’, artwork for a BR poster 1960.
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The final stage from Aberdeen to Kings Cross provided some exciting
running, unfortunately in the dark. Somewhere about Peterborough I
encountered the guard and took a squint at his journal, which showed that
our driver was none other than Frank Topliss, one of the famous LNER
top link men of the day. The guard was not enthusiastic about his driver's
prowess. ‘He goes mad’, he said. On this occasion Topliss went mad to
some purpose, for he converted a ten-minute late start from York into a
punctual arrival at Kings Cross.
So having covered over 1,300 miles by rail, a hundred or two by
steamer and a very respectable total on foot, we returned to the single
room at Eltham which was all we could afford.
In the following March Brooke dispatched me to the eastern counties.
I think that he, kindly man, wanted to add to my pay, as the move would
mean a lodging allowance. He also wanted to know more about the
craftsmen in Norfolk and Suffolk, with whom the Bureau had had no
contact. That meant visiting more or less every village in the area, but I
scorned the suggestion of a car. I could manage quite well, I said, by cycle
and train. So through the grilling summer of 1933 I toiled along the flat
East Anglian roads, bathed in sweat and mighty glad to subside into a
train at the day's end. I called on many hundreds of blacksmiths and
others, miserably depressed men most of them, but including some more
promising ones who would repay the help we could offer. The latter I
filed in a separate index labelled ‘Live’; the reminder were ‘Dead’,
meaning beyond help. Thus one could concentrate on the worthwhile
ones and not waste time with the rest.
I did a great deal of travelling in a great many very slow trains,
behind the little E4 2-4-0s which pretty well monopolised the local
services. I traversed branches that have now vanished, almost every one of
them, leaving only the main line skeleton. It did sometimes become a trifle
tedious, in an uncomfortable old six-wheeler and with the interminable
stops, nor is the East Anglian scenery such as to rivet the attention. Mostly
it is neither beautiful nor ugly; just rolling farmland going on and on.
Later I succumbed and went in for a car. I was sad to desert the little
branches, but there it was: more visits and far greater flexibility. I was just
one of thousands who were abandoning the railways for the same reason,
so that the wayside stations were beginning to wear a neglected look.
Their platforms waited forlornly for the tickle of passengers that still
came, while their once-busy goods yards were being reduced to coal and
a few oddments. Little as we could imagine it then, the writing was on the
wall for the country branch lines.
We spent about eighteen months in Norfolk. Just as we were about to
leave Brooke died; he was only 42 and I mourned him, for he had been a
good friend. His place was taken by his deputy, George Marston, who had
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been with Shackleton's Antarctic expedition when their ship was crushed
in the ice, and had endured the hardships of the party's sojourn on
Elephant Island. The experience had aged him, but what he lacked in
drive he made up in good sense; very useful when dealing with a
headstrong subordinate. He never altogether approved of me, but
realising that I had a flair for organization he let me go ahead. The Bureau,
I should explain, had no field force of its own; this was provided by
Organizers, so-called, attached to the local Rural Community Councils,
which received Ministry grants for the purpose. It was a fiddle, really, to
prop up the Councils, which were a pretty rickety lot financially but were
deemed by Authority to be a Good Thing. The Organizer took his orders
from his Secretary, who often had his own ideas about the way to run the
job. It was a pretty ramshackle set-up altogether, but it worked after a
fashion, and everyone was happy.
Into this cosy ineffectiveness I crashed all uninvited. In East Anglia I
had worked out the answer: classify. Pick the men who would repay help,
give them the full treatment and let the rest take their chance. The
Organizers should learn how to do just that. It meant jerking all concerned
out of their comfortable rut, and some of them were not going to like it.
But it promised results. It meant that the Bureau staff would be used
where they could do the most good.
I persuaded Marston to let me go round and propagate the new
gospel. Most of the Organizers took to the idea, for it helped their job to
make better sense. Their bosses, the Council Secretaries, were less
enthusiastic. Who was this man coming round to challenge their
authority? I didn't altogether blame them, for in my eagerness I was not
invariably the embodiment of tact. But by degrees the message got
through. The gentlemen in Whitehall had no appreciation of what was
happening, but they noticed that the Bureau was beginning to do a useful
job and became more forthcoming with their guests.
Almost every week found me on the way to a different part of the
country. Scotland, unfortunately, was out except occasionally, for it had its
own organization, but I can claim to be one of the few people – we must
be a very select band – who have visited every county in England and
Wales. These was no set patter; the week's itinerary might include crosscountry journeys of the sort which can never again be made by train.
Sometimes I went by car, and these journeys, let the rail fan confess,
furnished some moments of rare delight. It was wonderful, as darkness
fell, to pull up at some wayside inn, and after a rousing breakfast next
morning to be off on the road again.
We found a cottage at Jordans in Bucks, reasonably handy to Seer
Green Halt on the GW&GC Joint Line for my one day a week in the office.
For the rest of the time I was a free agent, for Marston did not intervene
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‘We found a cottage at Jordans, reasonably handy for Seer Green Halt on the GW and
GC Joint Line.’ A typical Marylebone train near Great Missenden, April 1952.

except occasionally to placate some affronted Secretary. Apart from the
occasional frigid reception it was the perfect job. In one county after
another one could see one's ideas beginning to take shape. But I should
have been wiser to take more account of those frigid receptions, and to
perceive that hostility was building up in various quarters. Domestically,
too, the job had its drawbacks. The nights away, then down to the
typewriter almost the moment one got home, put a strain on family life.
My wife shed no tears when I gave it up.
This was the heyday of British steam; the time when 60 mph
schedules became general and one or two topped 70. It was the era of the
streamliners, and I travelled on them all: the Silver Jubilee from Newcastle
to Kings Cross, the Coronation from Kings Cross to Edinburgh; the
Golden Fleece to Bradford, the Coronation Scot from Glasgow to Euston
and the baby streamliner, the East Anglian, from Norwich, powered by
one of the two B17 4-6-0s fitted with a streamline casing to make them
look the part. On the Great Western I put in journeys on both the
Cheltenham Flyer and the Bristolian. Cross my heart, all the journeys were
made strictly in the course of business, though it was surprising how I
sometimes managed to be just in the right place at the right time.
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Here are some memories which stand out from those days. I start with
a bizarre occasion when I was standing on the platform at Seer Green
ready to make the short journey to Princes Risborough. Most of the Joint
Line locals were LNER, but this was a Great Western train from
Paddington to Oxford via Thame and was always ‘Castle’-hauled.
Imagine my surprise when, instead of stopping, it sailed majestically
through the station. The driver appeared to remember a few moments too
late; he shut off steam about a hundred yards further on and then
evidently decided it was too far to reverse, for he put on steam again. I
promptly chartered a taxi and charged the bill to the railway; it was paid
without demur. But I have often wondered what happened to the driver.
A year or two earlier I was travelling on the Taunton slip of the 10.30
‘Limited’. As we passed Maidenhead we overtook the 10 o'clock local
from Paddington, in charge of a 61xx 2-6-2T, which was just leaving the
station. At this time I briefly possessed a stop-watch – then it broke and I
could not afford to have it repaired – and our ‘King’ was doing each
quarter-mile in a steady 13.4 seconds – 67 mph. Once again, imagine my
surprise when the local came thundering up and overtook us, her driver
beaming all over his face. He must have been doing at least 75 mph. It was
an impressive display of Swindon design free-steaming, even if the driver
was handsomely exceeding the 60 mph relief line limit. It seemed quite a
shame when he had to shut off steam for Twyford.
One day in April 1936 I again found myself Taunton-bound. At that
time the ‘Limited’ ran in two portions; the 10.30 for Penzance and the
10.35 for Torquay, of which the latter made the Taunton stop.
Approaching Reading a long slow was followed by a stop, then we were
crossed over to the relief line. As we passed slowly through the station the
cause of the trouble became apparent; the ‘King’ on the 10.30 had failed,
and the station pilot, 2-cylinder ‘Clevedon Court’, was in process of being
attached. In true Great Western style, our ‘Castle’ made up the lost
minutes and reached Taunton at 12.57, leaving again at 1.00. Being in no
hurry, I waited on the platform to see the Limited go through. Our train
had hardly departed before the signals on the fast line dropped, and she
came through at 1.05, only 13 minutes late, the old ‘Court’ roaring to high
heaven and obviously being drive flat out. She must therefore just about
have kept the 10.30's time from Reading, including a PWR check. No
doubt the ‘King's’ crew had taken her over, but even so, it was good going
for a 25-year-old.
Over now to the streamliners. One afternoon in October 1935 I found
myself in Newcastle, due to return home next day. Suddenly the penny
dropped; why, of course, take the ‘Silver Jubilee’, which had been put on
only a week or two before. At the Central Station they were not hopeful;
every seat had been taken, they said. However I turned up next morning
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and managed to obtain one – not of course a corner seat, coming at the last
moment like that. I gave a gasp as ‘Silver Link’ came into view and backed
on to its train. The silver-grey livery was strange but acceptable, but what
a shape for a locomotive! It was the chimney which really distressed me;
not a properly-defined chimney at all; just a protuberance that merged
into the streamlined casing. I looked quite wistfully at the J39 which had
brought the stock into the station; it was a bit grubby, but at least it looked
like a real locomotive. Such was my first impression of the A4s. Now how
gladly – in sentiment, I mean – would we not set eyes on an A4 making
speed along the East Coast route!
The journey was a triumphal procession. Even after a fortnight or so
the Silver Jubilee was still pulling the crowds. By devious manoeuvres I
got myself a corner seat after a time, and so could see what was
happening outside. It was extraordinary. At every station and all along the
line groups of people were gathered to gaze at us as at an apparition from
another world. Whatever it was – the strange-looking locomotive or the
striking silver ensemble – we could not have attracted more spectators if
we had been the royal train. By the time we reached Kings Cross one
almost felt that we deserved the red carpet treatment.
It is only rarely that one experiences the completely perfect journey.
Nearly always something happens just to take the edge off the pleasure –
the window steams up, or the rain drives against it, or, in steam days, the
exhaust would blow down on that side. Or the man opposite will try to
start a conversation, or worse still, offer you his newspaper, which you
must in decency at least glance through. Or there is just one other person
in the compartment, and you feel an utter boor staring with fixed intensity
out to the window. The latest menace is the transistor radio. On the
present occasion, for once in a way, everything went just right. It was in
the summer of 1937, and I was travelling by the Coronation, the latest
streamliner to be put on – Edinburgh in six hours, with the one stop (at
that time) at York. I had become reconciled to the A4s by now, and the
rich blue ensemble made an attractive colour scheme, while the A4's
chime whistle was a delight. Everything was scrupulously poshed up,
including the N2 tank which brought the train into the platform.
The Coronation left Kings Cross at four o'clock. A brilliant afternoon
declined into a golden evening. At some point between Newark and
Retford, for the first and only time, there was Lincoln cathedral visible on
its hill. An observation car was attached at the rear – 1/- an hour – and of
course by far the best view was to be obtained from the rearmost seats. I
laid my plans carefully by taking the early dinner and moving into the car
during the changeover. We were crossing the Tyne, and that hideous
black church above the river was registering exactly eight o'clock as I
slipped into one of the rear seats. As we tore northwards through
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Northumberland the light began to fade. Every so often a southbound
goods passed us with a shattering roar, and its smoke trail mingled with
ours for many miles out towards the coast. Then past the spot near
Tweedmouth where the North Sea comes swirling in to the lineside,
across the Border Bridge and along that glorious stretch of coastline
looking out over a darkening sea, while the sky changed to an ever-deeper
shade of purple. I sat enraptured. If there be a paradise, I thought, this
must surely be it: to sit in the rear car of a streamlined train, racing on for
ever and ever into the slowly gathering dusk.
More recently I have taken to assisting the rapture by means of a
modicum of liquor. The effect is psychedelic; the wheels start thrumming
a tune – any tune in 4/4 time; yes they do, even on continuously welded
rails. But I have had to learn not to overdo it. Not long ago I was travelling
southwards from Edinburgh along that same stretch of line. A little drink,
I thought before starting, would be a good idea. A second one, it then
occurred to me, might be even better. Our ‘Deltic’ was accelerating in
great style past Prestonpans, and we were overtaking all the cars on the
A1 alongside. Everything was grand. The next thing I knew we were
passing Morpeth, and I had missed the lot. Since then I have deemed it
wise to measure my tot with more care.
They were great days for rail fans, those latter years of the 1930s. True,
branch lines were being stripped of their passenger trains, but still the
daily goods train continued to prevent the rails from rusting over. On the
main lines we were able, for a few years, to observe steam at the top if its
bent; already challenged by the diesel in Germany and the US, but in
Britain still holding its own. Days to recall with nostalgia, albeit horribly
overshadowed by the ever-growing threat of war.
On August 31, 1939 the Silver Jubilee and the other streamliners ran
for the last time. The brief flowering of high-speed steam in Britain was
cut off, abruptly and for ever.
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CHAPTER 15
BLACKOUT TIME
It had been taken for granted that on the day war was declared Hitler's
bombs would start raining down. We were all keyed up to take it –
blackout, garden shelters, evacuations, gas masks, the lot. Then, nothing.
There was an eerie unreality about those first months, when everything
went on more or less as before, except that after nightfall the whole place
was wrapped in Stygian gloom, and the tiniest chink of light brought the
air raid warden rapping on the window.
Like everyone else, the railways were prepared for the worst. In
World War I they had tried for more than two years to pretend that there
wasn't a war at all; now they went to the opposite extreme. The
emergency timetables, prepared months before, provided ‘skeleton
services to keep some movement alive under working conditions of dire
difficulty’, as that worthy historian of the railways in World War II, R.
Bell, delicately puts it. What he meant was that railway operations were
expected to be disrupted by bombing. Since no one could foresee exactly
what was going to happen, perhaps it was as well to err on the side of
caution, which the new timetables certainly did. All services were reduced
to a general 45 mph average, with a running maximum of 60. To
Newcastle, a journey which the Coronation had latterly covered in 3 hours
57 minutes, the fastest time jumped to just over 6-and-a-half hours.
Restaurant cars vanished, as did all but a few sleepers. There were going
to be no half-measures this time.
With petrol rationed from the start, would any branch line services be
resumed? I scanned the timetables with eager hope. In vain. On the
contrary, quite a few more branches promptly lost their passenger
services, doubtless to save manpower, and in every case they lost them for
good. However sparingly fuel might be doled out to the private motorist,
there was sufficient available for public transport. But the branches which
remained open prospered as they had not done since the coming of the
car.
To myself, the war made hardly any difference. Had it come at the
time of Munich the Bureau might quite likely have been suppressed, or
put in cold storage. But the extra year had given the new organization a
chance to prove itself, and we could now offer to help with the food
production drive. This consisted of concentrating on the blacksmiths, who
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formed the bulk of our clientele anyway, and stepping up their efficiency
in the repair of farm implements. The Bureau found a wartime
headquarters at Taunton, but I continued to operate from home and, apart
from frequent visits to those parts, my pattern of journeys remained
unaltered. As for petrol, I became one of the privileged few who were
allowed all they asked for. Did I need coupons for an additional twenty
gallons, or thirty? The Ministry of Agriculture was happy to oblige. I sped
along roads practically empty of private cars and only impeded by
occasional convoys of Service lorries. When all the signposts disappeared
in 1940 to foil the expected parachutists, it worried me hardly at all. I have
always been an avid map reader, and here was a challenge to one's skill.
For over two years I criss-crossed the country in all directions and only
once, on a pitch black night near Wigan, did I have to ask the way.
Driving in the blackout, with the merest pencil-thin beam from masked
headlights, was a nightmare; it behoved one to find sanctuary before
darkness fell.
To return to the railways. When the bombs failed to drop, the Railway
Executive Committee relented. Trains were restored, average speeds were
raised to around the 50 mph level, while dining cars returned in force.
Needless to say, they did a roaring trade, for a ration-free meal meant
precious coupons saved for the home larder, while a seat in the diner was
a handy means of dodging the discomfort of an overcrowded
compartment. And all so cheap. In nostalgic vein I quote from the Railway
Magazine for February 1941:
‘No doubt the inexpensive half-crown meals now
standard have contributed to this result, and occasional
difficulties arising from the shortage of some goods have
been satisfactorily met by the provision of alternatives. For
those not needing a full meal cartons containing a meat pie,
roll and butter, apple or orange, and chocolate biscuit, are
obtainable for 1/–.’
Oh, for the return of wartime prices!
The railway chiefs had estimated that on the outbreak of war
passenger traffic would drop by 70 percent, and it was partly on this
assumption that the drastic reductions were made. In view of the
experience in World War I it seemed a strangely optimistic forecast. That
war had demonstrated the fairly self-evident fact that if you uproot people
by the million and disperse them all over the place, those people will want
to travel home occasionally, and that is going to mean a lot of travelling. It
was no good the railways' asking: ‘Is Your Journey Really Necessary?’
because in practically every case the answer was yes – as the traveller saw
it. In the event, passenger journeys did fall off for a while, but only by
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about 20 percent. After that the numbers began to build up as the Services
grew in size, and the serviceman with his accoutrements was a very
different sort of passenger from, say, the businessman with his briefcase.
Packs and equipment spilled over on to the floor and into the corridors,
effectively blocking up what space the standing passengers had left.
Movement along the corridors often became impossible, and travelling
ticket inspectors simply had to give up. Here was scope for a ploy to
obtain a long sit in the diner. If you hopped in at a station by walking
along the platform it was often impossible to regain your seat in the train,
and you remained willy-nilly in cushioned comfort long after the meal
was over. It was one of those points which helped to lend a certain
piquancy to wartime travel. Another was perfecting the technique of
grabbing a corner seat in a crowded train. It did not quite always come off,
but it generally did. A careful assessment of whereabouts to stand, a
lightening appraisal as the train drew in and the occasional exercise of low
cunning usually combined to do the trick.
The reduction of all schedules to an almost dead level of speed,
irrespective of loads and gradients, created some extraordinary contrasts.
Just as in World War I the East Coast became the most crowded route, and
for the same reason; passenger trains had to be cut down to make room
for the coal traffic that in normal times was carried by sea. The LNER had
cause to be grateful to Gresley's Pacifics and to his nearly-as-powerful V2
2-6-2s, for trainloads became enormous. I recall a typical journey up from
Newcastle, when we had a 20-coach train hauled by an A1 Pacific – one of
the un-rebuilt 180-lb lot. With this train, which with its passengers cannot
have weighed much less than 700 tons, we worked up to 68 mph beyond
Northallerton. After York it was all too obvious that a fresh driver was in
charge, for the work fell off sadly. At Newcastle I had slipped quickly into
the rearmost compartment of the rearmost coach, but at Peterborough had
played the dining car trick, and so had to go back to retrieve my suitcase
at Kings Cross. It meant picking one's way for quite a distance among the
crossovers, for the last coach was far away off the platform.
A 20-coach formation was by no means an East Coast record. On April
5, 1940, ‘Silver Link’ lifted a 25-vehicle train out of Kings Cross, the weight
being reckoned at 825–850 tons. The locomotive and the leading vehicle
was actually inside the Gasworks Tunnel, which made giving the rightaway something of a problem. With this mighty train ‘Silver Link’ only
dropped 15 minutes to Newcastle. The absolute record was believed to be
a 26-coach train the week before, estimated to be carrying 1,300
passengers, with which V2 No.4800 lost 9 minutes on a 93-minute
schedule to Peterborough.
At the other extreme was the Great Western's Bristol main line, where
the ‘Kings’ and ‘Castles’ had a job to fill out the schedules, even with 500184
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ton loads. Cecil J. Allen described a run from Chippenham to Paddington,
when a ‘King’ gained 24 minutes net – 19 minutes actual – on a 121minute booking for the 94 miles. This was with a 14-coach load of about
500 tons. I myself had a similar experience. The Great Western laid down
two sets of working times, the faster ones to be observed if the train was
running late. On this occasion we were not late, but taking casual note of
our passing time I realised that we were steadily gaining on schedule.
After a while I tumbled to it; the driver of our ‘King’, possibly out of sheer
boredom, was running to the alternative times. So we ambled along just a
little faster than we need have done and rolled into Paddington 12
minutes early.
After Dunkirk all the station nameboards vanished, just like all the
signposts, but in the same way it was astonishing how quickly one got
used to it. The railways certainly made a thorough job of effacing all place
names. One day about this time I travelled from York to Doncaster, and
watching out for the mileposts I observed that while the intervening
quarter-posts were in position the full mileposts had all been removed.
Doubtless they had read ‘From Y’, or ‘From York’, and it wouldn't do to
let a Nazi paratrooper know that! The present mileposts, incidentally,
along this stretch are numbered from Kings Cross.
The occupation of France, followed by the raids on London, caused a
surge of refugees westwards, which taxed the Great Western not a little.
Travelling from Paddington on the morning after a raid was quite an
experience. The train was packed with people in flight from the bombs,
with everyone eager to talk about his or her bomb (mostly hers) to fellowtravellers who were only interested in talking about their bomb. Coming
from the security of Bucks, with no bomb to talk about, I felt quite out of
it.
Shortly before 4 am on November 4, 1940, in the inky darkness of the
blackout, No. 6028 King George VI, on the 8.50 p.m. from Paddington,
overran the relief line trap points at Norton Fitzwarren and overturned in
the soft ground beyond, wrecking its train with the loss of 27 lives. It was
the war's worst railway disaster. The driver had failed to notice that he
had been travelling on the relief line from Taunton, and through some
confusion of mind had cancelled the ATC warning. Some thirty hours
later I passed the scene. We travelled by at reduced speed, so that I was
able to have a good look. No. 6028 had been pulled upright but not yet rerailed, and I remember thinking to myself; that must be King George V,
No. 6000, because there was the famous bell on the buffer beam. At least,
I was certain there was, and I said so when describing the accident in my
book: British Railway Accidents of the Twentieth Century. Knowing now that
the engine was not George V, I assumed that the bell had been transferred
from one engine to the other. Since then three correspondents have
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written to say that I was mistaken, and that there was no bell there. None
of the pictures of the accident I can discover show the vital bit, but can
three correspondents all be wrong? Or did I imagine something that was
not there, like some of the railwaymen whom I describe in my book? I
have to conclude that my correspondents were right, but in my mind I can
still see that bell quite clearly.
A vivid memory of this period is of arriving at Taunton one night
after a journey from Chester. An empty and unlit LMS first-class diner
was attached to the front of the train; I crept into this unobserved and it
did duty as my private saloon all the way to Taunton. It was a glorious
clear night, just the sort to make it certain that somewhere or other Jerry
would be out in force. Sure enough, we struck an alert at Bristol, and
reached Taunton about two hours late long after midnight. As I crossed
the Tone bridge on the way up to the town I beheld a beautiful and
terrible sight. The entire sky to the west was lit up with a baleful glare
from where Plymouth was blazing seventy miles away. Even as one stood
there, dreadful things were happening just below the horizon.
Wartime meant dirty engines, but indeed most British locomotives
were already in such a state that they could hardly become much filthier.
On the LMS that had applied to even the largest express types, and it was
no cause for regret when the company promptly announced that all-black
was to be the rule in wartime. The LNER tried for a while to keep its
Pacifics and V2s in peacetime colours, but in 1941 they went all-black too.
The Great Western hung on valiantly to green and polished brasswork for
its ‘Kings’ and ‘Castles’, and as far as I recall kept it up well. The Southern
retained green for its express types but ran into trouble with its paint
supplies, so that engines and coaches began to appear in somewhat
variegated shades.
In World War I the South Eastern & Chatham had had to call for
locomotive reinforcements, and the Hull & Barnsley had come to its
rescue. Now it was the other way round. With its Continental traffic cut
off the Southern had locomotives to spare, which the northern lines were
only too thankful to use. It was a strange experience, journeying from
Nottingham to Lincoln, to find one's train in charge of an ex-SE&C F1 4-00, the same that I had got to know in my Woolwich days. Another
memory is of a Brighton B4 4-4-0 piloting a North Eastern Class Z Atlantic
near Northallerton. The B4s also worked in the Leeds district, and it is on
record that when the first one turned up at Ilkley half the rail fans in the
town gathered to see it leave. One of the famous Stroudley D1 0-4-2Ts was
reported to have travelled as far as Wick.
I recall one or two other oddities. On the LMS Afon Wen branch the
Fowler Class 3 2-6-2Ts had been withdrawn for other duties, and in their
place appeared a most freakish combination: pairs of Webb 2-4-2Ts,
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doubtless taken out of store, coupled bunker to bunker, making a sort of
Fairlie-type ensemble which seemed somehow not out of place in
Festiniog country, or close to it. It seemed an extraordinarily wasteful
method of working an unimportant branch, which was carrying no
specially heavy wartime traffic. Why couldn't the LMS have shortened its
trains and used just one 2-4-2T? It made one wonder if the railways were
really as hard up for manpower as they were always claiming to be.
However that may have been, the war years were proud ones for the
railways. Where they had been neglected they were not indispensable.
Moribund branch lines sprang again into activity under the impact of
leave travel and garage-bound cars. Small country stations sprouted
sidings as a depot or factory was set down. Everywhere the rails were
bright. Once again, during those years, transport meant trains, just as it
had done before the motor vehicle cast its shadow across the scene. It was
the splendid finale of the railways as we had known them, before the
debacle set in.
The raids, when they came, disrupted traffic a good deal less than had
been expected. Even after several successive nights' raids on Liverpool
more than fifty percent of the traffic was still going through. A far greater
hindrance was caused by the blackout, which continued long after the
Luftwaffe had departed eastwards and common sense dictated that it
should be lifted. (Alas, the security mentality rarely displays that sort of
common sense.) For the railwayman it meant five years of nightly danger
and strain. For the passenger it imposed an additional misery on crowded
night journeys. Only in compartments without platform doors was full
lighting allowed; in the remainder only the man in the middle seat was
able to read with any comfort. The thing that I hated most was having to
keep the blinds down. That was not necessary on the Marylebone
suburban trains, where the light was enclosed in a vox affair with slits, so
that from my corner seat I was able to look out and watch the brilliant
flashes from the electric trains alongside, making a nonsense of the whole
blackout business. With the Germans overhead it was not very comforting
to have a train on the adjacent line neatly pinpointing oneself as a target.
In fact it was less dangerous than it seemed, for the Germans' night
bombing at that time was very much at random, but we weren't to know
that.
At stations a lamp at the platform end gave the driver an aiming
mark, but it was very easy to overshoot it, which meant a hazard for the
alighting passenger. Indeed a man I knew met his death in this way. It
happened at Stroud, where there is a bridge crossing a street directly
beyond the platform. In the darkness he stepped out on to the parapet,
obviously not realising where he was, and toppled off into the roadway
below.
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A strange memory from those days is that of the Tube dormitories. It
was extraordinary, as darkness fell, to descend into an Underground
station and find the platform occupied by scores of people preparing to
keep down for the night. London Transport had not intended this to
happen, but when the raids started the East Enders took matters into their
own hands. They bought a ticket and refused to be ejected. Very soon it
was all organized; the ‘regulars’ got sleeping tickets and a guaranteed
space. The whole things was incredibly orderly, with a space left for
passengers to board the trains; an impressive tribute to the self-discipline
which we take for granted but which never ceases to amaze foreigners. It
was highly hygienic, too, with only the faintest pervading whiff of
humanity.
The raids certainly lent excitement to travel. Not necessarily in the
sense of bombs crashing all round, but unusual things were liable to
happen. A couple of journeys made while the raids were in progress will
illustrate what I mean. In the first I was travelling home from Taunton on
the evening of September 26, 1940 – I will explain in a minute how I know
the exact date. The train was the 6.23 from Taunton, due non-stop into
Paddington sometime after nine o'clock. An arrival in London after
nightfall was not popular just then, and I had no difficulty in finding a
compartment to myself. The journey started with an excellent dinner, after
which I returned to my compartment, switched off the light and pulled up
the blind so as to follow our course through the black-out stations. As we
approached London the trickle of shell bursts became visible above the
horizon; the nightly ‘strafe’ was on. For a time we did not reduce speed,
so one had the odd experience of being whirled into a battle zone at
around 60 mph. Then the brakes went on; we stopped, and finally made it
into a pitch dark Paddington about ten o'clock. I hastened across to
Marylebone, only to find the station locked and in darkness. As I learned
afterwards, it was the night when a bomb fell on the tunnel at St John's
Wood, and that is how I know the date. There was nothing for it but to
retrace my steps at Paddington through the gunfire, find a late train to
Slough and footslog the ten miles from there, with the distant shell bursts
for company as I trudged along the deserted road.
The second journey took place about a couple of months later. I was
travelling in the evening from York to Nottingham, which meant a change
at Grantham. Most remarkably, on this crowded route, I again had a
compartment to myself. All went well until somewhere between
Doncaster and Retford, when the sound of the brakes going on, followed
by a stop, told their story all too clearly. Off again, crawl, stop – at that
time there was a 15 mph restriction during night alerts. Of the raid itself,
wherever it was, there was no sign. So it went on. It was now after halfpast nine, and the prospect of catching the last connection from Grantham
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had become remote. Then an idea struck me. The 8.50 LMS from Lincoln
to Nottingham was bound to be delayed as well. If we were pulled up in
Newark station I could hop out, cross the town, and have a sporting
chance of catching it. Strictly against the rules, of course, but the thought
of a night on Grantham platform did not appeal. Sure enough we stopped,
just for an instant. Now or never, I told myself. I leaped out unobserved
into the blackness, crossed the bridge, clambered over a locked gate and
raced through the town to reach the Midland station in plenty of time to
catch the 8.50. How sad that peacetime offers no comparable excitements!
Towards the middle of 1942 it was borne in upon me that it was time
to leave the Rural Industries Bureau. Marston had died in 1940, and his
post had not been filled. Now a new Director was to be appointed, and I
knew that it would not be me. Once he was installed I should be
redundant, for he would take over the control of policy which I had – in
essence – been directing. There were those, I knew, who would be glad to
see me go. So I announced that I proposed to seek work of more direct
wartime value, and at the same time made it clear that the parting was
final. I was engaged in compiling a massive report on rural industries as a
whole, which would give the new Director a complete blueprint for future
policy. I completed this in the October, and signed off. My work had been
done, but it has endured. No monument will ever be erected to my name,
but when I see those buildings on Wimbledon Common I feel that in some
sense they are my memorial. Naturally many others have been involved,
but if the organization had not been pulled into shape at that moment, and
the Bureau set on the right course, it is doubtful whether it would have
survived. Certainly it would never have become an effective instrument.
Thus ended the creative period of my career. In a way the whole of
my life since has been a postscript, for I was never able to re-establish
myself in the rural sphere, and an ill-judged attempt to do so brought
disaster upon the entire family. Perhaps it should be enough that during
one spell of years I enabled to do work of lasting value.[1]

1: The Rural Industries Bureau still exists. After a couple of amalgamations with
other government agencies, it – and they – emerged as the Rural Development
Commission in 1988. [JBH]
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CHAPTER 16
COMMUTER
The question arose, what next? There was no danger of unemployment –
the Ministry of National Service would see to that – but even in wartime
there are jobs and jobs. The answer came just a day or two after I had left
the Bureau – once again, out of the blue.
Back in 1940, when the Germans had invaded Denmark and Norway,
I had volunteered for service by virtue of my knowledge of Danish. That
included Norwegian, for the two languages are very nearly as close (not
quite) as the American and British forms of English. Before anything could
happen the Norwegian campaign collapsed, and that had seemed to be
the end of that. Now, two-and-a-half years later, came a letter from the
War Office offering a commission in the Intelligence Corps with a view to
employment in the censor's department. I knew and cared nothing about
censoring, but anything to do with Denmark was on; besides, in uniform I
should be able to hold up my head. So in February 1943, at the age of 43,
I became for the second time a gay young Second Lieutenant.
At the depot at Oxford I met one or two other prospective censors,
men no older than myself, but pathetic, feeble types who looked to be
capable of doing nothing better. Whatever happened, I did not propose to
join that company.
In the upshot, I found myself six months later in the War Office as a
Staff Lieutenant. This was in the AG branch, short for Adjutant General;
the branch which deals with personnel and was housed at that time in
Hobart House, now the headquarters of the National Coal Board. Thither
I travelled daily from Seer Green; up by the 7.50 to Paddington and back
by the 7 pm from Marylebone. The war, which had scattered people to the
ends of the earth, had turned me into a commuter.
A Staff Lieutenant's duties would not tax the abilities of the average
office boy, so having nothing better to occupy my thoughts I set to
organizing my corner of the War Office with voracious energy, devising a
whole series of forms to ensure accuracy in making the monthly strength
returns, so that it was no longer necessary to fiddle them to make the
figures balance. Whether because of my form-designing proclivities or for
other reasons, in due course I became a Staff Captain.
The 7 o'clock was the last fast train of the day, non-stop to Denham,
and like all the suburban services out of Marylebone was a gentlemanly
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‘Because of my form-designing
activities... I became a Staff
Captain.’ Jim at ‘the War Office’,
Hobart House 1944.

train, that was never more than half-filled. There was no difficulty ever in
finding a corner seat, which I always went for even on the dark evenings
in preference to a middle seat and trying to read. Thanks to the boxed-in
lights there was no need to draw the blinds, and there was always
something to watch in the blackout, even if it was only the adjacent set of
rails.
Considering the war was at its height, it was surprising to learn that
the 7 o'clock was run as an odd-man-out turn. It came down empty from
Neasden, finished at High Wycombe and returned empty to Neasden.
That was the stock's entire movement for the day; whether the locomotive
had other duties I have no idea. But it seemed remarkable that stock could
be spared for a single-journey diagram like this, and one which was not
really essential. In the event of fog or traffic upset it was the train that was
always cancelled, and its passengers had to travel by the 7.30 all-stations,
which even so was never overcrowded. That is what I had to do on
Saturdays, when the 7 o'clock did not run (we worked a six-day week),
and I was duly grateful for it on other days. But once again it made one
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ask: could the railways really be so desperately short of manpower? My
guess is that in many places they were, but that Marylebone was not one
of them.
At the time half-a-dozen N2 0-6-2Ts, transferred from Kings Cross,
were stationed at Neasden, and one of them was nearly always to be
found on the 7 o'clock. Since they all took turns I got to know them
individually, and the differences in their performance were quite
astonishing. These differences must have been in the engines and not in
the drivers, for one was able to tell in advance, just by looking at the
engine number, whether or not we were going to have a punctual run. The
star turn was No. 897, which could be relied on for a first-rate
performance. You could tell it was going to be good by the way she roared
through the tunnels and up the 1 in 87 to Kilburn Bridge, and gain up the
1 in 100 past Wembley Hill. On one occasion she got away from Gerrards
Cross with such vim that I pulled out my turnip watch, with a very clear
second hand, to clock her. On this short run she worked up to a sustained
50 on the 1 in 264. This was a load of one triplet and two twin sets,
probably about 160 tons.
Of the remaining N2s, some were fair, while a couple were downright
feeble and could be relied on to lose time. Occasionally a J11 0-6-0
deputized, and then we could be sure of a disastrous run.
Now I must own up to a most frightful brick. In the Railway Magazine's
Locomotive Notes there had been some chit-chat about the Neasden N2s,
in which I had joined. There had also been an editorial request to
informants to be accurate in quoting engine numbers. By some
extraordinary aberration I had got the numbers all mixed up, and there, in
the next issue of the Magazine, stood a paragraph headed ‘Accuracy!’,
which ran:
‘Since our paragraph which urged on correspondents the
need for accuracy in the locomotive notes they kindly send
to us, we have received a letter from one of them which
emphasises the need for such an admonition. The opening
sentence reads: `Marylebone suburban services: there are
now six N2s at work: 897, 2763 (not 4763), 2764, 4612, 4460
and 4470.' Of these six engines 2763 and 2764 are K3 2-6-0s,
4460 is a C1 Atlantic and 4470 is an A1 Pacific, while 4763,
which is classed as not an N2 tank, actually is one, so
completing a sequence of five errors in seven numbers.’
Was my face red!
Another commuter on the 7 o'clock turned out to be a fellow rail fan,
and we often used to chat. ‘Did you read about that chap who got all those
numbers wrong?’ he asked one day.
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‘Yes’, I said, ‘Wasn't it silly of him?
On Sundays and leave days I used to observe traffic on the Joint Line,
which had grown very heavy. A lot of it, I think, was off the Great Central
line via Banbury, to be turned over to the Southern at Northholt Junction,
that system being reached via West Drayton and a new connection that
had been laid in at Staines. It formed a useful means of by-passing
London. The trains were mostly in charge of the ‘Austerity’ 2-8-0s with an
occasional 2-10-0, together with the American 2-8-0s loaned to us until
they should be required in France after the Allies had landed. It was quite
a thrill to see one of these transatlantic apparitions storming up the
gradient with a heavy freight, like a shot out of one of those Westerns with
the scenario transferred to Bucks.
It was nothing to do with railways, I know, but I cannot forbear to
mention the V1s – the flying bombs – which enlivened the summer of
1944. Nothing I have read about them suggests what a marvellous
spectacle they were. At Hobart House, as soon as a warning went, there
was a rush to the roof to see the show. Sure enough, after a short wait,
came the sound of a distant buzz, rising in a rapid crescendo as the evil
little object came into view, spouting fire from its tail. Then a sudden hush
as the motor cut out and the missile was seen to drop. From the point of
impact a cloud of smoke and debris shot up, followed by a terrific report.
It reminded me of Carrington station all those years ago – the first
intimation, the wait, the crescendo of sound and the denouement – exactly
the same dramatic sequence, only now intensified by being lethal. Of
course the thing might land on the roof where we were standing, but that
was the only remote danger; there were no shell splinters to crack one on
the head. It was sad when Authority stepped in and sternly ordered us to
keep off the roof.
One evening, after the V1s had ceased, I was entering Marylebone
station when there came the report of a distant explosion. We had become
so used to explosions of various sorts that I only vaguely wondered what
the cause of this one might be. It was the first V2, but there were no
spectacle at all. They arrived unannounced, and the first one knew of them
was an almighty bang.
In August 1945 one of our people serving with the Control
Commission in Germany wrote asking us to recommend a replacement for
an S.O.II – a major's appointment – who was being released early. Who
better qualified to fill the post, I reasoned, than your humble servant? I
spoke up, and it was so.
There followed many weeks' delay, owing to a muddle at the other
end. I sat at home meanwhile sporting a major's crown and feeling very
pleased with myself. One afternoon during this period I heard across the
valley at Seer Green station the unmistakable ‘pant’ of a Westinghouse
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brake pump, something never heard on the Joint Line before. I rushed to
the window and there discerned a strange locomotive in brilliant apple
green, a welcome sight after the long years of drabness. It was
Thompson's pioneer L1 2-6-4T, evidently making trial runs out of
Marylebone. The LNER had already announced that it proposed to paint
all its engines green, even the goods types, and here was a harbinger of
the new era, when everything was going to be splendid for the railways
and all their locomotives would be bright. On that happy note, as far as
the railways were concerned, I left for Germany in early November.
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CHAPTER 17
GERMANY
We had flown above the clouds from Croydon, and nothing but their
brilliant top side was visible from the window seat which I had quickly
bagged, using well-practised railway techniques. Then from the dazzling
upper world our Dakota plunged through the cloud layer to reveal a rainsodden and surprisingly normal-looking Germany. There now was a
factory chimney smoking, and there, in the distance, a train.
My destination was Bunde, a small Westphalian town devoted to the
manufacture of cigars, and now the headquarters of the Local
Government branch of the Control Commission, devoted to the
manufacture of German democrats, British style.
We lived and worked in a portion of the town wired off from the rest,
into which only ‘screened’ Germans were allowed as servants. It seemed
odd that we should thus be treating the Germans as dangerous, when it
stuck out a mile that they were only too anxious to be friends. The British
found it hard to understand how the Germans, conditioned by their
history to defer to authority, were prepared to accept allied rule exactly as
they had accepted Hitler's; to them it was all the same. In either case,
however much they might grumble, they could be trusted not to revolt.
But of all the allies it was only the English (the Germans never say British)
who received a positive welcome – the English, a kindred people and a
real Herrenvolk (which the Germans knew they were not), who always
managed to win their wars. To our people this perfectly genuine
sentiment sounded like the hypocrisy of a beaten nation trying to curry
favour with its conquerors, and much misunderstanding arose thereby.
My job was that of head of the branch’s Intelligence section;
responsible for reports and information on the German local government
system, which we were busy turning upside down to conform to British
ideas. The German system (or systems; they varied a bit) was basically
similar to that found in almost every other Continental country, and the
other allies were content to let it be. Not so the British. With insular
presumptuousness we proceeded to ram our own system down the
Germans' throats. The Germans accepted it as they did everything else,
then quietly reverted when they took over, except in the Province of North
Rhine-Westphalia, where it continues, I believe, to this day, a strange
legacy of the occupation.
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First priority was to make a start with learning German. There was no
official encouragement to do so, while such Germans as we met were only
too happy to practice their English on us. But it seemed odious to be living
in a country and to be unable to speak its language. German I found a
most satisfying language, with masses of rules to appeal to the
grammatically-minded; separable prefixes were a real joy. After a couple
of years I dispensed with an interpreter and announced to my by now allGerman staff that in future German was to be the language of the office.
The staff co-operated loyally. The Germans may make bad masters, but
they do make first-rate servants.
My predecessor had operated from his desk inside the wire. I
announced that the place of an Intelligence Officer was out in the Zone,
finding out for himself what was afoot, and I set out on a series of visits to
the various cities. Any suggestion of normality in the country vanished at
once. Every city one came to was the same – Hamburg, Düsseldorf, Essen,
Cologne, Hanover and any number of lesser places – each anything from
half to three-quarters totally destroyed. Having seen most of the British
bombed towns, where the maximum destruction was something like 20
percent, one could appreciate how almost trivial by comparison the
Germans' bombing efforts had been. Yet here among the heaps of rubble
trams were running and the streets were thronged with people. Goodness
knows where they all lived.
Along the main roads flowed a stream of people with pinched and
drawn faces – Germans driven out from the East; Nazi-impressed
labourers making their way home – trudging along humping suitcases. To
offer a lift was a court-martial offence.
To come to the railways: the former Prussian State system is, I
suppose, the world's prime example of a strategically-planned network.
The long stretches of multi-track mileage, the flying or burrowing
connections at every important junction, the variety of east-west switch
routes, all tell of Imperial Germany's nightmare – a war on two fronts.
Now the whole system had been cleft asunder – and so remains – but by
the time I arrived the western part was getting back into some sort of
shape. Destroyed bridges had been temporarily restored and services of a
sort resumed on almost every line. They had to be, because at this time the
railways provided practically the only means of travel – apart from the
thousands who were footing it – supplies of motor fuel for civilian use
being non-existent. As yet they were hardly more than skeleton services.
Even had we been allowed to use German trains, it would have been
impossible to do so for my tours.
Such trains as there were ran packed to the doors, with overflows
wherever people could find a lodgement. Partly this was because the
trains were so few, but there was a further reason to do with the currency.
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Here I must intrude a word of explanation. For the first years of the
occupation, until the Deutschemark was introduced, the old Reichsmark
was practically useless for buying anything beyond rationed foodstuffs.
Three well-recognised currencies were in use: cigarettes, coffee and gin.
Though frowned on by the authorities they worked well; they remained
stable and had the exceptional virtue of being self-deflating. When I
wanted a typewriter in Berlin, I wasted no time hunting round empty
shops. I asked my charwoman, a wizened old spinster and a most
improbable-looking source of office equipment. She showed no surprise,
and said she would make enquiries. A few days later she announced that
she had found one; the price: 800 cigarettes. Since I don't smoke and there
was a generous Naafi allocation, that raised no problem at all. So at a cost
to myself of 25/- I acquired the machine on which, 24 years later, I am
typing this book.
The effect on the railways was this: since a railway journey was one of
the few things that ordinary money would buy, everybody travelled on
the slightest provocation, if only to get rid of their useless Reichsmarks.
The effect could be fantastic. One day in 1947 I was making one of my
trips to Denmark from Berlin, travelling in a sleeper detached from the
British military train at Hanover and hitched on to the front of a German
train to Hamburg. In the morning I dressed and went to the glass panel at
the end of the corridor, which looked on to the tender. There, perched on
the coal, were at least a score of Germans, women as well as men. The
weather was arctic, with flurries of snow, and I only looked for a moment
or two, for it seemed positively sadistic to stare at those shivering figures
from the comfort of my well-heated coach. In their place I should have felt
like heaving a lump of coal through the glass panel, but the Germans
showed no resentment, and smiled cheerfully. That Authority should
enjoy privilege was something that they accepted as natural.
It was in March 1946 that I made my first railway journey in Germany,
apart from leave travel. This was from BAOR [British Army of the Rhine]
headquarters at Bad Oeynhausen to Düsseldorf in one of the two-coach
diesel sets which in Hitler days had formed the Fliegende Hamburger and
the Fliegende Kölner, running on schedules of up to 80 mph. Now the
British had put them back into service as duty trains. They averaged, with
stops, a rather less spectacular 38 or so, but even that made them much the
fastest means of travel in Germany at that time. They made a welcome
change from bumping along the atrocious pavé of the German roads,
absolute death traps in wet weather, or negotiating the innumerable
Bailey bridges spanning the blown-up viaducts on the autobahn. I clocked
the speed of our ‘flyer’ over a series of kilometres – an easier task than in
Britain, for the Germans put substantial white posts every 100 metres on
alternate sides of the track, with a larger post every kilometre. We never
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quite reached ‘even time’ – a kilometre in 37 seconds, but we covered a
number in 38 or 39.
It was on this journey that I first obtained a really good look at what
the RAF had done to the German railway system. Roundhouses lay in
ruins or roofless; the marshalling yards at Hamm and elsewhere were a
shambles after the Germans had given up the attempt to restore them.
Outside every main station stood interminable lines of shattered and
rusting locomotives. It made the Luftwaffe's feat in destroying eight
British locomotives look very puny. Not all the derelict engines were
damaged; the Germans seemed to have selected some classes to keep in
service and some to cast aside. I noticed, for example, scores of Class 17 46-0s out of action and none in service, while all the rather similar Class 38s
seemed to be in use.
These 38s had become the Reichsbahn's maids of all work and were to
be found everywhere on all sorts of trains. Their tallish chimneys gave
them a deceptive appearance; actually they were quite powerful
machines. For some of the other types in use at this time the Bundesbahn
has kindly supplied pictures and leading dimensions. These latter differ in
some items from the ordinary British list; cylinder diameters are given but
no stroke; heating surface is given for the fire tubes only, while weight is
expressed in terms of engine plus tender empty. With these limitations I
can give some details of the principal types. Much the most important was
the Class 50 2-10-0, with its later variants the 44 and 52. The 50s were the
German ‘Austerities’, specifically built for wartime service. The first was
turned out in 1939 – Hitler was ready! They were much more powerful
than their British opposite numbers, with 23½ inch cylinders, 42½ square
feet of grate area, and tractive effort at 80 percent pressure of 47,800 lb.
Coupled wheels were 4 feet 7 inch and boiler pressure 227 lb. (The
conversions are my own and are approximate.) Axle weight was limited to
15 tonnes, but it is not stated whether this was empty or in working order;
the weight in working order must have been somewhere around 90 tons.
Like the 38s, they were used everywhere and for everything. One of their
regular turns was on the British military train from Berlin through the
Russian Zone to Helmstedt, where a Pacific took over. Their small wheels
were no disadvantage at the miserable crawl which was all that the state
of the track in the Russian Zone allowed.
The other principal types consisted of two lots of Pacifics, the 01s with
two 23½ inch cylinders and the 03s, slightly smaller and lighter, with three
18½ inch cylinders. Coupled wheels in both cases were 6 feet 7 inch and
pressure 227 lb, but boiler and firebox dimensions were slightly different.
Tractive effort was 32,500 lb and 30,700 lb respectively. The two types
were used interchangeably.
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Being a member of the occupying power brought one much-prized
privilege, albeit an entirely irregular one: to ride on the footplate
whenever you wanted. Of course I had no business to do so, but no
German driver would dream of saying no to a British officer in uniform.
So I had quite a few rides, mostly at night, when at all events I could
watch the signals and the luminous dial of the speedometer. This joy
riding ceased entirely after I was demobilized in 1947 and had returned as
a civilian. The Germans, who were ready to bow down to any uniform,
took no account of the same person in ordinary clothes.
In January 1946 I went on my first leave. The leave trains, of German
stock, ran to the Hook of Holland, and were steam-hauled through that
country, although the whole route from the frontier was electrified. This
first journey was made at night, and I peered out eagerly to observe what
I could. There was still plenty of steam in Holland, and as we passed each
engine shed groups of locomotives stood glistening under the arc lamps,
every one immaculately clean. At Harwich the following evening we were
served up with a B1, in its usual state of revolting filth. It made an
unhappy comparison.
Later journeys were made in daylight, and I could observe more of
Netherlands steam. A few of the old Beyer Peacock 4-4-0s were still
around on country branches; our train was generally hauled by a
Netherlands-built 4-6-0, its lines showing the British influence that once
had been so strong in the country. Both types had suffered in appearance
by being stripped of their brass chimney-caps, which the Germans had
taken for munitions. Much in evidence were the ‘Austerities’ which we
had turned over to the Dutch – no less than 340 of them; 103 2-10-0s and
237 2-8-0s; I am indebted to the Netherlands Railways for the figures.
Taking advantage of the country's generous loading gauge, the Dutch had
added some eighteen inches of stovepiping to their squat chimneys, thus
completely altering their appearance. Where before they had looked
dumpy they now looked rather majestic, even if the composite chimney
was not a thing of beauty.
One day at Utrecht, where we reversed, I espied backing on to our
train a 4-6-0 whose flared plain chimney betrayed an unmistakably
Swedish origin. A look at the maker's plate confirmed it: Nydqvist &
Holm at their Göteborg works, the date: 1944. The Netherlands railway
authorities, with commendable foresight, had evidently ordered them
against the day of liberation. They must surely have been the last steam
locomotives ever to be built in Sweden. The Netherlands Railways tell me
that 50 engines were supplied: 15 4-6-0s and 35 0-8-0s, the latter for all the
world like small editions of the 0-10-0s which used to haul the Lapland
iron ore trains. That made, for a short while, a fine mixture of locomotives
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in the Netherlands. I recall one four-countries' railway occasion as we
changed engines at Deventer: a British 2-10-0 piloting a Swedish 0-8-0 on
a train of German stock through Holland.
In June 1946 our headquarters was moved to Berlin. In those days it
was the broken shell of a capital – tragic but vivid and immensely exciting,
if viewed from the comfort of a Control Commission mess. History was
being made here, whether good history or bad only time would reveal.
Here the Western Allies and the Russians rubbed shoulders, and kept up
a diminishing façade of co-operation. To the inhabitants of West Berlin we
had come as deliverers, for they had had two months of Russian rule
before the Western Allies marched in. I made quite a few German friends,
who all had stories to tell of the Russians' behaviour when confronted
with such Western novelties as bicycles, wrist watches and WCs. Just
inside the British sector the Russians had erected (before the British
arrived) a heroic-sized statue of a Russian soldier, which the Berliners
promptly dubbed – it sounds better in German – Der unbekannte
Vergewaltiger; ‘The Unknown Raper’, in memory of the troops' exploits
when they entered the city.
As a railway centre Berlin was dead. Through traffic had ceased
altogether, and traffic in and out was minimal, at all events to the west.
Rail access to the western zones was confined to one route – the line to
Helmstedt, 140 miles away, which the Russians had singled, as well as
leaving the track in poor condition, so that the journey took six or seven
hours. Every night the British military train left Charlottenburg, a
suburban station which the British used as their terminal, for Bad
Oeynhausen, behind a Class 50 2-10-0 with an Royal Engineers corporal
on the footplate as the symbol of British sovereignty. (No amount of
blandishment, I may say, would have secured a footplate ride on that
journey.) Later a day train was added, which enabled one to observe the
trail of desolation which extended along the line all the way to Potsdam,
16 miles away, as our train crawled at snail's pace over stretches of
reconstructed track. Through it all the S-Bahn, the Berlin undergroundcum-overground track, was running normally beside the main line tracks.
One point I never established: whether the Russians extended their 5
foot gauge into East Berlin. If I had thought of it I could have gone and
had a look, for the city was still completely open, and I seem to recall
having seen a picture of a Russian diesel locomotive in one of the Berlin
stations. On the other hand, on view now and then at Potsdam, which was
the Russian military headquarters, was an 01 Pacific and a rake of coaches
spotless in white and blue; this was the Russian C-in-C's personal train,
and was very definitely standard gauge.
One other memory remains of the Russian Zone. I was travelling from
Berlin one day during the bitter winter of 1946–7 when we were brought
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to a halt outside Magdeburg, on a short stretch which had escaped
singling. On the other track was a Berlin-bound coal train, likewise halted.
It had evidently been there for some time, because every truck was
swarming with people hard at work plundering the coal. Away into the
distance across the snow stretched a line of people with prams, buckets,
bags, anything that would hold coal, hurrying to get a picking before the
train moved on. I doubt if half that trainload ever reach Berlin. Very
deplorable, no doubt, but in post-war Germany the social conscience
burned low. If you had been freezing for weeks in an unheated apartment,
and there was the fuel to be had for the taking, what would you do?
Berlin had one queer little railway interest of its own. All over the city
the authorities were clearing the debris, and squads of grey-faced women
were to be seen clawing at the heaps of rubble. Since no fuel was to be had
for road vehicles the material we carried away on 60 cm light railways laid
along the streets, in trains hauled by a variety of diminutive 0-4-0Ts. It
was a rare delight, as one was walking along, to encounter one of them
with its train of tip-up wagons, its presence being sometimes heralded by
the shrillest of whistles. The problem of crossing tram lines was solved by
means of a portable section, which was placed in position when a train
wanted to go across.
After demobilization I asked for a transfer to the Zone so as to be able
to bring my family out sooner, and I spent my last three years of Germany
in Hanover, doing the same job but now a Foreign Office official.
Germany was rapidly returning to normal, the railways along with the
rest. The broken bridges were being rebuilt, the lines of shattered
locomotives were being cleared, and average speeds had risen to around
the 50 mph level.
At this time I achieved a lifelong ambition; a proper official footplate
journey, accompanied by an inspector. This was from Hanover to
Göttingen, 68 miles, in the cab of an 01 Pacific. I joined the engine at
Hanover station, and the fireman promptly complained about the coal.
The British, he said, had taken the best of the Ruhr production. It looked
all right to me; rather like the Welsh steam coal used by the Great
Western, and certainly the engine had no difficulty in maintaining steam,
though her task was an easy one. The route is similar to that between
Paddington and Swindon – faintly against the engine most of the way, but
with no gradients worth mentioning – and on a 50 mph schedule the
Pacific could play with her quite moderate load. The highest speed
recorded was 108 kph (67 mph) on the speedometer, but the point-to-point
times showed that it was slightly under-recording. All German locomotive
types, I observe, have (or had) a permitted maximum, which for the 01s
was 140 kph. ‘Geschwindigkeit ein Hundert und vierzig Kilometer’, the driver
kept telling me. OK, chum, I get you, but to the British rail fan the figure
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has no meaning. I'm quite sure your 01 could do much more than 88 mph
if your people would let it. The 03s, I see from my recent German material,
were restricted to 130 kph – why the difference, I have no idea. For the
record, the various 2-10-0 types were limited to 80 kph (50 mph).
Our house in Hanover faced on to a railway line; this was the
avoiding loop that skirts the city to the south, throwing off a spur to the
Göttingen line just opposite where we lived. The only passenger trains to
use it were occasional specials, which looked like trainloads of refugees,
but there were goods trains in plenty to distract me from my German
studies. They came slowly, looking to British eyes oddly incomplete with
their lack of a guard's van at the rear, and at night they revealed their
presence by lights under the engine's boiler, which showed through the
bar frames. There was not much variety in the locomotives, which one and
all consisted of 2-10-0s; Class 50s in the great majority. The only novelty
was the occasional condensing engine; some 50s had been so equipped,
evidently for crossing the Russian steppes, and the apparatus was still
being used. They approached almost stealthily, with no sound of exhaust
and emitting only smoke from their chimneys. They were recognizable
from afar by their enormous tenders with the condensing compartment
behind the tank.
From Hanover we made two trips en famille to British holiday centres
in the south. The first was to the Control Commission centre at Tegernsee
in the Bavarian Alps, when we took all four children, the younger pair
being at this time aged three and four. In the previous year the family had
joined me for a holiday in Denmark, and the little horrors had screamed
their way down the entire length of Jutland, from Aalborg to Fredericia,
quite astonishing the Danes, I think, by their capacity for sustained noisemaking. On this present occasion I recall no untoward incident on the
journey (though there were several when we got there); at all events we
were able to view the scenery with composure as we traversed the Rhine
valley. The medieval castles atop each summit are most romantic, but
regimented rows of vines do not make the most picturesque sort of
landscape.
The real interest of the journey began beyond Munich, where we
arrived in the early morning electrically-hauled and reverted to steam in
the shape of a Class 50 running tender first, which woke the echoes as it
laboured upwards towards the mountains. Then the thrilling first sight of
the Alps, ‘standing up solemn and sharp’, as R.L. Stevenson puts it, in the
morning twilight. The last stretch was over a short private line, the
Tegernsee Railway, whose stylish 2-8-2T, painted Furness red, had a job to
cope with our heavy special single-handed. From the terminus the railway
ran buses further up the valley, labelled ‘Tegernsee Railroad’ – a reminder
that we were in the American Zone.
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‘A pearl of a place, set beside a blue lake encircled by mountains.’
Near Ehrwald in the Austrian Tirol. Tegernsee, where we holidayed the previous year,
was very similar. (Foto Waitz)
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‘One day my elder boy and I walked up the Zugspitze, the highest mountain in
Germany.’ Jim and John at 2,968 metres (9,738 feet) at the end of a long day!

Tegernsee is a pearl of a place, set beside a blue lake encircled by
mountains. The winds are gentle even on the summits, so different from
the stiff breezes which sweep over the Pennine tops on even the calmest
days.
At Munich on the return journey I had a sight of one of the exBavarian State Railways' Pacifics, numbered Class 18 by the Reichsbahn,
whose elegant three-piece chimneys gave them quite an English look,
belied, however, by their bar frames. They certainly were beautiful
engines: ‘Like a work of Mozart transmuted from music to mechanical
engineering’, is Hamilton Ellis' description.[1] They stood out among the
other German types, all severely utilitarian with no pretensions to looks.
In the following year we sampled the BAOR leave centre at Ehrwald
in the Austrian Tyrol. This time, in the interests of a peaceful holiday, we
left the younger pair at home with their Grandmother and German
nannie. The Ehrwald special followed a shorter route parallel with the
Zone border, thence to Garmisch-Partenkirchen avoiding Munich; about a
12-hour overnight journey. We had sleepers, but I was far too interested to
do much sleeping, and was out on the platforms in my pyjamas to watch
the changing of motive power. Indeed this was worth watching, for it
followed this sequence: steam (Pacific), electric, steam (2-10-0), steam1: Pictorial Encyclopedia of Railways p298.
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cum-electric, and electric front and rear. I was having breakfast and
missed the change to steam-cum-electric, but shortly afterwards, when we
seemed to be making remarkably good progress up a rising gradient, I
looked out and saw the electric hitched on in front and doing most of the
work, with the 2-10-0 taking it very easily. The electrics front and rear
came on at Garmisch, where the branch on which Ehrwald stands crosses
the frontier and winds up a valley on fearsome gradients which looked to
be about 1 in 30. This branch could only be reached at that time from the
rest of the Austrian system through a corner of Germany; its trains of
Austrian stock were hauled by German electrics and ran locked through
the German corner.
On the return journey our 2-10-0 required no help down the hill from
Garmisch, but we had yet a further variant on a short rising pitch, up
which we had an electric banker. The railway at Garmisch was all-electric;
I observed one 2-6-0 in steam – kept as a standby, I was told – but the
once-in-five-days British special was the only steam-hauled train to use
the station.
Above Ehrwald towers the Zugspitze, Germany's highest peak, which
stands practically on the frontier. The summit area is festooned with
hotels, two on the German side and one on the Austrian; the latter is
linked to Ehrwald by a cable railway. ‘Luftseilbahn’, Cecil J. Allen has
recently told us, is the term used in Switzerland; here I observed it was
‘Schwebebahn’ – suspension railway.[1] One day my elder boy and I
walked up the mountain, stopped the night in the Austrian hotel, and
returned down the Schwebebahn. As I took a stroll very early the
following morning I observed another use for the cable cars. A car was
being loaded with dustbins containing the previous day's refuse; it moved
a little way down, halted, and an unsightly mixture of papers, dust,
kitchen scraps and general rubbish was precipitated on to the mountain
side. Some refuse disposal system.
Finally a small incident towards the end of my time, which is surely a
cautionary tale. I was returning from the island of Norderney in a German
train with a few compartments reserved for the British – our people had
not yet quite got around to travelling like ordinary individuals. The guard
could be trusted to see that the reservation was rigidly enforced. At one
station a plumpish Frau got in, accompanied by two very German small
children. I started to explain politely that I personally didn't mind at all,
but that she was liable to be turned out, when she cut in brusquely with:
‘Ich bin jetzt Engländerin’.
She was English now! Married no doubt to a serviceman, the children
probably by a dead German husband. Whoever would have guessed?
1: Railway World, May 1970.
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And I was only trying to be helpful. Moral: mind your own business.
The Control Commission was being dismantled, and in May 1951 my
time with it came to an end. Looking back I have often asked myself: did
we – and the Americans – achieve anything useful? At the time I would
have given a cynical reply, but now I am less certain. We had not always
acted wisely, and the behaviour of some of our people had done nothing
to enhance our national prestige. But if Federal Germany is now a stable
democracy, such as she has never been before in her history, it is surely
due in some measure to the work of many hundreds of unnamed
individuals, who took the trouble to get to know the Germans and to
imbue them with our ideas. I hope one can take some small pride in
having been one of those who helped to do so.
Now, somehow, I must get back to the rural business, and let it be
among the northern hills. I bought a house with a little land near Appleby
in Westmorland as a base for building up an economy – by what means, I
should have to find out. As our ‘Jubilee’ laboured up the Long Drag and
gathered speed down the hill into Edendale I was uplifted by the promise
of the North. Here I would establish my family; here, in however modest
a way, leave a hopeful impulse on the life of the place and here in the
fullness of time be laid to rest. The way was far from clear, but if you do
what your inner self tells you to be right, so I firmly believed, you cannot
fail in the end.
How mistaken is it possible to be?
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CHAPTER 18
ICHABOD
I would not wish to recall the next four years. They are the story of a
venture wrecked by mismanagement and a failure to recognize my own
limitations. More than once, since those days, I have looked over the
garden wall of that house near Appleby and reflected that it might still be
mine had I only acted with ordinary good sense. However the end of the
story, as far as it goes to date, is not such an unhappy one after all. The
streak of good fortune which seems to keep me afloat came to my rescue
yet again, and at the age of 57 I found myself starting out on a brand-new
career in advertising. It is not at all what I had envisaged for myself, but
perhaps I am a wiser man.
As for the railway story, rail fans know it all too well. Nationalization
brought hopes of a new era of steam, reinforced by the new management's
reluctance at first to read the writing on the wall. Splendid locomotives
were built, only to be condemned to the scrap heap while still almost new,
as steam locomotives go. It is of course idle to suggest that steam might
somehow have been saved. It was outdated both mechanically and
socially. The historian of the far future, when our descendants will
command sources of power as yet undreamed-of, will look back on this
century and more of steam as merely the first brief, crude era of the
application of mechanical power. For that matter our historian is likely to
regard the internal combustion engine, as we now know it, as only a
degree less crude, for the reciprocating principle is surely too inefficient
by its nature to survive.
But granted that steam had to go, it was the manner of its going that
was so shocking. Where, as in France, it was phased out route by route it
retained its pride and dignity to the end. Here it was made to die an
untidy and lingering death, while the magnificent types that we had
known became more and more neglected and unreliable, or were
relegated in their last days to menial duties. I shall not forget the sight one
day at Gateshead of an A4, unkempt and stripped of its nameplates,
hauling a goods train.
There was one brief gleam of light during this period. I was making a
daily one-station journey between Euston and South Hampstead, in the
trains which used to be decorated with Hamilton Ellis' railway scenes, and
one night, as we drew out of Euston, I noticed a ‘Duchess’ Pacific standing
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under the lights. Good heavens, I said to myself, that engine's painted red.
It was City of London, one of a few of the class that reverted to red for a
short while before being withdrawn. For a lasting fleeting moment my
beloved Midland lived again.
As for the abandoned lines, one could only wish that by some magic
all traces could be made to vanish. As it is, we are left with a ‘mocking,
tragic residue’ – Stevenson again – which in some places is not going to be
obliterated in centuries. Who is going to take the trouble to tear down
embankments or fill in cuttings? The empty formation stretches into the
distance; grass pushes up through the useless ballast. It is a dreadful sight,
this corpse of a line, yet one lingers, tied to the spot by the intensity of
longing. It is as if by wishing one could bring the trains back.
It is hardly better in the case of lines under sentence. For the moment
the rails are still bright, and the railwaymen go about their jobs, but this is
an illusion really; the harsh reality is the desolation to come. There are
those who rush to the final obsequies and crowd into the last train. Not I.
I would far rather remember a line as I had known it in its good days. A
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few months before the end of the Waverley route I had cause to use it
from Edinburgh to Carlisle. I would have much preferred to go via
Carstairs for this very reason, but there was no train at a suitable time. I
had known the route off and on for over fifty years; once it had been so
brisk and busy, with a procession of goods trains chasing each other up to
Falahill and Whitrope summits. Now one could know without being told
that the hand of death lay on the line. The mere handful of passengers
after Galashiels, the empty goods yards, the sepulchral silence as we stood
waiting time at deserted stations, all proclaimed it. As we traversed that
glorious stretch over the Cheviots which I had loved so well, next only
perhaps to the Settle and Carlisle line, I could hardly bear to think that I
was looking at it for the last time. And now – it seems certain – the Settle
and Carlisle line is doomed to the same fate, once the wires have been
extended to Glasgow. We can take pleasure in the thought of electric
trains over Shap, outpacing the cars on that damned motorway, but what
a price to pay!
But has not all this another side? Cannot these death-throes be seen as
the birth-pangs of the new-age railway, streamlined and swift; the railway
of the Inter-City, the Freightliner and the Advanced Passenger Train?
Perhaps so, and the railways do really now seem to be acquiring, as they
say, a new image. Good, but what is there in it for the rail fan, unless he
happens to be a technician? Look at the Tokaido line. The speed is
marvellous, but who can really care about a railway that does not possess
a single locomotive? Urban rapid transport leaves me cold for the same
reason. Let me then try to set down what seem to be the pleasures
remaining, taking oneself as a sample of one.
First, there is the pleasure of the journey for its own sake; the sense of
motion, the passing scene. That at least remains, for all that the railway
interest is sadly diminished. The things we used to look out for on a
journey – the wayside stations, the cluster of engines outside a shed, the
branch train waiting in the bay, the goods yard with a locomotive
shunting – all these are gone. So too, just as importantly is the steam
engine at the head of the train. Why should this make such a difference?
You can't see the locomotive, yet the fancy plays around it, and the
enjoyment of the journey, in steam days, was enhanced or reduced
according to the type to be found up in front. What fancy can play around
a windscreen, or a yellow slab with a vestibule end, looking as if the train
had been cut in half? But discarding DMUs and EMUs as beyond the pale,
supposing there is still a locomotive at the head, even if electric or diesel,
how much interest remains then? I thought a great deal about this when
travelling round the Highlands a year or two ago. I had traversed all the
lines previously in steam days; apart from the fact that the trains were
faster, nothing had changed save the motive power. But it was not the
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same. The scenery was unchanged in its grandeur, but something of the
magic was gone. So there we are. The pleasure of the journey is still there,
but it is not what it was, not by a long chalk.
Now let me be wildly inconsistent and horrify the die-hard steam
brigade. I have become quite attached to the London Midland electrics –
the locomotives, I mean – and have even been known to stand at Euston
for brief periods and watch them. The locomotives themselves are wellstyled and look good at the head of a train. Perhaps too the pantograph
helps in some way to compensate for the lack of a chimney. There is
something clean and crackling about electricity, with its swift and silent
acceleration, that appeals in itself, if only by contrast with the laboured
bumbling of a diesel. The exit from Euston is now quite a thrilling
experience; you can feel the train gathering speed through the Primrose
Hill tunnel and beyond past Queens Park, to reach the 100 mark
somewhere before Harrow. And it is very satisfying, along that stretch
near Weedon, to go streaking past all the cars on the M1.
To give the diesel its due, it also can sometimes provide a sight worth
pausing for. I must own to getting quite a kick out of the spectacle of a
‘Deltic’ on full power accelerating through Finsbury Park. The very racket
helps to make it impressive.
That I think is the sum total of what the railway holds for me still. It is
little enough compared with what has been lost, but it is sufficient to
ensure that I remain a dedicated rail fan to the end of my days. I grieve for
the passing of steam, and for those pitiful ribbons of abandoned track; and
there are times when I reflect sadly that I was born half a century too late.
But it is the sign of the dotard to take refuge in memories, and I have not
yet, thank heaven, come to that. I come down firmly on the side of the
new-age railway.
I am looking forward to my next trip from Euston.
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APPENDIXES
1. Letters to Jim at boarding school from his father
East Dene, Alexandra Park, Nottingham
28th May 1914
My dear Jim,
I came back from my voyaging yesterday. Mother intended to come up
from Trusthorpe, to be with me but her cold is still troubling her, so she
could not risk it. I suppose you have written to her at Trusthorpe.
I do not quite know how mother has settled about the photographs,
but you will at least have the promised half dozen, and as many more as
you like to pay for.
By the way, I want you to tell me definitely whether your Club money
which you hold as Treasurer is intact and separate from your other
money. It is money which you hold in trust and must be forthcoming at
any moment, so it should not be mixed up with other money. The fact that
you have a claim on a part of it, makes no difference. Be sure you let me
know about this in your next letter.
I stayed with Dr. Macnair in Edinburgh. He collects ancient coins and
he gave me a few for you, which he thought would interest you. I send
them. You had better write to thank him. His address is Dr. D. S. Macnair,
67 Braid Avenue, Edinburgh. One or two of the coins have a green deposit
upon them. Don't scrub this off, as its presence is part of genuineness and
enhances the value.
Dr. Macnair has also given me a book which tells one how to make, at
home, an astronomical telescope. Of course one must buy the glasses. You
can read it in the holidays and see whether you can do anything with it.
Send your next letter to Trusthorpe. I am going there on Saturday till
Tuesday, and mother will be staying a day or two longer, I think.
I had a very pleasant holiday, but a very cold one. On board ship the
engine room was the only really warm place.
I suppose mother has written you about Prize day. We shall come
down on Thursday I suppose, but shall not stay beyond Monday morning.
I do not go away at the same time as Mr Billson if I can help it and he will
be away for his holiday then. So from Thursday till Monday is all I can
manage.
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I hope to hear from mother with your letter in the morning.
Your affectionate Father.
Dr Macnair was a boyhood friend of William’s and the Best Man at his and
Hattie’s wedding. Mr Billson was William’s right hand man in his accountancy
practice.

Alexandra Park 26 May 1915
My dear Jim,
I have been trying my hand at a little essay on ‘the plough’, and send
my effort herewith. It does not, I fear, attain your high standard, but then,
I am only a beginner. My inexperience must also be my apology for the
poem on the subject, which I also have the pleasure to lay at your feet.
In the matter of the length of five minutes, or any other conventional
measurement of time, I must cry ‘peccavi’. I utter this cry largely because
it is one of the few Latin words with which I am now acquainted & this
seemed a good chance to get it off. And the using of it reminds me that
Scinde (excuse my observing that Scinde is in India) was taken by Sir
Charles Napier in 1843. The connection lies in the fact that a wag (I know
not his name) wrote of this exploit as follows –
What said the gallant Napier,
Proudly brandishing his rapier,
To the Army and the Navy?
I have Scinde [1] – peccavi!
You observe in the opening of your very interesting letter that you
make no apology for your opening for you ‘could think of no other’. But
that alone does not justify an opening. Suppose you could only think of an
imprecation. That would not justify its employment. In such a case you
would have to cut the opening and begin at the second paragraph!
This, you will observe, is a frivolous letter & befitteth me little, either
as a Chartered Accountant or a Magistrate. But then I am not writing in
either capacity. At least you must allow that I am not one of those who can
write down nothing but bald facts. Not that bald facts are without value –
don't neglect them. Indeed a boy (or man) who could write down the bald
facts about a plough could write a very creditable essay. ‘Don't talk to me
of statistics’ says John, ‘one can prove anything by statistics.’ ‘Very true’
1: Scinde is now spelt – and pronounced – Sind and is in Pakistan: hence the pun,
peccavi being the Latin for ‘I have sinned.’
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retorts Peter, ‘but you can't prove anything without them.’ Not a bad
saying to remember.
I like your plan of going now and then to Hepplethwaite for a
ninepenny blowout. But don't you think that if you go again you may find
the price raised? I judge the farmer's profit was but small!
Mother wants to know if you have yet written to Uncle Will [1]. Bruce,
we hear, is wounded in the leg. I am glad it is no worse: the fighting has
been so fierce that one wonders how any of our men can be left alive.
I hope you and Ridehalgh II [2] will be able to pursue your studies
respective studies with diligence and decorum. (This for the sake of
alliteration.)
We came from Trusthorpe yesterday & today Bob has been to school
which he seems to like very well.
No time for more – love from us all.
Your affectionate Father
P.S. On reading this, mother points out, with the freedom permissible
in the family circle, that I am myself a bald fact. But this is overstating the
case. I have some hair!
Alison's last letter & sundry photographs are enclosed. Please return
them all.

The Plough
A plough has two handles and a point. When it is dragged along it always
tries to waggle about. It is used in the fields and helps to make corn grow.
Sometimes it is used to catch mice. Robert Burns* wanted to write a
poem about a mouse so he got his plough and caught one and wrote his
poem.
There is a plough in the sky, but it is not a very good one, and is no
use. If you want to plough the sea, you get a boat. Some people plough
sand, but that seems silly.

1: Uncle Will was William Robert Bousfield, Hattie’s eldest brother and the Tory
MP mentioned on page 91. Bruce was his third son, only 18 years old and
wounded in the extremely fierce fighting in the Dardanelles during First World
War then raging. He survived and married at the end of the war.
2: Ridehalgh II would have been a school friend of Jim's. In his time at school, as
still in the 1950s, boys were all officially referred to by their surnames, as was
common among middle-class men in Victorian times. The ‘II’ indicated there was
also an elder boy with the same name.
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The place where they know most about ploughs is at Harrow, because
ploughs and harrows go together. But Harrow is not such a good school
as Sedbergh.
*Burns – greatest poet of all time. Scotch.

An original poem, illustrating (inter alia) the vagaries of English
pronunciation. Illustrating also the meagre poetical outfit of the poet.
Note: In each verse the last word of the second, third & fourth lines is to
be read as rhyming with the last word of the first line.
The lab'rer firmly guides the plough
Straight as a line he guides it, though
His arms are weary, and enough
Is done this day ere task is through. (...etc)

2. Temporis Acti: extracts from an article in the Evans House magazine
The Wasp by JABH
It turned up among some old papers, the gold lettering still faintly legible
on the brown cover: ‘Roll of Sedbergh School, Lent 1915’. As I studied this
relic of the Sedbergh that was, I fell to thinking of the house as I had
known it that Lent term, 37 years ago, in the days of the grand old spartan,
‘Burr’ Martyn.
‘Burr’ was the embodiment of Dura Virum Nutrix.[1] Plain living and
fresh air were his recipe for a good life; as a consequence, the diet was
spare while the House resembled a depression over Iceland! He was
reputed to wear rubber soled shoes, owing to his knack of materialising
silently during awkward moments, as for example inside a study during
prep. when someone had just settled down to read a magazine. Suddenly
the toiler would become aware of ‘Burr’ standing behind him, gazing with
interest at the offending literature, and then it was too late to do anything
about it.
Very different were the methods of another Housemaster of the
period who was said always to give a loud cough before entering a study,
dormitory or other place where anything unseemly might be going on.
This made him immensely popular and his house was the envy of the rest.
The current ‘Brown Book’ lists a bewildering variety of 6th forms,
containing between them a goodly proportion of the school. In my book
1: Dura Virum Nutrix: the Latin motto of Sedbergh School, 'a hard nurse of men'.
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the four 6ths taken together muster a select company of 38, and even that
number was quite new, for it was only the previous term that the Classical
and Modern 6ths had been divided into Upper and Lower. As a
foundation member of Lower 6th Classical, I remember going to the Head
of School to ask if we were qualified to wear stick-up collars, and was
gratified to learn that we did.
In the days of starched collars, these were governed by strict rules.
The collars were of three types. The smaller boys wore the hideous Eton,
shaped like a truncated candle-snuffer. Many of the older boys had a more
grown-up type of collar with pointed ends worn under the jacket. The
boys sitting around the Housemaster [in the House photos of the period]
and perhaps a few others are wearing ‘stick-ups’ – an odd misnomer, for
it was a turn-down affair – which was reserved for prefects, 'colours' [1]
and the sixth formers.
My generation... gained our experience [of school life] the hard way. I
don't think Evans House was any rougher than most, but it was an
‘established tradition’ to make life painful for a new boy by means of a
Fives shoe [2] – and in other ways! I shall not forget my own initiation. On
the first day the new boys were ordered out into the yard and lined up in
goal, while the others kicked the ball at us from close range. I was too
intrigued by the novelty of the thing to feel miserable, but I remember
how the football stung! It didn't do us any harm but certainly the House is
a much happier place today.

3. The Glory of the Fells (The view from the top of Rise Hill) by JABH
There stand those fells, that from the first have been.
Clear-cut, their lofty summits crowned with white,
Reflected glorious 'midst the evening light,
Far-flung about the landscape's various scene.
See northwards Baugh Fell o'er the valley stand,
A purple mass beneath a sky of grey,
While yonder, far to southward, Morecambe Bay
Mirrors the evening sunlight, golden, grand.
To westward, in the lengthening distant blue,
Their furrowed crests the Lake Hills skywards rear,
Rising in icy glory tier on tier,
Till in the darkening shadows lost to view.
1: 'Colours': boys who had represented the school in one of the main sports.
2: Fives shoe: later a gym shoe, a rubber-soled shoe for running etc.
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Then, looking eastwards, Whernside's mass looms forth,
And all the Pennines – valley, hill and stream,
While far away a tiny puff of steam
Tells of the train that hurries to the North.
Then homewards turn, the dark begins to clot
In night, the chilling tempest courses o'er
The sweeps of heather, howls across the moor,
And desolation rules this lonely spot.

4. Jim and Raphael Roche
Extracts from Healer Extraordinary: the Story of Raphael Roche
Chapter 3:
Roche was absolutely without greed. Though he made a great deal of
money, he certainly could have made a great deal more. His fees of twenty
guineas for the first visit and two guineas for each subsequent one, though
above Harley Street level, as he was wont to point out, were small
compared with what he could have obtained.... In my own case, when I
first wrote to him, I enquired what his fees might be. He told me, but
obviously suspecting – rightly – that I was not rich, he added that he
would treat me for fifteen guineas plus one guinea thereafter.
Such was the man to whom I turned in desperation at the age of 24. It
is due to him mainly that a young man who was always ill has achieved a
vigorous old age. If I sing his praises, I have good reason to do so.
Chapter 4:
I conclude this chapter by describing how Roche dealt with my own case.
To do this I must go into a little personal history. In May 1919, while still
serving in France, I was so misguided as to get shot by a French sentry on
the Belgian frontier. The bullet pierced the lung; complications followed,
and I was discharged from hospital after three months in very poor shape.
Shortly afterwards a violent love disappointment completed what the
Frenchman had begun, and my bowels seized up completely. The doctor's
pills purged me and bound me again, and after a while ceased to purge. I
went to another doctor who gave me electrical treatment, then to hospital,
where I was diagnosed as neurotic; they could do nothing for me. I tried a
herbalist, under the influence of whose potions I grew steadily worse. By
now I not only had to take an aperient daily; I was suffering almost
continuously from that condition generally known as 'liver', when life
becomes a misery. Hardly a day passed when I felt even fairly well; the
utter despair of that period haunts me yet. Then I happened upon one of
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Roche's articles in the Cornhill Magazine, and got in touch with him as I
have described.
The things about me which had mattered to the doctors interested
Roche not at all. He was not concerned with my stools or my tongue, or
other physical symptoms. He wanted to know how I felt. I felt dreadful; a
frightful thick head, so that I could hardly think. Yes, but what sort of a
thick head? Did the pressure come from inside, as if my head were
bursting, or from outside, as if there were a band clamped around it? Was
it worse in the morning? at night? before meals? after meals? in hot
weather? in cold weather? in wet weather? So the investigation went on,
at visit after visit. It was not at all easy to answer these questions, but I
suppose I must have got the answers right in the end because gradually I
began to improve. It was a grim business at first, bereft of the mixtures
which had kept me moving, for Roche naturally insisted that his patients
should give up all other medicines. The cure would certainly have been
quicker if I had not been a rather heavy smoker, and here we come back
to what Roche said about studying the patient's whole personality. He
warned me twice – in writing – that I ought neither to smoke nor drink –
‘people of your temperament should keep right off them’, he said. It was
not in fact until I gave up smoking about ten years later that I ceased to
have occasional bouts of a thick head. But the main work had been done;
in particular the constipation had been cured. So incidentally had the piles
from which I had suffered and which disappeared under Roche's
treatment in a matter of days.

5. Jim's first Visit to Denmark
The two pieces given here are extracts from a couple of typescripts found in Jim's
papers. They are in fact carbon copies, suggesting that the originals were
produced for someone specific but there is no indication whom. Grinling is a
possibility, for the text itself rules out both Hansen and his mother. They also
suggest the 'letters' were, or were intended to be, part of a longer series. If so, no
others survive. The extracts, together with those from the article in Denmark, the
journal of the Anglo-Danish Society, given below in Appendix 6, have been
chosen to throw light on Jim's personality and attitudes, rather than as a
description of Denmark and the crossing of the North Sea in a small cargo boat.
Denmark – I: The Route to Copenhagen
You must forgive me if these first letters are mainly narrative. Quite
quickly I must proceed to serious business, for you must know all about
this astonishing land, but I must first tell you of the journey here. It has
taken five days in all, and every day has been packed with thrills, some of
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them unjoyful indeed, but all of them wholly new. And if I begin at Goole
it is not because the town has anything to commend it, but merely because
the voyage started there... But not even its grim drabness could dispel that
romance, that promise of the wide and distant spaces, which attaches to
all ports, outposts of the secure and sheltered earth...
The good ship ‘Douglas’... is no liner; her tonnage is but 950, less than
half that of a cross-channel packet... A single screw propels her at the
modest rate of 12 knots in fine weather. This may help to explain the
extraordinary length of the trip to Copenhagen: 50 hours, I had been told.
Actually we took 61.
But what are these trifling details compared with the amenities of
cargo-boat travel? This, my friends, is travel in the grand and spacious
style. No herd of uninvited fellow-travellers; no fussy official restrictions:
this is your own pleasure yacht. We two passengers had the run of the
entire ship, even including the sacred precincts of the bridge. You are one
of the ship's company – except that you don't have to work. I call that
more than ample compensation for a pitching tub of a vessel and quarters
directly above the screw.
At seven we slipped our moorings, but it was two hours before we
cleared the locks and nosed our way cautiously down the winding Ouse,
for Goole is forty miles inland. A bite of supper, and then up on the bridge
for the first bit of excitement – the journey down the Humber to the sea...I
could have wished, though, that this part of the voyage had been in
daylight, if only to see the lightless beacon at Donna Nook, my old friend
of now long bygone days, recalling a host of memories. As it was, I
saluted it in the dark.
‘Wind freshening’ announced the skipper. Dear me. we have started
pitching already. Anxious thoughts and queasy feelings inside. 3am; bed
is surely indicated. Will that wretched propellor keep me awake?
I returned to consciousness at eight, and decided that the wind had
certainly freshened, for we were doing a regular see-saw fore and aft.
More feelings inside, but I can stand this right enough, I thought. Enter the
steward looking cheerful. ‘Lovely morning on deck, sir’, so I resolved to
inspect the loveliness. It was a disastrous move. No sooner did I abandon
recumbrance than retribution fell on me. Exit the majority of supper.
Somehow I dressed and struggled out on deck, confident in the healing
virtues of fresh air. I ascended the bridge; exit the remnants of supper.
Really, this is most unedifying in public.
At this point the steward appeared with a deck-chair and a suggestion
for a station amidships, where the pitching was least pronounced. I spent
the rest of the day huddled in that chair, punctuated by periodical visits to
the rail... In the bunk I had been all right; here on deck my uprisings were
only every hour or so, but the way between the two, I had discovered, was
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a via dolorosa indeed. I decided... to be cheerful and take joy in this new
experience, for I had often wondered what sea-sickness was like. Now I
know. That day's rations consisted of a brace of cups of tea, both promptly
offered as libations to the sea...
We ran into low clouds at sundown, and the sea turned to a pool of
ink. To the west was a baleful streak of red, out of which the sun shot for
a moment to light up the desolate scene. At 10.30 I nerved myself for the
return trip to the bunk, which haven was at last regained, though not
without several further accidents en route.
The next morning – Sunday – we were still pitching hard, so it seemed
prudent to lie low and await the sheltered waters of the Kattegat... the
channel between Denmark and Sweden... At three o'clock our motion was
so much easier that I got up and braved the passage to the deck. No
accidents this time. And there five miles or so to the east was the Danish
coast... This was the north-west coast of Jutland, not so very far from my
destination, yet I had two more days travelling to reach it...
By this time I was pulling around fast... It was now getting dark, and
the captain and officers (except those on watch) foregathered for a game of
rummy, there invariable pastime, it seemed, though they never played for
stakes. My fellow-passenger produced a gramophone, and we settled
down to a card-cum-musical evening... My most vivid memory of the
voyage is that of the lighted cabin with its cheery faces, the grinding out
of puerile music, and the dark waters sliding away behind.
This was the in officers' quarters, but one or two of the crew dropped
in to have a look. But in this informality there was no hint of indiscipline;
it was just the spirit of the ship. Everyone… was on the best of terms...
Such conditions are of course only possible on a small boat and with a
regular crew, but it none the less lent an additional pleasure to the voyage.
The next morning we were astir early for the trip down the narrowing
Kattegat. I was up on the bridge by six, and the sight was glorious to
behold. The sullen skies of the past two days had vanished, and the sun
was just piercing the morning mist. To the right was the distant coast of
Denmark, just discernible; to the left, but a few miles away, was the whole
line of the Swedish coast, crested with churches and windmills, all aglow
in the morning light. The sea, deep blue and calm at last, was alive with
craft, and here is big four-master, all her sails set, motionless upon the
water...
Too soon we entered harbour, past long lines of shipping of all
nations, which give such a cosmopolitan air to a port... A gang of
stevedores got busy at once on the cargo, but we could not go ashore yet,
as the customs officer had yet to come aboard. I was rather anxious about
his examination, as I had nearly a pound of tobacco to declare, as well as
my precious typewriter... At long last the Customs Officer came aboard; a
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lean bespectacled gent, a trifle frigid in his courtesy. He eyed my hoard of
baccy-tins suspiciously; ‘These are dutiable’ he said. I pleaded the needs of
personal consumption, and to my great relief he finally let them pass. The
typewriter was possibly too battered to evoke comment.
I was now free to land, but when the moment came I was loath to quit
the boat. It came suddenly, with the force of a shock, that all these folk
spoke Danish; probably most of them spoke nothing else. All my
insularity rose in protest at this outrage; here were people – real people –
and they actually didn't talk English. It occurred to me for the first time
that I was a foreigner... And I had a whole twelve hours to kill amongst
these folk, and then find my way to still more distant parts, for I knew I
had to take the evening boat to Aarhus. Came a sinking feeling of utter
isolation.
At last my baggage was put ashore; I took a flying leap after it on to
the quay, and I was alone, a stranger in an unknown land.

Denmark II – Copenhagen to Lyngsoe Gaard
My first concern was to find the Aarhus boat and stow my kit for the day.
To this end I hailed a taxi. ‘Aarhus baad’ I commanded the driver, making
my first essay in Danish. ‘Yes’ he replied.
I was deposited opposite a boat and left to my own devices, feeling
awkward and extremely alone... There was a boat – name of ‘Aarhus’, too,
which looked promising – and here were two suitcases, a haversack and
me. What was the next move? Why, light a cigarette, of course... At length
a steward came down the gangway and assured me that this was indeed
the Aarhus boat, and that it sailed at eleven that night. I followed his
directions to the ticket office... where, mindful of my slender wad of
kroner, I booked modestly second-class. ‘Thirteen pounds’ demanded the
clerk. Luckily he meant thirteen kroner (a krone is about a shilling)...
Thereafter for many hours I roamed the streets, in the full loneliness of
the stranger in a capital city. Desperately I wanted to talk; more
desperately I didn't want to look a fool. Very bashfully I made a few
purchases, pondering the while on the gross presumption of the
Englishman in demanding every other nation should speak his tongue. In
point of fact nearly everyone could... Maybe I should have taken the bull
by the horns, and spoken my native tongue boldly, but in truth I was
consumed with shame, and my requests were laconic in the extreme...
I was grateful for the open-air cafes, which flourish in this northern
capital lying at about the latitude of Edinburgh. Here I paused at intervals
to quaff a lager, a beverage with much to recommend it. It is the home
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product and relatively harmless, much lighter than English beer. Also it is
cheap, and I could say it in Danish...
And if you ask me what struck me most in Copenhagen, I should say
it was the extreme cleanness of the place. Not merely the streets were tidy:
there was a general air of lightness, an absence of smoke and murk, in
violent contrast to my beloved London... The city also lacks that
unwholesome touch which taints most capitals; I saw few signs of poverty
and little flaunting wealth...
Came lunchtime, and a question of where to feed... I resolved on an
all-Danish meal. After an interval in which to pluck up courage I turned at
random into an unpretentious place. The proprietor's English was weak,
but I cared nought for this. There is some excitement in a meal in which
every order is a wild gamble. I pointed blindly to an item on the menu,
which turned out to be a quite excellent chop. A little hitch appeared over
the sweets, and in the upshot two chunks of melon appeared – not an
ideal addendum to a chop. But what matter? I set forth again vastly
refreshed and ready to conquer Copenhagen...
I made a mistake over supper, for I found myself in a flashy restaurant
with a French menu – prices of course to match. It cost 11 kroner, which
was more than I wanted to spend. I then considered the evening's
programme.,, having no wish to return to the streets. So I summoned a
waiter. ‘Tell me’ I said, ‘Do you know of a place to dance?’... I found my
way there by means of a taxi – the only cheap thing in Copenhagen – and
sat down self-consciously just inside. There were very few people;
probably it would not get going till midnight, when I should be far away.
I cast my eyes aloft to the balcony, which seemed to offer release from
my lonely state. I mounted the stairs. Good evening, girls, what will you
have to drink? ‘Ah, visky’ in chorus. Waiter a whisky apiece for these
ladies and a coffee, please, for me. Bur dear girls, why whisky? I come 600
miles to be asked for Britain's least creditable export. I feel the occasion
demands a protest, so I fish out my pocket dictionary and point to the
Danish for ‘poison’. Disclaimers from the ladies, who promptly drown the
stuff in soda. Well, it's your funeral, though I suppose I have to pay.
One girl is dark and petite, very un-Danish; the other, less attractive,
is blonde. They are in a cabaret show here. The blonde lady has a little
English, but the dark one, alas, has none. This renders conversation
difficult, but I manage to convey the fact that I am from London. Signs of
interest; the dark lady has an aunt living in Baker Street... A little English,
less French, and the dictionary: one can always be understood at a pinch.
And what are mere words compared with the language of eyes and
gesture? It was grievous that I had to catch the boat.
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The ‘Aarhus’ is a commodious ship, but her second-class cabins hold
four. I had three Danes as my travelling-companions, but I was far too
tired to feel embarrassed, and was very quickly asleep. We were
awakened by a bell at six, which announced we were an hour's run from
Aarhus. I dressed at once and went on deck, where I fell into conversation
with a nurse, who took pity on a lost foreigner and offered to pilot me to
the train. I was only too glad to accept, for this was provincial Denmark
and I could not count on making myself understood. Here indeed was a
ministering angel, for whom no pains could be too great. She took me to
the station, saw that I had breakfast, and directed me onto the train. I shall
treasure the memory of that nurse: she was a splendid advertisement for
her country...
At Viborg station I discovered Mr Sund, who had guessed the train
and most kindly come to meet me. I was vastly relieved, as I had been told
to ring him up on arrival, and the prospect had made me tremble. We did
not go at once to the farm, as there was a luncheon being held in the town,
to which I was invited. My good friend Mr Hansen, to whom I am
indebted for this trip, was there, on a flying visit to inspect some new
bacon-factories, and looking happy to be among his own people again.
The lunch started at noon, and persisted for over an hour, what time we
ploughed though a fearsome array of dishes, and I was initiated into the
Danish custom of eating several courses off a single plate. Both my
neighbours could speak perfect English, and... I had to listen to some hard
things about my country's lack of enterprise... What I did gather was the
extraordinary friendliness towards Great Britain...
A five-mile drive out into the country, and, weary and over-full, I was
ushered at last into Lyngsoe Gaard, standing solitary on a narrow, lost
lane, by a black lake set round with pine-woods.

6. My Denmark: Jutland Memories. Extracts from an article in Denmark,
Spring 1964
My Denmark is not Copenhagen. Nor Sjaelland, nor Fyn, nor any of the
places where the tourists flock. My Denmark is Vraa, in bleak Vendsyssel,
where the wind howls in from the North Sea across the sandy
ploughlands and the June sky is aflame in the north at midnight.
It comes back to me after thirty-three years: the arrival at Vraa on a
January evening after an endless journey through the frozen darkness; the
strangeness of the folk high school where I was to stay, and where the
headmaster (who was also a farmer) kept pigs in one corner of the
building; the first excruciating struggles with the language and the joy
when light began to dawn, and sitting on my hard bench I began to
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understand what the lectures were about; the appalling strong coffee at
three o'clock which made me ill, and the still more appalling weak tea
which the kindly Danes gave me instead (until I went into the kitchen and
discovered that they neither boiled the water nor warmed the pot); the
High School Song Book in which songs and hymns were all jumbled up in
glorious confusion; the intense, almost parochial Danishness of the place,
and above all, the lack of class barriers. How it may be in bigger towns I
cannot say, but in Vraa all are social equals, or very nearly.
This came to me first when I mentioned one day that I proposed to go
a walk to Rudbjaerg lighthouse on the coast near Loekken. 'Give my
regards to the keeper there', said one of the staff. 'He's my cousin'. Good
gracious, I thought. Here's a teacher with a lighthouse-keeper for a cousin,
and no-one thinks it at all odd.
Came spring, and with the high school closed I moved out to a nearby
farm. It was a pretty average bondegaard (farm) of 70 acres or so,
exceptional only on one respect. As it happened, my hostess's father was
an ex-Minister, the former Traffic Minister, Thomas Larsen. But the Danes
didn't seem to think it all that strange. Here was equality if you like. On
festive evenings the whole lot of them – small farmers and larger ones and
their wives, old Larsen, the headmaster of the Realskole, the parson from
the Valgmenighedskirke (Free Church), farm boys and house girls – all
gathered round the board without social distinction. Or again at a dance
at the local brickworks ('third richest man in the place', I was told –
evidently no tax secrets here), lo and behold, the girls from the farm were
there. Some English find this hard to understand. 'But are they nice
people?' enquired an aunt on my return. 'Are they gentle-folk?' I had to
reply that I didn't know: that really the question did not arise. I have
heard Danes, too, deplore this absence of 'gentlefolk', but to my mind it
makes for a happier society...
I [first] saw Danish farming in the days of its pride... I returned to
Vraa twenty-four years later, and put in another spell on the farm, now
owned by my former host's son... What changes did I find? The farm itself
had altered hardly at all... And the people? They had not changed one
little bit... And how rich are their cultural interests – no time to enlarge on
that, but I am sure the High School has had a lot to do with it. I have seen
in Vraa a way of life better than any I have known elsewhere. That is why
I love it so, and shall always think of it as my second home.
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7. Correspondence with Bob
This exchange of letters with Bob – or 'TIM' as he surprisingly signs himself –
arose out of the sale of 'East Dene', the family home in Nottingham, at the end of
the war, their mother having died nearly four years previously. The house had
already been sold, and some friction or misunderstanding between Bob on the one
hand and Jim and Alison on the other was growing over what to do about the
substantial garden. Bob was the only one of the three living in Nottingham as
well as being the only one with the money to be able to consider buying it. In the
event he did so, but his wife Margery had very unhappy memories of East Dene
from her time living there as Bob's new wife and, as Jim and Alison surmised in
spite of Bob's denial, she would never agree to his plan for building a house for
them on the site.
At the time of the correspondence Bob was about to leave the Air Force and
was in his last few days in Germany. Jim in contrast had just arrived there. Both
letters are very long: Bob's contains some 3,000 words and Jim's around 1500.
R.A.F., c/o B.A.O.R. 2nd November 1945
My dear James,
Herewith the conveyance of the house, which I have today received from
Digby and signed and am sending on to you at his request...
As to your two letters – well, James, after spending three evenings
composing replies and then tearing them up I decided to let things
simmer for a few days before making another attempt. From this you will
gather that I don't find them at all easy to answer. Indeed, I wouldn't
answer at all, if it were not that by an unlucky chance we seem likely just
to miss each other – your overseas service will be starting just as mine is
finishing. I don't know my release date yet, but it's likely to be within the
next fortnight... I wish very much that we could meet; I'm sure we could
iron things out a great deal quicker and avoid a lot of misunderstanding.
However, there's nothing to do but write: and as I owe Alison a letter... I
am taking a carbon of this for her benefit.
Now your letters. I don't know whether you've ever paid much
attention when I've told you, more than once, in the past how bewildering
and puzzling I find your letters... This one is the worst of all – it could
hardly be less clear if it had been written in Chinese. Let me try to explain
why.
First puzzle. You had interpreted my letter as meaning that I had in
fact already given up the idea of taking over the garden... As you very
well know, all I said was that I agreed to an auction and wasn't yet certain
whether I should turn up to bid, in view of your extremely discouraging
attitude...
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Second puzzle. ‘No man in his senses would do such a thing in face of
his wife's opposition’... Margery hasn't told me about [any] ‘sentimental
objections’ – she's only worried about the financial aspects...
Third puzzle. ‘To sell the place as a whole would have been so much
the best in every way’. Why? In Heaven's name, why? Mother herself was
toying with the idea of selling the garden during the last twenty years of
her life, and was only prevented by sentimental conservatism from doing
so. The fact is the garden is far too big by modern standards: if it is sold,
no matter to whom, it's as certain as can be that within the next twenty
years it will be sold and built up. The only chance of preventing that is to
keep it in the family...
You see, James, you are not, you simply are not playing fair... You're
not being frank. Margery tells me that every time she mentions the garden
to you, you just freeze up and won't discuss it... Apparently you're quite
prepared to drift into a family row, which will hurt our feelings on both
sides and perhaps estrange us permanently, rather than come clean and
explain...
Now, James, the fact is that you're strongly opposed to the idea of my
having the garden.. I want to know why you would rather have strangers
in the garden and risk its being obliterated beneath the handiwork of a
jerrybuilder, than have your own brother living in it... and yourself and
your own family coming sometimes to see us there...
There may be rational answers to all these questions... To assist you,
since to evidently find it so difficult, I'll tell you what I guess your reasons
are... First of all, I think you and Alison both take what I might call a
curator's interest in the garden. You've not grown up with it, as I did –
you neither of you lived much at home after you were in your teens. To
you it's simply the place where you spent your childhood, as Trusthorpe
is to me, and you hate any kind of change in it... Secondly, I think you
both resent the idea that what previously belonged to all of us would
belong to one of us, so that you'd be there as guests and not as owners...
Thirdly, I think there's a streak of jealousy, that I seem able to afford to
buy it and you apparently can't...
The idea of buying the garden and building on it is one I've had for a
dozen or fifteen years past – ever since I started having affairs with young
women and realized that someday I should get married and have to live
somewhere. Indeed... I've never thought seriously of living anywhere else
– I'm very fond of the Knowe but I've never regarded it as more than a
temporary expedient...
But in any case, as you can see, I'm not even going to try to decide
until I've got home and seen the valuation, and looked at the place itself
and talked the whole thing over...
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And before I stop, let me do something I ought to have done at the
start – congratulate you on your majority. Are you a major already or does
it take effect only when you get to Germany? I'm addressing this to you as
major, anyway, on spec. A Major Hamilton to match Major Bousfield –
that ought to put the Bousfields' noses out of joint – we ought to have a
print made – ‘served with distinction in King George's wars’ and circulate
it round all the cousins. Still one rank ahead of me, I see. However, soon
after you get this I shall be just ‘Mr’ again. It can't be too soon!
Ever yours
TIM

Admin & Local Govt Branch, Main H.Q. C.C.G., Buende c/o B.A.O.R.
(undated)
My dear Tim,
Sunday morning – my first in Germany and just about your last. I have
brought a typewriter down from the office to my billet, so here goes with
a letter to you...
We left Croydon on Monday in low-hanging cloud, and the trip was
as dull as I expected it would be. These passenger planes (?Dakotas) have
the tiniest windows, and in my inexperience I chose a seat more or less
over the wing. As it happened it didn't make much difference, for we flew
above an unbroken sheet of cloud. The brilliant upper surface was rather
fascinating for about ten minutes, after which there was nothing to do
except sit, for it was too cold even to doze off. It was an eerie moment,
though, when we plunged down through the clouds from the dazzling
upper world into a grey and astonishingly normal-looking Germany.
It is too bad (from my point of view) that you are going home so soon,
for if you were going to be here a little longer I would certainly have come
to visit you. My predecessor has tended to stay put, but it seems to me
quite impossible to conduct any sort of Intelligence work efficiently (quite
apart from being a mere post office) from within the hermetically sealed
vessel which constitutes the Bunde compound, from which practically all
Germans have been expelled (save to come in by day as workers), which
might be surrounded by a 100-foot high wall for all one can know at firsthand of what is going on in Germany. As I am in charge of my own
section I presume I can, within limits, please myself. It will take a few
weeks to get into the office routine and general set-up, during which
period I shall be immobilized; after that I propose, as the saying is, to go
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swanning. And I would certainly have made my first swan in your
direction.
Very many thanks for your congratulations. Actually my promotion
dates from October 8th, the day when I reported to the Commission's Rear
Link, just round the corner from Trebovir Road of blessed memory. Of
course majors are two a penny (or should I say 12 to the Mark?) around
here, but there are points about having a small command of one's own,
and my immediate superior is a Brigadier.
Since we seem fated to miss one another, let me do the best I can by
letter... You have adverted at times to the brevity of my letters. The reason
really was the one I gave, viz. that I just hadn't got time. My evenings
were so short and my day off so crowded that I just had to cut down
letters to a minimum... Out here, though I am extremely busy, I have far
more spare time available...
Very well, then. As I see it, there is no need for us even to talk about
quarrelling, for there's nothing to quarrel about. If you want the garden
it's yours and welcome. I couldn't stop you buying it even if I would, but
I don't want to, and never have done, and I can't imagine what makes you
believe otherwise. Cast your mind back a moment. We were having a
drink in the buffet at Victoria on Sunday in June last year, when you
called in on me in Hobart House. I told you of a nibble we had just had for
the whole property, and you told me then that you wished to buy the
garden. Immediately I said: ‘Of course. It would have pleased Mother to
see her grandchildren there’... It was only when I began to wonder
whether... having bought the land you might have to re-sell, that I raised
the question of its protection. I thought you would be bound to agree, at
all events in principle, and there was certainly nothing provocative in the
way I raised the subject... What I did get was a flat refusal to do anything
about it or even to discuss it... I fear that lent a note of asperity to my
reply, for which I am extremely sorry. And I'm afraid, too, that I overcondensed that particular letter... What I said was that I would not sell
you the garden privately... What I meant to convey was that if you wanted
the land to speculate with, you should take your place with other bidders
at a public auction. I now realize that I was mistaken in crediting you with
any such intention...
I will tell you something else. Both Alison and I have all along... been
willing and glad for you to have the garden, and we have never wavered
in the view that if you wanted it to build on it was yours to have. But we
suspected Margery did not like the idea... It was not something she had
ever said, but simply that, shall I put it, one's quondam seduction-ground
is not the kind of building-site which is likely to make strong appeal to
one's wife... So we saw ourselves being involved in a lot of family trouble,
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and all for something which might never come off... But of course it wasn't
our business to say so, and our lips, Baldwin-like, were sealed. It was only
when we learned that things had turned out as we had foreseen that it
appeared to us that our fears had been confirmed. However you tell me
that Margery's objections are financial only... If this is so, then I freely and
gladly admit that we were wrong...
But on this matter of garden upkeep. The place is a source of recurrent
expense, the latest item being the collapse of part of a brick wall. We really
must sell it as soon as we can – to yourself if you want it, but in any case,
I suggest, at valuation if possible in preference to auction. So I hope you
will waste no time in getting the valuation completed in order that you
can make up your mind...
On this matter of protecting the site. If you buy and build on it that
will, of course, be the best possible way. But apart from that it has always
seemed to me that the garden had its best chance of preservation by being
sold with the house. Possession of the garden makes a world of difference
to East Dene that no owner would be likely to sell it off unless compelled
to do so by reduced circumstances, as might have happened in Mother's
case. Per contra, take away the garden and East Dene becomes,
potentially, a boarding-house on about the Dryden-Street level, while the
fate of the garden is easy to guess...
One final point. You must not claim for yourself a monopoly of
sentiment about the garden. Incidentally, I have a considerable sentiment
about the house which you do not seem to share... East Dene was my only
home until I was 28, and that if I did not emulate your feats of gallantry it
was not because I was not there at the age when I could have done so.
Now that Mother is dead it belongs to the past, but I am glad to have the
happy memory. My only interest in it now is to ensure, if I can, that that
little rural corner, so close to the crowded streets round Sycamore-Road,
shall continue to be source of pleasure to the people who come walking
round the Park on Sundays and at odd times, and shall not fall prey to the
jerry-builder. If you can secure that end by living there, and in addition
build up a home which one of your children might care to take on after
you, then indeed I shall be delighted.
Well, there it is, and I hope all our bogeys are laid... I am sending a
copy to Alison, which I'm sure you won't mind.
All the best for your bowler hat. Here's to Mr. Hamilton!
Yours ever
Note: the letter is unsigned as it is Jim’s own carbon copy.
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8. Books and Articles by J.A.B. Hamilton
Books
Published by George Allen & Unwin Ltd:
British Railway Accidents of the Twentieth Century. (1967)
Britain's Railways in World War I. (1967)
Britain's Greatest Rail Disaster: the Quintinshill Blaze of 1915. (1969)
with Malcolm Gerard:
Trains to Nowhere: British Steam Train Accidents 1906–1960. (1981)
Rails to Disaster. (1983)
Unpublished:
Britain's Railways in World War II.
Healer Extraordinary: the Story of Raphael Roche.
The Autobiography of a Rail Fan.
A Short History of Britain's Railwaymen (unfinished).
Booklets and papers
Report on Certain Aspects of Danish Agriculture. 1930 (typescript).
Youth & Recreation in Woolwich – A Survey of Juvenile Welfare:
Woolwich Juvenile Organisations Committee and Woolwich Council
for Social Service (anonymous). Woolwich 1930.
Rural Industries Bureau: Its objects and work. The Rural Industries
Bureau (anonymous). London undated.
How to Cost Workshop Plant: (Leaflet no:31) Rural Industries Bureau
(anonymous). London undated.
Book-keeping for Blacksmiths: (Leaflet no:34) Rural Industries Bureau
(anonymous). London undated.
Report on Work of the Rural Industries Bureau 1929–1936: Rural
Industries Bureau. (anonymous). London undated.
A Bright Future for Village Trades: The Nottinghamshire Countryside. The
Nottinghamshire Rural District Community Council. Nottingham
1942.
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Report on Survey of Rural Industries January–September 1942 (typescript)
(anonymous).
Co-operation and the Danish Farmer: (Occasional Paper no:11) Horace
Plunkett Foundation. London 1956.
Articles
The Glory of the Fells (The view from the top of Rise Hill) – poem in
The Sedberghian (termly magazine of Sedbergh School). (anonymous)
Sedbergh 1915.
Social Service: in Charity Organisation Quarterly no:12. London 1925.
The Way of Hope: in Charity Organisation Quarterly no:14. London
1925.
Life at Fiskbaek: in Anglodania (official organ of British Import Union)
15 May 1931.
Et Kig ind ad vore egne Vinduer (A Glimpse in through our own
Windows): in Vendsysyssel Tidende 30 May 1931 (this is a Danish
version of Life at Fiskbaek).
Danmarks Fremtid (Denmark’s Future): in Vendsysyssel Tidende 10
July 1931 (also published in Aalberg Stifstidende 26 July 1931) –
translated into Danish by Niels Anesen.
Hvordan en Englænder, der har boet paa Viborgegnen, ser paa os
(How an Englishman, who has lived in the Viborg area, sees us): in
Viborg Stifts Folkeblad 21 July 1931.
Civilisation in a Basket – Halcyon days of craftsmanship (review of
Basketwork through the Ages by H.H. Bobart): in Times Literary
Supplement 8 February 1936.
Regimentation of Personal Tastes: Signs of Revolt in Revival of rural
Crafts: in North Wilts Herald Modern Homes Supplement May 1939
(published under the name of G.E. Marston, Director of Rural
Industries Bureau, but ghosted by Jim).
Rural Germany goes to the Poll: in British Zone Review vol.1 no:27. 28
September 1946.
L.G.O.s Fight for the Soul of Germany: in Local Government Service
(Journal of the National Association of Local Government Officers).
December 1946.
Temporis Acti: in The Wasp (termly house magazine of Evans House,
Sedbergh School). (‘senex’). Sedbergh 1952.
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Hands across the electric Fence – A study in Danish Co-operation: in
Farmers Weekly 17 April 1953.
Brayton Station is derelict: in Cumberland News 11 March 1955.
Let Steam Engines stay: in Cumberland News 25 March 1955.
En englænder vender tilbage til Danmark efter 24 aar (An Englishman
returns to Denmark after 24 years): publication details unknown
Enten Demokrati eller Kommunisme (Either Democracy or
Communism): in Jyllands Posten 10 June 1955. Also in Aalborg
Amtstidende 25 May 1955.
Der er stadig en tysk fare (There is still a German Danger): in an
unknown Danish newspaper 1955.
Danmark er ikke et lille land (Denmark is not a small country): in
Aalborg Amtstidende June 1955.
Ideas made in Britain: in Nottingham Guardian Journal 16 June 1955.
For Members Only: in Farmers Weekly 15 July 1955.
Precision feeding in the Dairy: in Farmers Weekly 5 August 1955.
Poultry to please the Public: in Farmers Weekly 24 August 1955.
De gode naboers land (The good neighbours’ country): in Aalborg
Amtstidende 16 September 1955.
Ligegyldigheden er den største fare for danskerne (Indifference is the
greatest danger for Danes) (interview with JABH): in an unknown
Danish ?Jutland newspaper ?October 1955.
The Not-so-doomed: in Farmers Weekly 6 July 1956.
Co-operation in the Free Market: in Farmers Weekly 27 July 1956.
The last City Tram Journey: in Nottingham Guardian Journal 8
September 1956.
Yorkshire: There’s full media coverage for this tough market: in
Advertiser’s Weekly (later AdWeekly) 23 March 1962 – the first of a series
of articles up to 15 April 1965.
Look to Saturday for bargain buys: in WPN & Advertisers’ Review 8
February 1963 – the first of a series of articles up to 2 April 1965 under
the nom-de-plume ‘Mediator’.
Frauenzeitschriften in England (Women’s Journals in England): in
Verkaufen an Frauen in Europa 15 October 1964:W & V Sonderdienst.
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My Denmark – Jutland Memories: in Denmark Spring1964: AngloDanish Society London..
The Danish Miracle – a review of Rural development and the Changing
Countries of the World: A Study of Danish Rural Conditions and the Folk
High School with its Relevance to the Developing Countries: by Peter
Maniche et al.: in Denmark: Anglo-Danish Society. London 1970.
Jim evidently also made a number of contributions to The Railway
magazine, but these were not preserved separately among his papers and
have not been researched.
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